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ABSTRACT 
Tills study attempts a comprehensive analysis of the Gemian so-called inseparable prefixes 
be-, ge-. er-, ver-, ent-. The framework Is Talmy's (1978) Figure/Ground distinction, in 
which a Figure is perceived as located or moving with respect to a frame of reference, the 
Ground. TTie pre-syntactic templates of categories [Figure V [[±LOC] Ground]] and [Agent 
V Figure ([+LOC] Groundjjderive Das Heu war auf dem Wagen "The hay was on the cart' 
and Er lud Heu avf den Wagen 'He loaded hay onto the cart'. Hie be- prefix and its inverse 
the ent- prefix are prepositional jdlomorphs which alternatively realize the feature (+LOC]. 
Foregrounding of [[+LOC] Ground]] causes the feature [+LOC] to be adjoined to the verb as 
the prefix be-: Er bebid den Wagen wit Heu 'He be-loaded the cart with hay*. The Figure ar-
gument may also be incorporated by substitution into the verb forming a denomlnal be- or 
ent-verb (bewqffnen 'be-weapon, cum', entwqffnen 'ent-arm. disami'. Adjunction of [+LOC] 
and substitution of the Figure are according to Van Rlemsdljk's (1998) Head Adjacency 
Principle for syntactic heaid movement A set of verb Classes Is established according to 
whether the Figure and Ground arguments are VP-internal, subjects, or incorporated, thus 
rendering the traditional notions of e-roles (Patient E^periencer, Theme, etc.) superfluous. 
I propose a crucial development of Talmys Figure/Ground distinction, the 'hidden' 
Ground, whereby the Ground is the prior location or state of the Figure. In this case the 
prefixes are allomorphs of the 'change of state" P that 1 denote as (-*). On simplex verbs this 
feature means simply 'forth, onward', as in gelelten 'ge-lead, escort', bestehen 'be-stand, 
continue to exist', verfOhren 'uer-lead, tempt'. The Figure N° can substitute into a null V°: 
The template f( -env I N [ ^ FVm ]] gives Er machte Hamlet zu einem Fibn 'He made 
Hamlet into a film'. The Ground is the prior state of Hamlet (not a film). The same template 
permits adjunction of (-») cuid substitution of Film into the null verb slot Uver-i Flim, -env 1 
[ ti tj ]]. nius. we get Er verfllmte Hamlet 'He filmed Hamlet'. 
Deadjectival prefixed verbs cU-e of two types. The prefix er- alternatively realizes (-•) 
with positive degree adjectives ('from not-A A), ver- altematively realizes the (-») that is 
the feature [COMPARATIVEJ. Thus, erbiassen 'er-pcde' (fiDm not-pale to pale) means 
'(suddenly) become pale', whereas uerbtassen 'ver-pede' (from pale to more-pale) means 
'(gradually) fade, lose colour". The feature (<-) on ent- Is the inverse of {->•) and denotes 
'return to prior state', as in entfalten 'ent-fold, unfold', entwaffnen 'ent-weapon. disarm'. 
Connotations such as inchoative, pejorative, concccilment that are associated with 
certain prefixes are accounted for by the underlying change of state template. 
Key concepts: Figure/Ground, inseparable prefix, incorporation, abstract feature, alternative 
realization. Locative Alternation. Dative Alternation, diachronic, morphological cases, prepo-
sitions. 
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The subject of the present study are the so-called inseparable prefixes (and the so-
called inseparable verbs that bear these prefixes) in German. I use the term 
'inseparable' in the tiUe since this is the term that traditional grammars of German 
have given to these prefixes, and which readers who know German will instantly rec-
ognize. As I will shortty show, the term 'inseparable prefix' is a tautology, since a pre-
fix, by its very nature as a bound morpheme, is necessarily inseparable fi-om its host. 
The 'inseparable prefixes' have been so called in order to distinguish them from the 
'separable prefixes'. I first explain the distinction between the two sets of morphemes. 
0.1 The so-called inseparable and separable prefixes in German 
Traditional grammars of German (Corbett 1948, Duden 1959, Eggelhig 1961, Hammer 
1971) distinguish between two types of prefix: separable prefixes (trennbare PrC^lxe) 
and uiseparable prefixes (untrennbare PrOftxe). [ laj gives the citation (infinitive) form 
of a separable verb, and [lb] gives the citation form of an inseparable verb. 
[1] a. aitfstehen 'get up' 
b. uerstehen 'understand' 
The essential difference between the two types of prefix is that inseparable prefixes 
always remain attached to the verb stem, whereas separable prefixes may become de-
tached firom the verb stem. In main clauses the separable prefix is clause-final. 
[2] a. Separable 
Er steht immer frcth aitf. *Er aitfsteht irrvnerjruh, 
he stands always early up 
'He always gets up early.' 
Infa-oduction 
b. Inseparable 
Er versteht immer aHes. *Er steht iwmer alles ver. 
he uer-stands always aU 
'He always xmderstands everything.' 
In embedded (subordinate) clauses, which in German require the finite verb to be 
clause-final, separable and inseparable prefixes look superficially to be behaving in 
the same way. in that In both ccises prefix and verb stem are written as one word. 
There is. however, a difference In word stress, as shown in the next examples, so that 
a separable prefix Eilways carries word stress, whereas an inseparable prefix never 
does. 
[3] a. da0 er immer frith 'aufsteht 
that he always early upgets 
"that he always gets up early' 
b. doiS er iwmer alles vefsteht 
that he always everything oer-stands 
'that he always understands everything.' 
One further difierence between separable and inseparable prefixes needs to be men-
tioned. The past participle of German verbs is, in the unmarked case, formed by pre-
fixation of the morpheme ge- and sufQxation of -t or -en. In the case of separable pre-
fixes this fire- prefix attaches to the stem of the verb, and thus appears between the 
prefix and the verb stem as in [4a]. In contrast, the past participle of an inseparable 
verb is formed without the ge- morpheme. 
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[4] a. Er ist cmf-t^-i-sfandea 
he Is up-fge-t-stood 
'He has got up.' 
b. Er hat {ver+staTuleri/*ge+ver-^staryim/*ver-ige+standen. 
he has oer-stood 
'He has understood.'^ 
The generalization that we c£ui make from the evidence that I have presented so far is 
that the so-called separable prefixes are not really prefixes at all. and that only the 
so-cafled inseparable prefixes are, in fact, true prefixes. Henceforth in this study I will 
use the term prefix only for what I have been so far calling the inseparable preflbces; 
the separable prefixes I shall refer to as particles, in line with (den Dikken 1991, 
1995)2. 
* No significance should be attached to the fact that (a) has a BE auxiliary, while (b) has a HAVE 
auxiliary. TTie choice of auxiliary verb is quite independent of whether the verb has a separable or 
inseparable prefix. 
^ TTiis is not to say that the prefixes, which are bound morphemes in Modem German, were always 
such. I shall be giving evidence that the prefixes are properly understood as originating as prepositions, 
i.e. as morphemes at the X° level of heads. Furthermore, what we traditionally understand by the term 
'preposition' derived firom a more general form of 'adverbial' 
That the prefix ge- originated as an independent word can be illustrated in Gothic. The Wackemagel 
interrogative clitic -u attaches to the right of the first word in an interrogative clause. In (i) the first word 
of the clause is ga- (equivalent to German ge-). Thus, the cUtic comes between prefix and verb stem. 
(i) Ga-u-Iaubefs du simau guihs? 
(Ramsey and Ramsey: 1889) 
9e-QU-leave.2.SG. you son God.GEN.SG 
'Do you beUeve in the Son of God?' 
In the Modem German glauben 'believe', cognate with Gothic gaUxuhJan, Old English gelyfan (= be-lieve), 
the original ge- prefix has become fused with the verb stem and has lost its status as a prefix. A similar 
fate has befallen be- in bleiben 'remain' (Old High German bi-liban), and ver- in Jressen 'eat' (animal 
agents). 
fati-QCiUPtion 
The German prefixes that are the subject of this study are, then, the un-
stressed bound morphemes that are attached to the bont of verbs. I shall discuss 
particles only when they can illiunlnate some aspect of the behaviour of the prefixes. 
The German prelixes are given in (5). These morphemes do not occiu" as inde-
pendent words. 
[5] be-, ent-, er-, ge-, ver-, (emp-), (mi$-). (zer-f 
For the sake of comparison I give in [6] the commonest German particles, which form 
the so-called separable verbs. 
[6] a. ab, an, auf, aus, bei, ein, rrdt, vor, zu 
Er sOeg van Fferd ab. 
he climbed fi-om-the horse off 
'He dismounted fl-om the horse.' 
Er team in der Stadt aa 
he came in the tovra at 
'He arrived in the town.' 
KoTumn Sie mtU 
come you with 
'Come along (with us).' 
^ I shall have little to say about the prefixes in parentheses. The prefix emp- Is a phonolo^cally induced 
allomotph of ent-. The prefixes mifi- and zer- arc limited in occurrence and have fairly specific meanings: 
rrdfi- conveys the sense of "wrong" as in {ge-)bmuchen "use", mSbmuchen "misuse"; zer- conveys the sense 
of destruction", as in brechen "break", zetbrechen "break into pieces, smash to smithereens". 
4 
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b. fort, tail, weg 
Der Dieb lief sofort weg. 
the thief ran immediately away 
The thief immediately rem away.' 
Er nahm an vielen WettkGmpfen teiL 
he took In many competitions part 
'He took part m many competitions.' 
These particles are words in their own right. The particles in [6a] are prepositions 
(ein- being the particle variant of the preposition in). The particles in (6bJ are other 
categories: adverbial [fort 'forth', weg 'away', as in fortgehen, weggehen 'go away'), 
noun {Ted 'part', as in teilnehmen 'take part'). 
Finally, there are some words In Gennan that occur both as prefixes and as 
particles. 
[7] a. durch, fiinber, fiber, urn, unter, wider 
b. voU, wieder. 
The words in [7a] are prepositions that also occur as prefixes and particles. The 
words in [7b] are adjectives (voU. 'fiill') or adverbials [wieder 'again') that may occiu" as 
prefixes or particles. TTie examples in [8] illustrate how um 'round' can occur in the 
guise of preposition, particle, and prefix. 
ISl a. um as preposition 
£r lie/um den Bourn. 
"He ran round the tree.' 
Infa-oduction 
b. um as particle 
Er adressierte den Brief um. 
he addressed the letter round 
'He re-addressed the letter." 
c. um as prefix 
Er umgdb das Hans wit etner Mauer. 
he round-gave the house with a wall 
'He bufit a wall round the house.' 
The subject of this study, then, are the first five prefixes in [5], i.e. be-, ent-, er-, ge-, 
ver-. I discuss in Chapter 13 the prefixes in [7a]. and show that their behaviour is 
predicted by the analysis that I propose for [5]. 
0.2 Why study the prefixes? 
The reader may well be wondering why I choose to devote this study to five German 
prefixes. The answer must be something like this: some of the prefixes have exercised 
the minds of Unguists since the middle of the last century, yet they remain to a great 
extent an enigma. Previous writers have, to be sure, pointed to a number of observ-
able patterns or (partial) regularities. Thus, writers have observed and discussed the 
fact that uer- may convey a pejorative cormotation (Hammer 1971, Lieber and Baayen 
1993), or that be- seems to appear on transitive rather than intransitive verbs 
(Corbett 1948, Fueling 1961), or that denominal and deadjectival verbs are fi^e-
quentiy prefixed by be- or uer-. Some of these observations, along with others, are 
valuable insights, but as they stand, they are no more than rules of thumb. They 
also pose a problem. 
The problem is this: Are we to assume that the patterns and regularities, 
such as they are, that we observe in the behaviour of the prefixes are unrelated to 
each other? Or are they related? If the answer to the first question is 'yes', and the 
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answer to the second question is 'no', then there may not be much more to say 
about the prefixes than has already been said. We might take the line that prefixed 
verbs mean what they do, and behave as they do, as a result of historical accident. 
If, on the other hand, at least some of the patterns exhibited by the prefixed 
verbs are inter-related, and if we could show how they are inter-related, this would 
be a step forward. 
As I show in Chapters 1 and 2, as weU as in later chapters, many writers have 
discussed certain aspects of the prefixes, more or less in isolation. In the 19th 
Cent iuy the quest for the meaning of ge- was pursued as though it were the Holy 
Grail (see Chapter 2). Amongst the more recent literature Neeleman and Schlpper 
(1992) discuss the ver- prefix in Dutch and ascribe to it the property of "bringing with 
it a THEME argument'. LLeber and Baayen (1993) reject Neeleman and Schlpper's pro-
posal and claim that ver- is a causative morpheme^. Mulder (1992a) proposes that 
the be- prefix in Dutch is a realization of yoi 'full', and on this basis argues for a 
Smal l Clause analysis of the argiunents of a be-veib^. Hiere is an inherent danger In 
attempting to analyse an aspect of a language In Isolation: if we examine an object 
at too great a magnification, we may fall to recognize its most significant features. 
I am not aware of any theoretical study of the prefixes (in any Germanic lan-
guage) that attempts to account for them as an inter-related phenomenon. The pre-
sent study is, then, intended to fill the gap. 
0.3 The framework 
As the titie declares, this is a theoretical analysis of the prefixes in a Figtu-e/Ground 
fi-amework that I develop fi-om the Figure/Ground distinction in (Talmy 1978). I con-
sider the formation of prefixed verbs to be a ceise of head movement that takes place 
according to morphosyntactic rules in a pre-syntactic component of the grammar. 
* I discuss the debate between Lieber/Baayen and Neeleman/Schlpper hi Chapter 11, and conclude 
that neither proposal is tenable. 
5 See Chapter 6. 
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Where I discuss aspects of syntax, the flramework I espouse is a fairly orthodox prtn-
clples-and-parameters model. 
0.4 Organization 
H i e essence of the hypothesis presented in this study Is to be found In C h ^ t e r s 3 - 5 
and 8 -11 . 
Readers who know German and who are therefore well acquainted with the 
problems posed by the prefixed verbs may wish to skip Chapter 1. Chapter 2 outlines 
previous attempts to establish a meaning for the prefix ge-. C h ^ t e r 6 argues against 
a Smal l Clause anafysis for the arguments of be-verbs. Chapter 7 argues against a 
VP-shell (Larson 1988, and others) hypothesis and proposes a flexi-flat structure for 
VP-tntemal argiunents, a development of (Czepluch 1997). Chapter 12 argues that 
the Locative Alternation and the Dative Alternation are related, but distinct phe-
nomena. Chapter 13 Illustrates the relationship of the prefixes to the prepositional 
system, in order to account for the 'gaps in the paradigm' (Wunderllch 1987). Chapter 
14 argues that the loss of the prefixes in English is due to a parametric change In-
volving morphemes at the level X ' ^ (Roberts 1993). whereby English lost a large part 
of its syllabic bound morphemes. 
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UNDERSTANDING THE PREFIXES: 
T H E VIEW SO FAR 
1.1 The Traditional View 
A large number of traditional grammarians and lexicographers have attempted to give 
guidance, usually for the benefit of the non-specialist linguist, on the meaning and 
function of the German and Dutch prefixes. The traditional accounts are generally 
based on a comparison between the semantics of the prefixed verbs and their simplex 
counterparts, together with observations about transitivity and aspect. Many of the 
observations made about the prefixes are little more than rules of thumb or broad 
generalizations. I give here some typical examples of the traditional treatments of 
three prefixes, be-, ver-, er-. After reviewing these proposals in this chapter. I give my 
own classification of the be- prefixed verbs in Chapter 3. 
l.l.lThe be-prefix 
Corbett (1948:178) notes simply that 'be- often makes a verb transitive'. According to 
Eggellng (1961:58) the two (commonest) functions of be- are: '(i) to give an Intransi-
tive verb transitive force, and (11) to alter the force of a transitive verb In such a way 
that Its direct object becomes an indirect object'. (Eggellng does not mean a dative 
indirect object, but a demoted object in a PP.) Thus , under (1). JemandemoAT drohm 
'threaten someone' and JemandenACC bedrchen 'be-threaten scsneone". and under (II) 
H&userbauen "build houses' and ein GnindstOck ntt HQusem bebauen "be-bulld land 
with houses*. 
Hammer (1971:388) Is more explicit, and notes that, with a few exceptions, 
verbs with be- are transitive. Note that this Is not the same as stating that be- causes 
a verb to be transitive, a subtie distinction that other writers seem to have missed. 
According to Hanraier there are three principal ftinctions of be-: 
(i) It directs an action to a different object: stetgen 'go up', besteigen 'climb' (a moun-
tain), 
(ti) it forms verbs firom nouns, generally denoting the idea 'furnish with', e.g. der 
Regen 'tyre', ein Auto bereifen 'be-tyre a car*. 
(lii) it forms mainly factitive (= causative) verbs torn adjectives; befreien 'be-free, set 
free'. 
Duden (1959:382) claims that be- originally indicated direction (fiichtung) and 
that from this sense of direction there developed the function of transitivislng. In 
similar fashion to Eggellng, Duden notes that there are three principal functions of 
the prefix. More specifically, they differ according to the base to which be- is prefixed, 
(i) noun base: omative meEUilng, e.g. beMeiden 'be-clothe, dress', 
(fi) adjective base: factitive meaning, e.g. beengen "be-narrow, constrict' 
(ill) verb base: mainly perfective meaning, e.g. beschmieren 'be smear, smear" 
1.1.2 The ver-prefix 
Grinam (1995^X11,54) states that ver- is a composite of Indo-Eiu-opean far, fiir, fira and 
that these morphemes have the basic sense of 'forth, away, down' [fort, hinweg, ab). 
Feist (1939) maintains that the Indo-European base form for all the Gothic forms 
was pr and that it meant 'out' (hervor). 
According to Grimm the uer- prefix in modem German has assimied a niunber 
of secondary meanings, but two distinct senses can be detemilned: 
(i) 'movement away, removal of something from the path originally taken' (ein bin-
weggehen, hinwegschcffenvombtshengenwege) (Grimm 1995^X11,54). 
(11) 'continued movement along a path towards an intended goal' [ein fortgehen, 
fortsdiaffen catf dem eingescfiZagenen wege bis zum vorgesteckten ziele) (ibid.) 
Kluge (1989) relates the German ver- prefix to Gothic four- and Jra-. He main-
tains that there Is no exactGennan equivalent to Gothic fair. The German ver- has, 
then, two basic meanings: 
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(i) related to Gothic/our: has the sense "beyond, to another place' (fiber e£u;as hinaus, 
an eine andere SteUe), 
(il) related to Gothic fin: has the sense "change, consmne, disappear* (verarbeiten, 
verbravchen, verschwinden] and e3q)resses the idea of 'opposite'. 
Eggellng (1961:353) follows Grimm In taking the uer- prefix to represent the 
three Gothic prefix forms, viz. fair, fcivr, fro. He assigns a different function to each of 
the three Gothic prefixes and gives equivalents in modem German. 
(1) fair- has an Intensifying force: vergrQfiem *uer-greater. enlarge*. verkOrzen 'ver-
shorten, shorten" often suggesting "continuation to the end", with resultant 'change 
of state' verblOhen 'uer-bloom, fade*. 
(ii) /our-implies "cover, concealment", hence "prevention": verMniem "uer-hinder". uer-
hOUen "uer-cover. cover up", as well as "disappearence, invisibility", uersinken "uer-sink, 
sink". 
(lU) fin- (most productive) has as its fundamental force "away from": verretsen "ver-
joumey. go away on a journey", vertreiben 'uer-drlve, drive away*. 
Eggeling further maintains that from these three basic meanings have arisen 
various other shades of meaning, e.g. 'error, loss, deterioration, consumption, 
spending, waste, loss of individuality, fusion. For loss of individuality, fusion' 
Eggellng gives the examples: veitveiraten 'uer-mairy, marry, give in marriage', verloben 
'get engaged, many". 
Hammer (1971:389) identifies two principal meanings of uer-: 
(1) uer- forms verbs with the implicit or explicit sense of "away": verbrcojchen "use up, 
consume", 
(ii) it Imparts a broadly negative or unfavourable sense: (destruction) vemichien 'uer-
nothing, destroy', (spoiling) der Ausfiug war verregnet 'the trip was spoilt by rain', 
(error) verkeraien 'uer-know, not recognise'. Hammer points out that uer- can convey 
the idea 'opposite': achten "honour" - verachlsn "despise". 
Duden (1959:384) notes that uer- h a s the principal meaning "past, away, out" 
(uorbei, u;eg, herous). Thi s motional sense leads to "simple perfecUvlsation", parttcu-
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larly the ideas of 'using up, spoiling, closing up, spending time' [Verarbetien, 
Verderben, VerschUeBen, VerbrlngenderZeit). 
Duden (1995:3623) is still semantics-based but attempts a more analytic 
classification. I give two of their definitions of ver- when prefixed to denominal or 
deadjectival verbs: 
(1) ver- expresses the Idea that a person or thing (in the course of time) Is changed 
into what the noun or adjective denotes, 
(U) it expresses the idea that something is made or turned [umgesetzt) into some-
thing, converted into a particular state. 
1.1.3 The er-prefix 
Eggellng (1961:133) notes tiiat the original force of er- was "firom within", still dimly 
seen in modem German erpressen "extort", erschlie^n "disclose'. ersdhSpfen 'exhaust". 
TTiis original sense led to notions like 'transition' or 'resultant state': erblDhen 
'bloom', erkalten 'grow cold', errOten "blush'. Thi s in t u m led to 'obtain' or 'attain to": 
erbttten "obtain by request', erfragen 'find out by inquiry'. Eggellng quotes erheiraten 
'er-many': £ r erheiratete eins bedeutende Mttgyt 'he married (acquired by marriage) a 
significant dowiy'. EggeUng edso notes that er- and uer- can be antonyms: erblUhen 
'bloom' / veriMhen 'lade'. 
Corbett (1948:178) notes that er- may have inchoative force: er efbUdcte das 
UdU der Welt "he first beheld the light of this world' (Corbett's emphasis). Hammer 
(1971:389) notes four distinct functions of er-: 
(1) it denotes achiewment and, as a distinctive and productive application of this, it 
denotes 'to acquire something by means of the action expressed by the simple verb', 
(ii) it denotes the beginning of an action, 
(iu) it forais verbs from adjectives (a) denoting getting into the state described by the 
adjective: erroten 'er-redden.blush'. (b) factitive verbs : erftischen, 'refiiesh". 
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(Iv) It is prefixed to a number of verbs when they are used in a figurative or derived 
sense: Er Ofihete das Fenster "He opened the window", as opposed to £ r erOffnete die 
neue BibUothek "He opened the new library". 
For Duden(1959:382) er- means "out, up, finish, the start of an event, or the 
achievement of an aim" (heraus, empor, zu Ende, das Einsetzen eines Geschehens Oder 
die ErrefdiLoig eines Zweckes). 
1.1.4 Summary 
In s iunmaiy. what has emerged so far about the prefixes is that amongst the rules of 
thumb and tendencies noted by the various writers there seems to be agreement in 
general along the following hnes: 
(I) H i e prefixes have meaning. The general feeling is that uer- has the meaning 
"forth, away, down" (Grimm 1995), "out" (Feist 1939), "to another place' (Kluge 
1989), 'away from' (Eggellng 1961). 'past, away, out' (Duden 1959). The er-
pref lxhas the meaning 'from within* (Eggellng 1961), "out. up, finish* (Duden 
1959). I will later maintain that the basic meaning of all the prefixes under 
consideration is expressed by a single sjnitactic feature [ + L O C A T I O N ) . 
(ii) A be-prefixed verb generalfy requires a direct object. 
(Hi) Nouns and adjectives can appear in the base of a prefixed verb. These are the 
omative and factitive verbs of a nvmiber of writers. 
(iv) There may be semantic featiu^s such [-HCAUSATTVE], [ + I N C H O A T I V E ] that are 
associated with the prefixes. 
(v) The prefix uer- sometimes gives a pejorative reading to the veit). 
While this doesn"t get u s very far, we c£tn build on some of these descriptive results to 
elaborate a more predictive hypothesis In later chapters of this study. 
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1.2 The prefixes in Generative Linguistics 
1.2.1 Attempts at classification 
In this section I outline the attempts that a mmiber of generativists have made to 
bring scane order to the prefixes by classifying them In groups. The problem with any 
attempt at classification is to establish a promising criterion, whereby a verb may be 
allotted to one group or another. 
We might, for instance, be tempted to say that one group comprises be-verbs 
formed by preflxation on an intransitive simplex verb, and that another group com-
prises be-verbs formed firm transitive simplex verbs, and that a third group com-
prises deadjectival be-verbs. Now, there are be-verbs that fit these three groups, but 
the classification tells us nothing. It poses questions rather than providing answers: 
How come the simplex verbs that are the base of the prefixed verb may be Intransitive 
and transitive? What, if anything, is the connection between transitivity and the fact 
that there are denominal and deadjectival be-verbs? 
A successftil classification is one that has internal homogeneity. l.e. the 
'right' criterion has been established. I think that it will be apparent that the genera-
tivists that 1 discuss in the next section have missed the right criterion. 
1.2.J.I De Haas and Trommelen (1993) 
De Haas and Trommelen (1993), writing on the Dutch prefixes, take it that the effect 
of the be- prefix is to make imergatlve verbs into ergatlve verbs, and ergaUve verbs 
into transitive verbs (1993:65). They classify the be-verbs in six Groups. For each 
group 1 give a Dutch example from De Haas and TYommelen. and. for the sake of 
comparison, a German verb with the same meaning. 
Group I: The function of the be- prefix is to direct the action expressed by the base 
verb to a specific object (bet rldrben van de handeUng uUgedwkt door het correlerervde 
werkxvoord op een bepacdde zaak). 
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bekljken {+ tr) 
"peep" 




Group n comprises dencmlnal be-verbs 
bebossen 'be-forest. afforestate* German: bewalden 
Group in comprises deadjectival be-verbs. 
benatten *be-moist, moisten* German: berKassen 
Group W comprises verbs of the type be- igen. 
be€digen *be-oath*, swear in* German: vereidigen 
Group V comprises denominal be-verbs that have simplex counterparts. 
planten 'plant' German: pfianzen 
beplanten 'be-plant. plant* German: bepfianzen. 
Group VI comprises be-verbs that have no simplex counterpart 
bedriegen 'deceive* German: betrugen 
1.2.1.2 Abraham (1995) 
Abraham (1995) classifies the German be-verbs into four groups on the basis of 
transitivity. 
Group I: n i l s group comprises intransitive be-verbs that derive from intransitive sim-
plex verbs. Although at earlier periods this group was proliflc. there are now only two 
extant verbs. 
beban-en 'insist, persist, persevere* 
beruhen *be based on* i 
^ Despite Abraham's claim that there are only two verbs in this ^ u p , I would wish to include bestehen 
exist, continue to exist'. See 3.3.3.2. 
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Group II: Ti l ls group canprlses two subgroups:^ 
(I) A transitive be-verb derives frcm a transitive simplex verb, usually without change 
of meeuiing. 
(II) Deadjectival be-verbs. 
Group III: A transitive be-verb derives fi-om an intransitive simplex verb. 
Group IV: A transitive be-verb derives from a transitive simplex verb, with a change of 
direct object. 
Additionally Groups III and IV contain denominal be-verbs and de-adjectival be-verbs 
of the type be-A.-igen. 
1.2.2 Summary 
The two attempts at a classification of the be-verbs that 1 have outlined above illus-
trate the inherent difficulties that beset anyone who attempts such a task. The main 
problem is how to establish the criteria by which a particular verb is allotted to a 
particular group. T h u s De Haas and TYommelen (1993) assign the Dutch verb beki-
Jken 'be-peep, look at' to their Group I on the grounds that the function of the prefix 
is to direct the action of the base verb to a specific object (De Haas and Trommelen 
1993:65). It i s not at all clear to me what they mean by this. Does it mean perhaps 
that be- enables an intransitive base verb to take a direct object? It seems that one 
might Just as well assign bekljken to Group V (be-verbs that have a simplex counter-
part) on the grounds that bektjken has a simplex counterpart in kyken 'look'. 
To take another example, De Haas and Trommelen assign beplanten 'be-plant" 
and planten 'plemt' to Group V without consideration of the possibility that these 
2 Abraham gives very few examples of the verbs that he allots to Groups II to IV. He observes merely 
that there are 47 examples of verbs in Group II (ii). 
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verbs derive from the noun plant 'plant' and should, therefore, be in the same group 
as the denominal verbs. 
Abraham (1995) takes transitivify to be the criterion for classification and es-
tablishes fovu- groups. Almost as a footnote he assigns denominal be-verbs and 
deadjectival verbs of the type be-A-igen to Groups ni and fV. The problem is that, if 
transitivity of the simplex verb is the criterion for classification of the be-verbs. It Is 
not possible to accommodate be-verbs that have no simplex counterpart, i.e. denom-
inal and deadjectival verbs. It is more likety that the transitivity of simplex verbs, 
thefr be- counterparts, and be-verbs that have no simplex counterpart is a byproduct 
of the relationship between these verbs rather than the essence of the be-preflx. 
1.3 nieory-based models 
1.3.1 GUnther (1974) 
Gtlnther (1974) considers that a be-verb is a unit and makes no attempt to isolate a 
meanhig for the prefix. For him the prefix functions 'als Kennzeichner fOr gruppen-
hqfte VergeseUschiCflung' (1974:39) fas a marker of group coherence'^). He attempts a 
classification of be-vetbs, which I will not comment on here since it has been modi-
fied and improved upon by Eroms (1980) (See 2.3.2.1). 
Gunther's work Is primarlfy a study of the parallels and. In some cases the 
competition (Konkurrenz), between be-verbs and particle verbs in German. His ap-
proach is purely semantic. I will give jus t a couple of examples. 
In the section on particle verbs with the particle ab 'oS, down' he notes that 
hobeln 'plane' can take the be- prefix or the particle ab 'off, down'. 
It is not clear to me what Gunther means by this term. The meaning of the word according to Collins 
German Dictionary (1991) is 'nationalization, taking into public ownership, handing over to the workers, 
socialization". Duden (1989:1643) gives for the verb vergeseUschaften 'zusammen mit etwas vorkommen' 
('co-occur with something'). I translate VergeseUschaJktng as 'coherence'. 
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[ 11 a. Der Tlschler hobelt das Brett ab. 
the carpenter planes the plank down 
"The carpenter plemes (down) the plank.' 
b. Der Tlschler behobett das Brett. 
the carpenter be-planes the plank 
"The carpenter planes the plank.' 
The semantic difference between the two sentences Is explained by Gflnther as fol-
lows. Tl ie simple verb plus particle ab in [la] has the meaning 'smoothe the surface 
by removing unwanted parts' [Obeifiache fatten durdi EntTemen stOrender Teiie) while 
the be-verb is "semanticaUy less intensive' [semarrOsdi blasser) and means simply 
"work on the surface' [OberflOche bearbeiten) (Gunther 1974:231). 
He observes that ob is a grammatical altemative to be- with verbs such as 
paddeln 'paddle', wandem 'hike', but is ungrammatical with reisen 'travel'. 
[2J a. tnScmrierwUler die Rhone be-paddeln. 
in the summer wants he the Rhone be-paddle 
'In the svmamer he's going to paddle down the Rhone." 
b. bn Sommer will er die Rhone ab-^paddeln. 
in the svunmer wants he the Rhone down-i-paddle 
"In the summer he"s going to paddle down the Rhone." 
c. E r wiR ganz Italien be-reisen 
he wants whole Italy be-travel 
"He's going to travel aU over Italy.' 
d. *Er wVl ganz Italien ab+reisen. 
he wants whole Itaty down-t-travel 
"He wants to travel all over Itafy." 
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Although Gilnther's work is based on the semantic differences or paraUels between 
prefixed and particle verbs, it remains a useful compendlvim of data. 
In the case of some verb pairs Gunther is able to point to a significant dis-
tinction. 
[3] a. ErldcheltdasKindan 
he smffes the chffd at 
'He smffes at the child." 
b. E r beldchelt das Kind. 
he besmffes the child 
"He smffes about the chffd." 
The difference between (3al and [3b] is explained by Gflnther in the following terms. 
An+vert> A lachelt in RIchtung. direkt zu B -- A lachelt B an. 
"A smffes in B"s direction, straight at B — A smffes B at." 
Be-verb: A lachelt fiber B — Abeiache l tB . 
'A smffes about B — A be-smffes B." 
He admits, however, that s u c h an analysis does not hold for the verbs in [4], where 
there is complete synonymy between the be-verb and the particle verb. 
(4] a. Er {mgt/sdiwindel^ die Mutter an. 
he {lies/fibs} the mother at 
'He tells his mother {Ues/flbs}.' 
b. E r {betijgt/beschwindett} die Mutter, 
he {be-lles/be-flbs} the mother 
"He teUs his mother {lies/fibs}." 
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1.3.2 Eroms' (1980) transfi}rmational model 
Eroms' (1980) study of be-verbs has three principal elements. Firstiy. he takes 
Gfinther's (1974) work as a basis and with some modifications to Gfinther's group-
ings classifies the be-verbs into six Groups. Secondly, Eroms formulates a h)rpothesls 
to account for what a number of writers have described as the holistic effiect that be-
verbs seem to have*. He also publishes the results of a grammaticaUty test that seeks 
to determine whether there reaffy is a hoUstic effect in be-verbs. Thirdly, and perhaps 
most importantly, he proposes a transformational account of be-vert)s and thefr 
simplex counterparts, in which a single deep structure gives rise to clauses contain-
ing both types of verb. 
1 wiU in this section briefly outline Eroms" classification, and discuss his 
transformational model in 1.4.2. 
In contrast to the other attempts at classification, Eroms bases his classifi-
cation on syntactic considerations. His Group la fflustrates the familiar Locative 
Alternation. Group 11 comprises the omative be-verbs that Eroms views as noun-in-
corporating. The remaining Groups, however, are less convincing, particularly since 
Eroms resorts to "mlsceUaneous" [versdiiedene, heterogene Untergruppen) for Group V, 
and "lexLcallsed verbs" for Group VI. Furthermore, Eroms feels obliged to add ad hoc 
semantic featiu-es such as voLmvE, E W O L m v E , EMOnONAL. 
* The terms hoUstt and partitSve are coined by Anderson (1971:389) to describe the property that the 
whole of something is affected by the action described by the sentence (hoUstic), or just a part is affected 
(partitive). Thus, in (i) the wail receives a partitive interpretation, whereas in (11) the wall receives a holistic 
interpretation. The symbol e denotes that the sentence is contradictory. 
(1) John smeared paint on the wall, but most of the uxdL didn't get any paint on It 
(ii) cJohn smeared the ivall with paint, but most of the wall didn't get any paint on it 
1 am not convinced that (il) necessarily requires a holistic interpretation. We can imagine John, on his way 
to answer the phone In another room, inadvertently smearing the wall of the room he goes Into with his 
paintbrush. Compare (il) above with (ill), in which a hoUstic interpretation is ruled out by common sense. 
(Ill) John dirtied the floor with his boots, but fortunately it was only by the door. 
It would seem that a holistic versus a partitive interpretation of a given sentence is more likely to depend 
on the semantics of the verb and its arguments rather than the syntax pure and simple. For this reason 
1 will not participate In the holistic/partitive debate. 
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TTie be-verbs theit belong in the various Groups are simply listed as such 
without discussion. If a be-verb does not have a simplex coimterpart, Ercms notes 
this as "conversion not possible". 
1.3.2.1 Eroms' class^ication (based on GQnther (1974)) 
The six groups in Eroms" classification are given below. 
Group I ^ : Locative Altemation 
X VvOL z P L O C Y 
X be-VvDL Y wtth Z 
Der GOrtnerpfianzt Rosen aitf das Beet 
The gardener plants roses on the bed.' 
Der G&rtner bepfianzt das Beet rrtt Rosen 
the gardener be-plants the bed with roses 
'The gardener plants the bed with roses.' 
Group lb: X VvOL P L O C Y 
X be-VvoL Y 
Indtaner siedeln in der PrOrie. 
'Indians settie in the prairie.' 
Indianer besiedein die Prdrie. 
Indians be-setUe the prairie 
'Indians setUe (in) the prairie.' 




Group n omative be-verbs, (volitive or involitive): 
X provide Ifixrrnsh Y with Z 
X be-Zv Y 
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Die Werft versieht das Schiffrntt etnemKiel 
'The shipyard furnishes the ship with a keel. 
Die Werft beldelt das Schiff. 
the shipyard be-keels the ship 
TTie shipyard puts a keel on the ship." 
Group Iff: X V P Y 
X be-ViNvOL/DlR Y I J O C A L 
Das Madchen liebfiugeit mit dem Ring. 
the girl eyes with the ring 
TTie girl is thinking of buying the ring.' 
D a s MQdchen beUebOagelt den Ring. 
the girl be-eyes the ring 
"The girl is thinking of buying the ring.' 
Conversion not possible: 
beaugapfeln 'eye' 
beobochten 'observe' 
beschatten 'cast in shadow' 
Group IV: X V E M O T I O N A L ( P ( - L O C ) Y ) 
X be-VEMCmONAL Y 
Otto mOkett uber das E s s e a 
'Otto carps about the food.' 
Otto bemOkelt das E s s e a 
Otto be-faults the food 
"Otto finds fault wltii the food." 
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Group V Miscellaneous be-verbs: 
mmpfen, bekCtmpfen 'fight*, 'fight against* 
lohnen, belohnen "reward', "reward" 
Conversion not possible 
denken, bedenkEn 'think*, 'consider' 
drOcken, bedrOcken 'press'. "Impress" 
Group VI Lexicalised verbs: 
achten aitf, beachten "take note of, "respect" 
herrschen Ober, beherrschen "rule over", "have command of 
1.3.3 Summary 
It will by now. 1 think, be clear that the attempts by the various writers to classify the 
prefixed verbs in an illvmainating way fall short of bemg satisfactory. They also pro-
vide no explanatory account of the behaviour of the prefixed verbs. 
One of the problems seems to lie In the choice of criterion for the groups that 
a particular verb might be a member of Gunther's (1974) exhaustive study of the be-
verbs is based on semantic criteria. The result Is a dictionary of verb usage rather 
than an explanatory account of the be- prefix. 
Eroms' (1980) cl£isslfication (based on Gilnther 1974) is part S3mtactic- and 
part semantic-based. Ttie criterion he adopts for assigning verbs to his Group I . for 
instance, is purely syntactic; Group I comprises verbs in the Locative Alternation. On 
the other hand, the onfy difference that I can see between his Groups in and IV is 
that the latter contains verbs with the semantic featvu^ EMOTIONAL (if. indeed, such 
a 'feature' exists). Syntactically Group in verbs behave In the same way as Group IV 
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verbs, as can be seen in (5), where both sentences are of the form sub-
ject/verb/object. 
[5] a. I^MOdchenbeU^ebGiigelt den Ring. Group in 
the girl be-eyes the ring 
The girl is thinking of buying the ring.' 
b. Otto benvSLkelt das Essea Group TV 
Otto be-faults the food 
•Otto nnds fault with the food." 
One might also question Eroms' use of the feature EMOTIONAL for bemdkelt 'be-faults' 
as being the distinguishing feature between the two sentences. 1 would think that 
beUebdii^lt 'be-eyes' has just as much claim to being EMOTIONAL as bemOkelt. 
1.4 Theoretical treatments in Generative Linguistics 
1.4.1 Becker's Case Grammar modei 
Becker (1971) sees the essential difierence between the sentences in the Locative 
Alternation as a difference between two deep structure (DS) cases. He bases his 
analysis on Fillmore's (1968) Case Grammar. Fillmore developed his hypothesis as an 
alternative to Chomsky's (1965) view that subject and object relations are defined at 
DS. In the Case Grammar framework notions like subject and object are absent at 
DS. Each NP capable of functioning as a surface structure subject or object is domi-
nated by a labeled node designating a particular case relationship. The cases are as 
follows (from Becker (1970:127)). 
Agentive tA): the case of the typically animate perceived instigator of the action 
identified by the verb. 
Instrumental ff): the case of the inanimate force or object causally involved in the 
action or state identified by the verb. 
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Dative (Dl: the case of the animate being affected by the state or action identified by 
the verb. 
Factitive (F): the case of the object or being resulting firom the action or state identi-
fied by the verb, or understood as a part of the meaning of the verb. 
Locative fL): the case which identifies the location or spatial orientation of the state 
or action identified by the verb. 
Objective (O): the semantically most neutral case, the case of anything representable 
by a noun whose role in the action or state identified by the verb is identified by the 
semantic interpretation of the verb itself. 
For Becker be- is the morphological manifestation of a DS difierence between 
F and O (but also L). The alternating sentences in [6] have the DS given in (7). 
[6J a. DieHausfrauzogrieiwLakenijberdasBett. 
the housewife pulled new sheets over the bed 
TTie housewife put new sheets on the bed.' 
b. DteHmisficaibezogdasBettrrtttnemnLakea 
the housewife be-puUed the bed with new sheets 





f n l n ' 
uber 'over 
Becker (1971:135) 
TTie nodes marked K denote a case element (Kasus). which normally In English and 
German is a preposition. Tlius. in the DS representation in [7] the VP contains three 
case nodes, an Agentlve case, an Objective case, and a Locative case. In order to gen-
erate well-formed sentences there must be transformations and preposition 
deletions. 
To derive both sentences in [6]. transformational rules convert the NP of A 
into the surface-structure subject by moving it out of the VP, and deleting its charac-
teristic preposition. Secondly, to derive (6al the NP of O is selected as direct object of 
the verb, and its preposition is deleted. The verb remams unaffected. To derive (6bl 
the NP of Lis selected as direct object, and its preposition is deleted. In this case the 
verb is prefixed by be-. 
Becker notes the semantic difference between the sentences in [8]. where in 
(8a] the direct object is an affected object, whereas in [8b] the direct object is an ef-
fected object^. The claim in Case Grammar is that this difference is due to the two di-
rect objects being generated under different nodes at DS. Thus, according to 
5 T h e difference between affected and effected objects can be Ulustrated by the foUowing exan^les. 
0) He ate a cake. (The cake Is affected by being eaten.) 
He baked a cake. (The cake is effected, brought into being.) 
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Fillmore's hypothesis the direct object in |8aj would be O. in [8b] the direct object 
would be F. 
[8] a. Erbegofi die Rosen. 
he be-poured the roses 
"He watered the roses." 
b. Er go3 die docke. 
he poured the bell 
'He cast the bell." 
Becker (1971:132) 
However. Becker points out that Er begojS die i?osen in [8a] has a counterpart in [9a} 
where Rosen is not the direct object but the ccanplement of a location preposition. 
[9] a. Er gojS Wiasser aitf die Rosen {mittels einer G(ejSfcanne). 
"He poured water on the roses (with a watering-can).' 
b. Er begojS die Rosen mit Wasser (mitteis einer Oe^kanne). 
he be-potu-ed the roses with water (with a watering-can). 
'He watered the roses (with a watering-can).' 
(ibid: 137) 
Here the roses in [9a] are L (note that they are in a location PP). TTils implies that in 
[9b] the roses should also be L. Becker claims that the roses in [8a] and [9b] cannot 
be O. smce O must be reserved for the water. The water cannot be I , since I is the wa-
tering-can. Compare (8a] with [9b]. How can the roses be O in one sentence and L In 
the other? Becker concludes that they are L in both. This looks bad for Fillmore's 
case theory, although it will turn out, I think, that Becker's conclusion is right. 
A different problem is provided by the next pair of examples. 
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[101 a. DerJiaveliersah den Stein cm Stra^enmnd. 
the Jeweller saw the stone at-the street-edge 
The jeweller saw the stone in the gutter." 
b. DerJmx)elierbescOi den Stein untereimrLupe. 
the Jeweller be- saw the stone under a magnifying glass 
TTie Jeweller examined the stone under a magnifying glass.' 
(ibid: 140) 
The semantic difference between sehen 'see' and besehen 'look at', as well as fljhlen 
'feel, be aware of and beJOhlen 'feel, touch' is explained by Becker as being due to a 
Deep Structure case difference. For Becker claims that tiie subject of [lOa] is a DS 
Dative, whereas the subject of [lOb] is a DS Agentive. 
What Becker has missed is that the direct object of the be-verb in [lOb], in his 
own analysis, is a deep structxu^ L, Just as are the direct objects of the other be-verbs 
that Becker discusses. TTiat the direct object of besah in [lOb] is a deep structure L 
can be seen by comparing [10b] with [ l l j . There is no semantic difierence between 
these two sentences. In [11], instead of the be-verb besehen be-see, examine", we find 
the particle verb an+seben 'look at'. 
[11] DerJuwetier sahdenSteinmtteinerLLpe an. 
the jeweUer saw the stone with a magnifyii^ glass PRT 
The Jeweller examined the stone with a magnifying glass.' 
There is a similar difference between the simple verb riechsn "smell", on the one hand, 
and the prefixed verb betlechen 'smell, sniff at", and the simple verb plus preposition 
riechen an 'smell, sniff at'. 
[ 12J a. Er roch das Cuny-Gericht 
"He smelled the curry dish.' (= "became of aware of it") 
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b. Er berodi das Cuny-Gericht. 
he be-smelled the cuny dish 
"He smeUed the cuny dish." (= "sniffed it") 
c. Er roch an dem Cuny-Gericht 
he smelled at the cvmy dish 
•He smelled the curty dish." (= "sniffed it") 
Sentences [12b] and [12c] are synonymous. Tliey also both contain a morpheme (the 
be- prefix and the preposition an) that is absent in [12a]. The synonymity between 
the sentences strongly suggests that the prefix and the preposition perform the same 
fiinctlon. smce the preposition an is clearly locational and Identifies Cuny-Gericht as 
havmg L case, we would expect the same to apply to the direct object of the be-verb. 
A final problem with Becker's Case Grammar analysis has to do with the be-
preflx itself. Why does it appear when it does? Becker has no answer to this ques-
tion. He claims that be- has no meaning and merely reflects a distinction already pre-
sent in Deep Structure. 
Since the case relations D and A embocfy precisely the s<ime semantic difference 
that we have observed between the verbs riechen, fOhlen, sehm and their prefixed 
counterparts, the be-prefix in case grammar would bear no meaning but merely re-
flect a distinction already present in deep structure. It could therefore be Inserted 
by means of a transformational rule Into those sentences in which these three verbs 
of perception occur with the case category A instead of the cjise category D. 
Becker (1971:141) 
Becker's failure to reccgnlze the meaning of be- and account for its appearance is 
due, I think, to his zeal in pursiiing Fll]more"s Case Grammar model. Clearly, If the 
semantics of sentences containing riechen and beriechen can be explained by observ-
tag that the subjects of these two verbs are Dative and Agentive, respectivefy. then it 
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is not necessary to expledn why be- is present in one but not the other. To all intents 
and purposes be- is superfluous in Becker"s model. 
i .4.2 Eroms' transfomraOonal model 
Eroms (1980) develops his own theoretical analysis of the be-verbs. He takes the be-
prefix to be a grammatical morpheme that can be accounted for syntactically. His 
idea is that at DS the alternating sentences in [13] have the same biclausal struc-
ture. Hie surface structvires are derived by deletions £ind transformations from the 
common deep structure. In this theory the sentences in [13] have the DS given in 
[14]. 
[13] a. DerCQrtnerbepflanzt das Beet mitTidpen 
the gardener be-plants the bed with tulips 
The gardener plants the bed with tuUps.' 
b. DerGCfftnerpflanztTulpenaxjf das Beet 





PFLANZ der GQrtner Tulpen z AUF Beet 
Eroms (1980:55) 
"Die nodal labels are given below: 
V: a verbal valency bearer {verbaler Valenztrdger) 
RELp: a prepositional relator that shows similar properties to V 
E: valency-determined complements [valenzgeforderte ErgOnzunpen) 
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E l subject, 
E2 accusative object 
Enach directional complement (nach = "towards") 
z: a locational profonn 
S^: this is read as: z is on ihe bed. 
In order to derive [13] fi-om [14] the transformation proceeds as follows: 
(1) the z under S^ is deleted, 
(u) the rightmost E in S^ becomes the accusative object. In this case, af-
ter deletion of z, the rightmost E is E^. Tliis transformation gives rise to the sen-
tence: 
[15] DerGCUlTierpflamtTulpenaitf das Beet 
"The gardener plants tulips on (= to) the bed." 
In order to derive the structure with the be-verb. the following transformations occur: 
(1) the z and RELp under S^ are deleted, 
(fi) E^ appears in a "with" (mit) phrase, 
(ill) be- Is prefixed to V. 
After these transformations the result is: 
[16] DerGCbtnerbepJkinzt das Beet mttTulpen. 
the gardener be-plants the bed with tulips 
The gardener plants the bed with tulips.' 
There are three major problems with this account, none of which are addressed by 
Eroms. The first has to do with the biclausal DS. Eroms assumes, without argumen-
tation, that there are two S nodes. Under the second S node (S^) there is a preposi-
tional relator that has similar properties to a verb. I think we are to understand that 
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both verb and relator share the property of having valency requirements. It is true 
that writers since Eroms have also postulated mxilti-clausal deep structures (Larson 
1988), (Hale and Keyser 1993), but they have done so on rather more motivated 
grounds than does Eroms. I retmn to the question of a biclausal analysis in Chapter 
7. 
The second major problem with Eroms' account is that he has to stipulate 
that be- is prefixed to the verb in one transformational process, but that the verb is 
unaffected in the complementary process. Such stipulation is no advance on 
Becker's hypothesis, \vhich likewise stipulates insertion of be-. 
TTiirdly, Ercms' proposal does not account for the surface word order in the 
be-construction. According to the procedure given above, the be- sentence comes out 
as in [17]. This is, however, a highly marked word order, if not unacceptable. 
[17] ?*DerG6rtnerbepflanzterTTit Rosen das Beet 
the gardener be-plants with roses the bed^ 
A further example will suffice to show how unmotivated and stipulatory Eroms' DS 
representations are. [18a] contains a simplex verb and a location PP. It has a coun-
terpart in [18b], where a be-verb takes as its direct object the complement of the P in 
[18a]. Note that the only syntactic difference between the two sentences is that [18a] 
contains a preposition but no prefix, whereas (18b] contains a prefix but no preposi-
tion. 
[18] a. Qpa wohnt in der ersten Etage 
"Grandad lives in (= on) the first floor." 
® The PP NP word order of 117) Is acceptable with focal stress on the NP, and in a list reading wih 
contrastive stress. 
(i) Er bepjlanzte mtt Rosen das Beet, und mtt Tulpen denHang. 
he be-planted with roses the bed, and with tulips the slope 
'He planted roses in the bed and tulips on the slope." 
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b. Qpa bewohnt die erste EMge. 
Grandad be-llves the first floor 
'Grandad occupies the first floor." 
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z erste Etage 
z first floor" 
Eroms (1980:57) 
What the representation in [19] seems to be claimmg is that the sentence Qpa wohnt 
in der ersten Etage is to be decomposed into something like There is a dweUtng that 
belongs to Grandad that is on the first floor. Note that there are three verb-like nodes 
(Vi . V 2 , RELp) that project to S nodes (S'l, S"2. S2), and that two of these S nodes 
(S'l, S""2) project further to S i . Eroms does not explam how there comes to be a 
noun. W0HN{PLATZ). under the node V i (I take it that we are to presmne that some-
thtag must belong (GEHOR) to Grandad.). It seems to be the case that \n Eroms" 
model verbs can be decomposed toto nouns. 
The sentences in [20] and [21] contain examples of what Eroms caUs oerbde-
pendente nfcht iofcaie fY-<^sifionspbrasen (1980:58) "verb-dependent non-locative 
phrases'. In his analysis the noun Veriust "loss" is decomposed, if that is the right 
word hi this case, uito the verb VERLOREN HAB "have lost". I give hi [20b] and [21b] 
Eroms' trees, with a gloss. 
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[20] a. Manjammerte uber den Veriust 
one walled about the loss 
"There was wailing about the loss." 






VERLOREN HAB man 
"have lost' *one' 
b. 
Man bejammerte den Veriust 
one be-wailed the loss 
There was wailing about the loss.' 





VERLOREN HAB man 
top 




Eroms gives no clue as to how we are to interpret these trees. We can see that the 
only difference between the trees in [20a] and [20bJ lies in where the second S node 
Joins the tree. In [20b], where WERLOKEN HAB is topicalised (shown by 'top'), the sec-
ond S node Joins to E i and E2. 1 take it that this means that the preposition Qber 
'about" is b3T3assed in [20b]. but there are simpler ways of conveying that idea. Ercms' 
trees pose more questions than they answer. 
AU that the transformations, decompositions and the plethora of S. V and E 
nodes that are typical of Eroms' analysis achieve is an obscming, rather than an 11-
ImnlnaUon, of a simple syntactic parallel. This parallel is the familiar one: that a be-
verb corresponds S3aitacticalty to a simplex verb plus a preposition. 
[22] a. bepflanzenX = pJlanzeninX 
'be-plantX" 'plant in X' 
b. beuJohnenX = u^ohneainX 
'be-Uve X live in X" 
b. beJammemX = jammemuberX 
"be-wail X" "wail about X' 
Eroms is well aware of these facts, as his lists of verbs attest, but he seems to have 
lost track of the essential idea. The observable facts in [22] can be accounted for 
without Rococo ostentation. 
1.4.3 Lieber and Baayen's (1993) Lexical Conceptual Stuctures 
Ueber and Baayen (L&B) in their paper on Dutch verbal prefixes (1993) adopt the 
framework of Lexical Conceptual Structures (LCS), a development of Jackendoffs 
(1983, 1990) lexical semantics, which proposes that the meanings of verbs can be de-
composed into a number of semantic primitives (see also Rappaport and Levin 1988). 
The following LCSs for the verbs run and attach will illustrate the idea: 
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[23] From Jackendoff (1990) 
a run (EventGO ([ Thing ].(Path 1) 1 
b attach (EventCAUSE ([ Thing l.lEventlNCH (stateBE c.a 
([Thing I.lPlace D l l ) ) 
Ueber and Baayen (1993:53) 
In these two LCSs each open slot corresponds to em argument which is normaUy 
realized syntactlcaUy. TTiematic roles have no mdependent status, but correspond to 
open arguments of particular semantic functions. InformaUy, the LCS for attach 
signifies that a thing causes another tldng to become attached to a third thmg. TTie 
subscripts c, a are used to mdicate "contact" and 'attachment'. 
L&B claim that each of the prefixes uer-, be-, on£- makes a 'distinct and uni-
tary contribution to the semantics of (the verb's) base' (1993:65). i.e. that each aflBx 
displays a single basic LCS in which several sorts of smaU variations can occur 
(ibid:54). When a prefix is attached to a verb, it adds its own LCS to the LCS of the 
verb. The resultant verb is an amalgam of the two LCSs. 
1.4.3.1 The be- prefix in LCS terms 
In [24] I give the LCS for the be- prefix. (The d subscript tadicates "totally affected'. 
Tills is to account for the presumed holistic mterpretation of be-, cf 2.3.2 above), hi 
the LCS d can be read as 'completely AT.) 
[24] basic LCS for be-
(EventCAUSE ((Thing (.(EventlNCH (stateBE ([property. Thing. Event 1. 
[piaceATci([Thing DJ))))] 
Ueber and Baayen (1993:60) 
The LCS for be-verbs shows that be- is taken to be a causative prefix (a few 
exceptions apart) that 'mvolves a change of state, the coining of a Thing. Property, or 
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Event to be located at a literal or metaphorical Place' (1993:60). The change of state 
is encoded as (EventlNCH], which is mtended to represent the MchoaUve feature on 
be-verbs. To show how the LCSs work. I give seme of Ueber and Baayen's Dutch ex-
amples with their informal mterpretations. 
[25] a. bekorten 'shorten' 
'cause the property of shortness to be completely at something" 
b. bebossen 'afforestate' 
'cause forest to be completely at something' 
c. bebouwen "bufld sometlung on' 
"cause the act of buflding somethmg to be located completely at a place" 
There is. I think, a basic flaw m Lieber and Baayen's aneilysis. Recafl that in 
their model the be- prefix has an LCS. given m [24]. and that when the prefix is at-
tached to a verb, the LCS of the prefix is added to the LCS of the verb. The LCS of the 
resultant prefixed verb is, then, cm amalgam of the LCSs of the prefix and base verb. 
The problem here is that the LCS that Lieber and Baayen give for be- looks more like 
an LCS for a be-verb than an LCS for the be- prefix alone. I do not see how Ueber 
and Baayen's basic LCS for be- is to be amalgamated with another LCS. The example 
that Ueber and Baayen give of a be-verb formed from a simplex verb, bebcuwen "build 
something on' fi-om bouwen Tbufld', suggests that the LCS for bouwen (whatever the 
LCS might be) is mserted toto one of the two [Thtog 1 slots in the basic be- LCS. 
A second problem concerns the denommal and deadjectival be-verbs that 
Ueber and Baayen use to iUustrate their model. Are we to take it that adjectives and 
nouns also have a LCS that amalgamates with the basic LCS of the be- prefix? It is 
not at all clear how the mechamcs of LCS amalgamation are expected to operate. 
Ueber and Baayen note that there are some be-verbs that "have somewhat 
idiomatic mearhngs'. One such verb (1993:76, fii.9) is besdv^ven 'describe', from the 
simplex verb schrijven "write'. Ueber and Baayen's classification of besdvyven as 
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'idiomatic' is presumably because beschrijven does not fit thefr LCS. An LCS parallel 
with that in [24] and [25], 'cause the act of writing something to be located com-
pletefy at a place' patenUy does not fit the meaning of 'describe'. In fact, taking an 
example such as het landsdvap besdvyven 'describe the countryside", neither the act 
of writing, nor what is written can be 'at the countryside'. 
What I think Lieber and Baayen have missed is that besdvyven is synony-
mous with sdvyven over "write about'. Such parallels between a be-verb and a sim-
plex verb with a preposition abound in Dutch and German (see 2.3.2.1 above), and 
cannot be dismissed as idiomatic. Neeleman and Schipper (1992), in thefr account of 
Dutch oer-verbs, do note, albeit cvu-sorily, the alternation between PP arguments and 
NP arguments (see 12.7.4). 
I will postpone further discussion of Lieber and Beiayen's (1993) LCS frame-
work until Chapter 12, where I discuss thefr critique of Neeleman and Schipper's 
(1992) analysis of the Dutch oer- prefix. 
J .4.3.2 The ver-preflx in LCS terms 
L&B claim that aU verbs in uer- are either literal or metaphorical motion verbs and 
that all of the various categories are instantiations of a single LCS, given in [26]. 
[26] Basic UPS for ugr-
(Event CAUSE ( [Thing J.[ EventGO ((Thing l.[Path FROM ([Thing. 
Place, Event 1) TO ([ niing, Property, Place 1 ) 1 ) ] ) ] 
This LCS claims that uer- characteristicaUy forms verbs of motion (indicated by the 
semantic primitive GO) involving both a source (the argument of FROM) and a goal 
(the argument of TO). Optionally uer- adds a causative function (the semantic primi-
tive CAUSE). Optional arguments are imderltned. 
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In [27] I give some examples in a simplified LCS format. (The diamond in [27d]. 
representing "waste, ruin, wrong place'. Is JackendoflTs way of indicating the some-
times pejorative or negative connotations of ver-.) 
(27) a. veiludzen "move (house)' 
CAUSE/GO/FROM hidsTOhiJts 
b. verpakken "wrap up (in a package)' 
CAUSE/GO/FROM/TO pdk 
c. verharen 'shed hair' 
GO hoar FROM/TO 
d. verwormen "be eaten by worms' 
CAUSE u;o/7n GO/FROM/TO • 
These examples show clearly what L&B are trying to achieve. The four verbs derive 
f rom nouns. For each verb the base noim appears i n a different slot i n the basic LCS: 
i n (27al and [27bl the noun is i n the PP slot(s). i n [27cl i t is h i the subject slot of the 
verb GO. and i n (27dl i t is i n the subject slot of CAUSE. 
We might, however, point out that what L&B have achieved is essentially a 
set of lexical entries for prefixed verbs. There is nothing in their LCSs that has ex-
planatory force. Thus, for mstance, the ver- prefix has i n its LCS an optional 
I+CAUSATIVEI feature. We might ask what ver- is doing on a verb when the causative 
reading is not realized, as to the verb verharen 'shed hair' to (27c]. Another reason 
why the LCS firamework lacks explanatory force is that i t is. by itself, unable to ac-
count for certato aspects of the prefixed verbs without resorting to stipulation. Here I 
am referring to the tosertton of ••• to (27dl to todicate a pejorative reading, and to the 
tosertion of the subscripts a (attachment), c (contact) to [23], and d (totally affected) 
to [24). 
Another Important problem is presented by verbs such as German weifen 
'throw' and sen/cen 'sink (trans.), lower". These verbs can also be decomposed toto 
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sometlilng like 'Cause scanethlng to go to a place' and we would expect them to have 
an LCS that is i n all respects the same as the LCS for the oer-verbs. I.e. something 
along the lines of the following. 
[28] a. werfen 'throw' 
senkEn 'sink, lower' 
CAUSE/GO/FROM /TO ((Thing, Property, Place 1) 
If, then, werfen and senken can have the LCS of a uer-verh, what happens 
when these two verbs are prefixed by ver-? I show the result in [28bl. 
b. verweifen 'reject' 
uersenfeen 'sink, lower' 
?CAUSE/CAUSE/GO/FROM /TO ((Thing, Property, Place 1) 
Is i t possible that the ver- prefix can add a second CAUSE featiu-e to a verb that al-
ready has one? I can throw a ball at a wall (cause the ball to be at the wall), and I 
can cause someone else to throw a ball at a wall, but does this mean 'cause cause 
the ball to be at the wall*? Even i f i t does, this is not the meaning of verweifen. 
Verwerfen means 'reject', and I cannot see how this verb can contain two causative 
moiphemes.^ 
One further aspect of Lieber and Baayen's analysis of prefixed verbs merits 
discussion. TTieir analysis depends on lexical decomposition, i.e. decomposing a verb 
into elementary units, such as CAUSE, BE AT, GO. Lexical decomposition, albeit in a 
somewhat dlfierent fi-amework, is also central to Eroms' (1980) transfonnatlonal 
model (see 1.4.2) and Larson's (1988) analysis of Dative Shift verbs (see Chapter 7). 
Lexical decomposition, as such, is not new; i t goes back to classes given by Ross and 
In the Figure/Ground schema that I am proposing the prefix ver- is an allomorph of a directional 
feature, in this casemeanlng "down". Thus, from werfen throw' we get verwerfen 'throw down, reject". I 
discuss the ver- prefix in Chapters 10 and 11. 
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Lakofi" i n the mid 1960s. TTieir deep structure for Floyd broke the glass is given, in 
simpUfled form, i n [29], from a tree in Newmeyer (1986:84). 
[29] / I declare you/ i t [-t-PAST]/it happen/Floyd do it/Floyd cause i t / i t come 
about/it be/the glass broken/ 
A significant problem with lexical decomposition is knowing when to stop decompos-
ing. TTie / I declare you/ is presumably necessary because the sentence is a declara-
tive, but why, then, is there nothing in [29] along the lines of /there is an animate 
being called Floyd/; there is. after all, an entailment that there be an ainlmate being 
called Ftoyd. Furthermore, one might wonder why broken survives decomposition. Is 
i t not too tempting to decompose i t into something like 'not whole". 
What lexical decomposition fails to provide is any predictive account of how 
the subJect/verb/obJect sentence Floyd broke the glass derives from the supposed 
deep structure given i n [29]. How does Floyd become the surface subject, and not 
something else, for instance the glass? How does the verb come to be broke? 
1.4.4 A Minimalist Analysis 
Josefsson (1997) attempts to account for the Locative Alternation in Swedish by 
adopthig the principles of the Minimalist Program of Chomsky (1993)^. I will deal in 
some detail with Josefsson's account since i t Is a very recent attempt to understand 
preflxation i n a framework that has had much influence on generativists. Swedish 
has a verbal prefix be- that operates i n the same way as the German be- prefix. I give 
some of her examples (1997:130). 
[30] a. Min kusin skdt tud sfcott p d harea 
my cousin shot two shots on hare-the 
'My cousin fired two shots at the hare.'^ 
^ I am grateful to Gunlog Josefsaon for supplying me with a copy of her thesis. 
^ Josefsson does not always give a translation, hi all the examples cited in this section the Swedish 
example and the gloss are by Josefsson, the translation is mine. 
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b. *Mtn kustn be+skSt tv& skott p d harert 
my cousto be-shot two shots on hare-the 
'My cousto be-shot two shots at the hare.' 
c. Mintaxsiribe+sJQ5thareri(nTedtixiskDtt). 
my cousta 2?e-shot hare-the (with two shots) 
'My cousto shot the hare with two shots.' 
Josefsson specifically rules out an aneilysis of be-preflxation to terms of movement 
and incorporation. FoUowtog the Minimalist Program, she assxmies that all 
movement must be triggered by checktog requirements. Tberefore. instead of deriving 
[30b] fi-om [30a] by Move a, Josefsson proposes a derivation accordtog to the 
prtociple of Merge. Be- and the simplex verb are merged. The be- prefix btods 
(Josefsson's term) a e-role that is tocorporated to the resulttog prefixed verb. 
Josefsson assimies that the G-role that be- btods is identical to the role assigned by 
the preposition med to [30c]. She refers to this e-role as a Comitative role. 
Additionally, because the direct object of a be-verb is generally an 'aflected' object. 
Josefsson assiunes that a be-preflxed verb assigns a Telle e-role that is controlled 
(Josefsson's term) by the prefix, and which makes the prefixed verb obligatorily 
transitive. However, because be- is devoid of ontological category (betog neither a 
Thtog. nor a Property, nor an Event) i t cannot assign any e-roles. whether directty or 
todirectfy. She accounts for the ungrammaticality of [30b] by saytog that a be-
prefixed verb may not have a 'simultaneous cognate object'. 
The most important difference between Josefsson's account and the one that 
I am propostog has to do with the identity of the prefix be-. Josefsson associates the 
be- prefix with the preposition med 'w i th ' i ^ . For her be- is 
10 Pesetsky (1995) also relates be- to the preposition with. See Chapter 13. 
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'a binder of a 0-role of the kind usucdly associated with prepositions. In the proto-
typical cases prepositions assign locatlonal 9-roles, but in the case of be- 1 assume 
ttiat the 9-role in question Is identical to the role aissigned by the preposition med.' 
Josefsson (1997:130) 
This seems to mean that two morphemes to a sentence (be- and med) are able to as-
s^n the very same e-role. This is highly problematic to general theoretical terms, but 
rematos an ad hoc stipulation to Josefsson's proposal. Furthermore, i t is not clear 
what e-role med assigns. The problem here is that Josefsson. having noted that 'in 
the prototypical ceise prepositions assign locational e-roles' then faffs to realise that 
be- also relates to a locaOonal feature. 
to my analysis be- is an incorporated eillomorph of a location preposition, to 
Josefsson's examples, therefore, 1 claim that to [30c] be- substitutes for the preposi-
tion p d that we find to [30a]. 1 account for the ungrammaticality of [30b], not by ref-
erence to simultaneous cognates [skOt and shott), but by claiming that, stoce be- is 
the allomorph of pd, they caimot co-occur to a clause. 
Note that i t is not possible to improve [30bl by subsUtuttog a non-cognate 
direct object. The following examples illustrate the idea to Swedish and Geman. The 
sentences are ungrammatical regardless of whether the direct object is cognate with 
the verb stem or not. Tlius, to [31] the verb besfcStt 'be-shot' Is ungrammatical with 
the direct objects skott 'shots' (cognate) and kanoner 'canons' (non-cognate). Similarly 
to the German example [32] beschossen 'be-shot' Is ungrammatical whether the direct 
object Is a cc^nate (Schilsse 'shots', Geschutze, 'guns') or non- cognate (Kanonen 
'canons'). 
[31] *ScMatema beskQtt {skott/kanonei} p d hamnert 
soldiers-the be-shot shots/canons at harbour-the 
(Ute Bohnacker, p.c.) 
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[32] *ae Soldaten be+schossen {Schusse/Geschat2e/Kanor}en] ouf den Hctfen 
the soldiers be-shot (shots/guns/canons} at the harbour 
Intended meaning: The soldiers fired shots/ceinons at the harbour." 
In my analysis (32] is ungrammatical because be- co-occiu^s with its allomorph auf. A 
corollary of this co-occurrence restriction is the requirement that the direct object of 
besdiossen should be the Ground (Hofen), not the Figure (Kanomn). 
Josefsson"s account runs into further difficulties when i t comes to a verb 
such as begrdta (be-weep) "weep over, mourn". 
[33] a. Han grdter Over v&nnensdOd. 
he weeps over filend-the-POSS death 
'He weeps at the death of his filend.' 
b. Hon begrCtter vQnnens dOd. 
he be-weeps friend-the-POSS death 
'He bewails the death of his filend.' 
(Ute Bohnacker, p.c.) 
Josefsson acknowledges that begrdta Is problematic for her hypothesis, be-
cause of the teUc 0-role that she associates with the prefix. Her e3q)lanation involves 
the use of the term "Event measurer" in the sense of Tenny (1987) and Arad (1996). 
The idea is that the direct objects of telic verbs 'measure out' the event described by 
the verb. Hius , hi He ate the apple the eating of the apple proceeds until the apple is 
eaten. In other words the apple is an 'Event measxirer' i n that i t 'serves as a scale 
upon which the event may be seen as proceeding* (Arad 1996:219). 
Josefsson attempts to accommodate begrdta among the telle verbs with 
Event measurer complements. She assiunes that: 
... begrdta has a meaning similar to sOrja 'moum'. The mourning is over once one 
has got over the sorrow. The object of begrAta is an Event measurer, given the Idea 
that the executor of the action of crying needs to 'get over* the object In a metaphoric 
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sense. TTie object of the mouming thus 'serves as a scale upon which the event may 
be seen as proceeding'. 
Josefsson (1997:132) 
Tills sort of argumentation is not very convtoctog, but serves well to Illustrate the 
difiBculUes that seem to be inherent to non-syntactic analyses. Note that Josefsson's 
reasontog is an attempt to account for the be-prefixation of the simplex verb grdta 
'weep', and seems to imply that a verb that takes an 'Event measurer* direct object 
wiU be a be-verb. TWs caimot, however, be the case, as can be seen to an example 
with the verb eat. which prototypically takes an 'Event measurer' direct object: He 
(*be-)ate the apple. 
Even more of a problem for Josefsson's proposal is presented by a verb such 
as be-tvtvla "be-doubf. which Is cognate with German bezwetfeln. Because 
Josefsson's analysis requires a be-verb to take an 'Event measurer' direct object she 
is forced toto trytog to find one: 
To be-tuivla ndgot 'be-doubt something* mccins to assume that sometliing is incorrect 
or insufficient. Doubt is a concept necessarily operating on a background of asser-
tion or potential assertion. Slightly extending the notim of Event measurer (my em-
phasis) as having undergone a change of state, to indicate being in a state different 
irom that of the background, we may also incorporate the be-tvivla type in the pro-
posed description. 
Josefsson (1997:133) 
1 do not see how, to an example such as He doubts my sincerity, the direct object can 
be an *Event measurer* (extended or otherwise). The direct object here caimot, sm^ty, 
serve as a scale to measure out the process of doubting. 
The problem with an analysis of be-verbs that falls back on semantic toter-
pretations is that there are potentially as many semantic toterpretations as there are 
be-verbs. 
The verbs begrdta/beweifKn and betvtvla/bezwetfeln pose no problem to my 
analysis, which does not depend on felicity. Event measuring or the assignment of 6-
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roles. Josefsson doesn't give examples of the Swedish verbs i n sentences, but I 
imagine that the Swedish and the German share the same construction. I give here 
the equivalent German sentences. 
[34] a. Er welnt vber den Tod setnes Freundes. 
'He weeps over the death of hs fiiend." 
b. Er beweint den Tod seines Freundes, 
'He bewails the death of his friend.' 
[35] a. ErzweifeltanmeinemguienWUlen 
he doubts at my good wlU 
'He doubts my good wil l . ' 
b. Er bezweifelt meinen guten WlUen. 
'He be-doubts my good wil l . ' 
In these examples the [a] and [b] alternations show clearly that the prepositions ufaer 
and an are i n complementary distribution with the prefix be-. We can therefore 
simply say that the be- prefix is the allomorph of the head of the PP In the VP of the 
simplex verb. There Is no necessity to appeal to the semantics of the verbs i n 
question. 
A more serious problem for Josefsson's account of begrdta i n my view, and 
one that she does not address, has to do with the comitative G-role that binds the 
prefix. Recall that in her view be- is associated with the preposition med "with*. Why, 
then, is there no med PP (or mit i n German) i n [33], whereas there is a med in [30]? 
A further difficulty with Josefsson's analysis shows up when she tries to ac-
commodate the be-verbs that are not derived from a simplex verb. An example is 
be+folka 'populate', which i n my view is an example of noun-incorporation Into a 
nul l verb. She claims that her analysis 'has the virtue of hicorporating examples like 
these withoutfixrtiier costs' (my emphasis). I confess that i n the absence of clarifica-
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tion 1 am unable to see how this can be. ff the formation of be-verbs is no more than 
the operation of mergtog two morphemes taken from the lexicon, what is there to 
prevent the mergtog of any prefix wi th any morpheme, or even the mergtog of any two 
morphemes? Nor can I see how comitaUve and telle e-roles can explato the deriva-
tion. ^ 
1.5 Conclusions 
The three frameworks that 1 have outltoed to 2.4, Case Grammar (Becker 1971), 
Eroms* (1980) transformational model, and Lexical Conceptual Structures (Ueber 
and Baayen 1993), faU short of success to provldtog explanations for, or tosights toto 
the prefixed verbs. A significant rccison, I think. Is that any model that attempts to 
explato the behaviour of these verbs by gmalystog only the semantics of the sen-
tences to which the verbs occur is doomed to failure. 1 also think that lexical decom-
position, whether of verbs toto Tight* verbs, or verbs toto nouns, or nouns toto verbs 
ends up betog a finitiess activity, because there are no methodological boundaries. 
11 Josefsson claims that there are some Swedish be-verbs formed by prefixation of be- to a lexical 
element that has no independent existence in Swedish. Examples given by Josefsaon are be-kymra "worry' 
and be-siuUa 'soil'. Thus there is no verb or noun of the form kymra or kymmer. Josefsson calls these 
elements 'formatives, but not meaning-bearing units' (1997:134). She means by this that only the 
combination of prefix and stem can have meaning. Again I think that her treatment of such verbs needs 
clarification. 
In my view bekymra would be an example of noun-incorporation, albeit that the noun may not 
be extant in modem Swedish; compare German Kimvner "worry". 1 would consider besutHa to be a 
prefixed simplex verb; compare German sudefri 'scrawl, daub'. 




T H E GE-PREFIX I N GERMAN: 
A M U C H STTUDIED MORPHEME 
This chapter treats the ge- prefix on German verbs. As a phenomenon of the German 
lexicon and grammar this prefix has received scant treatment In modem generative 
literature, yet i t is far from being unproblematical. TTie prefix occiured in most of the 
old Germemlc dialects and attracted the attention of large numbers of writers in the 
last century and the first quarter of this century (Wackemagel 1875, Grimm 1878, 
Weick 1911, Bloomfleld 1929, Samuels 1949). Tbeir concern was 'the meaning' of the 
ge-prefix. 
2.1 The Distribution of ge- in Modem German 
Tlie prefix ge- is found in Modem German on words from three lexical categories: N, 
A, and V. I give first some examples of nouns and adjectives which are compounded 
wi th ge- and treat veriDS in more detail later. 
2.1.1 Ge- onAfouns 
The only fiilly productive noun-forming process which involves ge- is of the general 
type [N5e-[vX]-el. where X is a verb stem. Thus we have Getose 'din', Getue. 'fuss', 
Gequ&ke "whining'. These nouns usually have durative and pejorative meaning. A 
large nvmiber of denominal coDective nouns also have this form (not always with the 
final e): Berg, Gebirge "mounteiin, range of mountains", Feder, Gefieder 'feather, 
plumage', Wasse, Geiyflsser 'water, stretch of water'. These two types of pe-noun are 
always of neuter gender. Typicalty the vowel of the simplex is modified i n the 
collective. 
There are many ^-pref ixed nouns which do not conform to these two types 
(i.e. they have no durative pejorative meaning, thefr stem vowel does not undergo 
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modification, they do not automatically take neuter gender): der Gehalt 'contents', 
das Gehalt 'salary, der Gebrauch 'use', die Gefahr 'danger'. 
2.2.2 Ge - on Adjectives 
Ge- is not productive as a means of forming adjectives. Examples of siuviving ge-ad-
Jectlves: 
(a) denominal: Trost/getrost 'consolation/confident', Heim/peheim'home/secret' 
(b) deverbal: messeri/flemas "measure/in accordance with', wissen/gewi3 'know, cer-
tain ' 
(c) deadjectival: recht/gerecht'right/Just', streng/flestreng'strict/stem' 
2.1.3 Ge- on Verbs 
The verbal pe-prefix occurs i n two contexts i n Modem German: as an unstressed, 
preverb on verbs such as gewiruien 'to win'. gehOren 'to belong', and as the marker of 
the past participle as i n kommen/er ist gekarmen 'to come/he has come', schla-
gen/er hat geschlagen 'to hit/he has hit'. The first use. as a verbal prefix, is unpro-
ductive and moribund; the second use of ge- as a marker of the past participle is fully 
productive. 
2.1.3.1Ge-as the Marker of the Past Participle 
The past participle of all stem-stressed verbs in German Is marked by preflxation of 
ge-: Vmchea ge-'macht; 'sinken, ge-'sunken The past participle takes no ge- i f the verb 
has an init ial unstressed vowel, ver-'stehen, ver-'standen/*ge-ver-'sbanden: telefonleren, 
telefoniert/'ge-telefonierL 
It should be said for the record that German has some denominal adjectives 
of the form [Age-[NXl-t], i.e. they have the appearance of being past particft)les (they 
are prefixed by ge-). However, there is no corresponding Infinitive; these are, in fact, 
adjectives derived from nouns . They have passive force. Some examples are: ge-stiefel-
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t 'booted, wearing boots'; ge-hcunlsch-t 'armomed, weartog armour'; gut ge-laitn-t 'to a 
good mood". 
2.1.3.2 Ge- asaPreverb 
Given the widespread distribution of the pe-prefix and its once prolific productivity 
(see Ltodemann 1970) i t is tempting to wemt to establish its meantog and the way It 
fimctioned. Tlie most promlstog approach would seem to lie to an analjrsis of the ge-
preflxed verbs, rather than the adjectives or nouns, to the rest of this part I concen-
trate on the verbs formed by means of the pe-preverb. 
The pe-preverb is not a productive morpheme. The number of ye-verbs that 
have survived toto Modem GermEm is relatively small to comparison with the number 
of verbs prefixed by productive be-, uer-, emd ent-. Those that have survived can be 
divided toto three groups, (a) ye-verb/simplex pafrs which are lexically related, (b) ye-
verb/simplex pairs which are not lexically related, and (c) ye-verbs which do not have 
a simplex counterpart. 
There are 41 ye-prefixed verbs to Colltos German Dictionary (1991). Of these 
41 verbs 21 do not have an extant simplex counterpart: gebCiren/*baren, 
gewdlvTen/*w6hnen. In those 20 cases where the simplex verb exists there is a clear 
correlation to me£ming between the prefixed and simplex verbs for 10 ye-verb/simplex 
pairs, and no clear correlation to meaning for the 10 remalntog pairs. This means 
that less than a quarter of the extant ye-verbs have a semantical^ related simplex. 
TABLE I gives the verb pairs which are lexically related; TABLE fi gives the verb pairs 
where no plausible semantic relationship can be discerned. 1 discuss, with examples, 
each table to turn. 
Intuition su^ests that there is a more or less clear lexical relationship be-
tween the prefixed and the simplex verbs to T A B L E 1, thus, for tostance, 'obeytog 
one's parents' Igehordien) impUes Ustentog to one's parents' (horchen). Eggeltog 
(1961:156) accounts for the verb pair thus: gehordien 'to hear a person out' and act 
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to accordance wi th his wishes, i.e. 'to obey'^. He derives yedenJcen frxjm denken to 
simffar manner: yedenfcen (either 'to think out completely' and then take action, i.e. 
'to make up one's mtod, totend*, or, 'to think completely of and impress on one's 
mtod, i.e. 'to remember' (1961:156). We can 'explato' the relationship of gedulden to 
dulden as follows: betog patient' (dulden) imphes some sort of 'tolerance' {dulden); 
'escort' (geleUen) contatos the notions lead, guide, be to chsuge o f (letten). 
gebrauchen use braudien require, use 
gedenken remember denken an think of 
gehorchen obey hordien listen 
sldigeduMen be patient dulden tolerate 
yeianyen attato langen (dialect) reach 
geleUen escort letten lead, guide 
gemahnen remtod of mahnen remtod, admonish 
gereidxen redound reichen reach, pass 
sichgetrauen dare trauen trust, dare 
oeziemen befit zlemen be proper 
TABLE 1 
The followtog examples show how we can relate the verbs gerelehen/reichen, 
which at first sight seem somewhat remote: 
(1 ] a. Er relchte derjungen Dame die Hand. 
"He offered the young lady his hand.' 
1 Compare Russian sluSat'sja 'obey, sluSat' 'listen': 
(i) Dett sbiSqJutsJa roditeiyam Deti sluSaJut rodttelei 
cli i ldren listen-REFLAcc parentsoAT children listen parentSACC 
'Children obey their parents' 'Children listen to their parents' 
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b. Unser Garten reidU bis ans Ufer. 
'Our garden stretches as far as the river.' 
c. Dieser Kuchen reicht nicht jur tier Personen 
"This cake won't do (be enough) for foin- people.' 
d. DeinelMgengereictiendirzumSchaden 
your lies redound to-you to damage 
Your lies wil l damage your reputation.' 
In the [a] example reichen has the concrete meaning of 'stretching out the hand'. It 
contains the idea of motion 'over a distance'. Hi i s meaning can be seen in the [b,c] 
examples, albeit i n a more abstract manner; the idea of 'stretching as far as the river", 
a spatial concept, and 'stretching to suflBce for foiu- people'. We can see, I think, the 
same idea in [d], where the 'lies wi l l be suflacient to damage the person's reputation'. 
What seem to be the cmcial notions i n these examples are PATH and GOAL. I retum 
to this idea h i a later section. 
T A B L E n lists the verb pairs which do not seem to have a semantic relation-
ship: 
gebieten command, demand biefcen offer 
gebrechen lack brechen break 
gefaUen please fallen fal l 
gehDren belong hdren hear 
sichgehdren befi t t ing hdren hear 
geraten get into raten guess, advise 
geruhen deign ruhen rest 
gestehen admit, confess stehen stand 
gewOhren grant wQhren last 
oewahren become aware of wahren keep, protect 
T A B L E n 
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It is clear that the meantogs of the ^-verbs to T A B L E 11 are far removed tram the 
meantogs of their respective simplexes. Synchrotocalty we must consider them se-
manticaffy unrelated to their simplexes. Some examples of the verbs to use will show 
how lexically (and syntactically) different they are: 
[2| a. E>r gewahrte etne settsame Gestalt 
'He became aware of a strange figure.' 
b. Man mug seinen Ritf wahren 
'One must safeguard one's reputation." 
c. ErgestehtdemBeidxtvater seine Sunden 
He confesses his stos to the priest.' 
d. Er steht am Fenster und horcht 
'He is standing at the wtodow listentog.' 
e. Der neue Ftbn geJGUt meinem Freund. 
the new film Is-pleasing to my filend 
'My fiiend likes the new film.' 
[. Das Baby JdUt, wennes versuchtyCarfzustehert 
The baby falls when it tries to stand up.' 
to trytog to determtoe the fimction or meantog of ye- as a preverb wdiat might 
we be looking for? A number of possibilities suggest themselves: 
(a) ye- might have, or might have had, a syntactic function and require, for tostance, 
that the verb subcategorise for a particular sort of argmnent (to a similar way that 
be-verbs reqtiire a Groimd complement), 
(b) the compound verb could be a transitive version of an totransitive simplex, or re-
quire an oblique case complement or a PP complement, 
(c) the ye-preverb could affect the semantics of flie verb (change an activity verb toto 
an accomplishment verb), or i t might make an imperfective verb perfective. 
In the next section I examtoe the syntax of ye-verbs and to the following sec-
tion the possibility that i t has an aspectual fimction. 
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2.2 The Syntax ofge-vetbs 
It is not clear from TABLE I what a syntactic relationship between the verb pairs 
might be. Take, for Instance, the verb pafr gehordien/horcheru The prefixed verb 
(='obey') takes a dative NP complement, whereas the simplex verb (=1isten') takes a PP 
complement: 
[3J a. ErgehorchtseinenE3temDAT-
'He obeys his parents.' 
b. Er horcht aitf seine EUemACC • 
'He listens to his parents.' 
On the other hand, h i the case of the verb pafr gedenken/denkeru the prefixed veib 
takes a genitive NP complement, whereas the simplex takes a PP complement: 
[4] a. E r ^ d o d i t e seines VotersQEN-
"He remembered his father.' 
b. Er dachte an seUien VaterjuQc-
•He thought about his father.' 
The prefixed verb has a difierent subcategorizatlon frame when it means 'remember 
with a gmdge'. Here the verb has two NP complements: a dative for the animate goal, 
and accusative for the theme: 
[5] a. Er wlrd mirt)AT die BeleidigungACC gedenken. 
he wiU to-me the insult remember 
'He'll get even with me for the insult." 
The examples i n [3], [4] and [5] suggest that verbs such as gehordhen, gedenken, 
which requfre an oblique case complement, behave in a similar fashion to the be-
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verbs (Maylor 1 9 9 6 ) . In these examples the pe-preflx may carry a +LOCATIVE feature 
and be able to absorb or Incorporate a preposition. 
In fact the ge-verbs exhibit a bewildertng variety of s5Titactlc templates: Imper-
sonal verbs wi th an accusative object, impersonal verbs with a dative object, verbs 
with a single accusative object, verbs with a single dative object, verbs with two ob-
jects, verbs requiring a PP complement, verbs conjugated with sein. 
I give below the 41 ge-verbs listed in the dictionary (Collins 1991), arrEuiged 
according to their subcategorization frames, and then give some illustrative exam-
ples. (Verbs which the dictionary lists as 'archaic', 'dated', 'elevated', 'formal' are 
marked thus: t); 
(6] V, - K _ N P A C C : 
gebrauchen, gejdhrden, geleiten, gemhrrdgen, geniefien, gestaUen, ^gewahren, 
^gewGatigen, gewinnen 
'use, endanger, escort, approve, enjoy, arrange, become aware of, be prepared 
for, win ' 
a. ElriMechaniterpebrai«:hteinOTSchrairf)enzie/ier. 
' A mechanic uses a screwdriver.' 
b. Raudien gefOhrdet Dve Gesundheit 
'Smoking damages your health.' 
[7] V,+ ^NPACCNPDAT: 
gebOren, ^gebieten, gestatten, gestehen, gewQhren, g(e)Onnen 
•give birth, command, aUow, admit, grant, grant' 
a. Die Frau gebar ihrem Mann ein Kind. 
The woman bore her husband a child.' 
b. Der Junge Mann gestand derPolizei den DiebstahL 
The young man admitted the theft to the police.' 
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[8 ] V , + _ N P A C C . PP 
^gemahnen an, gewOhnen an, (remind of, accustom) 
a. Die Mutter gewOhnbe das Kind an Sauberkeit 
The motlier accustomed the child to cleanliness." 
b. Das genvahnt rnidx an rnelnen Voter. 
That reminds me of my father.' 
[9] V, + N P D A T or V, + PP 
gehordten, g(e)leidien, gehHren, gesdwhen, ^geretdien, g(e)lauben 
'obey, resemble, belong, happen, redound, believe' 
a. Kinder mflssen ihren Eftem gehorchen. 
'Children must obey their parents.' 
b. mesesBiidigeh6rt{wirDAT linden SdvankACc}-
This book belongs {to me/ In the cupboard}.' 
c. /eft gUxube {meinem FreundjyAT^an den Friedenj^cc)-
"I believe {my filend/ln peace}.' 
[10] V , + N P G E N 
^gedenken "remember, commemorate* 
a. Wir gedenken unserer TotencEN-
We remember our dead." 
[11] v , + ( e s ) _ N P D A T 
^gebrechen, ^geziemen, gelingen, gefallen 
"be lacking, be fitting, succeed, be pleasing' 
a. Es ^gebricht ihm an Mut 
i t lacks h im in courage 
'He lacks courage.' 
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b. Sein Benehmen ^geziemt (hm nicht 
his conduct}beflts h im not 
'His conduct Is unbecoming.' 
c. Setn Ptan gelang UVTL 
his plan succeeded him 
"He succeeded in his plan." 
d. Der FOm geflel ihm 
the film pleased him 
"He enjoyed the film." 
[12] V, + REFL 
sicft ^gebOrden, sich gediMen, sich geseUen, sicft getrauen, sicft gehOren, sich 
^gebtihren 
"behave, be patient. Join (others), dare, be fitting, be due" 
a. /eft getraue rrUch rxicht dorthin 
1 dare self not to-there 
"I dare not go there," 
[13] V, + (es) N P A C C 
geliisten, gereuen 
'desire, regret' 
a. Es gelustetihnrtachSchokolade. 
i t desires h im to chocolate 
"He craves chocolate." 
b. Seine Antu»ort gereutihn 
his answer regrets h im 
"He regrets his answer." 
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[14] V, + IP 
^gemhen (deign) 
Er geruhte es zutim. 
'He deigned to do it . ' 
Two additional observations regarding the syntax of these pe-verbs are i n order: 
(a) While the majority of the verbs listed above form their perfect tenses by means of 
the auxiliary haben, the following seven verbs require the auxiliary sein: 
[15] gedeihen, gelangen, genesen, geraten, geUryen, gerinneru geschehen 
'thrive, reach, recuperate, get into, succeed, coagulate, happen' 
a. Das Geld isttn die falsdienHOndegelar^ 
the money is into the wrong hands reached 
'The money got into the wrong hands." 
b. £tu«is Komisches ist geschehen 
'Something funny has happened.' 
(b) Some of the verbs listed above may also take IP or CP complements: 
[16] a. Es gelar^dem Kind, lipdasRennemugewinnen]. 
i t succeeded to-the child the race to win 
The child succeeded in winning the race.' 
b. IdimuPgestelien, Icpd£0ictigelogenhabe]. 
' I must admit that I lied.' 
It is clear that these verbs exhibit a considerable variety of syntactic templates. The 
following observations seem i n order: 
(a) 16 ge-verhs take an accusative NP complement; 6 of these may also take an op-
tional dative complement of the person. 
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(b) 7 verbs require the auxiliary sein and, therefore cannot take an accusative NP 
complement. 
(c) 3 verbs take a PP complement (an + ACC). 
(d) 11 verbs take a dative complement. 
(e) 8 verbs may have an e;q)letive es subject. 
There is nothing In these figures which points to an overall pattern; 1 imagine we 
might find the same range of S5nitactic firames in a random group of Gennan verbs. 
Let us compare the verbs in TABLE I . i.e. the prefixed/simplex verb pairs which 
are lexically related. If pe- has a syntactic function It is amongst these verbs that we 
should find i t . 
It turns out that on balance the ^e-prefix does not have a significant eflect on 
the subcategorlzatlon fi^me of the simplex. I f the simplex takes an accusative com-
plement, so does the prefixed verb: i f the simplex takes a PP complement, so does the 
prefixed verb. 1 give some examples: 
[17] a. Der Mechaniker gebraucht einen Schraubenzieherfyrr. 
'The mechanic uses a screwdriver." 
Der Mechamker braucht eirm Sdymberj^h^^cc • 
"The mechanic needs a screwdriver." 
b. DerZersbBrer aeleitete die Fradhterxrr. 
The destroyer escorted the fijeighters." 
Der Vbrsttzende leitete die IXskusslon/\rc. 
"The chairman lead the discussion." 
c. Wir gedenken unsener rotenr;F>i. 
"We remember our dead. 
M r denken anunsere PfUcht 
"We think of our duty." 
d. /eft (gejtraue micft nicftt auf die StrcySe. 
' I dare not venture onto the road.' 
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e. Mtt groBer Muhe qelangten wir zum ZieL 
•With great dlfficidty wir got to out destination.' 
Er langte nadidemMesser. 
'He reached for the knife.' 
Examples [a] and [bj show that both prefixed and simplex verbs can have an ac-
cusative complement. In [c] a bare genitive alternates with a PP; compare this with 
the use of the be-vert): Bedenke die FofeenACC 'Consider the consequences'. When 
the simplex verb denken takes the be-preflx i t requires an accusative complement. 
Example (d] shows that i n the case of some verb pairs the prefix is virtually optional. 
H ie examples h i [ej show that both prefixed and simplex verbs can take PP comple-
ments. 
We conclude bom this evidence that the function of ge- is not to change the 
subcategorization frame of the simplex verb. 
If the function of ge- is not syntactic, could i t be that i t is semantic? Hie 
next section explores this possibility. 
2.3 Ge- as a Marker of Aspect 
Verb Classes 
It is plausible to suppose that ge- might affect the semantics of the simplex verb. Hie 
preverbs er- and ver- can have such an effect; er- - H V NP can have the meaning 
'acquire NP by V-tng': 
[18] a. er bettelte lan Geld ' 
he begged for money' 
b. er erbeOelte Geld 
'he got money by begging 
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The preverb er- can also change a simplex activity verb into an accomplishment verb: 
wilrgen 'choke', erwurgen 'strangle, k i l l by choking'. (By acUiMy and accorrpUshment 
verbs, I am referring to the classification of Dowty (1979), which is based on Vendler 
(1967)) 
In the 41 ge-verbs all the Aktionsarten of state, achievement, actixMy, accom-
plishment, are more or less proportionately represented; state verbs {gehOren lielong', 
gleichen 'resemble'), achievement verbs {gewahren "become aware of, gervesen 
"recuperate"), activity verbs {geletten "escort", gebrauchen "use"), accomplishment verbs 
i^winnen "win', geJQhrden "endanger"). 
When we compare the lexically related verb pairs in T A B L E I we find that the 
prefixed verb is always in the same Aktionsart class as the simplex. This can be veri-
fied by comparing the verbs i n [6] above. 
If ge- has an efl"ect on the semantics of a simplex verb but does not chemge its 
verb class, we might suppose that the prefix has an effect on the lexical content of 
the simplex. Of the 41 extant ge-verbs in German only 10 are lexically related to a 
simplex. This is too smaU a number to make adequate judgments about. It will be 
more profitable to look elsewhere, at the old languages, where ge- was productive 
and prolific. 
2.3.1 Ge- in the Old Germartic Languages 
Much of this section relies heavily on Lindemann (1970). Undemaim examined more 
than 35 academic papers from the 19th century and the first quarter of the present 
century on ge- i n the old Gennanlc languages. He gives the most commonly held 
theories regarding the meaning of ge-. He then tests these theories by comparing 
glosses of Latin texts i n OE and other Germanic dialects. H ie number of verbs, both 
simplex and prefixed, that he examined was about 45,000. He comes to the conclu-
sion that all the prevailing theories are wrong. Since some of the ideas that 
Lindemann came across are still current, I summarize them here. 
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Various views on the meaning of Old English ge-
(1) The prefix ge- is meaningless 
Given the facts that ge- has completely died out in English, that the meaning of ge-
i n the modem languages (German and Dutch) is very xmclear, and that in Old 
EngUsh (OE) the situation was far fi-om clear, i t is not surprising that some writers 
have simply opted for an easy way out and have decided that ge- is without meaning. 
Undemann (1970) gives a comprehensive account of the positions taken by 
the writers of the last century and the early years of this centiuy. He points out that 
for Samuels (1949:66), and HoLmann (1936:102) ge- is 'meaningless' and that for 
Krapp and Kennedy (1929-Jcci) i t 'adds little or nothing'. If this Is indeed the case how 
come then that prefixed verbs developed from simplex verbs at all? From the Old 
English simplex gan 'to go', for instance, derive the prefixed verbs gegan 'to go away", 
'to happen" , "to walk", while gegan with an accusative NP complement meant ""to 
conquer'. Simfiarly, while OE standan meant 'to stand', gesbandan could mean 'to 
stop', 'to stand up', 'to remain standing' (examples fi"am Undemann (1970:3)). It is 
clear firom these examples that we are Justified in looking for a meaning or function 
for the ge-prefix, and that we cannot dismiss i t as meaningless or claim that i t adds 
little or nothing to the simplex. 
(21 Ge- stresses or Intensifies the action of the verb 
nils is a more than suspect theory, given the fact that writers have never defined 
what they mean by i t . For Wackemagel (1878) ge- qualifies the simplex by being 
'unubersetzbar leise verstarkend' ('untranslatable and somewhat intensifying"). 
(3) Ge- converts an intransitive verb into a resultative transitive verb 
Ltndemann points out that Old English gegan "to go" and gesittan "to sit" are some-
times follovired by an accusative, but not necessarity so. While there are prefixed verbs 
wi th an accusative NP, they constitute only a small proportion of the corpus. 
Furthermore, i t is not always the case that an accusative NP is the direct object of 
the verb; i n many cases It should be regarded as an adverbial with a meaning such 
as 'as far as X'. 
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(4) Ge- indicates completion 
This view of the function of pe- is one that has had a long history. The argument, as 
Ltndemann shows, proceeds roughly like this: ge- is the equivalent of Latin cum 
"with"; therefore ge- must have originally meant "with", 'together'; this supposedly 
implies a sense of completeness, which caused ge- to be cissoclated with the idea of 
completed action. Another version goes: from "with" we get 'fully', "entirely" and there-
fore the prefix conveys the Idea "entfrety, to the end". 
In modem times Duden (1959:385) claims that ge-, like the Latin prefix con-, 
conveys the idea of Vereirdgung "union", "bringing together", which can still be seen In 
a verb such as gerinnen 'clot', 'coagulate". (= *zusammenrinnen "to run together"). 
(Duden uses the same reasoning to explain the function of the noun-forming tem-
plate lfige-lyX]-e] which I mentioned in 2.1; thus, tcom Berg "mountain' we get 
Gebirge 'range of mountains", since the latter is a "collection, a coming together, a 
union" of the former.) 
Hie fact that ge- is productively, with minor constraints, used as the marker 
of the past participle i n German has tempted many writers to equate ge- with a per-
fectivising function. Wackemagel claimed that ge- compensated the old Germanic 
languages for their lack of Latlnate compound tenses; ge- on the preterite gave the 
sense of the Latin perfect and pluperfect, while ge- on the present tense provided the 
equivalents of the Latin perfect, future, and future perfects. Hi l s is an ingenious idea 
but. as Undemann shows, does not stand up to scrutiny in the texts. Lindemann"s 
analysis of the Old English texts shows that only 16% of ge-preterites translate Latin 
perfects (Lindemann 1970:6). 
This does not stop Duden from reiterating the idea of eine peifekOvierende 
Wirkung "a perfectivislng effect", similarty Eggeling (1961:156) claims that the original 
force of fife- was 'perfective, indicating the point at which an action or state was 
completed, or a new state or condition entered upon'. He points out that by the 
Middle High German period the original force of the prefix "was no longer vividly felt. 
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except perhaps in its use wi th verbs implying an attitude (cf. sitzen "to be sitting*, and 
ge-sttzen "to sit down')'. It is not at all clear what he means here by 'attitude'. 
(5) Ge- expresses pgrfegtlvg a3pept 
I t Is but a short step fltjm the idea that ge- expresses completion and is associated 
with perfect tenses to the idea that i t is a marker of perfective aspect. Bloomfleld's 
(1929:29) view was that \rtiere OE expresses aspect, i t reserves the pxmctual verb 
(verb with prefix) for unit action and classes repeated, habitual, and generalized acts 
wi th the durative (uncompounded verb; more explicitly beon with present participle), 
exactly as does Slavic' [my emphasis]. 
There are two things wrong with Bloomfield's position. Firstty, the texts do 
not show a difierentiation between prefixed and simplex verbs along the lines that 
Bloomfield proposes; secondly, he equates the Old Germanic verbal system with the 
Slavic verbal systan, yet these are clearly (at least to Slavlsts) two quite diflerent sys-
tems, and Germanic prefixed and simplex verb pairs do not behave like aspectuail 
verb pairs i n the Slavic languages. 
The idea that prefixes (and postverbal particles) i n the Germanic dialects are 
the equivalent of perfectlvizing prefixes i n Slavic languages still has Its proponents. 
Thus den Dikken (1995:236. f h 10) asserts that Slavic languages 'possess a range of 
prefixes which, like independent particles [l.e. as the particle i n eat ip, RM] and the 
French prefixes [I.e. the a- i n apporter and amener, RM]... have an effect on the event 
structure of the VP'. He gives the examples: 
[19] a. pisat' "write" — ncpisat "write up'2 (Russian) 
b. Jesc 'eat" — ^esc 'eat up" (Polish) 
2 Den Dlkken"s Russian example has past tense forms {ptsal/napiscJ); I have corrected 
them in the main text to infinitive forms. 
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His intention is to show firstiy. that the Russian verbal prefex no- and the Polish 
verbal prefix z- are the equivalents of the English verbal particle up, and secondly, 
that the Slavic prefixes and the English particle i n some way affect the 'event struc-
ture of the VP'. On the same page he says that the 'aspectual effect brought about by 
a-prefixation [on French verbs, RM] is typical of particles (cf. eat vs. eat ip). He is, 
therefore, implying that a particle such as English ip, and the French prefix a-
change the aspect of the verb, just as the prefixes na- and z- change a simplex imper-
fecUve Into a perfective verb in Russian and Pofish. 
In view of the persistence with which writers are wont to ascribe aspectival 
features of Slavic grammar to Germanic verbs, i t wil l be as well at this point to clarify 
jus t what verbal aspect is in the Slavic languages. Even i f this does not elucidate 
much about the Germanic verbal system, we might avoid some of the tempting pit-
falls that have beset others before us. 
2.3.2 Verbal Aspect in the Slavic Languages 
Since I am never very sure wliat people mean when they use the word 'aspect' with 
reference to, say, English, I wi l l h i this section use the form 'ASPECT when I am re-
ferring to the Slavic systan of verbal ASPECT. 
Verbs in , say Russian, are of two types, imperfectives and perfectives. If I wish 
to translate the English verb eat, or the French manger, or the German essen into 
Russian, I have to choose between using the Imperfective verb est' or the perfective 
verb s'esf. 1 cannot choose a verb which is ambiguous with respect to ASPECT, i.e. is 
either imperfective or perfective, nor can I choose a verb which has no ASPECT, i.e. Is 
neither imperfective nor perfective, h i effect, this means that for any English verb 
there are two Russian verbs, an imperfective verb and a perfective verb. 
Both imperfective and perfective verbs have a fu l l range of verb forms: inf ini-
tive, past tense, non-past tense, imperative, gerunds and participles. ASPECT, then, 
is not related to tense, but is Independent of tense. 
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To return to den Dikken"s examples i n [8], I can now show what is wrong. 
MJuUer (1967) gives the following translations: 
[20] a. "eat" — est'iMP s"est"pERF 
b. "eat up" — poziirat"iMP pozrat"pERF 
c. poztrat"iMP pozrat"pERF — "devour" 
Her e we can see that MJuUer does not equate the particle ip with the Russian prefix 
s-, but translates eat up by means of an entirely dlfierent imperfective/perfective verb 
pair: pozhirat', pozhrat. In the Russian-EngUsh Section he translates this verb pair as 
"devour". 
Another example: whereas den Dikken has: 
[21] "write" = pisat" "write up' = napisat' 
MjuUer gives: 
[22] 'write' — pisat'iMP napisat'pERF 
"write up" — podrobno opisyixzt"iMP 
(describe i n detail) 
dc¥»isi/t)at"iMP dopisat"pEa?F 
In this instance, whereas den Dikken claims that up is the equivalent of the Russian 
prefix na-. Mjuller gives napisat', the rTO-preflxed perfective verb, as a translation for 
"write", and gives two translations for "write up', one meeming literally "to describe i n 
detail' and the other, dopisyvat', doplsat', meaning 'to complete the writing of, 'to fin-
ish writing'. Notice that, i n conformity wi th the Russian ASPECT system, a verb 
mesmlng 'to complete the writing of, (wiilch I imagine writers on aspect m English 
wovdd have no hesitation about saying Is perfective) is not perfective i n Russian; i t is 
the equivalent of an imperfective/perfective pair. Just like any other English verb. 
It may help to clarify matters a little more i f we can see how a verb pair such 
as dopisyuat* and dopisat' come firom. Russian has an imperfective verb pisot" "to write' 
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which, being imperfective, is used when the speaker wishes to state (a) that the act of 
writing took, wiU take, is taking place without reference to the beginning, or the end 
of the writing process, or its completion, or (b) that i t is an habitual or a repeated 
event. From the imperfective pisai' is formed, by means of the prefix na- the perfective 
verb ncpisat 'to write', which, being perfective, means that the writing was or will be 
completed. By changing the prefix na- into pere-, do-, a-, s- other, lexically different 
perfective verbs are derived. From these verbs, by means of an infix, the corresponding 
Imperfective verbs are fomied. This process is shown by means of the arrows in the 
following schema: 


















Hiere are two points to note here. Firstly, a prefix does not automatically perfectivize. 
Secondly, a prefix may have lexical meaning independent of aspect: pere- is the 
equivalent of "trans-" In "transcribe", o- derives from the preposition meaning "about" 
(opisyuot' = "write about, describe". 
We can now see what the essential difference is between Gemuuilc and Slavic 
verbs. Consider the following: 
[24] a. Ivan wrote a letter, 
b. Ivanpisal pis)no. 
All tiiat we can say about the morpheme wrote in [a] is firstiy. that i t has lexical con-
tent, i.e. the sentence says something about luriting rather than about some other 
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act or activity such as reading or eating, and secondly, that the verb is in the simple 
past tense form. The verb pisal i n [b] likewise has lexical content and is in the past 
tense, but i t additlonaUy conveys ASPECT (in this Ccise imperfective). 
[25] a. wrote - lexical content: the act or activity of wrtUrig 
- morphological form: simple past tense 
b. pisaZ - lexical content: the act or activity of writing 
- morphological form: past tense, masculine singular 
- ASPEXDT: Imperfective 
This leads naturally to the question how. then, is aspect encoded in English? I pro-
pose that aspect is mediated in an EngUsh sentence by (a) the lexical content of the 
verb, (b) the tense form (EngUsh has cranpoimd tense forms), (c) adverblals, (d) dis-
course factors, or these elements In combination. Let me Illustrate by means of the 
following: 
[26] a. / cant eat (all) tftis pizza Part of it ts not cooked. 
b. / cant eat (aiZ) tftis pizza /t"s/ar Coo big. 
Both examples contain the verb eat i n the Infinitive form, yet there is clearly a differ-
ence in meaning. Eat i n [a] refers to an activity the speaker cannot contemplate in-
dulging in . Bat i n [b] is to be read as 'eat and finish". Note that the lexical content of 
the English verb eat aUows the verb to occur in contexts where the verb denotes an 
activity or a completed event (as weU as iterative, durative and inchoative contexts). 
In the [a] and [b] examples disambiguation of the possible aspectual Interpretations 
of the sentences is dependent on the second sentence in the discourse. Compare 
now the sentences in [c-I]: 
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c. Stop talking and eat your dinner. 
d. Eat your dinner and then we can go out 
e. Have you eaten your dinner? 
f. Have you eaten?/EM you eat already? 
Eat in [c] is clearly ambiguous. It may mean "engage i n ea t i i ^ rather than talking* or 
i t may mean "finish your dinner". The latter interpretation is the only one possible for 
[d] since i t Is demEmded by the following clause. The interpretation of sentence [e] as 
referring to a completed event (i.e. the dinner has been completely eaten) Is provided 
by the fact that eat is i n the perfect tense and i t also has a direct object. Remove the 
dfrect object, as i n [f] and the result is a question not about whether the eating has 
been completed but whether the addressee has indulged in the activity of eating. The 
American English version conveys this by means of the adverb already. 
What about the verb eat up? I have tried to show that i t cannot be related by 
ASPECT to eat and i t cannot, therefore, be a perfective form of eat. i f i t were a perfec-
tive, encoding the notion of completion, how do we explain the following: 
g. Stop taUdng and eat your dinner iq). 
I ml eating it up. 
h. / can"t eat (*ip) all this pizza. It's too big. 
In [g] the reply / oni eating it up, i n the conthiuous present tense, clearly has a dura-
tive inteipretaton, which is not what one expects from a "perfective" verb. In [h] the 
sentence clearly refers to the completion of the event, so we would expect a perfective 
verb to be In order here. Surprisingly, perhaps, eat up is not possible, at least for me. 
In view of what I have shown we are forced to the conclusion that eat and eat 
ip are not related by ASPECT, but are lexically different verbs, h i precisely the same 
way. we regard the verbs ccsne and orriue to be different verbs even though they have 
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some lexical overlap. It is not surprising, then, that certam contexts wUl aUow either 
verb to occur, while other contexts allow one but not the other. 
Retumhig now to the ge- verbs, Weick (1911) held the view that ge- was a 
perfectivislng morpheme, and when he examined the Old EngUsh glosses of Latin 
texts he was forced to conclude that a substantial proportion of the OE verbs were 
In the wrong aspect: ' Das Simplex soUte stehen." (Should be the simplex); "Das 
Simplex ist elnlge Male belegt, aber sonderbanerweise immer an imrechter SteUe" 
(1911:49) (The simplex is attested, but oddfy enough always in the wrong place). 
We can safely conclude that there is no evidence that ge- is, or ever was, an 
aspectual marker i n any of the GermarUc languages. The last word can be given to 
Lindemarm (1970:21), citing the Russian scholar Limar (1963:166): 
There can only be one conclusion drawn from (the) data: Old English verbs, alone, 
taken out of context and not connected to any particular adverts, Ccin oat be recog-
nized as particular aspectual forms Neither can the verbal prefixes be in any 
way considered eispectual determiners. 
To summarize what we have said so far about the meaning of verbal ge-: we cannot 
simply say that It was meaningless, i t doesn"t help much to say something like 'it 
adds emphasis or intensity', there is no evidence that its function was to create a 
transitive verb firom an intransitive simplex, its function was not to 'perfecUvize'. and. 
finally, i t had no aspectlval function. 
What did i t mean, then? 
2.4 Ge- as a Marker of PAIH 
2.4.1 On Verbs 
I mentioned i n 1.2 that a munber of writers equated ge- i n the old languages with 
the Latin prefixes com-, con-, and the preposition eum. This led them to suppose the 
pe-prefix meant something like 'together'. On the basis of his analysis of the old texts 
Undemarm concluded that (1) ge- never had the meaning 'together', and (U) Latin 
cam-/con- verbs were not necessarily translated by ape-verb, (Ul) pe-verbs and simplex 
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verbs could translate Latin verbs with other prefixes, notably ad-, which means "to", 
'toward', and (iv) It Is wrong to equate the pe-prefix with the meaning with since the 
latter is a preposition. 
l indemann holds that both prefixes and prepositions developed fl-om spatial 
adverbs. When an adverb became associated with a following noun and became a 
preposition i t retained the concrete meaning of the original adverb; an adverb could 
also be associated with a verb. In this case adverb and verb became a lexical unit and 
the adverb, now a prefix, lost its original concrete meaning and served only to ex-
press an abstract relation. He explains what he means by relation as follows: 
E:xpressing relations is admittedly the only concern of preverbs; and inasmuch as 
relations are abstractions of logic, only the terminology of logic can explain them. 
According to such terminology cdl relations have a sense, a direction in which a re-
lation goes. If between two terms the relation goes both ways, is reversible, or recip-
rocal, that is, if y Is related to x in the same way that x is related to y, then the sense 
is symmetrical (| •<-* |); if not the sense Is osymmetricaL If on the other hand the di-
recdon goes one way and can be prolonged, it is tronsitiye (and imperfective) (| ); 
if not it is tntransittve (and perfective) (| -*|). These senses may be illustrated by the 
following prepositions: the relation expressed by together or with, is symmetrical -
transitive; by on, eis in 'He sta^ered on' or toward is asymmetrical - transitive ( and 
Imperfective); by to. Indicating amval at a goal, as In 'He came to my house'. Is 
asymmetrical - intransitive (cmd perfective). 
Undemann (1970:36)3 
The point is that an the Germanic prefixes i n the old languages were asymmetrical, 
therefore both transitive and intransitive, both perfective and imperfective. This 
means that they could not have the symmetrical meaning conveyed by the preposi-
tion cum "with'. 
3 Lindemann here cites: 
Stebbing, L.S. (1953) A Modem Introductton to Logic, London (pp.38, 111-15) 
Brendal, V. (1940) Th&)rie des Propositions, Copenhagen (p.34) 
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l indemann comes to the conclusion that the abstract or undeiiylng meaning 
of ge- is to be formulated £is follows: 
[27] The meaning of ge-. the action expressed by any verb to w^ich i t is prefixed is 
directed toward some thing or i n a direction forward and outward. 
(lindemann 1970:37) 
I t Is noteworthy that the only writer who came an3where near to this was Grimm. 
Grimm avoided saying anything about pe- meaning with, but formulated its meaning 
thus: 'Gegensatz ist ab- (Its opposite is off.) To put this i n our terms we can say: 
[28] nie pe-preverb signifies +PATH. (-tOOAL). 
We can now see how many of the previous writers were so puzzled. They recognised, 
fi-equentiy on the basis of relatively little data, that the prefixed verb sometimes had a 
perfective reading but could also describe action in progress, and that the prefixed 
verb sometimes had a direct object but not necessarily so. These apparent dlflaculties 
arose fl-om their conviction that ge- could only have one function. It does, in fact, 
have one function, but i t is a function that has a variety of effects. Furthermore 
there is not one single Modem English morpheme that can translate the abstract 
meaning of ge-; a whole range of morphemes is available depending on the lexical 
content of the verb: at, on, to, toward, away, out, forth, up, dou;n etc. 
2.4.1.1 The Latin counterpart of ge-
Hiere stlU remains a significcmt problem. Recall that many writers have built their 
theories of the meaning of ge- on the idea that i t equates wi th Latin con.-, a reflex of 
the preposition cum (which undoubtedly means "with') and have assxmied a meaning 
for con- and pe- as "with, together", and fl-om this deriving the meaning "fully, com-
pletely". Latin verbs such as conuocare "convoke", "call together' {from the simplex uo-
core "to call") and conuenire 'assemble', 'come together' (fii-om the simplex uenire 'to 
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come') do plausibly convey the idea of getting together with others. Recall, too, that 
Duden (1959) ascribes the ability of ge- to form collective nouns in German 
{Berg/Geblrge 'mountain'/'range of mountains' to the fact that ge- signifies 
Veretnlgung 'union', 'coming together'. The problem Is to accommodate such data in 
the theory that ge- = +PATH, (-KX)AL). 
Firstly, note that a verb such as conuenire 'assemble', 'come together' Implies 
motion; the preposition cum "with' describes a (symmetrical) state, which Lindemann 
represents as (*->). Tliis means that con- can have nothing to do with with, together. 
In order to accommodate con- and its reflexes i n other languages, 1 propose to extend 
Lindemann's diagrammatic representations of asymmetric PATH, (GOAL) (| ) and 
(I -»|) to include three more, [18c, d, e]: TTie verbs i n the righthand column are to be 
taken as merely illustrative of the type of verbs which typify the abstract diagram-
matic representation i n the lefthand colvmm. +PATH, n Indicates that PATH is multi-
directional. 
[29) a. I -hPATH, -GOAL struggle on 
b. -^ 1 +PATH,-KSOAL spray the wall, 
c. -* I *- +PATH, | i . +GOAL assemble, come round, meet up 
d. «-| +PATH, +SOURCE escape, expel 
e. *- I ^  +PATH, n, -i-SOURCE disperse, dislnt^rate, fall down 
The three additional abstract representations [c, d, e] are to be understood thus: [cj 
indicates motion fl-om dlfierent directions towards a stogie goal; [d) indicates motion 
h i one direction from a single source; [d] Indicates motion la more than one direction 
from a single source. Clearly (d,el are directional opposites of [a, b,c]. The Latin con-
verbs are generally of the [c] type, i.e. -i-PATH, ^l, +GOAL. I would also think i t reason-
able to suppose that [c], which contains the verbal notion of 'assembly', is the ab-
stract feature which underlies the German collective nouns. Thus etn Cebirge is an 
assembfy of individual mountains gathered i n one place. While there is here no sense 
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of PATH there is a strong sense of "place aroimd which similar elements are located". If 
this sounds doubtful, consider the antithesis of [c], which is [e]; disintegration is 
motion fl-om a central assembly of similar elements. 
We are now i n a position to consider which verbal prefixes are the smface re-
flexes of the abstract PATH, (GOAL) feature. I give i n [30] what I consider to be those 
surface reflexes for Latin, German, and Russian: 
[30] Latin G^rmap Russian 
a. - » I ad; con- ge-, be-, er- v-, no.-, do-, s- etc. 
b. -*| ad-, con- ge-, be-, er- v-, na-, do-, s- etc. 
c. - * I * - con- ge- s-
d. *-[ ab- eat- ot-, u-
e. «-1 ex-, ent- vy-, tz-
f . * - I - * ex-, dis- ent-, zer- raz-
NQte 
(1) -i-PATH, -GOAL [a] and -t-PATH, +GOAL [b] may be represented by the same pre-
fixes for all three languages. 
(U) One prefix for each language from [a, b] also conveys the idea of convergence 
to a goal [c]. Thus the prefixes con-, ge- and s- are surface realizations of three dis-
tinct abstract featiu-es. and are. then, three ways ambiguous, 
(ill) In all three languages a set of prefixes distinct firom those i n [a. b. c] repre-
sent the abstract antithesis of [a. b. cj . 
(iv) [a, b, c] correspond to Grimm's "Gegensatz zu ab-'. We can formulate the 
meaning of con- andge- thus: -i-PATH, ([i). ±GOAL. 
2.4.1.2 Latin cum as a prefix of IWATH] 
In order to see i f this theory works let us look a little more closely at some Latin 
words prefixed by con- and see i f we can dispense with the Idea that con- translates 
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wtth. I give below some examples of English words which derive from Latin and for 
which the eminent phflologist Skeat provides an etymological account. Skeat was 
one of those who held that con was a reflex of cum and therefore had to mean with. 
From wtth he derived together and the Idea implied by "11111/. "completely', "very much'. 
1 give here some of Skeat's etymologies of Latinate English words. Note how 
he sometimes takes con- to mean 'with', yet at other times Is obliged to resort to 'fulty" 
or 'very much". For each of Skeat's "explanations" 1 give an English verb + particle ren-
dering which 1 think comes closer to the meaning of the Latinate word. 1 use the 
symbol to emphasize the fact that the particle is -fPATH. Hie examples are grouped 
[a], [b] and [c] according to the value of the PATH (GOAL) feature. 
a. -* I -hPATH. -GOAL 
'continue': Skeat: 'to persist in . extend, prolong' 
-L conttnuare, connect, unite, make continuous 
-L continuus holding together, continuous 
-L continere hold together, contain 
-L con- for cum together, and tenere hold 
RM: 'continue' = 'go on**', 'go alongV" 
b. ^1 +PATH, -KX)AL 
"convince": Skeat: "to convict, refute, persuade by ar]gument" 
-Lconuincere 
-L con-, for cum. with, thoroughly; and uincere, to conquer 
[1. "convince" = "conquer thoroughly" 
RM: "win overv 
"conduce": Skeat: 'to lead or tend to, help towards" 
-L conducere, to lead to, draw together towards 
-L con-, for cum. together, and ducere, to lead 
[ii. "conduce" = lead toward" 
RM: or 'lead on^" 
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'confiscate' Skeat: 'to adjudge to be forfeit' 
-L con/iscafus, pp. of con/iscare. to lay by in a colfer or chest, 
transfer to the prince's privy purse 
-L con-, for cum, together, and Jiscus, a basket, bag, purse, the 
Imperial treasury 
[ill . 'confiscate' = 'lay by (in a basket), put away (in a basket) 
RM: Yes, lay by**', 'put away^' but no sense of with or together 
'conflict' Skeat: 'a fight, battle' 
-L con/Kctus, a striking together, a battle 
-L conflictjore, flrequentative of confUgere, to strike together, af-
flict, vex 
-L con-, for cum, together, andfUgere, strike 
[iv. 'conflict' = 'a striking together' 
RM: 'a striking out-*', 'a strike at the enemy', 'a dust up**' 
'congratulate' Skeat: 'to wish all joy to' 
-L corigaUdatus , pp. of congrotulori, to wish much Joy 
-L con- fi-cm cum, with, very much, and gratulari. to wish Joy 
RM: I confess to being unable to find an appropriate verb + 
particle, but the sense is clearly PATH, which is conveyed by 
the preposition to i n "wish Joy to". 
'convoke' Skeat: 'to caU together' 
-Lconuocare 
-L con- for cum, together, and uocare caU 
RM: 'caU up**' 
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C. -* I *- +PATH. M, -KX)AL 
'condense': Skeat; 'to make dense, compress' 
F condenser -L condensore 
-L con-, for cum, together, and densare, to thicken 
[v. 'condense' = 'thicken together' ? 
RM: 'thicken up**', "thicken out**" 
'congeal" Skeat: "to solidify by cold' 
-L congelare, cause to flieeze together 
-L con- for cum, together, and gelare,freeze 
[31] 'flneeze tc^ether' 
RM: 'freeze up^ ' 
'confect': Skeat: 'to make up. especia% to make up into confections or 
sweetmeats 
-L corfectus, pp. of con/u^re. to make up. put together 
-L con-, for cum. together, andfacere, to make 
[1. 'confect' = 'make up", 'put together" 
RM: "make upv". not "put together" 
2.4.1.3 German ge- and English [+PA'ni] particles 
Returning now to the Gennan ge-verbs. which we have decided originally bore the 
feature + PATH, we note that they can. at least i n some cases, be paraphrased by a 
PATH particle or preposition. I give some examples, and as with the Latinate English 
verbs, I Indicate the PATH (GOAL) group to which 1 allocate them. The second column 







































tu rn out weU 
fix up 
[34] -l-PATH, |u, -hGOAL 
gerinnen coagulate thicken up 
2.4.2 Ge- on iVouns and Adjedives 
Now that we have seen that ge- on verbs was an indicator of PATH, 1 turn briefly to 
the nouns and adjectives in Modem German which have the ge- prefix. I think i t is 
possible to accommodate these in the schema 1 have adopted for the verbs. 
2.4.2.1 Ge-onATouns 
Recall that there are two classes of nouns in Modem German of the type luge-WX]-
(e)]. In those cases where X is a verb stem, the derived noun generally has durative 
meaning: fi-cm tosen thvmder', 'rage' is derived GetOse 'din*, 'racket'; fi-om quaken 
'croak' is derived Gequake 'croaking', also Gequ&ke "whining' (of a child). Perh^s we 
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can con^jare the effect of the ge- In the Gennan nouns with the construction in 
English with nouns like goings on, carrying on, where the preposition seems to indi-
cate a continuing state. In those cases where X is a noun, the derived noun is a col-
lective noun; thus flrom Berg "mountain" is derived Gebtrge "range of mountains'. 
1 suggest that these two types of nomtnalization are possible because of the 
P A T H feature on ge-, and that they correspond respectively to [a] and [c] of the verb 
schema: 
[35] a. - * I -HPATH. -GOAL = duratlve 
c. - * I * - +PATH-M. - K X ) A L = collective 
2.4.2.2 Ge- on Adjectives 
I suggest that adjectives of the form [A9e-[NX]-t]. such as ge-hamtsch-t "armoured", 
"wearing armour'; ge-sOefel-t 'wearing boots' belong with [b] of the verb schema: 
[36] b. ^1 +PATH, - K X ) A L 
Hiese adjectives are essentially defective be-preflxed verbs. In Chapters 3 and 4 I 
show that there is a class of be-verbs which incorporate a noun argument. The gen-
eral sense of these verbs is "tremsfer the incorporated noun to the direct object", 
hence the feature -HPATH. - K X ) A L . The past participle of the verb befZaggen "decorate 
with flags' gives rise to an attributive adjective beflaggt- 'decorated with flags'. 
[37] a. SvebeflaggtendasScNff. 
They be-flagged the ship." 
b. ein beflaggtes Schiff 
a beflagged ship 
"a s h ^ decotated with flags' 
The same sense of transfer is observable i n the ge- adjectives, despite the fact that 
there Is no corresponding verb: 
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[38] a. *Siege-hamtsch-tendenRttter. 
They armoured the knight.' 
b. etnge-hamtscht-erRttter 
age-armour-ed knight 
'a knight u i armour' 
2.5 The Etymology of Ge-
At this point some thoughts about the derivation of the prefixes which we have been 
considering wiU be pertinent. It is known that Latin con- is not cognate with 
Germanic ge- (at least not clearly so), although these two prefixes have a similar dis-
tribution i n the two languages and are often to be equated with each other. The pre-
fix ge- derives finom the Proto-Germanlc *fif/TO-. It Is not clear what the etymological 
relationship is between *gho- and Latin con-. Latin con- is a reflex of IE *ko, *kom, 
however, and is cognate wi th Old Slavonic (OS) *s- and *s"n and z 'to' in Armenian 
(the latter two languages are safiem languages). OS s- and s"n- derive from a deictic 
morpheme, originaUy a demonstrative. OS *s- came to be associated with demonstra-
tives, interrogatives (i.e. wh-words) and deictic adverbials; *s''n became a preposition 
and verbal prefix (Xaburgaev 1971). 
According to the principles of the first soundshift Latin con- and OS s- and 
s'Vi- are cognate with the deictic morpheme h- on adverbials, and demonstratives in 
Germanic languages. This morpheme can be seen hi such words as German hin-
'thither', hier "here', her 'hence', heint 'tonight', heute 'today', heuer 'this year". Russian 
has similar survivals of its s- morpheme: sjuda 'hither', seJCas 'now' (this hour), 
segodrya 'today' (of-this day). The modem Russian preposition s- has two unrelated 
meanings which are dlBferentiated by the case the preposition governs: s- -i- genitive 
has the meaning 'off', whereas s- -i- instrumental has the meaning "with, accompa-
nied by*. This etymological relationship su^ests that we can establish certain corre-
spondences between the Latin prefix con-, the preposition cum and the related prefix 
and preposition In Russian. In TABLE ffl below I show the correspondences between 
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prefix, postverbal particle and preposition In Latin. Gennan and Russian. I include 
the German forms ge- and the preposition gegen 'against", but. since they are not di-
rect cognates of the other elements i n the table, I place them In brackets. 
DE *ko, *kmi 
< Latin < German h.. < Russian s... 











1 1 S-H L 
TABLEm 
Note that Latin and Russian typically do not have postverbal particles. Postverbal 
particles are an archetype of the Germanic languages. Note, too, that only Latin cum 
and Russian s + Instrumental (both with the meaning 'with, accompanied by") are 
-PATH; all the other entries are + PATH (+GOAL). 
2.6 Preverb and postverb as different systems 
When we compare the verbal systems of Old English and Modem English i t is strik-
ing that OE had an overwhelmlngty preverb sjretem, i.e. when i t needed to derive a 
verb with a P A T H feature from its stock of verbs, i t did so by means of a PATH preflx. 
Modem English, on the other hand, derives new verbs from its Germanic stock by 
means of particles, and not by preflxation. (I discount prefixes such as re-, mis-, over-, 
which have lexical content and no PATH feature.) English has replaced the old pre-
verb system and has developed the particle system. We assume that English preverbs 
lost thefr force at some stage and became redundant, 'nius. English has lost the be-
preflx, which allowed the Locative Alternation, but hets nevertheless retained 
Locative Alternation. The simplex verb may be ± P A T H . 
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The disintegration of the preverb system can be seen in Old Norse. Tlie ge-
preverb was lost before written literature appeared, and survived onfy as a relic 
(Undemarm 1970:30). The resison for the disappearance of ge- was that i t had to 
compete with eleven other preverbs, and lost. Finally only one of these preverbs sur-
vived, namely of-. Kuhn (1924:99) states that these preverbs were practically equal in 
meardng and could perform virtually identical functions. Now that we know that the 
abstract meaning of the ge- preverb was PATH, we might suppose that this PATH fea-
ture was at the heart of the Germanic preverb system as such, and that because 
these preverbs were not lexical but denoted an abstract feature, they were barely dif-
ferentiated f rom each other. 
I t is notable, too, that the preverbs are not constant across the Germanic di-
alects. While German has gfellauben. English has believe; compare Dutch vertallna. 
German ErzGhhxng and the preflxless EngUsh tcdje. 
Modem German, like English, has developed a rich and fully productive par-
ticle system, but, unlike EngUsh, has not completely relinquished the old preverb sys-
tem. In fact the preverbs be-, er-, uer- have become surprising^ productive in the 
modem language. 
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C L A S S I F Y I N G T H E B E - V E R B S 
IN TOE F I G U R E / G R O U N D S C H E M A 
In Chapter 11 showed how previous attempts to classify the preflxed verbs in German 
fall short of success. Hie main problem seems to be that preliminary classlflcations 
based on transitivity, or whether be-verbs have simplex counterparts, or whether be-
verbs have particle-verb counterparts, reveal litfle that is insightful or predictive 
about the behaviour of the prefixed verbs. For example, if we set up a class of be-
verbs that have simplex counterparts (sehen/besehen "see/examine'), how do we then 
compare this class with another class of denomlnal be-verbs (beux^ien 'be-weapon, 
aim')? The fact that there is a class of simplex/be-verb pairs like sehen/besehen does 
not predict anything about a class of denomlnal be-verbs like bewcffiien. 
I will develop a more revealing classification of be-verbs based on the concepts 
of Figure and Groimd as proposed by Tahny (1978). Before I do so. let me illustrate 
what 1 consider to be key factors at the centre of the problem of the be-verbs. 
3.1 Prepositions and be-verbs 
Note firstiy that the intransitive German verbs antworten 'answer' and siesen 'be vic-
torious" can take a PP complement, but not a direct object. 
[1] a. Er antwortete ouf den BriefACC-
he answered on the letter 
"He answered the letter." 
*£r antwortete den BriefACC-
he answered the letter 
Chapter 3 
b. Er siegte Ober seine FeindCACC • 
he was-victorious over his enemies 
'He conquered his enemies.' 
*Er siegte seine FeindeACC-
he conquered his enemies 
In [ la] the Intransitive verb antwortete requires the preposition aitf, which i n turn re-
quires the accusative case on the noun phrase den Briefs. In [ lb ] the verb siegte re-
quires the preposition uber and a following noun phrase in the accusative case, seine 
Feinde. 
The sentences i n [1] have an altemative realization. 
[2] a. D'heonfuwrtete Cau/) denBrte^CC-
he answered on the letter 
'He answered the letter.' 
b. Er besiegte (*uber) seine FeindeACC-
he be-was-vlctorious over his enemies 
'He conquered his enemies.' 
The examples i n [2] differ fi-om those in [1] in that they contain a verb with the prefix 
be-, and the prepositions that are obligatory in [1] are ungrammatical in [2]. I con-
clude fi"om the evidence in [1] and [2] that there is an alternation between the he-
prefix and the preposition. 
A simflar altemation between the be- prefix and a preposition is shown In [3]. 
The sentences In (3) have two arguments i n the VP. They are examples of the familiar 
Locative Altemation. (See Eraser (1971), Anderson (1971). Schwartz-Norman (1976), 
^ I use transitive' to describe verbs which take an accusative object and 'intransitive' for verbs which 
take a PP complement or MP complement in an oblique case, or no complement. 
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Anderson. J. M. (1977). Hook (1983), Jeffries and Willis (1984), Jackendofl" (1990, 
1996), Brinkmann (1995.1997), Pesetslg^ (1995).) 
[3] a. Erlud Stroh aufden Wagen 
'He loaded straw on the cart.' 
Er belud den Wagen mit Stroh 
he be-loaded the cart wi th straw 
'He loaded the cart with straw.' 
b. Er hOngte BOder an die Wand. 
'He hung pictures on the wall. ' 
Er behOngte die Wand mit Bildem 
he be-hung the wall wi th pictures 
"He hung pictures on the wall." 
c. ErwajfStetnecatfdieMadchen 
'He threw stones at the gfrls.' 
Sr bewaif die Mddchen nut Steinen 
he he-threw the gfrls with stones 
'He threw stones at the gfrls.' 
The sentence pafrs i n [3] difier fiTom the pairs i n [1] and [2] In that, whereas the verbs 
In [1] are Intransitive, i n [3] both the simple, unpreflxed verb and the be-verb are 
transitive. We can, however, relate the sentences in [1] and [2] with those h i [3] h i a 
simple manner. The simplex verbs In [4a] have a VP-intemal PP, the head of which is 
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a location preposition auf 'on' or an 'at'. Tlie be-prefixed verbs i n [4b] have as direct 
object the NP that is the sister to the location P m [4a]. 
[4] a. Er antwortete 0 auf den Brief. 
Er tiOngte die Bilder an die Wand. 
b. Er beaitwortete den Brief 0. 
m-behOngte die Wand mttBUdem 
We see that, rather than changing the transitivity value of a verb, the be-prefix alters 
the syntactic representation of the argument stmcture of the sentence; the sister of 
the location P is the complement of the be-prefixed verb. Arguments in a VP may 
surface as accusative objects or as complements to a preposition. Note that there is 
no semantic difference between the sentences in [1] with the simple verb and those 
u i [2] with the prefixed form^. 
In order to accoimt for the difference In surface syntax i t will be necessary to 
adopt a theory which offers an explanation of the difference between two types of 
arguments i n the VP. 
3.2 Figure and Ck-ound 
Hie sentences in [3] all contain three arguments; the subject in each case is the 
Agent, the other two arguments appearing either as accusative objects or in a PP. 
Talmy (1978) analyses the arguments i n sentences where 'one physical object (Is) 
movhig or (is) located with respect to another' (1978; 627) as being either Figure (F) or 
Ground (G). 
2 This is not to say that there are no cases where there is a semantic difference between a simple verb 
and its be- form. However the usual case is as stated in the text. 
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(a) The Figure object Is a moving or conceptually movable point whose 
path or site is conceived as a variable the particular value of which is the 
salient issue. 
(b) The Ground object is a reference-point, having a stationary setting 
within a reference frame, with respect to w*iich the Figure's path or site re-
ceives characterization. 
3.2.1 Arguments for Tabvy's Figure/Ground hypothesis 
3.2.1.1 Inherent and deictic reference 
It strikes me that, there is no real dtCFerence between claiming that the Ground is a 
frame of reference for the Figure i n the world of perception and claiming that deictic 
e}q)ressions need a frame of reference in order to be interpretable. It is well known 
that there are deictic words and phrases, the interpretation of which depends on 
there being a frame of reference called the deictic centre (Fillmore 1982). (Clark 1973). 
(Tanz 1980). For example, the phrase on the left depends for its interpretation on 
there being a deictic centre: we need to know on whose left.^ 
^ similarly, Zubln and Choi (1984) observe that adjectives such as straight and cwoked have different 
meanings depending on the frame of reference. Their terms for the two frames of reference are gestaSt 
and orientation. 
gestalt b. orientation 
\ V \ 
straight crooked straight crooked 
If the reference frame is a gestalt schema, the terms straight and crooked specify whether the gestalt is a 
good or poor gestalt (e.g. a straight or crooked pencil). If the reference frame is an orientation schema, 
the terms specify whether the object Is well or poorly lined up with the reference frame (e.g. a vertically 
straight telegraph pole or a telegraph pole that leans). 
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3.2.1.1 The cognitive basis for the Figure/Ground dtsttnOkJU 
Tahny attributes his tenns Figure and Ground to Gestalt psychology. Let me briefly 
give Takny's arguments for the llngmstic relevcmce of the thesis. 
Talmy notes that the two sentences i n (6) are not synonymous. 
[6] a. The Jbike is near the house. 
b TIhe house is near the Woe. 
Tahny (1978:628) 
Talmy argues that: 
...where one might expect (them) to be synonymous on the grounds that they repre-
sent the two inverse forms of a symmetric relation, they in fact do not mean the 
same thing. They would be synonymous if they specified m\y this symmetric rela-
tion - i.e. here, the quantity of distance between two objects. But in addition to this 
[a] makes the non-symmetric specifications that, of the two objects, one (the house) 
has a set location within a framework (here. Implicitly, the neighbourhood, world 
etc.) and is to be used as a reference-point by which to characterize the other ob-
ject's (the bike's) location. 
(ibid.:628) 
I t Is now clear why [6b] is unusual: in the real world bikes are not usually the refer-
ence point for the location of houses. This does not mean that [6b] is always a 
doubtful sentence in English. If the bike had been, say, fitted with a bomb that was 
intended to demolish the house and Its occupants, then the authorities might well 
decide to evacuate the house on the grounds that The house is near the bike, as 
stated in [6b]. In this case, of course, the house (even though i t is the larger. mOTe 
permanent entity) is the Flgiu^, and the bike is the Ground. 
The difference between a gestalt schema and an orientation schema may be reflected in the 
lexicon. Although E n ^ s h makes no lexical distinction between (a] and |bl, Zubin and Choi point out that 
Korean has different words for straight and crooked according to whether they are in [a] or pa]. 
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It seems to be a rule of language that, i f there is a Figure/Ground relationship 
between two entitles, then the Ground is identified by a locative feature. I will main-
tain that In the canonical case the Groimd is i n a locative PP. It is simply not possi-
ble in English to have the Figure In a locative PP. English has no preposition that 
can make [7b] grammatical. 
[7] a. (Figure Verb P I-HJOC] Ground] 
b. *[Ground Verb P [+I>0C) Figure] 
Let me illustrate with some concrete examples: {8b] is not s5monymous with [8a], and 
English has no preposition such that [8c] means the same as [8a]. 
[8] a. The chatr^ is on the tdble^. 
b. The table^ is under ihe chcdfi. 
c. 'The tabled isPthechair^. 
The lack of a preposition (in English) for making |8c] a grammatical sentence sug-
gests strongly that language imposes structure on its speakers.'* 
^ Talmy (1978:632) develops the idea of the spatial relationship between Figure and Ground in the 
realm of nouns to the relationship between clauses in complex sentences. In a complex sentence two 
events are related as 'assertion' and "presupposition". Talmy gives the examples in (i). 
(1) a. He exploded after he touched the button. 
§b. He touched the button before he exploded. 
(Tahny 1978:632) 
Sentence (l)a, according to Talmy. assigns a Ground Interpretation to the button-touching event, setting it 
up as a fixed, known reference point, and assigns a Figure interpretation to the explosion event, 
establishing its location in time with respect to the button-touching event (1978:633). 
The sentence in (l)b Is as marked as The house is near the bike and Is plausible only in certain 
Umlted circumstances, such as an official enquiry Into the causes of the victlm"s death. Talmy notes: 
'Even when a speaker does not want to assert anything about relative referencing, language Inescapably 




3.2.1.2 Perception and language 
BierwIsch (1963) observes: 
There are good reasons to believe that the semantic markers in an adequate de-
scription of a natural world do not represent properties of the surrounding world in 
the broadest sense, but rather certain deep-seated, innate properties of the human 
organism and the perceptual apparatus (rny emphasis), properties which detennine 
the way in which the world is conceived, adapted and worked on. 
Bierwisch (1967:3) 
It is my view that Talmy's Figure/Ground distinction is one such 'deep-seeted iimate 
property' of the hinnan mind in the sense of Bierwisch. 
In similar vein Bickerton (1981). writing on Creole languages, puts forward the 
hypothesis that children are genettcaUy endowed with an 'adaptive evolutionary de-
vice' that he calls the "bioprogram* (1981:144). This bioprcgram is not to be equated 
with Universal Grammar as propounded by Chomsky, since the bioprogram makes 
further claims about the semantic or interpretive functions of some veiy basic syn-
tactic configurations. 
In (11) the main clause of both sentences constitutes the Figure, while the adjunct clauses 
constitute the Ground. Note that the sentences are essentially synonymous. In the context of 'one thing 
happening and then another thing happening* English has the conjunctions before and q/ter that allow 
both events to be the Figure or the Ground. 
(11) a. She departed after he arrived. 
§b. He arrived before she departed. 
This not the case In the following example. The semantics of untU impose a Figure/Ground relationship on 
the clauses; In (lli) there is no conjunction in EngUsh that can take the place of the underlined words in 
(lli)b to give the same meaning as in (ili)a. 
(ill) a. She slept imtU he arrived. 
§b. *He arrived immedlatelv-land causaUv)-before-the-end-of her sleeping. 
(Talmy 1978: 637) 
In similar vein, Emonds observes that: 
... the characteristic sentence types of a language inevitably reflect principles and restrictions of 
universal syntax; lexical entries, no matter how varied the intrinsic meanings of morphemes, are 




Bickerton observes that Creole languages, widely dispersed throughout the 
world, tend to exhibit certain similar structures that they cannot have acqufred as 
input from thefr parents. 
If. as we shall see is the case, the things that [creolej children learn early, effort-
lessly and errorlessly turn out repeatedly to be key features of creole languages, 
which the children of first Creole generations acquire in the absence of direct expe-
rience, we can then sissume that such early, effortless, and errorless learning re-
sults ... from the iunctioning of the Innate bioprogram. 
(Bickerton 1981:146) 
Bickerton isolates four specific examples of 'eariy. eflbrtless. and errorless 
learning* by creole-speaking children, viz. a specific-nonspecific distinction, a state-
process distinction, a punctual-nonpunctual activity distinction, and a causatlve-
noncausative distinction. 
Creole languages exhibit a distinction between punctual and non-punctual 
events. 'Nonpunctuals represent the marked case ... In the real world, more actions 
are punctual than nonpunctual; punctual actions constitute the bocfcground against 
which (my emphasis) nonpunctual actions stand out' (Bickerton 1981:180).^ 
Bickerton (1981:166) cites Bronckart and SlQclalr (1973): The distinction between 
perfective and imperfective events seems to be of more importance than the temporal 
relation between action and the moment of enunciation'.^ 
Now, I t seems to me that a conceptual distinction between punctual and 
non-punctual events, i n which one type of event serves as the background against 
which the other type of event stands out. is i n aU essentials the same sort of phe-
^ I wonder whether Bickerton has got this the right way round; I would have thought that non-
punctual, i.e. durative events constitute the background against which the punctual events take place. 
Thus in (i) the background is provided by reading: 
(I) White / was reading, the door opened and Tom came in. 
^ The Aspect Before Tense Hypothesis of Antlnucci and Miller (1976) has been much debated by 
acqulsltionsts, and is certainty not received opinion. For a discussion of the literature and the Issues 
Involved see Bohnacker (1998:ch.3). 
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nomenon as the Figure/Ground distinction whether between arguments, or i n rela-
tion to the embedding of clauses in complex sentences. If there are still linguists who 
baulk at the idea that there are coimectlons between human language and hmnan 
cognition, let me once more cite Bickerton: 
in addition to whatever we may have in the way of innate language equipment, we 
also have a wide variety of learning strategies and problem-solving routines which 
are applicable to a range of situations far broader than language. It would be absurd 
to suppose that in the presence of data classified as 'linguistic', all these routines 
and strategies are simply switched off. 
(Bickerton 1981:144) 
See also Lyons (1977:11,718-724) for arguments that spatial organization is of central 
importance in human cognition and that this is reflected in language (his 'Localism'). 
Why do I choose the terms Figure and Ground rather than other terms that 
have found their way into the literature, such as Goal/Location and Theme 
(Jackendoff" 1972:ch.l and 2). Locatum and Goal (Rappaport and Levin 1988), or 
Theme/Goal and TTieme/Locatiun (Anderson, J. M. 1977), (Brinkmann 1995). or 
Mat(erial) and Loc(atlon) (Mulder 1992a)? The reason is that the Figtire/Ground dis-
tinction as proposed by Talmy has wider signiflcance and application than terms 
such as Locattun, IVIaterlal and Goal seem to suggest. I think, too, that Figure and 
Ground are preferable to Talmy's alternative tenns (1981:628) 'variable element' for 
Flgiu'e and 'reference element' for Ground. 
3.2.2 F^ure and Ground in the Locative Aitemation 
Returning now to the sentence pairs i n [3], and applying the Figure/Grovmd distinc-
tion to the VP-tntemal arguments, we find the foUowing: 
[9] a. & iudSf ro / i (F )au rdenWb©en(G) . 
"He loaded straw on the cart.' 
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Er beiud den Wagen (G) mit Stroh (F). 
he be-loaded the cart wi th straw 
'He loaded the cart with straw.' 
b. Er hOngte Btlder (F) an die Wand (G). 
'He hung pictures on the wall. ' 
Er behOr^ die Wand (G) wit Bildem (F). 
he be-hung the wall with pictures 
c. Er waif Stetne (F) aufdie MOdchen (G). 
"He threw stones on (= at) the gfrls." 
E)r bewarfdie MQdchen (G) mit Steinen (F). 
he be-threw the girls wi th stones 
The hay. the pictures and the stones are the objects moving (In this case) with re-
spect to the stationary reference points of cart, wall and girls. It is now clear that, in 
these sentences, the function of the be-prefix is to focus attention on the Ground by 
allowing the verb to take the Ground as its dfrect object i n the accusative case. 
3.2.3 The [+PA1H] feature 
The aissumption that 1 make i n this thesis Is that the German be-preflx carries a 
S)mtactic feature (±fli). which Is missing on the simple, preflxless verb. The accusative 
objects of both simple and prefl;iffid verbs are in complementary distribution with 
prepositional phrases, i.e. the accusative object of the simplex verb is the same ar-
gument as the complement of the preposition mit 'with' i n the VP headed by the cor-
responding be-verb; and the accusative object of the be-verb is the same argument as 




This means that we would expect that these PPs. too. are marked as being 
(±Q). The PPs In the sentence pairs so far considered differ i n one crucial respect: i f 
they constitute the Ground the PP encodes the idea of motion towards the Ground 
( a i / den WagenACC 'onto the cart'; an die WandACC 'onto the wall"; auf die 
MQdchenACC 'onto the girls'). If they constitute the Figure the PP encodes a non-lo-
cational adverbial (mtt /feuoAT "with hay": mit ForbeoAT "with paint'; wtt SteirmtoAT 
"with stones'). It is the opposition of locatlonal and nonlocational PPs that plays a 
crucial role i n the sentences in [1] to [5]. We take the featiu-e (±fl). whether i t appears 
on the preposition or the verb, to be [±LOCATION ] {±L). 
This is i n line with Emonds' (1991) analysis of English thematic verbs (verbs 
having a theta role of t h e m e ) H e adopts Talmy's Figure and Ground framework and 
proposes that thematic verbs carry a [±L0CAT10N] feature and that [-hLOCATION] is 
further divided hito [±GOAL]. Emonds observes (1991: 394) that in the unmarked 
case the Figure is the subject of an intransitive verb and the object of an agentive 
transitive verb and that the Ground, i n the unmarked case, is in the form of £in ad-
position P and its syntactic object NP. However, the Ground may appear as object of 
the verb, i n which case PATH is realized not by a PP but as a direct object NP. 
Emonds illustrates the contrast with avearpcdnt on the waR versus smear the 
wall with, paint (1991:397). I give his analysis of their structures in [14] with the 
German equivalent. 
[10] a. 
schmierte Farbe an die Wand 
smeared paint on the wall 
7 Emonds deals with Verbs of physical or psychological motion, location, ownership or communication'. 
He calls these 'thematic verbs' without Implying that there are non-thematic verbs. (1991: 392) 
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beschmierte die Wand mit 
besmeared the wall with 
Farbe 
paint 
We can see how this operates with the sentences in [5], here repeated with the addi-




Er MvOngte Bilder (F) ^ an die Wand (G). 
'He hung pictures on the wall.' 
Er ^behOngte die Wand (G) -^initBiZdem (F). 
'He be-hung the wall with pictures.' 
Er -hvajf Stetne (F) ^ aitf die MOddien (G). 
'He threw stones on the gfrls.' 
Er ^ w a i f d i e MOdchen (G) -hntt Steinen (F). 
'He be-threw the gfrls wi th stones.' 
In the sentences we have seen so far the Ground and Figure arguments have both 
been In the VP. Can they occiu- elsewhere? Emonds stipulates that (for English) the 
Figure (always distinct Scorn the Ground) may occur i n any argiunent position: 
[ 12] Figure specification: For any lexical p{°. +T]. exactiy one Figure NP. 
distinct Srom the Ground, must be present among the deep structure 




This stipulation aflows the Figure to appear cis subject. Ground Specification stipu-
lates where the Ground may occur: 
[ 13] Ground specification: A direct object NP of a transitive YO is a Ground iff Y ° 
is -^LOCATION. 
(ibid. 3 9 7 ) 
Whfle the present study confirms the essential correctness of the interplay between 
Talmy's Figure and Ground arguments and Emonds' LOCATION feature on a range of 
English verb alternations, its main pmpose is to present a fiiU analysis of the syntax 
of be-preflxed verbs i n Gennan and how they interact with non-prefixed verbs. We 
wiU see firom the data presented that the syntactic realizations of Ground and Figure 
are more complex than Emonds' principles i n [ 1 2 ] and [ 1 3 ] suggest. 
3.3 The verb classes 
Tills section presents a classification of be-verbs and their non-prefixed (simple) 
forms in German according to the syntactic distribution of Figiu-e and Ground. 
Figure Specification and Ground Specification in [ 1 2 ] and [ 1 3 ] allow the following 
syntactic distributions of Figure and Ground. 
(1). Both Figure and Groimd may be realls^ed in the VP of both a be-verb and a simple 
vert). 
(ii) . The Figure may be the subject of a simple verb or a be-verb. 
(iii) . The Ground may be the subject of a simple verb, but not of a be-verb. 
Tlie essence of (1) to (ill) above is simply stated as follows, and constitutes 
the central reslut of this chapter: 
[ 1 4 ] GfQund Specific^tlpn fpr be-vert?$ 
The direct object of a be-verb. and only of a be-verb. must be the Ground. 
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For the moment 1 leave [14] as a stipvdation. In Chapters 7 and 9 1 will provide an ex-
planation for the reason behind i t . 
In addition to (I) to (In) above there are two further possible ways in which 
Figure and Ground can be realized elsewhere than as one of the NP arguments of the 
verb. viz. the Figure or the Ground may realized i n the verb Itself. At first sight this 
seems to r u n counter to common sense and the whole Figure/Ground hypothesis, 
which is about the relationship of one object (In the physical sense) to another. It 
also violates Emonds' Figure Specification, which specifically stipulates that the 
Figure must be a NP. (I Eissiune, although It is not expllcifly stated, that he also 
means that the Ground must be realized as a NP.) 
However. 1 maint£iin that both Figure and Ground may be incorporated la 
the verb. For the moment I wIU postpone formalization of what 1 mean by the term 
'incorporation' un t f i Chapter 4. 
Consider the foUowtng English examples, where the verbs are both derived 
from nouns: 
[15] a. John watered the plants. 
b. Peter garaged the car. 
An Interpretation of [15a] as 'put water (F) onto the plants (G)* is fiilly consistent 
with the semantic-cognitive basis of Talmy's Figure/Ground theory. Equalty clearly la 
[15b] the Agent (John) puts tiie car (F) into Uie garage (G). Thus, in [15a] i t is tiie 
Figure that is incorporated into the verb, wiifie i n [15b] i t appears that the Ground is 
incorporated. 
With incorporation of Figure and Ground In the verb we have two more sen-
tence types: 
(iv). The Figure may be Incorporated in the verb. 
(V). The Ground may be incorporated in the verb. 
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In fact, however, German does not have the simple verb equivalents of 
English garagey or watery. I t seems to be the case in German that only a prefixed 
verb can Incorporate a noun. Why this should be I wil l discuss i n (4.4.3). The sen-
tence types that I have described in (1) to (v) aUow us to make a classification of be-
verbs and their simplex counterparts [if a simplex counterpart exists) based on the 
distribution of the Figure and Ground arguments. 
CLASS I : comprises be-verbs and simplex verbs that have Figure and Ground in the 
VP. The fact that both F^in-e and Ground are i n the VP means necessarily that the 
subject of the verb must be an Agent argument. 
CLASS H: ccanprises be-verbs and simplex verbs that have the Figtire as subject. 
CLASS ni: comprises simplex verbs that have the Ground as subject. Note that, h i ac-
cordance with Ground Specification for be-verbs [14], there can be no be-verbs in this 
Class. 
CLASS IV: comprises verbs that incorporate a Figure argument. The verb is necessarily 
a be-verb according to [iv] above. 
CLASS V: comprises verbs that incorporate the Ground. This Class is ruled out for 
German, since the Ground argument cannot be incorporated by a be-verb. 
The five sentence types that I have described are shown in schematic form h i TABLE I ; 
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CLASS IV Agent be-V-HF Ground 
CLASS V Agent simple-i-G Figure 
TABLE I . 
The next section presents an analysis of the five sentence types and the verbs that 
appear In them. 
3.3.1 The five classes ofbe-verbs 
CLASS/ 
These are the verbs that we have afready seen In [5]. The be-prefix is aflHxed to an al-
ready existing simple verb. The be-prefix i n this class of verbs is productive and has 
given rise to a large munber of pairs In which the simple verb, i f transitive, has the 
Figure as dfrect object and the affixed verb has the Ground as dfrect object. 
Further examples of Class 1 verb pairs: 
[16] Er bebaute das GelQnde (G) mtt HOusem (F). 
he be-bufit the site wi th houses 
'He built houses on the site.' 
Er baute HOuser (F) caufdem GelQnde (G). 
'He bufi t houses on the site.' 
ET besc/iuftete die SfroSe (G) rnit Sorid (F). 
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he be-poured the road with sand 
'He poured sand on the road.' 
Er sdnUtete Sand (F) auf die StroiSe (G). 
'He poured sand on the road.' 
c. Er beschenkte seine Freundin (G) mit einem BOd (F). 
he be-gave his girmiend with a picture 
'He presented his girlfriend with a picture.' 
Er schenkte seiner Freundin (G) ein BiM (F). 
'He gave his girlfilend a picture.' 
CLASSU 
Tlie be-verbs i n this class are fonned firom simple verbs, as i n CLASS I . However, the 
Figure is the subject of both verbs. TTie Ground is the object of the be-verb or in the 
PP complement of the simple verb. 
[17] a. Die Kerzen (F) heleuchteten den Saal (G). 
the candles be-shone the hall 
The candles illuminated the hall.' 
Die Kerzen (F) leuchteten im Saal (G). 
TTie candles shone i n the hafl. ' 
b. Er (F) beiacheUe mein Einkonmen (G). 
he be-smfled my income 
'He sneered at my income.' 
Er CF) IQchelte fiber mein Einkommen (G). 
'He smiled about (=at) my income.' 
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c. Ich (F) bekniete meinenFteund (G). 
1 be-kneed my filend 
'1 implored my fliend.' 
Ich (F) fcniete uormeinemFi-eurxd (G). 
'1 knelt before my filend.' 
d. Viele Sorgen (F) belasteten metnen Freund (G). 
many worries be-burdened my filend 
'Many worries burdened my filend.' 
Viele Sorgen (F) lasteten catf meinem Freund (G). 
many worries burdened on my friend 
'Many worries troubled my filend.' 
e. Er (F) be/com etne gute Idee (G). 
he be-came a good idea'® 
'He had a good idea.' 
Er (F) kcm aitf etne gute Idee (G). 
he came on a good idea 
"He hi t on a good idea.' 
A fiirther difierence between CLASS 1 and CLASS n verbs is that the former have an 
obligatory Agent (A) subject, whereas the latter has an optional Agent subject. 
8 Although cognates, German befcommen and English become have developed along different paths. The 
first is a Class II verb with the Ground as object; the second is an unaccusative. Both languages also have 
an unaccusative verb with a similar meaning. 
(i) ybur behaviour doesn' become you. (= is not fitting) 
(U) Bohnen bekommen nrdr nicht 
beans become me not 
'Beans don't agree with me." (= are not good for me) 
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Compare [17d]. where Uie Figure subject (uieie Serpen) is not the Agent, with [18]. 
where the animate subject is the Agent and the Figure appears In the PP. 
[18] Ich (A) belasbete meinen Freund (G) mit Sorgen. 
I be-burdened my fl-iend with worries 
' I burdened my filend with worries.' 
TTie verb belasten i n [18] at first sight looks to be a C L / ^ I verb in contrast to the 
CLASS n verbs in [17d]. However, since there is no simple verb counterpart (note the 
ungrammaticality of [19]) belasten i n [18] must be a CLASS IV verb with an incorpo-
rated Figure argument. 
[ 19] *Idi (A) iostete So/gen (F) catf meinen Freund (G). 
I burdened worries on my friend 
[20] = [ 18] Ich (A) beJastete^ meinenFreund (G) mit Sorpen. 
I be-burdened my filend with worries 
' I burdened my friend with wories.' 
CLASS m 
The verbs i n this class have the Ground as subject. TTils means that only simplex 
verbs can belong to this class; there can be no CLASS IE be-verbs. since by [14] 
Ground Specification for be-verhs, the Ground must be the dfrect object of a be-verb. 
CLASS m verbs may be intransitive with the Figure i n the PP, or transitive with the 
Figure as object. 
[21] a. Der See (G) wimmeUe von Fischen (F). 
the lake teemed by/f rom fish 
The lake teemed with fish.' 
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b. Mir tdnten die Ohren (G) von demLOrm (F). 
to-me sounded the ears from the noise 
'My ears rang with the ncdse." 
c. DieEsse(G)pa£n; ie iQuaZm(F)ab. 
the chimney gave much smoke oflF 
The chimney emitted a lot of smoke.' 
Note that i f the positions of Figure and Ground are reversed we have a CLASS n verb: 
[22] a. Fische (F) wlnmelten tm See (G). 
'Fish swarmed in the lake.' 
b. Der Larm (F) tSTXte mir in den Ohren (G). 
the noise rang to-me la the ears 
The noise rang in my ears.' 
Hie verbs wimmeln and tOnen are In both CLASS n and CLASS III. 
CLASS [V 
The verbs i n this class are be-verbs that incorporate the Figure. Although most of the 
verbs In this class are denomlncil there are some derived from adjectives. In the ex-
amples the superscript indicates the incorporated element on the verb. 
CLASS IVd: Verbs derived jrom. nouns 
[23] a. Re^en 'lyre' => bereifen 
DerMechaniker berei/le^ dasAiebo (G). 
the mechanic be-tyred the car 
The mechanic put tyres on the car." 
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b. Aitfslcht 'supervision' => beaitfsidTtigen 
DerDozentbeau/sic/itigtef" die Klasse iG). 
the lecturer be-supervisioned the class 
The lecturer supervised the class'. 
c. Flagge 'flag => befk^en 
Die Kinder beflag^r^ die HOuser (G). 
the children be-flagged the houses 
The children put out flags on the houses.' 
d. FQeister 'paste' => beMeistem 
Er bekleisterte^ die Tapete (G). 
he be-pasted the wallpaper 
'He put paste on the wallpaper'. 
Note that there are no simplex verbs i n CLASS IV. Ground Specification (141 requires 
that these verbs, v i ^ c h all have a Ground direct object, to be prefixed by be-. 
The examples i n (23) appear to violate Emonds' Figure Specification, which 
requires there to be a Flgtu-e NP in an argument position of a thematic verb. The ex-
amples i n [23] violate this principle since only the Ground is tn an argument posi-
tion. I f the Figure Specification is correct then only [24] should be grammatical, 
where the Figure Kleister 'paste' is i n a PP. 
[24] Er beldeisterte die Topete (G) mtt etnem guten Kleister (F). 
he be-pasted the wallpaper wi th a good paste 
However, I wil l argue that the Figure i n [23] is incorporated in the verb beMeisterte 
'pasted'. Just as i t is i n [24]. I regard the PP mtt einem guten Kleister not as the Figure 
itself, bu t as a refinement of the Figure. In order for [23] and [24] to be accommodated 
i n the theory, we have to modify Figiure Specification to allow the Figure to appear i n -
corporated i n the verb. 
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[25] Figure SpeciflcaUon (Revised): 
(a) For any lexical [X^, +T], exactly one Figure, distinct from the Ground, must 
be present among the deep structure arguments of XP. 
(b) A deep structure argimient of may be: 
(i) A NP uislde XP, 
(ll)ANO inside XO. 
Note the difference when bekieistem behaves like a CLASS I verb. 
[26] Er bekJeisterte die Wand (G) mit BfZdem (F). 
he be-pasted the wall with pictures 
'He covered the wall wi th pictures.* 
It is clear that beUMstem no longer Incorporates the Figure since the Figiu-e in this 
sentence is in the PP rrdtBUdem and is no longer the paste. It is clear that what the 
sentence Is saying is that i t is the pictures, not the paste, that go on the wall. 
CLASS IVb: Verbs derived from adjectives 
[27] a. feucht •damp'=> befeudrten 
Er b^eudtebe^ das Papier (G). 
'He dampened the paper.' 
b. ^ e i 'free'=> befreien 
Er befreite^ den Gefar^enen (G). 
'He freed the prisoner.' 
c. /est 'firm, fast' => befesGgen 
Er befestigte^ das lose Brett (G). 
he be-fastened the loose board 
'He fixed the loose board.' 
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With these de-adjectival verbs i t is p e r h ^ s less easy to defend the hypothesis that 
the Figure is incorporated in the verb and the direct object is the Ground. After all, 
we can define befeudxten as meaning 'to make damp, cause to be damp' and exclude 
any idea that a noun with the Figure role is involved. However, the idea of Figure-in-
corporation can be salvaged i f we think of the adjective as embodying a transferable 
quality (Tahny's 'conceptually movable point') and i t is the quality of 'dampness' 
which is conveyed to the Ground, tn the same way that i t is paint that is conveyed to 
the wall i n he painted the wall and he smeared paint on the walL^ Confirmation that 
this is the right approach is provided by the next examples. 
[28] Erbefestigte^ dasBiki(G) ({an der HaroAT/*an die TYirAcc}) mtt 
Nageln. 
'He fixed the picture (on the door) with nails.' 
Note that the bracketed adjunct PP is optional. Although our knowledge of the world 
teUs us that the nails were hammered into the door, the syntax of the sentence has 
nothing to say about this: the syntax insists that i t is the quality of flmmess (Figure) 
that was conveyed to the picture (Ground). Note that the noun in the locative phrase 
an der TQr is i n the dative case to indicate where the action of the verb took place, 
not accusative an die TGr, which would indicate PATH, where the picture moved to.. 
Compare befestigen with the CLASS I verbs nogein and benageln 'to nail'. 
[29] Er r K ^ t t e das Bild (F) {andie TCa-pjZQl*onderTCroA-ri (G). 
'He nailed the picture to the door.' 
Er benagette die Tur (G) mtt BUdem (F). 
he be-nailed the door with plctiues 
'He nailed pictures on the door." 
® Chapter 11 formalizes the German deadjectlval verbs. There it will be seen that the prefixes ver- and 
er- are the archetypal prefixes on deadjectival verbs. 
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In a locative PP with a CLASS I verb the noun is i n the accusative case (an die TBr ) 
to show the path of the picture (Flgvu-e) to the door (Ground). 
Note that I classify nageln and benageln as they appear i n [29] as CLASS I 
verbs since, although they derive from the noun Nagel 'nail', there are two ways in 
which they do not behave like de-nomlnal CLASS IV verbs: 
1. Hiey exist as both simple and be-verbs, whereas CLASS IV verbs are onfy be -verbs. 
2. CLASS IV verbs Incorporate the Figure, whereas CLASS I be-verbs require the Figure 
to be h i the PP. 
Hiere is, however, a simple verb nageln and de-nomlnal CLASS IV verb benageln 
which behave differently to the nageln/benageln pair in [30]. 
[30] Der Schuster nageUe die Schuhe. 
The cobbler nailed (= repaired) the shoes.' 
Der Schuster bena^lte die Schuhe. CLASS IV 
the cobbler be-neilled the shoes 
The cobbler put extra studs In the shoes." 
I regard nagelte here as a simple verb with an (affected) theme dfrect object, a syn-
onym of "mend", 'repair'. The syntax of the sentence conveys no sense of motion, 
whereas the CLASS I verb [rvagelte das Bild an die Tur) does imply motion. The verb 
benageUe i n [30] is a CLASS IV de-nominal verb meaning 'supply extra studs to'. 
TTie semantic difference between nageln and benageln is paralleled by the 
verbs gruiSen 'greet' and begrOfien 'be-greet'. The verb begrOfien is a denomlnal be-verb 
containing the Figiire argument GruiS 'greeting' and means 'provide a welcome'. 
[31] a. Ergrmte seinenFrewvL 
'He greeted his friend." = "He said hello." 
b. Der Chef begriWte das rveue Personal 
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the boss be-greeted the new staff" 
TTie boss welcomed the new staff".' 
A similar distinction between Theme and Figure/Ground argimients can accovmt for 
the various meanings of the verbs schreiben and beschreiben. 
[32] Er schrieb zwei Worte. 
'He wrote two words.' 
Theme direct object 
b. Er schrieb uber seine E^ahrungen 
'He wrote about his experiences.' 
CI-ASSI simplex verb 
Er beschneb seine Eifahrungen 
he be-wrote his experiences 
'He described his ejq)eriences.' 
CLASS I be-verb 
c. Er beschrieb das Papier. 
he be-wrote the paper 
'He fiUed the paper with writing.' 
CLASS I V be-verb 
Hie verb in [32a] is a simple transitive verb with a Theme direct object. The verbs in 
[32b] are CLASS I verbs. The simple verb has the Groimd in the PP; the be-verb has 
the Ground as direct object. The verb in [32c] 1 take to be a CLASS I V verb in which 





TTie verbs i n this class have the Ground Incorporated. Tills predicts that, since a be-
verb requfres its dfrect object to be the Ground, there will be no be-verbs in this class. 
Furthermore, since incorporation i n the verb in German seems to requfre the mor-
phological device of a prefix, we do not expect to find any simplex German verbs in 
this class, either. Both predictions seem to be borne out. 
I t does, however, appear to be the case that English has verbs that incorpo-
rate the Ground. It may be the case that English, presumably because of its reduced 
morphological means to mark word classes, has developed more flexibility i n deriving 
one class of word from another. Consider the examples. 
[33] He botded^ the wine (F). 
Heparaged^ the car (F). 
He binned^ the rubbish (F). 
HeJVed^ the papers (F). 
He housed^ the orphans (F). 
I have marked the verbs i n [33] as incorporating the Ground argument. Let us as-
sume for the moment that this is the correct analysis. The semantics of the 
Figure/Ground relationship is clear: he put the wine into the bottles. I f we add a 
locative PP i t does not alter the fact that the Ground is still incorporated in the verb; 
the PP. which is essentially an optional adjunct, must be [-PATH]. Compare [34aJ, 
where the prepositions are [-PATH] with [34b], where the prepositions are [+PATH1. 
[34] a. He bottled^ the u){ne {in/*lnto} neu) bottles (F). CLASS V 
He garaged'^ the car {in/*into} a shed (F). 
He binned^ the rubbish {tn/*tnto} a sk^ (F). 
HeJVed^ the papers ^/"into} a filing cabinet t^). 
He housed^ the orphans {in/*tnto}inahostel{F). 
b. He poured the wine (F) {*in/tnto} new bottles (G). CLASS 1 
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He drove the oar (F) {*in/tnto} a shed {G). 
He threw the rubbish (F) {Hn/tnto} a skip (G). 
He put the papers (F) {*in/(nto} a filing cabinet (G). 
He put the orphans (F) {*in/into} a hostel (G). 
Since German is theoretically unable to form verbs like those i n [34a]. the only 
means available to express the meaning of the sentence is to employ a verb which 
doesn't incorporate the Ground but expresses i t by some other means. [35] and [36] 
give the Germcm versions of [34a] and [34b]. A U the examples in [35] are grammatical 
wi th the optional, adjunct. [ PATH] PP realized by a prepositional phrase in the dative 
i n [35] and the obligatory [-HPATH] P P h i the accusative in [39]. Additionally, however, 
a P 4- A C C is grammatical i n some of [35]. 10 
[35] a. Er fiiUte den Wetn in (rKueACC /neuenoAT) Flaschen ab. 
he filled the wine i n new botties off 
'He put the wine i n new botUes.' 
b. £ r steiite den Wagen in fPeineACC /eineroAT) Garage ab. 
Er steiite den Wagen in (*eineACC /eineroAT) Garage unter. 
he put the car in a garage off 
he put the car i n a garage down 
'He garaged the car.' 
c. Er warf den MM in (einenACC /einemoAT) Corttainer ab. 
he threw the rubbish in a skip off 
'He put the rubbish i n a skip.' 
d. Er legte die Papiere tn (?einenACC /einemoAT) Aktenschrank ab. 
I am grateful to Ute Bohnacker for the grammaticality judgments in |35]. I cannot account for why P 
+ ACC is more or less grammatical when the particle is ab but not when the particle is unter. 
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he laid the papers in a flllng-cabuiet off 
"He filed the papers i n a fiUng-cabinet.' 
e. Er brachte die Waisenkinder in (*einACC/einemDAT) Heim unter. 
he brought the orphans i n a hostel under 
'He housed the orphans i n a hostel.'^ ^ 
[36] a. Erfonte den Wein (F) in neue FlaschenACC (G). 
'He poured the wine {*ln/lnto} new bottles.' 
b. Er steUte den Wagen (F) in eine HutteACC (G). 
'He drove the car {*ln/lnto} a shed.' 
c. Er warf den MM (F) in einen Containerf^Q,Q (G). 
'He threw the rubbish {*ln/lnto} a skip." 
d. ©• iegfce die Papiere (F) in einen AJctenschranfcACC (G). 
'He put the papers {*in/lnto} a filing cabinet.' 
e. Er bradUe die Waisenkinder{F) in ein HetmACC (G). 
'He put the orphans {*in/into} a home.' 
^ ^ Also possible is the following: 
(i) Er {behauste/beherbergte} die Walsen in einem Helm. 
he be-haused/be-hostelled the orphans In a hostel 
He housed the orphans in a hostel.' 
While It appears that behausen and beheibergen Incorporate the Ground, I argue In 3.3.3.1 that they. In 
fact, Incorporate the Figure. The sense of (1) is that he provided the orphans with accommodation, I.e. 
behausen and beherbergen are CLASS IV verbs. 
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TTie optional PPs (with dative case on the NPs) in [39] are not, i n fact, the Ground, 
but an extension of the Ground. The true Ground is a 'hidden' Ground. ^ 2 gy 
'extension of the Ground' I mean that the PPs are a sort of refinement of the Ground, 
in much the same way as the last two adjuncts i n the following sentence are a 
refinement of i n Rxris. 
[37] He ate inParistn a restaurant ontheterrace.^^^'^ 
12 I return to this idea in Chapter 10, where 1 give a precise and formal analysis of the "hidden' 
Ground. 
1^ 1 am grateful to J . Emonds for pointing this out. 
Returning to the examples In [34al of the type He bottlecfi the wine {in/*into} new bottles (F), I have 
assumed that Enghsh verbs such as bottle, bin, file incorporate the Ground argument. 
There is, however, another possible analysis that I wish to air. In this alternative analysis a verb 
Uke bottle does not incorporate the Ground argument, but is simply a N -• V conversion that takes a 
Theme complement. Both English and German have many such conversions: 
(i) Fisch/flschen fish', Buch/buchen "book", Kcanpf/k&mpfen 'struggle' 
If we take the verb bottle to be a conversion with a Theme complement as in (ii), rather than a Ground-
incorporating verb as in (iii), this will effectively mean that there are no CLASS V verbs in English, just as 
there are none in German. 
(ii) a. He [[bottteN! -edyl the wine (Th). Conversion 
b. He [[bottle^] -edy] the wine (F). Incorporation 
Recall that the examples in [29| and |34), here repeated, show that nageln 'nail' can be a conversion with 
a Theme complement, or a CLASS I verb taking a Figure complement. Benageln 'benail' can be a CLASS 1 
verb with a Ground complement, or a CLASS IV verb that Incorporates the Figure argument. 
(iii) Der Schuster nageUe die Schuhe (Th). Conversion 
"The cobbler nailed (= repaired) the shoes.' 
Er nagetbe das Bild (F) {on die TQrl *an der TQi) (G). CLASS I 
'He nailed the picture to the door.' 
Er benagelte die Tur (G) mit Bildem (F). CLASS I 
he be-nailed the door with pictures 
'He nailed pictures on the door.' 
Der Schuster benagelte die Schuhe. CLASS IV 
the cobbler be-nailed the shoes 
'The cobbler put extra studs in the shoes.' 
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3.3.2 Apparent exceptions 
There are two sets of be-verbs that appear not to conform to the principles by which I 
have classified the be-verbs. There is a small set of German be-verbs that appear to 
belong in CLASS V, In that they incorporate the Ground and take a Figure comple-
ment, and a small set of intremsitive be-verbs. I wil l show, however, that both sets of 
verbs can be accommodated i n the scheme that I have outlined. 
3.3.2. i Apparent CLASS V be-verbs 
There are four German be-verbs that appear to A/lolate Ground Specification for be-
verbs. Tliese four verbs are semantically close and convey the notion "accommodate 
someone/something somewhere'. The problem is that these four verbs appear to be 
German CLASS IV verbs, since they incorporate the Ground argument. In violation of 
Ground Specification [14]. and take a Figure direct object. 
[38] a. Herberge lodguig'; Hans 'house' 
Er {be/ierbergfce/behauste} die Wdisen (in einem Heim). 
'He housed the orphans (in a hostel).' 
b. Hetmat 'homeland' 
Er beheimatete denLudts im SdvwarzwaM. 
he be-homed the lynx i n the Black Forest 
'He introduced the lynx to the forest.' 
c. Erde "earth" 
Er beerdigte setnenFreund imKirchhof. 
he be-earthed his filend i n the cemetery 
'He buried his filend In the cemetery.' 
The difficulty in deciding whether the E n ^ s h verb bottle is a conversion or an incorporation is not helped 
by the fact that English has virtually lost the be- prefix. It is the be- prefix that helps to clarify the 
situation In German. 
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I t seems clear that the direct objects Waisen "orphans', Ludis 'lynx', Freund 'filend' 
move into their respective Ground arguments, and that these Ground arguments are 
Herberge lodging', Heimat 'homeland', Erde 'earth*. Note the following about [38]. 
1. The verb is denominal and must therefore be prefixed. 
2. The oqjhans, lynx and filend (Figure) are the direct object of a be-verb, in violation 
of Ground Specification for be-verbs [14], which requires the Ground to be the object. 
3. The Ground is incorporated in the verb. 
However, I propose that this is not be the most appropriate way to view the 
sentences i n [38]. Let us Eissmne for the moment that these foiu" verbs do not "violate 
the principles that I have proposed, but i n fact conform to them. I f these four verbs 
are 'regular' be- denominal verbs, then what is incorporated in the verb must be the 
Figure, not the Ground. Rather than construing [38al as meaning that the orphans 
move into the lodging or the house, let us construe the sentence as meaning that 
someone provided the orphans (Ground) with acconnnodaUon (Incorporated Figure). 
This view is supported by the fact that i n [38aJ the orphans do not. i n fact, move into 
the lodging/house, represented by the incorporated noun, but tn reality they move 
into the hostel (Heim). In these sentences i t Is the PP adjunct that tells us where the 
Ground ends up. I propose, therefore, that the sentences in [38] are not anomalous 
wi th respect to the principles of the realization of Figure and Ground, but in fuU 
conformity with those principles. The analysis I give for [38a] is, therefore, not [39a]. 
but [39b]. 
[39] a. *Er beherbergte^ die Waisen^ in einem Heim. 
b. Er beherbergte^ die Waisen^ in einem Heim 
'He housed the orphans i n a hostel.' 
Confirmation that this is the right analysis is provided by [40]. where the subject of 
the sentence is the building itself. I f we take the building to be the Ground, since the 
offices/families (Figure) are clearly i n the building, we have the curious situation 
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shown i n [40aJ. where both the subject (building) and the incorporated Herberge 
'hostel" are Grounds. Tills would be a double violation of Ground Specification for 
be-verbs. The subject of a be-verb cannot be the Ground; the dfrect object of a be-
verb caimot be the Figure, ff, however, we take the sentence to have the reading as in 
[40b], where the verb incorporates the Figure, and the Ground arguments are the of-
fices/families, we see that the sentence conforms to the structure of CLASS IV verbs. 
In this reading the building provides accommodation (incorporated Figure) for the of-
fices/families (Ground). Thus, [40b] is no different from a CLASS FV verb such as 
bereifen be-tyre, provide with tyres'. 
[40] a. 'Dos CebQude (G) beherbergtP zwei {BQros/FamiHen} (F). 
b. Dos GebQude beherbergt^ zwei {Buros/Familien} (G). 
Tlie building houses two {offices/ families}.' 
c. Er bereyte^ das Auto (G). 
he be-tyred the car 
'He put tyres on the car.' 
Further confirmation that this is the right approach to the verbs i n [38] is provided 
by two more denominal verbs filmed from Erde 'earth. The verb enden I take to be a 
noun to verb conversion, [ [Erdeiv] v i . while beerden is a be-verb with an Incorporated 
Figure, a true supply or transfer verb, [be- [ErdeN] v ] 
(41J a. Ererdete das Radio. (Theme dfrect object) 
'He earthed the radio.' 
b. Er beerdete die Kartoffeln. (CLASS IV be-verb) 
he be-earthed the potatoes 
'He earthed up the potatoes.' 
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The denominal verbs in [38] contrast with the beha'viour of the verbs 
hansen/behausen, wohnen/bewohnsn, which are CLASS I verbs. The simplex verbs 
hausen and wdrnen take a PP argument, while their be- verb counterparts take the 
Ground as direct object. 
[42] a. Die Famttie (F) {bebaust/beujohnt} eine HQtie (G). 
the famity {be-house/be-dweU} a hut 
The famfiy inhabit a hut. ' 
b. Die FamOle (F) {baust/u)ohnf} in einer Hutte (G). 
the family {house/dwell} i n a hut 
The family live i n a hut." 
It is now clear that there are two verbs of the form behausen. One of them is the be-
verb counterpjirt to the simplex hausen, while the other is a Figure-incorporating be-
verb. Note that, in contrast to the two verbs behausen there is only one verb be-
wohnen 'be-dweU'. Bewohnen is the be- counterpart of the simplex wdmen. and since 
there is no noun *Wbbn, there can be no CLASS IV Figure-incorporating verb be-
wohnen. (The noun that derives from uxrfinen is Wohnung 'dwelling'.) This is shown i n 
[43]. 
[43] Die HQtte {behaust/beherberg^/*bewohn^ eine Famllie. 
the hut {be-houses/be-dwells} a family 
"The hut houses a famfiy.' 
The table tn [44] shows the relationship between the simplex verbs, their be- coun-




Simplex verb CLASS I be-verb CLASS IV be-verb 
hausen behausen be-HaiJs'^-en 
*herbergen 0 be-Herberg^-en 
*heiTrvaben 0 be-Heimat^-en 
erden 0 be-ErdF-igen 
wohnen bewohnen *be-WohnF-en 
3.3.2.2 Inctransittve be-verbs 
There are three intransitive German be-verbs that derive from simplex verbs. 
Abraham (1995) mentions two (2.2.2.2): beharren "insist, persist, persevere" and 
beruhen "he based on". Tlie thfrd Is bestehen 'exist, continue to exist". Tlie intransitlv-
Ity of these verbs violates Ground Specification for be-verbs. The examples i n [45] i l -
lustrate the usage of these verbs. 
[45] a. Erbeharrte(aufPankUichkett). 
"He insisted on punctuality." 
b. Seine Worte beruhten (cajf Wahrheit). 
his words be-rested on truth 
'His words were based on the truth. ' 
c. Das Haus besteht (seit hundert Johren). 
the house be-stands since hundred years 
Tl ie house has continued to exist for a hundred years.* 
I propose that these three verbs are remnants of an earlier system, i n w^ich be- rep-
resented a location feature meaning something like 'forth, onwards'. I return to these 




3.4 Reflexive be-verbs 
So far 1 have said nothing about the subject of CLASS 1 verbs (which have both Figure 
and Ground as arguments internal to the VP). The examples I have given have had 
an Agent subject, as i n (16b]. repeated here. 
[46] Er besdvQttete die Strode (G) mtt Sand (F). 
he be-poured the road with sand 
Er schattete Sand (F) aufdfe Strode (G). 
'He poured sand on the road.' 
I now wish to consider whether the subject must always be external to the field of 
Figure and Ground or whether i t can be in some way associated with one or the 
other. In the case of [46] the answer is simple; the Ground can be represented by a 
reflexive pronoun co-indexed with the agent subject, as shown i n [47] 
[47] Ert beschOttete sichi (G) mtt Sand (F). 
he be-poured himself wi th sand 
Erf sdvOttete Sand (F) auf sic^i (G). 
'He poured sand on himself.' 
Note the interesting relationship between trinfcen 'to drink' and sicb betrtnken 'to get 
drunk': 
[48] a. Er trank Wein (F). 
'He drank wine." 
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b. Eri betrank svdii (G) {catfWeln). 
he be-drank himself (on wine) 
'He got drunk (on wine)' 
These two verbs are CLASS I verbs which allow only one overt internal argument. (1 
take the PP aufWetn to be an adJunct.)Yet It is intuitively clear that the wine (F) goes 
into the person doing the drinking (G) and I follow Emonds (1991: 404) in adopting 
Jackendoffs (1987: 27) notation (Nj) to signify coreference with the subject. 1 propose 
the tree in [49]. The unrealized PP in sich 'into himself contains the Ground argu-
ment coindexed with the subject er 'he'. 
(491 
(P) (NP) 
en trank denWeinitn sic/xi) 
(F) (G) 
Hie next tree shows the structure when the PP containing the Ground appears im-
mediately following the verb. This anticipates somewhat the analysis that I propose 
In Chapters 4 and 7 for the possible structures that arise when the Ground is fore-
grounded by promotion to the position Immediately after the verb. In this case the 
preposition in 'into' is alternatively realized by the be- prefix (shown by coindexing 
with j), the Ground NP becomes the direct object of the verb, and the Figure argu-
ment Wein 'wine' is in the PP headed by the grammatical preposition antf. Note that 1 
call catf. as it appears in [48b) a 'grammatical' preposition. 1 argue in Chapter 4 that 
in the structure 1 am discussing Insertion of a preposition is necessary in order to 
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give the Figure argument case. Note that ouf in this structure does not have a 
[+LOCATION) feature, i.e. it does not literalty mean 'on'. TTie same can be said, of 
course, for the English: He got drunk on wine. 
[501 
PP (PP) 
P NP (P) (MP) 
eri beytrank ej sfchi [auf Wetn) 
(G) (F) 
CLASS n be-verbs have the Figure as subject and the Ground as object. This would 
seem to rule out the possibility of the Ground object being co-indexed with the 
Figure subject. Recall that Figure Specification requires Figure and Ground to be dis-
tinct. However, Emonds* Figure Specification does not rule out a refleziTe object 
since then subject and Ground are syntactically distinct. Therefore, CLASS n verbs 
may be reflexive. 
151] Er{ belachte sidxi 
he be-laughed himself 
'He laughed at himself' 
More examples of reflexive Ci^ ASS IV verbs are given in [52j. 
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[52] Eri bewc^Tvete sichi mtt etnem Schwert. 
he be-armed himself with a sword 
'He aimed himself with a sword." 
b. Der Fuchsi beheimatete sicht von selbst im Schwarzwald. 
the fox be-homed himself by self in the Black Forest. 
"The fox established himself in the Black Forest' 
3.5 The verbal complex smell 
It wlU be Instructive at the present stage to view a complete verbal semantic field in 
the Ught of our h5^othesis. This section illustrates how the various German and 
English verbs that convey the general semantic notion of 'smell' are related to each 
other and the verb classes that we have set up. For ease of reference I repeat TABLE I 
below. 
SUBJECT VERB OBJECT PP 


















CLASS ni a 







CLASS rv Agent be-V+F Ground 
CLASS V Agent simple+G Figure 
In [53] I give three difierent uses of the verb smell Bold face indicates Ground, under-
lining indicates Figure. 
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[53) One day Sid smelt something. (became nasally aware of smg) 
So he smelt his feet. (put his nose to his feet....) 
He realized his feet smelt. (his feet gave off a smell) 
The difference between the three uses of smeR in [53] is easify accounted for: the verb 
smell belongs to different CLASSES. Note that none of the near synonyms of smeii 
have precisely the same CLASS distribution. 
(54) a. Sid {smelt/*stank/*reeked/*sniffed}sOTieaing. CLASS m 
b. He{smelt/*stank/*reeked/sniffed} his feet. CLASS I 
c. They {smelt/stank/reeked/ *sniffed} of Sid. CLASS m 
[55] a. Klaus {rodi/*starOc/*bes(taTLffette} etivgs. CLASS ffl 
Claus {reeked/stank/sniffed} something 
b. Er {berochseine Fiifie/roch anseinenFQBeii^. CLASS 1 
he {be-reeked his feet/reeked at his feet} 
'He smelt his feet." 
c. Sie {rodTen/stanken/*schni^eUBni nach Klaus. CLASS in 
they {reeked/stank} after Claus 
Tliey smeUt of Claus.' 
d. SeineFQBe batten seine Socken verstunken. CLASS n 
his feet had his socks stunk 
'His feet had caused his socks to sdnk.' 
e. Seine FQ^ batten seine Socken vers^l^ert. CLASS IV 
his feet had his socks uer-stenched 
'His feet had caused his socks to stink.' 
The verb smell appears in CLASSES 1, U. and in according to whether the subject is 
Agent, F^ure or Ground. Reek occurs only as a Class 111 verb with the Groimd as 
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subject, sank is a CLASS n or m verb with either Figure or Ground as subject. Sn0" is 
an activity verb with a [-hANlMATE] subject and an optional direct object. 
Note that differentiation between the verbs on the basis of the Figure/Ground 
distinction accounts for the semantic differences between the verbs. We have had no 
need to appeal to the idea of thematic roles based on lexical conceptual structures 
and theta hierarchies (agent, experlencer. patient, theme ) (Anderson, 1977; 
Jackendoff, 1983; Van Valin. 1991). 
In the German examples note the alternation between the be-verb/simple verb 
pairs and their direct object/PP complements. It is interesting to note that, whereas 
verstOnkem belongs in CLASS IV with the denomhial verbs that incorporate the 
Figure (Gesfcanic 'stench' => verstjQnhem], the verb pair stinken/versOnken belongs in 
CLASS n. Tills is a good Instance of lexical differentiation between the verb classes. 
Note again that the prefix uer- in verstdnkem and Dersttnken performs the same func-
tion as the prefix be- in requiring the Ground to be direct object. 
3.6 The be-prefiz in English 
None of the English equivalents of German be-verbs that 1 have so far considered 
have been prefixed verbs themselves. This does not. however, mean that English 
lacks such preficed verbs; there are English be-verbs but the prefix is unproductive. 
When a be-verb/simple verb pair exists the same relationship usually obtains be-
tween them as In German. 
[56] a. The prisoner (F) bewcilled/bemoaned Ms lot (Q). CLASS I 
The prisoner (F) waited/moaned about his lot (G). 
b. Many problems (F) beset the vilk^s {G). CLASS n 
Bandits (F) set upon the vlUagers (G). 
c. The bandits (A) set the vlUagers (G) problems (F). CLASS I 
The bandits (A) beset the viUagers (G) wtth problems (F). 
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Note that in the last example the vUlc^ers is the indirect object of the simple verb set, 
the direct object being pwblems. 1 will say that the uiltagers is in a headless PP which 
corresponds to the headed PP in The bandits set problems to the villagers. 
While Old English had a large number of be-verbs, few have survived. The CLASS I 
simple verb in Modem EngUsh can generaify take either Figure or Ground as direct 
object. 
[57] a. He (be)daubed the wall with paint CLASS I 
He (*be)daubed paint on the walL 
b. He {*be)loaded the cart with hay. 
He (*be)loaded hay onto the cart 
Some of the CLASS n and IV be-verbs svu^e. 
[58] a. Ms legsbestraddledAhorse. CLASSn 
He bestrode the world. 
b. The soldiers begged the city. CLASS IV 
Many problems bedevU. htm 
Dishonesty besntrdhes his reputation 
There are also some survivors of the be- prefix in the form of past participles. 
[59] be^xjken, befogged, bedazzled, bereft, bewigged, bejewelled 
3.6.1 The be- prefix in Old English 
In this section I give a brief overview of the be- prefix on verbs and adverbials in Old 




dtgle (A. N) secret hedtglian conceal 
behelian cover, conceal 
hyd (N) hide. sklQ behydan hide 
wreon (V) cover bewreon cover, hide away 
wyrcean (V) work, bufid bewyrcean cover, work, build 
(u) Surrounding 
faran go. journey befaran surround 
Jon seize, catch bejon surround, include, seize 
Jyllan cause to faU hefyllan stirroxmd, besiege 
gdn go began surround 
ridan ride, swing betidan sxirround 
sittan sit besittan beset, besiege 
weorpan cast, throw beweorpan cast down, surround 
mndan wind bewindan wind round, surround 
fill) Deprivation 
delan deal bedalan deprive 
l^an go. travel bel^an deprive 
meman take bememan deprive 
scyrian ordain, decree bescyrian deprive 
slean slay beslean deprive by violence 
reafian rob bereafian rob, plunder 







bep£can deceive, delude 
hesmcan deceive, betray 
M The addition to the base verb of the feature -* 
(a) In the first group it is clear that the be- prefix adds to the intransitive base 
verb the feature ( -* ), which is conveyed in modem English by a particle. The 
resultant transitive be-verb takes a Ground direct object. 
hlihhan laugh hehlehhan exult over 
hycgan think, intend, plan hehycgan think over 
sor^n sorrow besorgiun sorrow for 
stondan stand bestondan standby 
tdcan teach, show, point betecan hand over, deliver up 
begeotan pour over 
(b) In this second group it is not so clear that be-conveys the feature (-* 
heodan offer, order, command bebeodan order, command 
cuman come becuman come, arrive, happen 
cwSan speak, declare becwe6an bequeath 
hdtan order, command, call behdtan promise 
sprecan speak, say besprecan complain 
The be- prefix was not confined to verbs in OE. It is also found on adverbials. In the 
context of adverbials it is easier to see the relationship between the prefix be- and its 
cognate, the preposition by. 
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benorban, besuSan, beeastan, bewestan in the north, south, east, west 
bewestannor^n north west of 
beteftan, behindan behind 
befbran before 
behionan on this side 
beinnan within 
beneo^n beneath 
betiveoh(n) between, among 
3.7 Summary and conclusions 
This chapter has shown that there is a systematlcity in the behavloiu* of verbs with 
the be-prefix. Using Talmy's Figure and Ground hypothesis, we have seen that the 
simplex verb takes the Figure as direct object, and the be-verb takes the Ground as 
direct object. The be-verbs may also incorporate a Figure argimient. Furthermore, we 
have seen that the Figure/Ground distinction allows us to establish a set of verb 
CLASSES, by means of wdiich we can account for the range of meanings of the verbs 
in a verb complex such as smeU, sflnfc, reefc, sniff and their German counterparts 
rtechen, beriechen stinken, verstirUcen, verstdnkern sdmCffeln, beschniffelTL I have 
also shovra that the distinction between the German simplex verb and be-verb is 




A R G U M E N T S A N D V E R B S 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I propose that prefixed verbs are formed In a pre-syntactic morpholog-
ical component of the grammar where head movement takes place. In order to ac-
count for the formation of prefixed verbs, I claim that arguments are primary, and 
that language imposes certain patterns of argimient stmcture. Hiis is illustrated by 
the stmcture that I call the verbless Imperative. 1 introduce the templates, which rep-
resent an underfying skeletal fi-amework that the Figure/Ground schema imposes, 
and show that the be-verbs are derived by head movement eifter foregrounding of the 
PP containing the Ground argument. 
How does a prefixed verb such as German beschmieren 'be-smear" arise? We might 
consider three possibilities. The first would be to consider prefixation of be- to be an 
example of word-formation on a par with the formation of a compound such as 
wind+mUl. The second possibility would be to consider be-prefixatlon to be a syntac-
tic operation on a par with subject-verb agreement, or morpholc^cal realization of 
case. The third possibility lies somewhere between the first two; in this view be-pre-
flxation would be akin to the formation of diminutives of German nouns by sufflxa-
tion of -Hcben, or the formation of the comparative degree of adjectives, whereby warni 
becomes warmer by the affixation of a ptu-ely semantic (non-lexical) feature. We 
might call these three types of word-formation respectively lexical', 'syntactic', and 
'semantic'. 
[1] eu Lexical: wind-HrdlL (idiosyncratic word formation) 
b. Syntactic: he eat+s (altemative realization at PF) 
c. Semantic: HOus-Khen (regular semantic) 
'house'+DiMlNimvE 
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While it seems relatively uncontroverslal to distinguish lexical word-fonnation from 
the other two. I am less sure of the precise difference, if there is indeed a difference, 
between the second and third types. In this section, therefore, I wUl distinguish be-
tween lexical word-formation on the one hand and syntactic on the other hand, 
leaving it somewhat imprecise, whether by syntactic I mean [lb] or [Ic], or indeed 
somewhere inbetween. 
4.2 Hie Lexical .Approach 
4.2.1 The Traditional View 
Traditionally prefixation has been supposed to be an operation of word-fomiation 
that is independent of the syntactic component of the grammar. Prefixed and non-
prefixed verbs alike are simply listed in the lexicon with their (differing) subcatego-
rizatlon fi-ames. The verbs schmieren 'smear' and bea^ nmierea 'be-smear' would have 
entries such as given in [2]. 
[2] schmieren, V , -i- D P ^ ^ G U R E 
beschmieren, V , + DpGROUND 
Such a procedure would fafl to capture the fact that be- is (to same extent) produc-
tive in modem German. 
An alternative to [2] would be to list be- as a separate entry in the lexicon, 
along with other productive or semi-productive aflBxes. (In the example the sign 
indicates that the DP is sister, and therefore the complement, of the verb.) 
[3] be-, prefix. + V [ DpGROUND] 
-er. suffix. + A , A [COMPARATIVEl 
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4.3 The Ssmtactic Approach 
The second approach would be to consider be-prefixation to be the result of some 
sort of syntactic operation, i.e. the derivation of a sentence containing a be-verb fixim 
a sentence containing a simplex verb. 1 will consider two ways that could give the 
desired result. The first I wlU call the symmetric approach; the second I wUl call the 
asymmetric approach. 
4.3.1 The symmetric approach 
One way to account s)mtactically for the way that sentences in the Locative 
Altemation relate to each other might be as follows. 
We observe that In the following example of altematlng sentences both VPs 
contain a PP; the Ground argument. Wand. Is In a PP headed by a location preposi-
tion, emd the Figure argument, Farbe, is in a PP headed by a non-location preposi-
tion. We might suppose that underfyingly there are two PPs in the VP of each sen-
tence. 
[4] a. Er schmierte [pp 0 [DP Faite]] [pp an [DP die Wand]]. 
'He smeared paint on the wall.' 
b. Er beschmierte [pp 0 [DP die Wand]] [ppmtt [DP Farbe]]. 
'He be-smeared the wall with paint.' 
In the synunetric analysis there are two PPs in the VP, one contalntng the Ground, 
the other containing the Figure. In each sentence the head of the first PP is somehow 
absorbed by the verb. In the second sentence, where the Ground Is the direct object, 
absorption of the PATH preposition an is overtly shown by preflxatlon of be- on the 
verb. We might presume that in the first sentence the [ LOCATION] preposition mtt is 
also absorbed by the verb, vnthout, however, showing up as an afiHx. 
Hiere are a number of arguments against a symmetric anafysis, where both 
VPs contain two PPs. 
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(i) If we suppose that the [-L] verb sdwieren 'smear' has a zero aflSx that re-
lates to the non-locational P, it is but a short step to supposing that all verbs that 
take an accusative direct object cany a zero affix. It would be an unwarranted as-
sumption that would explain nothing and lead to a profiision of nuU morphemes on 
verbs. 
(11) An approach that postulates two PPs might be thought to have the ad-
vantage of displaying a pleasing symmetry over an asymmetrical approach. Symmetry 
does not, however, appear to be an important aspect of the morphology of language. 
Thus, the plural of cot is overtly marked by aflBxatlon, cats, 
127r by default, without affixation to mark the feature 
SINGULAR, and we do not need to postulate a zero morpheme. Similarly, inflectional 
paradigms are not always equipofient (having an overt morpheme for each value): 
one value may be a zero morpheme. 
(ill) ff schmieren is marked [-L] by means of a null morpheme, then 
beschmieren can be derived kom schmieren not by simple affixation, but only by 
change of affix, so that [0-sc/Tmieren] becomes [be-sdimieren]. It is unclear to me how 
the mechanism for 'change affix' might operate. 
(iv) Bearing in mind that we are supposing the be-prefix to carry the feature 
l+L], then we expect that be- can be affixed only onto verbs that reqvilre marking as 
[+L], i.e the verb that takes |+LJ marking by means of the be-prefix must have been [-li 
before affixation. This does not presuppose that the [-1] verb is zero-afBxed. Similarly, 
we are not obliged to assvune that the prefix dls-, which conveys the notion 
'negation' on a verb such as disbeUeve. replaces a zero [-NEGATION] prefix on the verb 
beiieue. 
(v) A symmetric analysis runs counter to the well established principle of 
'markedness' versus 'unmarkedness'. Tliere might be a case for symmetry if it turned 
out that (+L] verbs were as common as [-U verbs, or that l+U affixation and the 
Locative Alternation were avaflable to a large number of {-U verbs. Tills seems, how-
ever, not to be the case. The evidence suggests strongty that of the sentences in the 
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Locative Alternation the unmarked stmcture is that with a [-1] verb and a -hPATH 
preposition. He sprayed patnt on the waR. 
Note that symmetry of linear order is not observed in the verbless imperative 
(5.5.3). 
[5] a. [Onto t/ie u)aHJ [u;«htbeposters]! 
b. *lWith the posters] [onta the wan.]\ 
The infelicity of [5b], with its Figure/Ground word-order, suggests that this word-or-
der occurs onfy when the Figure is the direct object of the [-L] verb. In other words 
the Figure/Ground order represents the cemonlcal, uimiarked word-order when there 
is a V. 
TTie arguments that I have given against the symmetrical analysis suggest 
that an asymmetric analysis may be better. 
4.3.2 The asymmetric analysts 
Rather than adopt a symmetrical approach in which there are underijongly two VP-
intemal PPs, let us consider the aymmetrical approach in which there is only one 
VP-uitemal PP. 
The asymmetrical approach postulates the following deep stmctmes. The 
sentence in [6b] differs fi-om the sentence in [6a] in that the PP containing the 
Ground argimient has been foregrounded, i.e. raised to a position higher than the 
Figure. In [6b] the preposition an is adjoined to the verb in the form of its allomorph 
be-. In [6c] the grammatical preposition mit 'with' is Inserted. 
[6] a. Er sdvrderte [DP Farbe]] [pp an [DP die Wand]]. 
'He smeared peiint on the wall.' 
b. *Er bescbmierte [pp e [DP die Wand]] (DP Farbe]]. 
he be-smeared the wall paint 
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c. Er beschmierte (DP die Wfcind] [[pp mit] (opForbe]] 
'He be-smeared the wall with paint.' 
In order to justify the asymmetrical approach I wiU need to explain how I view sub-
categorization and argument selection. 
4.4 Arguments and verbs 
In this section I propose that arguments, as actors in a drama, are primary in the 
clause, rather than verbs. This means that it is the arguments in the clause that se-
lect or permit w^lch verbs may be selected. Support for this point of view is provided 
by the structure that I call the verbless Imperative. Assuming that argmnents are 
primary, we can construct argument templates that have verb slots. 
4.4.1Subcategorization and argument selection 
It is generalfy assumed that the lexicon contains the necessary information about 
verbs that will enable a speaker to use verbs grammatically. Thus, a verb like pZace 
will be entered in the lexicon as a dltransitive verb with two internal arguments, a 
DP direct object and a location preposition phrase: 
[7] place, V, -f- D^P. _+PP 
The lexical entry in [7] is sufficient to account for the ungrammaticallty of the follow-
ing sentences: 
[8] a. *Tom places. 
b. *Tomplaces books. 
c. *Tomplaces on shelves. 
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It seems to be the general eissvin^jtion that sentences such as those in [8] are un-
grammatical because they are deficient in accordance with the subcategorizatlon re-
quirements of the verb place. This is, of course, tme; the number of intemal argu-
ments Is Incompatible with the requirements of the verb. On flie other hand we 
could equally well say the converse. I.e. that the sentences are ungrammatlcal be-
cause the verb is incompatible with the arguments. Thus we could say that [8a] Is 
ungrammatical because a clause containing a single argument. Ibm. does not permit 
a verb such as pZace. [8a] becomes grammatical as soon as an intransitive verb that 
is compatible with a -hANlMATE subject is substituted for the verb place. The result 
would be grammatical sentences such as Tom drtnks, Tom reads, Tom shouts. 
What I am suggesting is this: it is easy to suppose that it is the verb that has 
prime importance in a sentence and that the rest of the clause is dependent on or 
subsidiary to the verb. After all, the finite verb carries tense and <|)-features, whereas 
arguments do not carry verbal features. It Is therefore natural. In a sense, to view the 
verb as central to the clause. 1 want, however, to propose that this is not the most 
fi-ultful way of viewing how arguments dtnd verbs get together in a clause, but rather 
that it is the arguments that select, or perhaps permit, which verb or verbs may ap-
pear. Rather than give the verb pride of place in the clause, let us give pride of place 
to the arguments. 
4.4.2 Arguments as actors 
Let us consider the clause as a sort of drama. This will be a drama in which the par-
ticipants, or actors, are the arguments, and what happens to the participants is de-
scribed by means of verbs. I use the metaphor of drama deliberately to emphasise the 
point that the participating actors are primary in any drama; until the actors have 
entered there can be no action. In other words, the kings and queens have to come 
on stage before there can be intrigue, love. Jealousy, miu-der and general mayhem. 
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Consider a drama in which the following three actors (arguments) participate: 
Tom, a hammer, a window. These three actors can be participants in a number of 
events, such as: 
[91 a. Tom {bmke/shattered} the window with the hammer. 
b. Tom used the hammer to {break/shatter} the window. 
c. Tom's hammer {broke/shattered} ttve window. 
These are grammatical sentences in English because English has verbs that can fit i n 
the verb slots. The verbs break and ^Tatter cannot, however, fit into the verb slot in 
the following sentence, even though the same participants are involved: 
[ 10] Tom {*broke/*shattered/srrashed} the hammer into the window. 
On the other hand [10] does permit the verb smash. 
4.4.3 The verbless imperative 
Support for the idea that i t is the argiunents that are primary, and that verbs are 
secondary, is provided by the structure that I will call the veibless imperative.^ 
Consider the English examples i n (11). which have exact Gennan counterparts, and 
which consist of two PP argiunents. 
(11) a. Onto the cart with the hay! 
b. Aufden Wagen mit dem Heu! 
c. Off with those wet dothes! 
d. Rous aus den nassen Neidem! 
^ Emonds (1985:259) calls this an expletive construction. 
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Note firstly that the examples in [11] contain two actors, the cart and the hay In 
[11a]. But there is scmething else there, a relationship, expressed by [LOCATION], be-
tween the two actors. This relationship efifectivefy identifies the role the actors are to 
play: thus, there is a Figure identified by the [-1] preposition with, and a Ground 
identified by the [+U preposition onto. Now that the roles that the actors are to play 
are defined, the actors are now to all intents and purposes arguments. Note, how-
ever, that they are not arguments of a verb; they are simply argimients. 
Note secondly that we cannot reverse the order of the PPs in English, as in [12].^ 
[12] a. *With the hay onto the cart! 
b. *Wtth those wet clothes off! 
In order to show why [11] are grammatical utterances, and [12] are ungrammatical, 
let us substitute other arguments that allow ambiguity of interpretation. Suppose 
that a mother is trying to get her children bathed. She might say [13]. 
[13] a. Into the bath with 
( = 'Get Sue into the batii.') 
( = 'Go into the bath along with Sue.") 
b. With Sue into the txjth! 
( * 'Get Sue into the batii.') 
( = *Go into the bati i along with Sue.') 
2 Ute Bohnacker (p.c) informs me that in German the PP containing the Figure can precede the PP 
containing the Ground. 
(i) Mft dem Heu auf den WagenJ 
"With the hay onto the cart!' 
(ii) Aus den nassen Kleidem raus! 
'Out of the wet clothes!" 
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To my ear both italicized sentences in [13] are grammatical. [13a] has two possible 
meanings, while [13b] has only one meaning. Firstiy, note that both sentences have 
imperative force, as shown by (i) and (ii), and may have the same meaning, for both 
[14a] and [14b]. 
[14] 
a. (Go) wtthSue into the bath 
b. (Go) into the bath with Sue 
(1) and be quick about It 
(ii) Ukeltoldyou. 
(ill) or without her. 
(iv) or by yourselves. 
(V) that's where you belong. 
(vi) *orm do it myself. 
Secondly, note that only Irxto the bath with Sue can mean "Put Sue in the 
bath', n i l s is shown by the ungrammaticallty of (ill), (iv), (v) i n [15], and the gram-
matlcallty of (vl) i n [15], i n contrast with its ungrammaticallty in [14]. 
[15] 
Into the bath with Sue 
('Put Sue h i the batii') 
(i) and be quick about it 
(li) Ukeltoldyou. 
(ill) *or without her. 
(iv) *or by yourselves. 
(V) *t!iat's where you belong. 
{vi) or m do tt myself. 
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These data clearly indicate a fundamental difference between the two utterances in 
[14] and the utterance i n [15]. If we ^ p l y the Figure/Groimd distinction, the differ-
ence becomes transparent. All three constructions have the Ground in the locatlonal 
PP into the both It is i n the realizaton of the Figure argument that the two groups of 
phrases differ. 
I analyse [14] as examples of an ellipsed imperative, i n which the verb and 
the subject may optionally be phonetically realized or void. The Figure is the second 
person subject you. The PP with Sue is an adjunct meaning along with Sue. English 
tolerates a fair degree of fireedom i n the positioning of adjuncts (cf. Czepluch 
1997:57), and in [14] the with phrase may precede or follow the into phrase. 
I analyse [15] as a verbless imperative that obligatorily has neither verb nor 
subject, and i n which the Figiire is the noun in the with phrase. L Q [16] I show op-
tional elements i n round brackets. 
[16] a. [You^] {go) [into the bath^] [urfth SueADJUNCT] 
b. {You^) (go) [u)ahSueADJUNCT| [into the bath^] 
c. [*ybuAGEOT) [*pi^] [into the bath^] [withSue^] 
Why is i t that i n [16c] the verb and the Agent subject of the verb are obligatorily ab-
sent? TTie answer is that there is no slot for the verb; and since there is no verb, 
there can be no subject. 
We see from (16c] that the reason that there can be no verb is that there is no 
direct object available, since both DPs are i n PPs. Verbs like put, place, heave, load, 
that would be suitable verbs i n the context of an Agent getting Sue into the bath, 
are three-argument verbs that require a direct object and a PP i n the VP. TTiat there 
is no Agent i n [16cJ can also be seen by comparing the next examples. The first ex-
ample, [17a], is the verbless Imperative, the second, [17b] a conventional imperative. 
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[17] a. (*youi) into the bath with {you/*yourseIfi}! 
b. (Youi) put {*you/yourselfi^ into the bath! 
Note that the Figure argvmient i n the with PP in [17a] may not be reflexive. I interpret 
this as meaning that there Is no antecedent for yourse^ to be co-indexed with; 
therefore only the pronoun you is grammatical. Now compare (17al with the impera-
tive construction in [17b], where the reflexive pronoun is co-hidexed with an under-
stood pronoun, and the pronoun you is ungammatical. 
There is one point that I have not yet addressed, viz. why can wtth Sue into the 
bath not have two readings? 1 have shown that i t mezins Get into the bath along wUh 
Sue, but why can i t not mezui Get Sue into the bath? Tht reason, 1 think, has to do 
with the dlfiisrent features on the two prepositions with. 
In [14] the preposition withhas lexical content, i.e. the meaning 'along with, 
tc^ether with, accompanied by' and perhaps even "in the presence of. In [15] with is a 
grammatical formative devoid of lexical meaning. Such grammatical prepositions ap-
pear i n order to give abstract case to their DP complements, which otherwise would 
be unable to receive case. 
In the following examples cfisa. grammatical P that assigns case to the com-
plement of an adjective i n [18a] and a noun in [18b]. In [18c. d. e] Q T is a lexical 
preposition, and the PP has the status of adjunct. 
[18] a. Heisdevoidof skitL (complement, gramm. P) 
b. He is the owner of a boat (complement, gramm. P) 
c. Of Mice and Men, (= 'about, concerning') 
d. He died of hunger. (= 'as a result of) 
e. He has a house of ten rooms. ( = 'containing') 
Note that i n [ISc] (/has to be interpreted as being lexical, since there is no require-
ment that I t be a grammatical P; to put i t another way. the PP Of Mice and Men is not 
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a complement, since there is nothing that i t can be the complement of. TTils means 
that of i n [ 18c] cannot be a grammatical P; i t must be a lexical P. 
Returning now to the structures we were discussing, we can see why (19a] 
cannot have the reading equivalent to Put Sue in the bath. In order for [19a] to have 
this meaning, with would have to be interpreted as a grammatical P, whose function 
would be to case-mark &ie as the complement of some head. But there is no head 
that Sue Ceui be the complement of. Therefore, the reading of with as a grammatical P 
falls, and with must be read as a lexical P heading an adjunct phrase. What about 
the with i n (19b]? I have shown that [19] has two meanings. I conclude from this 
that the ambiguity of meaning is a consequence of the ambiguous status of with in. 
(19bJ, and that In the reading where (19b] means Put Sue into the bath, then with 
must be a grammatical P. 
(19J a. WUh Sue into the bath' 
b. Into the bath with Sue.' 
We can formulate this Informally as follows. A lexical preposition that may function 
as a grammatical preposition wil l always be interpreted as lexical imless the syntax 
demands that i t be interpreted as a grammatical preposition. I f there is a syntactic 
requirement that there be a case-marked complement, this takes precedence over the 
possible interpretation of a PP as an adjunct. 
Further evidence to support what I have been saying about lexical and gram-
matical prepositions and the difference between the verbless imperative and adjvmct 
structures is provided by the following examples. Note how the meaning changes 
when the order of the PPs is changed. [20a] and (20c] are verbless imperatives con-
taining the grammatical P wittu i n (20bl and [20dl with has lexical content, meaning 
roughly Nou; that X is Y. 
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[20] a. Off wtth those wet clothes! 
b. With ttxose wet dothes o f f , you wont get pneumonia 
c. Out wtth the truth! 
d. Wtth Sue tnOte bath, we can get seme peace. 
Returning to the starting point of this discussion, we can now see that (21a] 
is a verbless imperative meaning Get t^ie hay onto the cart!, whereas [21b] is ungram-
matical i n this meaning, and can have only the meaning Get onto the cart with the 
hay!. 
[21] a. Onto the cart wtth the hay! 
h. *With the hay onto the cart! 
(intended meaning: 'Get the hay onto the cart!') 
4.4.4 Argument templates 
Let us start by considering the following abstract template. [22] represents the ab-
stract relationship holding between two arguments ejqjressed by a location feature: 
[22] F [-t-LOC] G 
(Figure) (Ground) 
The argument template In [22] is to be understood as the abstract representation of 
the Figure/Ground relationship between two actors. Examples might be: a picture on 
a wall, a car i n a garage, a man on a horse. If the actors are a cart and some hay, 
and we foreground [ [-i-LOC] G) we have a verbless imperative such as Onto the cart 
wtth the hay! 
A clause can be formed on the basis of the abstraction in [22] by Insertion of 
a verb whose subcategorization fi-ame is compatible with the template. In the un-
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marked case the subject of the verb will be the left-most NP argviment (Figiue). (I wil l 
later show how the rightmost argument (Ground) can become the subject.) 
Since [+LOCJ is interpretable as either [+LOC,+PATH\ or [-t-LOC.-PATH], the verb 
slot may be occupied by a State verb or a non-State verb, (taking non-State to refer 
to Achievement and Accranpllshment verbs, and State to refer to Activity and State 
verbs, as described by Vendler (1967) and Dowty (1979)). Inserting a verb slot (shown 
as V i ) into the template i n [22] gives the template in [23]. 
[23] F V l [-HLOC] G 
(Figure) [+STATE] (±PATH] (Ground) 
This template gives rise to sentences such as: 
[24] a. [-STATE] (+PATH1 
The hay {goes, falls, gets} onto the cart 
b. [H-STATE] [-PATH] 
The hoy is (lyirxg) on the cart 
Suppose that a third argument. NP^. is added to [23]. Tills third argimient will nec-
essarily be an Agent (or Instrument), i.e. the Causer of the State or non-State predi-
cate, and. as the leftmost NP argument, i t wil l be the subject of the causative verb 
(shown as V^). The V^slot is shown In parentheses, since this slot may also be oc-
cupied. 
[25] NP3 V2 F (Vl) [-i-LOC] G 
(Agent) (Figure) [tSTATO] (±PATH] (Ground) 
This abstract template wi l l give rise to clauses such as the following. 
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[26] a. The farmer {loaded/put/threw} the hay onto the cart 
b. Ttie farrner caused tlie hay to be on ttie cart 
This is the unmarked order of arguments, i.e the Figure F precedes the Ground G. 
4.4.5 Foregrounding the Ground 
Hiere are circumstances \idien a speaker may want to foreground the Ground. By 
foregrounding the Ground I mean that the Ground is allotted a position earlier i n 
the sentence than its normal unmarked position. I f the PP containing the Ground 
precedes the Figure NP, we have the template in [27]. 
[27] NP3 V [-I-LOC] G F 
As i t stands, this template wil l generate an ungrammatical sentence: 
[28] a. *The farmer loaded on the cart the hay. 
b. *Der Bauer lud catf den Wagen das Heu. 
The farmer loaded on the cart the hay.' 
The English and German sentences i n [28] are ungrammatical because the transitive 
verbs loaded and lud have no direct object; the hay and das Heu caimot be comple-
ments to their respective verbs because these NPs are not i n the canonical comple-
ment position. Note the difierence between [28] and the grammatical sentences in 
[29]. 
[29] a. The fanner loaded t i on the cart [the hay that had been 
harvested the previous week]i. 
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b. Der Bauer kid ti aitf den Wagen [das Heu, das vorigeWoche 
eingebracht warden war}i. 
the farmer loaded on the cart the hay that previous week 
harvested become was 
The sentences i n [29] are examples of heavy NP shift. l.e. the bracketed NP (the com-
plement of the verb) has been moved from its position as sister of the verb to the end 
of the clause. Hiese sentences are formed, therefore, i n accordance with the template 
given earlier i n [25]. in which the Figure precedes the Ground. 
In order for the template i n [27] to generate a grammatical sentence, some-
thing must happen. In fact there is more than one way in which the template in [27] 
can generate a grammatical sentence. I deal with one way in the next section, and 
the second way in the next chapter. 
4.4.6 Reancdysis of [+LOCJ as part of the verb and insertion of grammatical P 
We have seen that the template i n [27] where the Ground NP is foregrounded gener-
ates an ungrammatical sentence. One way that the template can generate a gram-
matical sentence is for the feature [-i-LOC] to be realized not as the prepositional head 
of the PP containing the Ground NP, but reanalysed as part of the verb. When re-
analysis takes place the Ground NP becomes the complement of the [-i-LOC] + V com-
plex, and can then take accusative case. The Figure NP must also have case. TTie 
onfy way that the Figure can be given case is for a grammatical preposition (mit 
"with") to be inserted. The process that I have just described generates the grammati-
cal sentences in [30]. 
[30] a. Thefcamer loaded the cart with hay. 
b. Der Bauer belnd den Wdgen mtt Heu 
the farmer be-loaded the cart wi th hay 
The farmer loaded the cart with hay.' 
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I n these sentences the Ground (cart and Wagen) precede the Figure (hay and Heu). 
Note that in the German example the verb is now prefixed by be-. It is my proposal 
this be- prefix is an allomorph of the preposition that 1 have indicated by [-i-LOC] in 
the templates. Tlie process is illustrated in [31]. Instead of employing Np3 for the 
subject, I wi l l henceforth use A (Agent). 
[31] a. Template 2 











b. [f-HLGCl Ground I is forefrnunded 




auf den Wagen das Heu 
on the cart the hay 
c. Reanatysis of [-t-LOC] as part of verb and insertion of P[-LOC]. 
Template 3 
A be- G P F 
£ r be- lud den Wagen *{mit) dem Heu 
he be- loaded the cart with the hay 
'He loaded the cart with the hay.' 
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter I have shown that be-prefixed verbs are formed by head movement in 
a pre-syntactic morphological component of the grammar. The verbless imperative 
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shows that argimient structure is not dependent on the presence of a verb, and that 
we should rather think of the euguments as being primary. It is the argument struc-
ture that permits insertion of the verb with a suitable subcategorizaUon frame, 
rather than the verb that requfres its aigument slots to be fiUed. I showed by means 
of the templates, which represent an underlying skeletal framework that the 
Figure/Ground schema imposes, that the be-verbs are derived by head movement of 
P i n order to permit foregrounding of the PP containing the Ground argument. 
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INCORPORATION: THE MECHANISM 
FOR DERIVING PREFIXED VERBS 
5.1 Introduction 
I w i l l show that be- preflxation is best accounted for by a process of feature incorpo-
ration, similar to the proposal by Baker (1988£i,b) for languages such as Chichewa 
and Shlbatanl (1990) for Ainu, i n which an APPLICATIVE morpheme is the reflex of a 
preposition. In this view be- is an allomorph of a location preposition and is incorpo-
rated by adjunction on the verb. Furthermore, a Figure argument may be incorpo-
rated by substitution into a be- prefixed nul l verb, giving a prefixed denominal verb. 
TTie mechanism that I propose for deriving be-simplex verbs and be-denominal verbs 
is the application of two rules of head movement, adjunction and substitution 
(Roberts 1993, Van Riemsdljk 1998). I consider the differences between the structures 
involving the APPLICATIVE morpheme i n agglutinating languages and structures in-
volving prefixatlon In German. I conclude that preflxation and noun incorporation 
In German are not transformational syntactic processes, but rather morphological 
processes of head movement that take place prior to S)mtax and feed into the lexi-
con. The fact that pre-s3mtactic head movement is constrained by the same rules 
that obtain i n syntax proper is a welcome outcome on the grounds of economy. 
5.2 Baker's Incorporation Hypotliesis 
Baker (1988a, 1988b) observes that there are a^lutinative languages that have an 
APPLICATIVE morpheme that attaches to the verb and alters the realization of the 
verb's arguments. In the examples from Chichewa given in [1] the APPLICATIVE suflQx 
-er- attaches to the verb and allows the PP kwa m/umu 'to the chief to be realized as 
the first DP object. Tills is what Baker calls Dative Shift, and ^vhat other writers call 
the to-object/double-object alternation. 
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[ 1 ] a. Mavubo a-na-perek-a chttseko kwa m/umu. 
Mavuto SP-PAST-hand-ASP door to chief 
"Mavuto handed the door to the c h i e f 
b. MoDutD a-na-perek-er-a m/umu chitseko. 
Mavuto SP-PAST-hand-APPL-ASP chief door 
Mavuto handed the door to the chief.' 
Chlchewa (Baker 1988b) 
In similar fashion. In an example fi-om Bahasa Indonesian, the APPLICATIVE afiBx 
-tean allows the PP kepadaAU 'to Al l ' to be realized as the first DP object. 
[2] a. Scya mem-bawa swat ttu kepada AH. 
1 TRANS-bring letter the to Al l 
'1 brought tiie letter to All . ' 
b. Sq/a mem-bawa-kan Aii surat ttu. 
I TKANS-bring-APPL All letter the 
'1 brought All the letter.' 
Bahasa Indonesian, finom Chung (1976), 
cited in Spencer (1991) 
There are also examples of an APPLICATIVE affix allowing a PP denoting INSTRUMENT 
to become realized as an object of the verb. 
[3] Mavuto a-na-umb-ir -a mpenmtsuko 
Mavuto SP-PAST-mould-APPL-ASP knife waterpot 
•Mavuto moulded the waterpot with a knife." 
Chlchewa (Baker. 1988a) 
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The point to note is that all these examples share a common feature, namely that a 
verbal affix seems to be the reflex of a preposition, regardless whether the P P denotes 
benefactive, instnunent. orlocation*. 
Baker's account of the alternations that I have just described rests on the as-
siunption that the A P P L I C A T I V E affix is the reflex of a preposition. The head of the P P 
In the verb phrase in the [a] sentences of [1] to [3] is deleted and the D P that was the 
complement of the preposition becomes the direct object of the verb. This is shown 
schematically as: 
[4] a. [ V P V ( P P P [ D P D P ] ] ] 
b. ( V P V - A P P L [pp e [ D P D P ] ] ] 
Since [4b] is, according to Baker, an instance of Move a i n the GB fl-amework, the 
trace of the deleted P must be properly governed. The applicative affix c-commands 
and antecedent-governs the trace, thus ensuring that the trace is properly governed. 
5.2.2 The realization of pre- andpostposttions 
The A P P L I C A T I V E morpheme can alternatively realize (or. to use Shlbatani's (1990:64) 
term, 'absorb') a locational postposition. I show the postposition and its alternative 
realization i n bold. 
[5] a. Poro dse t a horari. 
big house i n live 
'He lives i n a big house.' 
^ It should, however, be borne in mind that a language with an APPLICATIVE afflx does not necessarily 
employ it in all of the constructions that I have Illustrated. There are restrictions, for instance, as noted 
by Baker (1988b), such that in Chichewa the benefactive and instrumental constructions differ according 
to the circumstances when they may be realized. 
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b. ftoro dse e-horarL 
big house AFra.-live 
'He lives i n a big house.' 
Ainu (Shibatanl 1990:65) 
There Is a striking similarity between the Ainu alternation shown in [5] and the 
German ciltemation i n [6). 
[6] a. £y wohnt in einem graven Hans. 
'He lives i n a big house.' 
b. Er bewohnt ein gro3es Hans. 
he be-llves a big house 
'He inhabits a big house.' 
Whfle i t is true that we can say that be- and the A P P L I C A T I V E morpheme permit ab-
sorption of P (prepositions i n German, postpositions i n Ainu) there are Important 
dlfierences between German and Ainu. 
Firstly, be- i n German is more Umlted i n what prepositions i t can alternatively 
realize than is the A P P L I C A T I V E morpheme. The be- prefix is cognate wi th the prepo-
sition bei "by' and is an aUomorph of a limited niunber of locational prepositions, 
preeminently i n 'In', cutf, 'on', an 'on', fiber 'about, concerning', bet 'with' (locational, 
as i n He is staying with his Jriend)^. 
Tills contrasts with the A P P L I C A T I V E morphemes, which are not generally 
cognate wi th prepositions or postpositions, and which can absorb a wider range of P 
than can the be- prefix.^ The A P P L I C A T I V E morpheme in Ainu can alternatively real-
ize not just a locational P as i n [5] above, but instrumental u^ith as i n [7]. 
2 I use the term allomorph to denote a morpheme whose phonetic fomi is dictated by the 
context In which it appears. Thus, the feature [ C O M P A R A T I V E I on adjectives in Engish has (at 
least) two cillomorphs: more and the aflObc -er. 
3 Shlbatani (1990:64) notes that 'applicative formation' in Ainu involves the morphemes 
e-, o, fco- without differentiating between them. We are not told the circumstances under 
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[7] a. tek ari kar-pe 
hand with make-thing 




Ainu: Shlbatani (1990:66) 
h i the following examples the APPLICATIVE morpheme absorbs the equivalents of 
comltative with, the preposition fo of the Dative Alternation, and the allatlve prepo-
sition to (meaning 'towards'). 
[8] a. pone tura kuykuy 
bone with bite 
'bite X together wi th a bone' 
b. pone ko-kuykuy 
bone APPL-bite 
'bite X together with a bone' 
[9] a. Hud rnatkaci onin vpaskuma. 
grandmother girl to tell-old-stories 
'Grandmother told old stories to the girl." 
b. Huci matkaci ko-paskuma 
grandmother g i i l APPL-tell-old-storles 
'Grandmother told old stories to the g l r i ; 
which the three morphemes may occur. I presume, therefore, that whatever differences 
there may be. they are not significant for Shibatani's description of applicative stmctures. I , 
therefore, refer in the main text simpty to 'the APHJCAUVE morpheme' and dlsregcird the fact 
that it has three dllferent phonetic realizations in Ainu. 
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[10] a. A-kor hatan ta sirepa-an 
iSG-have village to arrive- ISG 
' I arrived at my vlUage.' 
b. A-hor kotan a-e-sirepa.^ 
ISG-have village ISG-APPL-arrive 
"I arrived at my village." 
(ibld:65,66) 
5.2.2 Noun incorporoflon 
The Geraian and Dutch be- prefix and the Ainu APPLICATIVE morpheme enable the 
verb to incorporate a noun. Note that i n Ainu the APPLICATIVE morpheme e absorbs 
the preposition art "with' and enables yay-pohSstr 'selfs legs* to be incorporated in the 
verb. 
[11] a. [Kina-(uy-hosi] ar i \\iay-pokislr] a-karkar 
[grass-woven leggings] with Iselfs-legsl ISG-wrap 
'1 wrapped my legs with grass-woven leggings.' 
b. [Ktna-tuy-hosi] a-e-uau-pokisin-karkar 
[grass-woven leggli^s] lSG-APPL-[self-legs|-wrap 
' I wrapped my legs with grass-woven leggings.' 
Ainu (Shibatani 1990:64) 
The sentence i n [I2bl shows a further construction found i n agglutinating lan-
guages. Baker (1988a) caUs this construction possessor raising. 
The verb-final ISG morpheme an in the [a] example Indicates that the verb is 
intransitive; the verb-Initial I S G morpheme a in the [b] example indicates that the verb Is 
transitive (Shlbatanl 1990:67). 
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[12] a. Flsi a-na-dy-a nsomba z-a kalulu 
hyena SP-PAST-eat-ASP fish AGR-of hare 
The hyena ate the hare's fish.' 
b. Fisl a-na-dy-er-a kcdulii nsanba 
hyena SP-PAST-eat-ASP hare fish 
TTie hyena ate the hare's flsh.'^ 
Chlchewa (Baker 1988a:271) 
In [12b], according to Baker, the noun spear has abstractly Incorporated into the 
verb. Baker proposes that tn [12b] the noun nsomba undergoes abstract incorpora-
tion, so that i t Is linked to the verb as though true incorporation had taken place. 
This process Baker calls 'reanalysls'. TTie question that Is raised by [12b] is: How do 
the two DPs nsomba and kaMu get case? Baker's idea is that the possessor kalulu 
gets case from the verb by virtue of the fact that the possessor is now the comple-
ment of the verb; the original direct object nsOTnba, having undergone abstract Incor-
poration (Reanalysls), Is now a 'irozen' object. Rather than elaborate a theory of 
case-assigimaent as such. Baker proposes the idea of PF Identification (PF for 
'phonological form'), so that when a verb that would normally eissign caise to an ar-
gmnent Incorporates that argument, the verb may have a case featvue left over that 
can be assigned to another DP. Thus, nsanba h i (12b] Is PF-Identlfled, or 'fixizen'. 
and kalidu can now get case firom the verb. 
Baker extends his account of applicative verbs to the double-object construc-
tion i n English. The followhig tree, adapted fl-om Spencer (1991:288). shows that the 
head of the PP containing the Goal DP is Incorporated on the verb as a zero mor-
pheme. 
^ Baker does not ^oss the morpheme -er in the [b] example. We can assume, however, 





Tom gave 0 a rose 
DP3 
Harriet 
The original direct object of the verb, the noun rose, is abstractly incorporated into 
the verb at LF (shown by asterisks), but i n fact remains outside the verb in overt 
syntax.^ The question posed by [13] is this: How does the surface word order arise? 
As far as 1 am aware neither Baker nor Spencer have addressed this problem. 
6 This is an ingenious idea, but is It really applicable to the double-object (dative shift) 
construction in English? One thing we should bear In mind Is that while languages such as 
Chlchewa and Ainu have an overt applicative alBx, In languages such as English and 
German there is no evidence of a verbal morpheme that Is Involved In the double object 
construction. Yet Germanic languages can have affixes that are Incorporated location 
prepositions. In other words, we would want to avoid postulating a zero applicative-type 
alHx for the English double-object construction just because Chichewa happens to have 
one. 
I deal more fully with the double-object construction and its relationship to the Locative 
Alternation in Chapter 13. 
Baker further justifies the Idea of abstract Incorporation In English by using it to 
account for a type of preposlUon-stnmding. 
(I) Somebody has stept In this bed. 
(II) This bed has been slept in by somebody. 
In (1) this bed Is the complement of the location preposition, while in (11) It has been 
promoted to subject, stranding the preposition. Baker eugues that, for this to happen, this 
bed in (1) has to be the direct object of the compound verb sleep in, so that It can undergo 
passlvization. The preposition has undergone abstract incorporation into the verb. 1 show 
this schematically in (Hi). 
(ill) Somebody has (yp (v slept ] [pp fri (DP this bed ]]]. 
=* Somebody has [vp (v stept in [DP this bed ]]]. 
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German is similar to Ainu i n that be- permits noun-incorporation on the 
verb. In the followtag example the be- prefix is the realization of the preposition an, 
and the direct object Reyen 'tyre' i n [ 14a] becomes part of the verb in [ 14b]. 
[14] a. Er machte Reifen an das Auto. 
'He made (= put) tyres on the car.' 
b. Er be-reif-te das Auto. 
he be-tyred the car 
'He put tyres on the car.' 
There are crucial differences, however, between noun-incorporation in the Ainu ex-
ample and the German example. In the Ainu examples the noun yoy-poWsir 'selPs 
legs' is eidjoined to the lexical verb karkar "wrap', whereas in German the noun Reffen 
'tyre' Is incorporated by substitution into a nul l verb. Adjunction of J?e^en to a lexical 
verb is ungrammatlcal: 
[15] *Er be-retf-machte das Auto. 
he be-tyre-put the car 
Intended meaning: 'He put tyres on the car.' 
5.3 The mechanics of incorporation 
Baker (1988) proposes that incorporation Joins a head to another head, by adjunc-
tion. Rizzi and Roberts (1989) and Roberts (1993) extend the theory of head-to-head 
movement by assiuning that head-to-head movement may also be substitution of a 
head Into another head position. Unlike Van Rlemsdijk (1998) (see below), Rlzzi and 
Roberts do not predict when substitution and when adjunction take place. Rather 
J . Emonds (p.c) suggests a slightly different account for this. He proposes that the 
NP this bed passivises first stranding the preposition. Secondly, whUe a stranded P Is 
ungrammatical In most languages. It Is allowed If It Incorporates (abstractly) at LF. 
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they develop a lexical device to stipulate the type of incorporation. They propose 
three possible structiu-es. 
Firstly, in the case where incorporation results In the visible amalgam of the 
two heads, they assume that the incorporation host morphologically selects the in-
corporee, hence a structural slot is created at DS as a fimctlon of the lexical proper-
ties of the Incorporation host. An example of this type of Incorporation is Agr*' in 
French: Agr^ has the subcategorizatlon flrame [-f-T" ] and T^ * has the fi-ame 
[+V° ] . This means that the features of the head Agr" select the head T^, whose 
features tn turn select the head V°; the verbal head raises to and then to Agr°. In 
general, where an incorporation trigger X^ has the feature \+Y^ ], i t means that 
the slot for Yo is base-generated within xo, triggering substitution of during the 
derivation, leading to the creation of a complex head. In other words, the complex 
head which triggers incorporation is made up of a slot for the Incorporee and an X-
element which selects the incorporee. This X-element is notated as X ' l , following 
Selkirk (1982). 
TTie second type of incorporation is possible, i f the potential host does not 
provide a structural slot via morphological selection for the Incorporee; i n such a 
case Incorporation ceui take place by adjunction, as i n Baker (1988). 
Thirdly, incorporation Ccui take place by means of substitution of a head into 
an empty head position. TTils third type of incorporation gives rise to a structure con-
taining categories of a hybrid nature, where X° and Y° together form the head of XP. 
The three types of head-to-head movement have the following structures (Roberts 
1993:44)7; 
7 In the first drafl; of this chapter I showed the [a] and (bjtrees with as the righthand 
sister of X'l andX°as In (Roberts 1993:44). J.Eknonds (p.c) informs me, after consultation 
with I. Roberts, that it is conventionally accepted that substitution and adjunction are to the 
left. The trees in the main text show this amended order. 
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[16] a. Substitution of Yo into xo, trigger^ by XO's feature. X ' l denotes the 
element i n X° which triggers incorporation. 
XP 
Xo YP 
y o x - 1 
[ Y O - ^ _ ] 












5.3.1 The Head Adjacency Principle 
I propose that the essential difference between Ainu and German with r ^ a r d to their 
ability to incorporate nouns into the verb is likely to be due to constreiints on head-
movement. Van Riemsdijk (1998) proposes that all head movement is of one of two 
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types, adjunction or substitution, i n accordance with the Head Adjacency Principle 
(HAP).8 
I wi l l first discuss Van Riemsdijk's distinction between adjunction and substi-
tution. Then, i n 5.4,1 wiU show that the structure In [14b] conforms to the HAP, In 
that be-preflxation is an example of head-to-head-adjunction, whereas noun Incor-
poration is an example of the substitution of a head noun into a nuU verb. 
[17] The Head Adjacency Principle MAPI 
A. Head Adjunction: Two phonetically identified heads are joined, yielding an 
adjunction structure, i n which case the two heads must be strictly itnearfy 
adjacent at the moment of appUcation of the rule. 
B. Head Substitution: A head is moved into a head position which is pho-
netically empty but vrfilch may contain (p-features, thereby unifying the two 
morpho-s)aitactic feature matrices. 
van Rlemsdljk (1998:18-19) 
In order to Illustrate the effects of adjunction and substitution, I give some of Van 
Riemsdijk's examples. In |18a] we have an Italian example of what Van RIemsdiJk 
calls PDC (preposition-determiner contraction) (lbid.:28). where the determiner ad-
joins to the preposition to form one word. In [18c] adjunction is blocked by the Inter-
vening quantifyer tutta "all'. 
[18] a. *conlafamigUa vs. coUafcan^Ua 
'with the family' 
b. tutta la famlg^a vs. *lahatafamiglia 
'all the family' 
S I am grateflil to H. van Riemsdijk for sending me a copy of his manuscript 
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c. contuttalafami^lla vs. *coUatuttafamigUa 
'with all the family' 
Italian (ibid.:49)9 
Van Rlemsdljk illustrates head substitution with V-to-C raising in Dutch, 
which shows the complementary distribution of the complementizer and a fronted 
finite verb. 
[19] a. Hebbenzegelachen? 
'Have they laughed?* 
b. Ik denk dat ze gehxhen hebben. 
I think that they laughed have 
'1 think that they have laughed.' 
c. GelachendatzehebberV. 
laughed that they have 
'Bay. did they laugh!' 
Van Rlemsdljk {ms.:8) 
H ie first example is a main clause in which the finite verb is fiDnted. In the corre-
sponding embedded clause, [19b]. the finite verb remains behind and the comple-
mentizer appears. In [19c] the finite verb remains behind i n a main clause context 
and the complementizer again appears. 
9 Van Rlemsdljk also Ulustrates PDC In German, as shown by (1). PDC Is prevented from 
operating In (11), hence the ungrammaticallty of (III), since the preposition and determiner 
are not strictly linearly adjacent, I.e. there is intervening structure between the preposition 
uon 'of and the determiner dem '(to) the'. 
(I) von dem K(Mg = vom Kdnig 
'of the king' 
(II) won [ DP [ D e ] (AP dem KOn^ treu ergebenen ] [ N Dienem ] 
of thCDAT king faithfully devoted servants 
'of (the) servants faithfully devoted to the king* 
(ill) *UCTn KOnig treu ergebenen Dienem 
of-the king faithfully devoted servants 
Intended meaning: 'of the servants fziithfulfy devoted to the king 
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5.4 Incorporation and the be-veihs 
5.4.1 JVoun Incorporation and Reancdysts 
We can now analyse the morpho-syntax of be-verbs according to Van Riemsdijk's 
HAP. TTie be- prefix is an example of adjunction of an allomorph of a PATH preposi-
tion to a lexical verb, and noun-incorporation into a be-verb is an example of substi-
tution of a head into a verbal head. 
Returning now to the argument templates that I introduced in 4.4.4 and 
4.4.5. [20a] is the representation of the sentence in [20b], h i which there are two VP-
Intemal arguments in the order: direct object F (Figiu^), and a PP containing G 
(Ground). TTie template gives the unmarked order of arguments: F [+LOC] G . 
[20] a. Agent V F [H-LOC] G 
b. Er machte Reifen andasAuto. 
'He put tyres on the car.' 
The second template, given in [21], is the case where [ [-i-LOC] G ] is f o r^ounded . 
This is a marked word order. 
[21] a. ?Agent V [ [-t-LOC] G ] F 
b. ?Er madite an das Auto Retfen 
he put on the car tyres 
I propose that there are two possible realizations of the template i n [21], according to 
how F is realized. According to the HAP, F caimot adjoin to V since i t is not adjacent 
to V i n [21]; adjunction Is prevented by the adjacency to V of [-i-LOCJ and its comple-
ment G . Since F cannot adjoin to the verb, i t can either (1) substitute for a null verb 
(incorporate into a nul l verb), or (11) i f there is no nul l verb (If v is filled by lexical 
material), i t can and must remain where i t is. 
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The first of these two possibilities is shown m [22]. In [22aJ the verb is empty 
and substitution of F into the nuU verb is peiroltted. This is shown in [22b]. 
[22] a. A n u l l V [-HLOC] G F 
Er an das Auto Reifen 
h. => A [ + L O C ] i - F j - V ei G ej 
Er be-reif-te das Auto. 
he be-tyred the car 
'He made (= put) tyres on the car.' 
The alternative structiu^, when the Figure remains i n situ, arises when substitution 
of F into the verb is prevented by the presence of lexical material in the verb. This is 
shown in [23], where the verb laden 'load' remains i n (23b] and [23c]. Adjunction is 
not possible, since F is not adjacent to the verb. Substitution of F into the verb is 
now also not possible, since i t would mean deletion of lexical material. The only al-
ternative is for F to remain tn situ. ^° TTie resulting structure is shown in [23c]. 
[23] a. A aexical)V F [+L0C1 G 
Er bud Stroh aiif denWagen 
'He loaded straw on the cart.' 
We might cisk at this point why it is that F cannot abstractiy Incorporate Into the verb, 
i.e remain in situ as a 'frozen' object The tuiswer is that F cannot Incorporate directly, since 
substitution into the verb would delete the verb laden 'load'. But since direct incorporation 
by substitution Is disallowed, so also Is 'frozen' incorporation. This meems that the only way 
to save the sentence Is to case-mark F by insertion of the grammatical preposition mit 'with'. 
I take this to be In line with Baker's PF-Identiflcation, the late insertion of a grammatical P 
to satisfy the Case Filter. 
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b. ?A aexical)V l+WC] G F 
Er lud auf denWogen Stroh 
he loaded on the cart straw 
c. = ^ A [-i-ljOC]i-lexical V q G P F 
Er be- htd denWagen *(rntt) Stroh. 
'He be-loaded the cart wi th straw.' 
5.4.2 When abstract incorporation is not permitted 
Having Illustrated Baker's notion of abstract Incorporation we can now provide at 
least a partial answer to the question why i t is that F Stroh 'straw* is not abstractiy 
incorporated into the preflbced verb, but must be case-marked by mif "with'. 
In all the examples given by Baker (1988a) and Shibatani (1990) where a 
noun is abstractiy Incorporated into the verb, actual incorporation could have taken 
place. A corollary of the HAP. i n my view, is that only one head may substitute into 
another head. The reason for this is clear: i f a head has substituted into a verb, sub-
stitution of a second head would delete the phonetic content of the first head. TTiis 
restriction on multiple substitution applies equally to abstract incorporation that 
leaves a fl-ozen argument in situ; abstract incorporation can take place only i f actual 
substitution can take place. 
In the German example i n [24b] incorporation of SfiToh is not possible whether 
by adjunction (F is not adjacent to the verb), as i n [24al, or by abstract substitution 
(prevented by presence of a lexical verb), as i n [24bJ. TTie only means of creating a 
grammatical sentence is the insertion of a grammatical P mit 'with'. 
[24] a. Ungrammatical incorporation of F to lexical verb 
*Er be-Stroh-hid den Wagen 
he be-straw-loaded the cart 
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b. Ungrammatical abstract Incorporation of F 
*Er behid den Wagen Stroh. 
he be-loaded the cart straw 
c. Grammatical insertion of P 
Er bektd den Wagen *(mit) Stroh. 
'He be-loaded the cart wi th straw.' 
Compare the following English examples, where noun-incorporation is not 
possible into a lexical verb: 
[25] a. *He seed-pkuTted the field. 
*He water-sprtnkled the lawn 
*He cork-fltted the botOes. 
*He straw-loaded the cart 11 
Noun-Incorporation i n English Is also possible only when F can substitute into a 
nul l V. 
[26] He seeded the field. 
He watered the lawn 
11 Swedish allows structures of this type, according to Josefsson (1997:70), as long as 
there is a direct object (here gdssen 'the geese' in the canonlceil structural position. Thus (i) 
Is licit whereas (U) Is ungrammatical. 
(I) Bonden vlr^-klippte g&ssen. 
farmer-the wing-clipped geese-the 
The fanner clipped the wings of the geese.' 
(II) *Rebecka bok-skriver. 
R. book-writes 
(Intended meaning) 'R. writes books.' 
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He corked the bottles. 
?He strawed the cart 12 
TTiis apphes also i n German. Compare the sentences In [27]. Adjunction of be- and 
substitution into a nul l verb of Retfen 'tyre* gives [27bl. 
[27] a. E^-madrte Retfen an das Auto. 
'He put tyres on the car.' 
b. Er bereifte das Auto. 
he be-tyred the car 
'He put tyres on the car.' 
So far I have shown under what circumstances adjunction and substitution may oc-
cur i n German according to Van Riemsdijk's HAP, and that when neither type of 
head movement is possible insertion of a grammatical formative such as mif "with" is 
necessary. 
5.4.3 The prohibition on vncorporation of the Ground 
Recall that I showed in (3.3.3.1) that there are no CLASS V be-verbs i n German, l.e. 
verbs that hicorporate the Ground. A problem with the HAP. as i t stands, is that i t 
falls to prohibit structures such as the following, where i t is the Ground that is in-
corporated by substitution: 
[28] a. be-fkischte den Wein. 
he be-bottied the wine 
12 I would maintain that this is a possible lexical irmovaUon in English. Its oddness may 
be due to the fiact that noun-incorporated verbs like seed, corfc. water, cum, plaster, 
waUpaper, paint etc. have entered the lexicon, whereas straw has not Thus, strauj is 
possible in principle, but has not. as far as I know, been lexicalised; strawseed, on the 
other hand, is impossible in principle. 
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*Er be-garagte das Auto. 
he be-garaged the car 
*Er be-muUtonrte den MM. 
he be-brnned the rubbish 
*Er be-ordnerte die Ripiere. 
he be-flled the papers 
b. A v [-1-L0C] G F 
Assuming the template given in [28b], the HAP predicts that [-HLOC] can adjoin to the 
verb. G {Flasche, Garage etc.) cannot adjoin since i t is not linearly adjacent to the 
verb. Unfortunately, G can, according to the HAP, substitute into a nul l verb, but 
this gives rise to the ungrammatical sentences in [28a]. 
What, in effect, has happened in the ungrammatical examples in [28] is that 
the whole of the PP containing the Ground argiunent has been Incorporated into the 
verb. 
In contrast to the German examples tn [28] the APPLICATIVE morpheme in 
Ainu can incorporate the P as well as the noun complement of the same P. 
[29] Ratkl apa a-sopa-e-puni. 
hung door iSG-head-AFPL-lift 
' I lifted the suspended door with my head.' 
Ainu (Shibatani 1990:68) 
This is tantamount to the incorporation of the whole PP meaning "with my head'. 
Contrast [29] wi th an example i n which the APPLICATIVE morpheme absorbs a P that 
is not associated wi th the Incorporated noun. 
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[30] Siahxy-nosW ko-cip-terke-re. 
ocean-middle APPL-ship-run-CAUS 
'flTiey) ran the ship i n the middle of the ocean.' 
Amu (Shibatani 1990:69) 
In this example the APPLICATIVE morpheme absorbs the location P that heads the 
postpositional phrase ' in the middle of the ocean', whfie the incorporated noun 
meaning 'ship' is the other argvunent. 
I t seems that the Ainu APPLICATIVE morpheme can effect incorporation of 
either F or G, whereas the German be-prefix enables only F to be incorporated. 
In Ainu i t is also possible for two APPLICATFVE morphemes, each of which ab-
sorbs a different postposition, to adjoin to the verb. 
[31 j Astnuma ekasi matkaci a-e-ko-paskuma 
I g. father girls ISG-APPL-APPL-tell an old story 
' I told girls an old stoiy about Grandfather.'i^ 
Ahiu (Shibatani 1990:66) 
In this example we see that the first APPLICATIVE morpheme e indicates the meaning 
'about, concerning' and relates to Grandfather, while the second fco Indicates the 
dative relation 'to the girls'. 
There is no counterpart to this double APPLICATIVE i n German, i.e. there are 
no verbs i n German that have more than one preflxl'*. The prohibition on double 
prefixation h i German falls out naturally fi-om the HAP, since only one head can be 
linearly adjacent to the verb. TTie past participle of German verbs is typicalty formed 
13 I give here Shibatani's gloss and translation (together with g. for 'grand-'), although I 
suspect the gloss to be wrong. Asinuma is glossed as T, whereas in other examples there Is 
no first person pronoun. 
An apparent counter-example such as ver-wi-glQcken 'come to grief, where there are 
two prefixes uer- and un-, is not an exception to the prohibition of double preflxaUon. This 
verb is formed by incorporation of the noun UngtOck 'misfortune', which is the antonym of 
Glflcfc 'good fortune' formed by preflxaUon of the noun/adjective prefix un-: [ uer- [ [ un- j [ 
gluck^ I N Iv J-
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by preflxatlon of ge- and sufflxation of -t or -en, but prefixatlon of ge- is blocked by 
the presence of another prefix such as be- or ver-. This gives rise to past participles 
like {*ge-)beschmiert from besdwieren 'besmear', and {*ge-)verstarvlen frcm verstehen 
'understand*. Similarly, prefixatlon of be- on a verb that already carries the ent- prefix 
Is blocked: (*be-)eniteommen 'escape'. I return to the ban on double preflxation in 
German in 9.2.2. 
TTie prohibition on multiple prefixation in Gernicui meeins that there can be 
no constructions in German in which two prepositions are realized as allomorphs on 
the verb. (I take a bare oblique case to be an eiltematlve realization of a preposition. 
See 9.3.2) 
[32] a. Er schrieb seinen /OndemoAT Obef seine Eiiebrdsse. 
'He wrote (to) his children about his experiences.' 
b. *£r be-be-schrieb seine Kinder seine E^lebnisse. 
he be-be-wrote his children his experiences 
Intended meaning; same as in [a] 
Effectively the HAP also rules out, for German, sentences where both Figure and 
Ground are realized In the accusative. The first accusative object would get case from 
being the complement of the verb; the second accusative object would get case by 
virtue of being a fiDzen complement of the verb. But as we have seen, a fi-ozen argu-
ment that remains in sifu must have been able to adjoin to the verb (if adjacent), or 
substitute Into the verb (if not adjacent). Adjunction, therefore, is ruled out for the 
second argument, and substitution would delete the lexical verb, and is therefore 
also ruled out. Thus verbs with two accusative argvunents are in principle ruled out 
by the HAPis. 
In fact, verbs that allow two accusative objects In German are quite rare. The commonest are tehren 
'teach' and 'kosten' cost. 
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At this point let us regard the evident differences between the Ainu AP-
PLICATIVE morpheme and the Gennan be- prefix to be due to more fimdamental 
differences between the languages. I consider be- prefixatlon not to be a syntactic 
transformation. Although the German prefixes be-, ver-, er-, ent- are discrete 
morphemes and have a d^ree of productivity, it is hardly possible that German 
speakers recognize them as deriving fitan prepositions. Furthermore, veibs such as 
beschmieren 'be-smeaf, bewaffhen 'be-arm', uerdunnm 'uer-thln, dilute' are available 
to German speakers because they are listed in the lexicon. We assiune, too. that the 
lexicon also contains subcategorization inforaxation that may restrict the type of 
argument that may appear with a particular verb. 
Thus, while the simplex verb treten 'step, walk' is compatible with a wrlde 
range of NP complements to the preposition ca/ 'on', the corresponding be-verb 
(w^hlch realizes auf as its preflxal allomorph be-) is more limited in the range of ac-
ceptable complements. 
[34) a. Er trot cntfidenRasen/denTeppidi/denStraru^ 
he stepped onto the grass/the carpet/the beach/the street 
'He walked onto the grass/carpet/beach/street." 
b. Er betrat {den Rasen/*den Teppidi/?den Srand/*Stra^}. 
he be-stepped the grass/the carpet/the beach/street 
'He walked onto the grass/carpet/beach/street.' 
Similarly, there are restrictions on what nouns may be incorporated into a be-verb. 
(I) Er lehrte mfc/iy^cc dtefrxmzosische SpracheACC-
'He taught me the French language.' 
(fl) Das kostete ihnACC seinen K O R / A C C -
TTiat cost him his head.' 

















'arm, provide with a weapon' 
'arm, provide with a sword' 
'arm, provide with a gun' 
'arm, provide with a dagger* 








'nail, put nails in' 
*beschrauben 'screw, put screws in' 
Possible forms such as *verwQmven 'uer-wann', *vemeuem 'uer-new* (i.e. well-formed by 
analogy with other deadjectlval verbs) are not in the lexicon; they are blocked, in the 
sense of Aronoff (1976). by the already lexlcalised verbs erwOumen 'er-wann. warmup' 
and emeuem *er-new. renew*. 
It Is also the case that there are simply gaps in the lexicon; although German 
has the means to derive verbs by Incorporating an adjective, such as those In the last 













b'. {*ver/eri-kranken "become ill ' 
{*ver/*er}-gesuMen 'get well" 
{uer/*er}-sch6nem 'beautify' 
{*ver/*er}-rmUdien "uglify* 
{*ver/*er}-netten 'become/make nice' 
5.5 Syntax or morphologsr? 
In proposing that German be-verbs are formed in a (morpho-syntactic) component of 
the grammar distinct fi-om lexical word-formation on the one heind, and syntax on 
the other, I am following, in spirit. Van Rlemsdljk: 
I am assuming ... that there still is such a thing as an independent morphological 
component in the grammar. In view of the multitude of recent proposals to attribute 
a considerable role in the assembling of complex words, in particular inflected 
words, to syntax, complicated questions arise as to tlie division of labour between 
syntax and moiphology. 
Van Riemsdijk (ms.:22) 
The APPLICATIVE morphemes, on the other hand, do seem to be brought 
about by a syntactic transformation. Shlbatani (1990:68) illustrates the derivational 
steps whereby the APPLICATIVE morpheme incorporates flrstiy the postposition 
(comitative "with') in [37b] and secondly the noun complement of the postposition, 
shovra in [STcJ. TTie process whereby [b] and [c] are derived from (aj Is fully in 
accordance with Baker's Incorporation mechanisms. All three sentences have the 
same meaning. 
{37] ' I bit that fish with its bones.' 
a. Nea cep pone turn a-kuykuy. 
tiiatflsh bone with ISG-blte 
b. Nea cep pone a-ko-kuykuy. 
that fish bone ISG-APPL-bite 
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c. Nea cep a-pone-ko-kmfkmf. 
that fish ISG-bone-APPi^blte 
It is implausible that Ainu has a verb listed in its lexicon that means "bite together 
with the bones'. The dlflerence between a German be-verb and an Ainu verb 
containing an APPLICATIVE morpheme is essentially the difference between a syn-
thetic (lusional) language (taking German to be more s)mthetlc than analytic) and an 
agglutinating language like Ainu. It is Ukely that polymorphemlc words in a fiisional 
language come Into existence in a different way than do pol5Tnorpheniic words In an 
agglutinating language. This is what van Riemsdljk (1998)) means by his principle of 
'Derivational Transparency'. 
... (It) would be reasonable to assume that agglutinating structures are more likely 
to be the result of the syntactic assemblage of the parts fhjm functional head posi-
tions than are fuslonal structures. What this means is that we assume that mor-
phemes that are attached to some other form in the process of a syntactic derivation 
remain transparently recognizable. 
(Van Rlemsdijk 1998:22) 
5.6 Summary 
In this chapter I illustrated the supericial similarities and differences between incor-
poration in agglutinating languages, as described by Baker (1988a,b) and Shibatani 
(1990), and constructions in German, whereby the allomorph of a location 
preposition and the Figure eirgument may both be incorporated into the verb. I 
showed that the derivation of be-verbs, formed either by prefixation to simplex verbs 
or by incorporation of a head noun, conforms to the constraints on syntactic head 
movement of the HAP (Van Rlemsdijk 1998), whereby adjunction may take place if 
the head that moves is adjacent to the head to which it adjoins. Where adjacency 
does not obtain, the only peruMssible movement is substitution, whereby a non-
adjacent head substitutes into the target head. The HAP also predicts the necessity 
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for Insertion of a grammatical P to case-mark the Figure argument in those cases 
when the Figure cannot substitute Into the verb. i.e. when the verb slot is filled by 
lexical material. 
Hie evidence suggests that incorporation in agglutinating languages like 
Chichewa emd incorporation in a synthetic language like German operate in different 
components of the grammar: the former is likety to be s)mtactic head movement, 
whereas the latter takes place In a pre-sjmtactic morphological component of the 
grammar that has direct access to the lexicon. 
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AGAINST A SIVIALL CLAUSE 
ANALYSIS OF PREFIXED VERBS 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents a discussion on the status and syntax of the Dutch adjective 
vol 'fiill ' (German voR). Mulder (1992a) proposes that vol alternates with the be- prefix, 
and that constructions involving these morphemes are Small Clauses (SC). I reject a 
SC analysis for be- and show that limitations on extraction pose a problem for a SC 
analysis, and that there are restrictions on the proposed alternation between be-
and uoi. I also show that Mulder's idea that the direct object of a simplex verb is al-
ways an effected object, in contrast to the same direct object of the be-preflxed sim-
plex, is untenable. Instead I propose that the fom^r direct object is a "mEME. 
whereas the latter is a Ground. 
6.2 The be- prefix and the Dutch adjective vol 
Mulder (1992a) observes an apparent alternation between the Dutch be- prefix and 
the adjective vol 'fuU': 
[ 1 ] a. HiJ *(fx)plakte de muur wet foto's. 
he be-pasted the vrall with photos 
'He pasted the wall with photos.'^ 
b. Hij plakte de muur *(uoi) met foto's. 
he pasted the waU full with photos 
'He pasted the wall with photos.' 
^ The Dutch examples in this section are all from Mulder (1992a). Mulder gives only the English gloss. 
All the translations in single inverted commas are mine. For the sentence in [lb| 1 give the same 
translation as for 11a), since I think that Mulder sees no difference between the semantics of the two 
sentences. In fact, however, I think that a better translation for lib] would be "He pasted photos all over 
the wall." 1 will shortly show that the |a| and [b| sentences are not, contra Mulder, alternations. 
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a'. Htj *{be)plant de Mn wet tulpen. 
he be-plants the garden with tulips 
"He plants the garden with tulips." 
b'. mj plant de tuin *{voL) met tulpen. 
he plants the garden full with tulips 
"He plants the garden full of tulips.* (1992:ch.7) 
Mulder analyses the (b) sentences as containing a Small Clause (SC) de nuojr vol met 
foto's *the wall ftdl with (=*of) photos* that is the complement of the verb plakte 
'pasted'. The (b) sentences have, according to Mulder, the general form: 
[2] Verb[sc NPioc Acompl PPmatl 
Hius. the SC consists of a location NP (the Ground, in my terms), the adjective ooi 
'full', which Mulder takes to denote 'completion', and a PP containing the NP that 
denotes the material (the Figure, in my terms). Mulder argues that the bracketed con-
stituent In [2] is a SC by analogy with other SC usages of vol. 
[3] a. Hy deed dezak vol 
he did the bag full 
'He flfled the bag.' 
b. De zafc {is/schynt/M/W} voL 
The bag {is/seems/^pears} fuU.* 
c. met de zoic vol 
'with the bag full ' 
Mulder concludes that since the wall ends up full of photos, i.e. the wall is fi i l l of 
photos, the complement of the verb in (1] is a SC headed by vol. 
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Mulder then argues, on the basis of the apparent paraUels in [1], that, since 
vol and the be- prefix are in complementary distribution in these sentences, then it 
follows that the be- prefix must also be the head of a SC .^ Mulder's prime purpose in 
associating uoi and be- is to show that, just as uoi imparts to the verb the semantic 
notion of 'completion', this notion of 'completion' is also contained in the prefix be-J^ 
1 will not here recapitulate the arguments for and against SCs m principle. 
(See StoweU 1981, Chomsky 1981, Williams 1983.) 1 wiU ratiier assume for tiie mo-
ment that Mulder is right in ascribing SC status to the verbal complements in [la] 
and [la']'*. Hie difficulties arise when be- is a i ^ed to be an allomorph of uoi. 
o 
Curiously, Mulder states explicitly that he anafyses L D I as the cognate (sic) of be-, citing Hoekstra, 
Lansu and Westerduin (1987). 1 will use the term 'allomorph' for the apparent relationship between vol 
and be-. 
^ Interesting, Hungarian has a similar alternation, whereby tele 'full' alternates with a perfective 
morpheme, though not with a location P. 
(i) A pamszt {ra)-rakta a szendt/^cc ^ szekerre. 
the peasant loaded the hay the wagon-on 
The peasant loaded the hay onto the wagon.' 
(ii) A paraszt meg-rakta a szek^retfi^QQ (szenavcd). 
the peasant PERFloaded the wagon (with hay) 
The peasant loaded the wagon with hay.' 
(iii) A paraszt tele-rakta a szefceretAcC (szendmO. 
the peasant full Joaded the wagon (with hay) 
The peasant loaded the wagon with hay.' 
(Spencer and Zaretskayal998:14) 
The morpheme n4 in (i) appears to be 'a pleonastic specifier of location' (op.cit. 14), and the true 
alternation is, therefore, not between tele full' and a location prefix, but between tele and the perfectlviser 
meg. This, and the fact that the Hungarian preverbs are not true prefixes (Ackermann 1992) suggests 
that we should exercise caution in drawing any paraUels between the Hungarian and Dutch constructions. 
^ It is, for instance, not at all clear what the structure of a S C is. Mulder assumes without argument 
that vol is the head of a SC. He does not address the awkward question posed by such a structure, viz. If 
vol is the head of the S C . then the S C is by definition a AP. This is difficult to defend. 
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6.3 Problems with Mulder's analysis 
6.3. J Extractionjtom Snail Clauses 
The first problem with Mulder's SC analysis of be-verbs has to do with the possibility 
of extraction out of the SC. It is possible to extract either the NP or the AP fi-om [4J: 
[4] a. Howi does John eat [scf^^<^ til? 
b. Whati does Jb/in eat [sc ti rou;]? 
Taking a German example. [5] shows the impossibility of extracting voU, the putative 
head of Uie SC. 
[5] a. Er fud den Wagen uoii mit Heu. 
he loaded the cart full with hay 
'He loaded the cart with hay.' 
b. *Mei kid er [sc den Wagen ti mit Heu]? 
how loaded he the cart with hay 
'How did he load the cart with hay?' 
Thus it seems that, if the adjective vol/voU. cannot be felicitously extracted, the ar-
gvunent for proposing that vol/voU. is the head of a SC unconvincing. 
6.3.2 RestricHons on the distribution of vol 
A second problem with Mulder's emalysis is the fact that vol is not everywhere an al-
lomorph of be. I will give two different examples. The first example is of the 
swaim/team type of alternation and is fi-om Mulder (1992:ch.7). 
[6] a. Het bad stnxxnt vol met water. 
the bath streams full with water 
The bath is fuU of water.' 
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b. ffet ujoter (*be)stnoomt in bet bad. 
the water streams in the bath 
•The water pours into the bath.' 
In [6a] we have the familiar uoi met NP. but this time vol may not be alternatively real-
ized by its apparent aUomorph be-, as shown by the ungrammaUcality of [6b]. 
Similarly in the following examples the be- prefix may not be alternatively reedized by 
vol/voU. 
[7] Dutch 
a. mj trad in de kamer. 
he stepped in the room 
'He entered the room.' 
b. FRj betrad de kamer. 
he be-stepped the room 
'He entered the room." 
c. *Hij trad [sc de kamer vol]. 
he stepped the room full 
Intended reading: 'He entered the room.' 
[8] German 
a. Er tratindenRaian. 
he stepped in the room 
'He entered the room.' 
b. Er beirat den Raum. 
he be-stepped the room 
'He entered the room.' 
c. *Ertrat[sc den Raum voU]. 
he stepped the room full 
Intended reading: 'He entered the room.' 
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The [a] and [b] examples show that be- is an allomorph of the preposition in. The [c] 
examples show the ungrammaOcallty of substituting uoii for be-. Note that it caimot 
be claimed that it is the absence of a PP equivalent of met water "with water" In the 
SC that makes [c] ungrammatical. Mulder states expllclfly that he regards the PP in 
the structvire 
[9] Verbisc NPioc AcompI PPmat) 
as an adjunct. 1 take it then that the PP is never obligatory. Since the PP is not obli-
gatory there seems no reason, under Mulder's account, wiiy [7c] amd [8c] should be 
ungrammatical. Mulder does not address this problem. 
6.3.3 The allomorphic relationship 
Midder offers no explanation for the allomorphic relationship between a verbal prefix 
(which is cognate with a preposition) and an adjective^. Assuming that it is possible 
ui principle for a word of one category to be an allomorph of a word of a different cat-
egory, we should be able to provide some e3q)lanation for the fact. 
It might perhaps be argued that vol/voU is not really an adjective hi the SC 
constructions in which it alternates with be-. Surely, however, it is precisely because 
vol/voU. is an adjective that a SC analysis has been proposed in the first place. It is a 
pity that Mulder does not address the problem of how to get from one category to an-
other. This leads to the fourth problem, viz. the structure of a SC headed by the be-
prefix. 
6.3.4 SrtTOii Clause structure 
Mulder does not give an analysis for the structure that he proposes for a SC headed 
by be-. He does not explicitiy state what a Deep Structure SC headed by be- looks 
like, but we can assume, 1 think, that what he has in mind is that a SC containing 
^ The be- prefix is cognate with the preposition be£ "by". See also 3.1. 
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be- has the same structure as a SC headed by vol, in other words the structure ui 
(101. 
[10] ...Verb [sc NPioc be-compl PPmati 
While the structure I give in [10] is an assumption on my part. Mulder does give a 
structm-e for denominal be-verbs. For Mulder a be- verb that incorporates a noun has 
a causative reading. In order to capture the causative nature of such verbs he pro-
poses that underlyingly there are two empty light verbs, CAUSE and HAVE. 
[11] a. Jan bebost het terrein. 
Jan be-woods the land 
'Jan plants the land with trees.' 
b. Jan CAUSE het terrehi HAVE [bos be-J 
Jan CAUSE the land HAVE [wood be-] 
I will not at this stage comment on the empty light verbs that Mulder introduces into 
[1 lb], except to say that tf the second light verb is HAVE there is an obvious diflaculty 
in ascribing a meaning to be-. If the second light verb were BE. then we could more 
readily accept that the prefix be-, as an allomorph of vol, also conveys the meaning 
'fijtll'. i.e. [CAUSE the land BE full of wood]. 
More important is the structure of [1 lb]. Presumably, although it is not ex-
plicitly stated by Mulder, be- attaches itself to the N bos "wood* and then somehow 
raises to the head of IP. Note that there is a significant difference between the SC m 
[11] and the SC in [lb]. In the examples where Mulder proposes that be- is an allo-
morph of vol, the other members of the SC are the full phrases NP and PP, as in [12a]. 
Hie SC In ( I I ] consists of ahead N and the be- prefix, as hi [12b]. 
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[12] a. [sc NPioc {be-ZvoQcompl NPmatl 
b. (SC Nmat be-] 
Mulder offers no argumentation to support the idea that a SC can consist of a head 
noun and a verbal prefix. [12] seems a long way from the sort of SC in [13a] (Rizzi 
1986) or [13b]: 
[13] a. John eats Isc^^Tmat raw]. 
b. We consider [sc t/ohn intelligent]. 
6.4 The prefix be- is not an allomorph of vol/voll 
The problems that I have just outlined all stem fi-om the initial premise that Mulder 
makes, i.e. that be- alternates with uoi and that be- is therefore an allomorph of uoi. 
The problems disappear once we accept that be- is not an allomorph of uoi and that 
the sentences in [1], here repeated, are not dlrectfy related to each other. 
(14) a. Hi; *{be)plakbe de muur metfoto's. 
'He i>e-pasted the wall with photos.' 
b. M ; plakte de muur * (vol) met foto's. 
'He pasted the wall full with photos.' 
I propose that in [14a] we have a i?e-verb that takes two internal arguments, a 
Ground direct object and a PP containing a Figure argument, and that in [14b], on 
the other hand, we have a verb that takes a non-Ground argument. I will call an ar-
gument that is neither a Figure nor a Ground a THEME. Hius, de muur 'the wall' In 
114b) and Hasen 'hares' in [15a] are THEME arguments. Compare them with [15b) and 
[15c], which I claim to have a Figure subject and a Ground direct object. 
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[15] a. ErschiefitHasen. 
'He shoots hcires.' 
b. Er scbojS *(aii/) den Feind. 
he shot on the enemy 
'He shot at the enemy.' 
c. Er *(be;scboj8 den Feind. 
he be-shot the enemy 




What these examples show is that the be- prefix is an allomorph of a PATH preposi-
tion. In this case ouf 'on', just as I am claiming it is in the load/spray sentences of 
the Locative Alternation (Chapter 3). The be- prefix is in no way associated with the 
semantic feature 'completion'. 
6.5 Thematic objects and Ground objects 
Let us return now to the pair of sentences that led Mulder to regard be- to be an al-
lomorph of uoi. I repeat them here. 
[16] Hy *(be]plakte de muur met foto's. 
'He be-pasted the wall with photos.' 
Hy plakte de muur *{vol) metfoto's. 
'He pasted the wall full with photos.' 
In my view the first sentence is an example of a be-verb taking a Grovmd direct ob-
ject; the Figvu-e . ^ ' s is in the PP. TTie second sentence contains a prefixless verb that 
takes a THEME direct object. Note that when the simplex verb takes a Figure direct 
object, the Ground Is in a PP headed by a PATH preposition. 
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[17] Hy piafcie foto's op de muur. 
'He pasted photos on the wall." 
TTie analysis that I am proposing for [16a] and (16b], i.e. that the be-verb takes a 
Ground direct object and the simplex verb takes a THEME direct object is indirectly 
borne out by an observation that Mulder makes regarding the apparent optionality of 
the be- prefix. Consider the foUowing examples. 
[18] a. Hy goot de planten {met/vai^ brons. 
he poured the plants {wlth/oO bronze 
'He cast the plants in bronze.' 
b. Hy begoot de planten {met/van^ brons. 
he be-poured the plants {with/of} bronze 
'He poured bronze over the plants." (thus destroying them) 
Mulder"s idea is that the be- prefix is not optional in these sentences; the sentences 
have different meanings. In the case of goot de planten the simplex verb effects the di-
rect object, i.e. the act of pouring brings the plants into being. On the other hand, in 
befloot de planten the plants are already there and are behig suppUed with bronze, hi 
other words the plants are being affected, not effected. 
While I think that Mulder is right hi deciding that there is no optionality of 
the be- prefix, and that there is. therefore, a difference of meaning between the sen-
tence contahitng a simplex verb and the sentence containing a be-preflxed verb, 
where both verbs take the same direct object. I think it problematic to assume that 
the direct object of the simplex verb is always an effected object. 
Mulder tries to maintain the idea of effectedness hi the next example. 
[ 19] a. Hy spidt de auto met verf. 
'He sprays the car with paint.' 
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b. Hij besputt de auto met verf. 
"He be-sprays the car with paint." 
Mulder interprets [19al as being what happens typically in a factory when the cars 
are sprayed, whereas [19bJ he Interprets as an act of vandalism, like pouring bronze 
over the plants. Hie diflBculfy here is accommodating [19al with the idea of effected-
ness. Mulder tries to get out of the difiBciilty by saying that the unpainted car consti-
tutes the raw material, that the paint becomes an uitegrEil part of the car, and that 
the car is brought into being by spraying the raw material, in much the same way 
that in He baked a cake the raw materials are tiu-ned into a cake by the act of bak-
ing. This might be plausible for spuiten 'spray*, although 1 am not convinced, but it 
seems highly implausible in the next example. 
[20] Hij {be)laadde de wagen met hoot 
'He (be)loaded the cart with hay.' 
In tlie case of laadde de wagen it is surely stretching the idea to suggest that the 
unladen cart constitutes the raw material and that the cart is brought into being by 
being loaded with hay. Hay, after all, is not an integral part of carts. 
If we argue that the cart can be an effected object in [20], then we should be 
able to argue that in the next example planting the garden with tulips effects the 
garden. (After all, a garden with nothing in i t can hardly qualify as a real garden.) 
Contrary to ejqpectatlon, however, it turns out that the simplex verb is ungrammati-
cal. 
[21] Hij *(be)pZant de tudnmet tuipea 
'He (Z>e)plants the garden with tulips. 
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How else, then, might we distinguish between the sentences where a simplex 
verb and a be-verb take the same direct object? My proposal is that the simplex verb 
takes a THEME direct object and the be-verb takes a Ground direct object. Recall that 
I consider that In the unmarked case a simplex verb takes a THEME object, in the 
marked case a simplex verb [-1^ takes a Figure object, and that a be-verb [+1] takes a 
Ground object. It wiU depend on the lexical content of the particular verb in question 
whether it can be realized as [OL], [-L] or l+Q. Putting it another way. the type of ar-
gvunent(s) that a verb takes will depend on how the action depicted by the verb is 
viewed. Verbs like load and paint take a THEME argument when the action is viewed 
as being typical of the verb and when the verb-object combination is imderstood to 
be integral. We might say that the combination (V NPIHEME) means simply "perform 
an activity involving an NP'. Typically such verb/NP combinations might include 
simple, everyday tasks or an activity commonly associated with em occupation: He 
sprays cars, He paints houses, He loads ships. On the other hand, when the activity is 
viewed as involving a Figure and Ground, the activity is more complex; in sentences 
of the spray/load type a Figure is supplied to a Ground. Note the difference between 
the next examples. 
[22] a. Er0efitseinenKaktixs. (German) 
he pours his cactus 
'He waters his cactus.' 
b. Br be0.eM {die Tormten/den Rasen/das Blnmenbeet}. 
he be-poiirs the tomatoes / the lawn / the flowerbed 
'He waters .' 
[23] a. VjsJQU 
He sprays cars. (l.e. for a living) (THEME object) 
He loads carts. 
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He sprayed paint on the car. 




He sprayed the car withpatnL 
He loaded the cart with hay. 
(Ground object) 
6.6 The voVvoll problem 
1 have yet to address the problem of how to deal with the morpheme vol that occurs 
obligatorily with a simplex verb such as: 
[24] Hij plant de tudn *(v6L) met tulpen 
'He plants the garden ftill of tulips." 
I have said above that I think that the simplex verb takes a THEME direct object, that 
the be-verb takes a Ground direct object, and that be- is not an edlomorph of vol. Hie 
adjective vol in [24] looks to be a degree word, and as such it Is difficult to see how it 
can have any effect on the S)aitax of the sentence. More specifically how can a degree 
word require the verb to have a particular argument (de tuin rather than tulpen) as di-
rect object? 
Flrstfy, let me show what I mean by saj^ing that uoi looks like a degree word. 
Consider these examples from German. In all the examples uoiZ is optional. 
[25] a. nn?/ mndifies a past participle 
Die Strode ist voU gesperrt 
The road is completely blocked." 
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b. voU modifies a PP 
Er steht voU hinter rrdr. 
he stands full behind me 
"He fully supports me.' 
Er trqfnUch voU ins GesichL 
'He hit me full in-the face.' 
c. m(/ mndifies a location morpheme 
EristnichtuoUda 
he is not full there 
'He is not quite with it." 
d. voU modifies ^  particlg or verl? 
Er rtOtzte die Gelegenheit voU aus. 
he used the oportunlty full out 
'He fuUy exploited the opportunity.' 
Du muJSt die Rechnung voUbezahlen 
you must the biU fuU-pay 
Tou must pay the bill in full. ' 
In the [25dl examples, where voU modifies the verb rather than some other con-
stituent of the sentence, 1 suggest that voll is beginning to be ambiguous between a 
d^ee modifier and a verbal particle. There does not seem to be much semantic dif-
ference between voll in the phrase voll bezahlen 'pay fully' and the particle voR in the 
particle verb voUbekommen 'manage to get full", for instance. Consider the next ex-
amples, the orthography of which suggests that voll, as used here, is a particle that is 
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part of a particle-verb complex (separable verb), and therefore written as a single 
word. 
[26] a. Er hat das Auto voUaitfenlassen 
he has the car full-run let 
'He has filled up the car.' 
b. Er hat die MuUtonne voUbekanmen 
he has the dustbin full-got 
'He heis mcinaged to fill the dustbin.' 
c. Eir hat sich voUgegessen 
he has himseff fiill-eaten 
'He has eaten his fill.' 
d. Erhat sic/i die Hose mtt Kaffee voUgegossen 
he has himself the trousers with coffee full-poured 
'He poured coffee all over his trousers.' 
Given the evidence in [26] that voR is in sentence-final position and orthographlcally 
attached to the verb -when the verb is sentence-final, 1 propose that we take voU in 
[26] to be a particle. 
So far I have proposed that voU. starts off as an adjective that has the capacity 
to modify a range of constituents. When uoZZ modifies a verb it is ambiguous between 
being a d^ree modifier and a verbal particle. When used in association with certain 
verbs [sperren 'to block') voU. retains its status as degree modifier; when used in con-
Junctlon with other verbs (essen 'to eat') uoU is reemalysed as a verbal particle. 
This process of reanalysis is very akin to the process whereby the preposition 
durch 'through' can appear as a verbal particle and also as a prefix. 
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127] a. Er ettte dwxJx die VorhaUe {dwch). 
'He hurried through the entrance haU.' 
b. Er dwcheilte die VorhaUe. 
he through-hurried the entrance hall 
'He hurried through the entrance hall.' 
My proposal that voU is, in some contexts, a particle is supported by the fact that voU. 
can also appear as a prefix. 
[281 a. Er voUbrachte viele Wander. 
he full-brought many miracles 
'He performed many miracles.' 
b. Er voUerydete sein Lebenswerk. 
he full-ended his llfework 
"He completed his fife's work.' 
c. Er voUfOhite einen ohrenJxtQubenden L&rm. 
he fuU-led an eamumblng noise 
'He produced an ear-splitting noise." 
d. Er voUstreckbe das UrteiL 
he fuU-stretched the verdict 
"He executed the verdict." 
e. Er voUzog den BefehL 
he fuU-drew the order 
"He carried out the order." 
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Note that in these examples voU retains its lexical content, i.e. it still conveys the 
notion of 'fiiUness', 'completeness'. Just as durch conveys the notion 'through' 
whether durch occiu^ as preposition, particle or prefix. Note secondly that these voR-
prefixed verbs take a THEME direct object. This fact supports my earlier contention 
that a simplex verb modified by uoi {E>- laadde de wc^n vol met hoot 'He loaded the 
cart full of hay) also takes a THEME direct object. In other words vol/voR can In no 
way be an aUomorph of be-. The preflxal eiUomorph of vd/voR is, unsurprisingly, 
vol/mR. 
6.7 The categorial status of vol/voll 
One point about vol/voR that I would Uke to address has to do with the categorial 
status of these words. TTiere are contexts where voR 'full' is cleariy an adjaitive: mit 
voRem Mund essen 'to eat with (one's) mouth full', eine ooiie Klste ' a full chest'. We 
have also seen vol/voR as a particle and as a verbal prefix. It is not, however, so easy 
to determine the categorial status of vol/voR. What is the categorial status of voR in 
the following examples? 
[29] a. Sein Herz war voR von Verachtung. 
'His heart was fuU of contempt.' 
b. Der Baum war voR mtt reifen ^fetioAT-
the tree was full with ripe apples 
The tree was fuU of ripe apples.' 
It seems clear enough that in [29] wR is an adjective. It is less clear that It is an ad-
jective hi [30]. 
[30] a. evnBeutelvoRGeldschetne 
a purse full banknotes 
"a purse full of banknotes' 
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b. Der Baum war voUer reifer ApfelQE,^ 
"The tree was fuU (of) ripe apples." 
German does not usuaUy permit adjectives to come after the nouns that they mod-
ify. 
[31] a. *WirhielteriihnfareirveTi]DieTvertreuseinerriHerrrvDAT:. 
we held him for a servant Ipyal to-his master 
b. Wir hielten ihn far einen seinem Herm treuen Diener. 
we held him for a to-hls master loyal servant 
'We considered him to be a servant loyal to his master.' 
In [29] it seems clear that voll is an adjective, the following NP getting its case from 
the prepositions uon 'of and mit "with*. In [30], however, there are no prepositions be-
tween voll and the following NP, and the NPs get their case (genitive or dative) finm 
volL The fact that Dutch vol can take a NP complement leads Mulder to suggest that 
in certain contexts uoi might have the categorial status of a preposition. 
Mulder observes that de hist vol boeken 'the box full (of) books' is structuraUy 
ambiguous. The following example has two interpretations. 
[32] Ik kryg de ktst vol boeken. 
I get the box fall books 
(1) ' I receive the box that was full of books.' (NP) 
(fi) '1 manage to get the box full of books.' (SC) 
Mulder suggests that uoi In the SC reading 'appears to behave Uke a preposition, 
rather than as an adjective, in that it takes a bare NP object' (1992:ch.7). 
Furthermore, he points to sentences in which a preposition functions in a similar 
way to ml. 
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[33] ZJngeztchtzitonderde puisnes. 
his face sits under the pimples 
'His face is full of pimples." 
For the moment the question whether vol/voR can be assigned to the category of 
preposition must be left unresolved.^ 
6.8 The English equivalent of vol/voll 
So far I have not considered whether Engfish has a morpheme equivalent to the 
vol/voiR morphemes of Dutch and German when they occur in the following struc-
ture. 
[34] Hij laadde de wogen vol met hoot 
he loaded the cart full with hay 
'He loaded the cart full of hay.' 
^ Two observations by Mulder regarding the use in Dutch of the prepositions met 'with' and uon 'of 
when they occur after adjectives may be pertinent at this point. He observes that vol may be followed by 
either met or ixin, although there is, according to Mulder, a preference for met. 
(1) a. De zak zlt vol met knikkers. 
the bag sits full with marbles 
The bag Is full of marbles.' 
b. Hlj heeft zijn bulk vol van dat meisje. 
'He has his belly full of that girl.' 
Firstly, Mulder observes that met may take as complement only a bare plural or mass noun. 
(ii) De zak sit vol met ({•de/honderd/veel/alle|) knikkers. 
the bag sits full with {the/hundred/many/all} marbles 
The bag is full of marbles.' 
Secondly, Mulder notes that uoi is the only adjective that may be used with met. All other adjectives are 
used with van or another preposition. 
(iii) a. Het plein ziet zwart {*met/van de} mensen. 
the scpiare sees black with/of the people 
The square Is thick with people.' 
b. De soep staat stijf {•met/van het} zout. 
the soup stands stiff with/of the salt 
The soup is thick with salt. 
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The use of English 'full' In this type of structure appears rather marked, and, in con-
trast with Dutch and German (which favour ool met/voll rrMt 'full with') EngUsh re-
quires fiM to be foUowed by of. E n g l i s h ^ Is even more marked when the PP adjunct 
is omitted. 
[35] He loaded the cartfiM *(ofhay). 
?He sprayed the waRfdl *[ofpaint). 
He filed theoartfuR {of hay). 
*He watered the flowers fuU {of rainwater). 
He planted the garden fiUl *{of tulips). 
*He topped the botOefiM {ofmOk). 
If we substitute iqj forfidl the sentences become marginally more acceptable. 
[36] He loaded the cart up {with hay). 
?He grayed the wcdl up {withpaint). 
HeflRed the cart up {with hay). 
*He watered the flowers iqj {with rainwater). 
?He planted the garden up {with tulips). 
He topped the botOe up {with mUk) 
Let us assimie that up is the EngUsh equivalent of Dutch and German vol/voU. This 
enables us to account to some extent for the choice of preposition in the adjunct. 
Note that wtth is the uimiarked preposition that EngUsh has where Dutch has van 
•of. 
[37] a. (1) The soup is stiff with saU. 
(fi) De soep stoat stijf van hetzouL 
the soup stands stiff of the salt 
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b. (i) The square is black with people. 
(ii) Het plein ziet zwart van de mensen 
the square sees black of the people 
c. (i) That text is crammed with mistakes. 
(ii) EHetekst staat bol van defouten 
that text stands thick of the mistakes 
d. (1) The garden is crawling with ants. 
(U) De tutn kriott van de rrderen 
the garden crawls of the ants 
It seems to be the case that after uan Dutch requires a definite NP. What happens 
when the semantics of the sentence requires a non-definite plural or mass noun? 
Mulder's data suggest that, since there are no restrictions on the definiteness of the 
NP that is the complement of met "with', then met is substituted for van. 
[38] a. Hy is vol van dat meis/e. 
he ls f i i l lo f tha tg i r l 
'He is fed up of that girl.' 
b. De zakzitvolmetkntkkers. 
the bag sits full with marbles 
"The bag is fuU of marbles." 
These facts enable us now to make the generalization that English with is equivalent 
to Dutch van 'of. What about English of in the sort of constructions under discus-
sion? I will suggest that English cf is the equivalent of a zero morpheme hi Dutch 
and German. Note the zero morpheme In the following. 
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[39] Jan ztt vol goede ideeSn 
Jan sits fiiU good ideas 
'Jan is fiiU of good ideas."^ 
Summarizing, we can estabUsh a table of equivalents for wUh, of and their Dutch 




1 DEF. INDEF. 





fed up wtth uoi 1 uan met 
stW with stiff 1 uan * 
black with zwart \ uan * 
thick wtth bol \ van * 




M —„,„.„,. „„ 'i 
fiM uol 1 0 
Note that in the above table I align up verticalfy with the adjectives and verbs that 
take wtth, and horizontaUy with Dutch uoi. Note also that EngUsh fiM Is not always 
to be equated with Dutch uoi, as I show in the phrase fijll up wtth. This use offiM as 
a degree modifier of a preposition is different fi-om its adjectival use i n ^ of. 
^ The zero morpheme that corresponds to English of Is found In a number of other contexts in 
German. 
(i) a. eine Tasse Tee 
'a cup (ofl tea' 
b. elneArtMusik 
'a kind (of) music' 
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6.8.1 l^asa parOde 
Having shown that Lf> is properly to be regarded as the particle equivalent of vol/voU, 
it is necessary to consider what meaning up may have. In fact 14) seems to convey ex-
actly the same semantic notions as vol/voR, i.e. the notions of "completeness, satiety, 
repleteness". Hiat this is so can be seen from these examples: 
[41] He loaded up the car. 
He {ervled/Jlnished} up in London. 
She sealed 14) the hem 
She ran up a dress. 
He {cooked/fiied/boiled} up some vegetables. 
He krwcked up a meat 
The lamp Utupthe room. 
6.9 Summary and conclusions 
In this section 1 have shown that Dutch and German vol/voR occur in conjunction 
with a THEME argviment of the verb, and are, therefore, not allomorphs of the prefix 
be-. This has the corollary of removing the motivation for ascribing Small Clause sta-
tus to structures involving be-. In any case I showed that there are considerable 
problems in taking be- to be the head of a SC, not least the problem of how a SC 
head can be realized as a morpheme adjoined to the verb. Tliese problems disappear 
when be- is restored to its rightful status as an allomorph of a location P. I have also 
shown that vol/voR. when used with the equivalent of a load/smear verb, is better 




The construction of argument templates that I proposed in (4.4.4) raises a number of 
problems relating to the structure of the VP. 1 discuss the problems of c-command 
and constituency structure and how these relate to flat tree structures and right-
and leftbranchiag configurational trees. 1 discuss and reject proposals for a double 
VP, or layered structure along the fines of (Larson: 1988) and conclude that a 
"flexiflat" version of X-bar Syntax, in the spirit of (Czepluch:1997) is able to resolve 
these problems. 
7.1 VP-intemal structure 
The proponents of analyses along the Unes of Larson's (1988) VP-sheU, or layered VP 
proposal are attemptii^ to solve a number of problems inherent in the VP-intemal 
structure in the X-bar system. One of the problems presented by the sentence in [1] is 
how to analyse the VP-intemal argxunent stmcture. 
[1] Tom loaded [the hay] [onto the cart]. 
EssentiaUy the problem comes down to whether we advocate a flat (non-binary 
branching) stmcture, 12a], a conflgurational stmcture, [2b], or some other stmcture. 
[2] a. 
X A B 
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b. 
It would seem to be the case that a model that conforms to the empirical facts of 
EngUsh and the principles of the X-bar Syntax wiU have to be commensurate with 
the foUowing principles: 
[3] Four Principles 
1. TTie model has to reflect the binding asymmetries of EngUsh. 
n. The model has to be consistent with general notions of pemiitted 
constituency stmcture. 
m. The model has to be binary-branching. 
IV. The model has to be stmcturally economical. 
That Principle I must be satisfied is shown by the sentences in [4], first discussed by 
barss and Lasnfli (1986). 
[4] a. He showed (Tomi] [to Aumsei^ i] [in the mirror]. 
*He showed [himseifi] [to I lmi l [in the mirror], 
b. He loaded [no hay] [onto any carts]. 
*He loaded [any hay] [onto no carts]. 
TTie general mle operating in these sentences is that the direct object of the verb 
binds the foUowing DP object of the preposition. Tlius, in [4a] the reflexive himseyis 
in the domain of its antecedent Tora In [4b] the negative polarily quantifier any is In 
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the domain of the negative element no. As the starred examples show, the converse 
results in ungrammaticallty. 
It is standardly assumed that binding asymmetries, such as those in [4], are 
due to the configurational property of c-command. 
[5] C-cpmmand 
A c-commands B iff A does not dominate B and every X that dominates A 
also dominates B. 
Chomslty (1986:8) 
That the model has to conform to Principle n is illustrated in [6]. 
[6] a. Tom [drove Mary to town] [on Monday], 
... and Bob [did so] [oriTliesday]. 
Substitution by do so in (6a] shows that droue Mary to town is a constituent, £is is 
the PP on Monday. 
Let us now consider the two models in [2] in the light of these four principles. 
7.2 The inadequacies of flat and standard tree structures 
The flat structure in [2a] clearly conforms to none of the first three Principles. The 
only structiu-al differentiation between the four elements is provided by the linear 
ordering; assuming a left-headed XP, the leftmost complement A is closer to the head 
X than are B and C. Instead of asymmetric c-command we find symmetric c-
command obtaining between all the ai^guments. The constituency structure required 
by Principle I I does not obtain: the structm-e admits of only one constituent, namely 
the X. FuiaUy, the model Is by definition not binary-branching. 
The conflguratlonal model in [2b] observes the binary-branching and con-
stituency requfrements of Principle I I and Principle m. but fafls to satisfy the re-
quirements on binding. The model has asymmetric c-command, but the higher, c-
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commanding, node Is the rightmost node. Hiis is the antithesis of what Is required, 
as Is shown by the examples In [4]. 
Nelflier model tvims out to be satisfactory. Hie problem with bofli [2al and 
[2b) Is that neither conform to the empirical facts of binding. It is commonty assimied 
that asymmetric c-command is responsible for the asymmetries of blndli^. In the flat 
structure of [2a], however, the head X and Its complements A, B, C are all sisters and 
are therefore aU In a S3anmetric c-command relationship with each other. 
In [2b] asymmetric c-command obtains, but it is the reverse of what we 
expect, i.e. A is c-commanded by B and C, instead of the converse. 
7.3 Larson's single complement structure 
The fact that neither [2a] nor [2b] confonn to the empirical facts of asymmetric c-
command has led some writers to look for ways whereby the configvu-atlonal model 
can be adapted to enable assrametric c-command to account for the binding facts. 
Hie model shown in schematic form in [7] is the basis of some recent attempts. In 
this model the c-command relationship that holds between A, B, C, is such that A 
asymmetrically c-commands B and C, and B asymmetrically c-commands C. This 
gives the right result according to the examples in [4]. Hils structure has VP nodes 
intervening between the three arguments A, B, C so that B and C are complements of 






Note that this anafysis eliminates teraaiy structiire (or flat structure), and at the 
same time accounts for the facts of binding and c-command. 
Proponents of the right-branching single complement model in [7] claim that 
It can also account for sentences such as those in (81. 
(8] a. The bcdl rolled into the gutter. 
b. He rolled the bcdl Into the gutter. 
The fact that a verb such as roli can appear as an intransitive verb, as well as a 
transitive verb with an Agent subject has been widely treated in the literature. The 
model that seems to be cvurently most prevalent is based on Larson's (1988) VP-Shell 
theory. The general assiunption of Larson, as developed by Hale and Keyser (1993). 
Borer (1993, 1995). Chomsky (1995:ch.4), Arad (1995,1996) Baker (1996). Radford 
(1997:ch.9), and Culicover (1997:ch.l0). seems to be that the verb roU is generated in 
the position that it occupies in [8a], and In the [8b] example roll moves Into the 
higher verb slot leaving a trace in the verb's original position. 
It is claimed that an analysis based on raising a verb from a lower verb slot 
Into a higher one is necessary to account for the phenomenon of a verb such as roU 
surfacing in one of two verb slots. 
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Traditional analyses of a sentence such as Tom rolled the boR into the gutter 
assmned either the flat stuctuxe of [9b] or the binary structiu-e of [9c]. 
[9] 
PP 
the ball rolled into the gutter 
Tan rolled thebaR into the gutter 
Tom rolled the baR into the gutter 
Neither of these two structures is reaUy satisfactory. TTie flat structure of [9b] 
obscures the sisterhood relationship that holds between complements In the X-bar 
Syntax. [9b] appears to show three sisters in a symmetrical c-command relationship. 
TTie disadvantage of [9cj Is primarily that the PP into the gutter c-commands and 
therefore binds the DP the bcdl, contrary to the empirical generalization that direct 
objects bind the DP complement of Ps. Note the reflexive and negation binding 
asymmetries in [10] of the type discussed In Barss and Lasnik (1986) and Larson 
(1988:338). If the PP asymmetrically c-commanded the direct object, as (9c] Implies, 




He showed [Tbrr^ i (to himse(fli [in the mUror]. 
*He showed [himsey\i [to71an]i [in the mirror]. 
He loaded [no hay] [onto any carts]. 
*He loaded [any hay] [onto no carts]. 
Chapter 7 
One of Larson's illustrations of the c-command property of direct objects over 
PPs Is given m [11]. 
[11] 
shoiyed Max t to himself 
Larson (1988:344) 
hi this example Max c-commands the PP to himself and binds the anaphor himself in 
the PP. Hie converse, where the PP c-commands the direct object is ungrammatical: 
[12] *... shoujed himselfi to Moxi 
Furthermore, Larson claims that both [9b] and [9c] violate the Uniform Hieta 
Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH) of Baker (1988a) in that the subject of ro« in [9a] has 
become the <3irect object of roU in [9b] and (9c]. 
Hie solution to the problem that Larson and subsequent proponents of VP-
SheU theory propose is given in [13], where there are two VP projections. The verb 
roU originates in the head position of the lower VP and then moves into the head 
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position of the higher VP (the VP sheU). This is claimed to be advantageous for two 
reasons. Firstly, the DP t/xe ball remains structuraUy in the subject position of the 
lower V in conformity with the UTAH, whfle taking accusative case as complement of 
the higher V. Secondly, the DP argument asymmetrlcaUy c-commands the PP, rather 
than the converse. 
[13] 
Tom roUed the ball e into the gutter 
Larson (1988:345) follows McConneU-Ginet (1982) In taking adverbials not to be the 
outermost adjuncts of the verb, but the verb's innermost complements, and extends 





e a letter e to Mary write in tl^ morning 
t It I 
Thus, it seems that there is potentially no limit on the number of VPs that may 
underlie a single surface VP as traditionally understood. 
It is certainly true that there are lexical verbs that are essentially synonymous 
with a pair of verbs, the first of which is purely causative. Load, put, throw, for 
instance, have the basic meaning "cause to be', as can be seen In [15J. 
(15] a. The fanner {loaded/put/threw} the hay onto the cart 
b. The farmer caused the hay to be on O^e cart 
Note that in (15a] there is Just one verb, while in [15b] there are two verbs. With 
different arguments for the three NP arguments in [15] other verbs become available. 
[16a] shows causative verbs and a second optional verb. In [16b] the second verb is 
obligatory. In [16c] the second verb Is ungrammatical. (16d] shows that the second 
verbs in [16c] may also appear in the first verb slot. 
[ 16] a. The farmer {forced/got^ the animals (to go) into the pen. 
b. The/amier ocwnpeUed the animals *(to go) into the pea 
c. The player {roUed/skidded/boiinced}OTe ball {*V ) Into the goal 
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d. The player igot/forced} the baU (to roll/to skid/to go) into the goal 
The question posed by the trees in [13] and [14], and the data In [16] is this: If a 
sentence contains a causative verb, must it also contain a second verb? By this I 
mean, are we to assume a structiu^e for [17], in which there is an obligatorily empty V 
between the Figure and the Ground arguments? 
[17] He loaded the hay "^(v e ) onto the cart. 
In other words, is [17] a blclausal sentence or a monoclausal sentence? 
For the moment I will merefy suggest that because there happen to be 
biclausal structures that are essentially s)nionymous with sentences that contain 
only one phoneticalfy realized verb, this Is not an argument for assuming that the 
sentence with one phonetlCeilty realized verb also contains an empty verb slot. 
At this juncture it would be pertinent to refer to an observation made by 
Bickerton (1981) on the two chfld utterances in [18], taken from a study on the 
acquisition of English causative constructions by Bowerman (1974). 
[18] a. Manmy open door. 
b. BUly make me ay. 
Bickerton proposes, on the evidence from tests conducted by Slobin (1978) 
that "It is far from certain that two distinct propositions do underlie X-open-Y 
sentences; the mere existence of make-X-do-Y sentences Is not in Itself evidence one 
way or the other.' (Bickerton 1981:205). Bickerton goes on to suggest that the latter 
sentences are 'perceptually more complex than the former, therefore intrinsically 
unlikely candidates for underlying forms' (my emphasis). To underscore the point 




TTie fact that CNCD (the causative-noncausative distinction) strategies that involve 
nicirklng of causatfves by bound morphemes and single-clause structures (the case 
in both Turkish and Kaluli) are acquired earlier and more easily than structures 
involving two clauses and a causative verb casts strong doubts on those generative-
semanticist analyses that would assume something like Bill caused the door to 
become open as the underlying structure of sentences like [Bill evened the door). 
Bickerton (1981:198) 
7,3.1 Developments of the VP-Shell analysis 
While Larson (1988) is largely concerned with the double object construction and 
how it can be accommodated in the VP-Shell structure, Radford (1997:ch.9) extends 
the VP-Shell structure to particle verbs, resultative predicates, and object-control 
predicates. An example of each is given below. 
[19] a. They [dosedJi the store ti doujn. 
b. The acid [&imed]i the litmus paper tj pink. 
c. What (decided]i you ti to take syntax? 
Radford (1997:ch.9) 
According to Radford, in each of the examples in [19] the verb in the surface struc-
ture is in the head position of a higher VP, having raised fl-om the head position of 
the lower VP. Part of the motivation for extending VP-Shell structure to such a 
disparate array of clause types is to account for the fact that the verbs in [19] can 
also appear in the lower VP. 
[20] a. The store dosed down. 
b. TTie litmus pcper turned pink 
c. You decided to take syntax. 
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On the basis of the relationship between the sentences in [19] and those in [20] 
Radford extends the idea of verb-raising to a higher VP head position even to exam-
ples where there is no grammatical counterpart to the sentences in [21]. 
[21] a. He [handed]i the documents ti ouer. 
*The documents handed over. 
b. They \patnted]i the house ti pink. 
*The house painted pink. 
c. What (persuaded]i you t\ to take syntax? 
*You persuaded to take syntax 
Undeterred by the ungrammatical examples in [21], Radford extends the VP-SheU 
idea to include the Locative Alternation, and even monotransltive predicates, and 
unergatlve predicates. In the following examples the idea is that the V^ slot is where 
'light' verbs originate. 
[22] e. They \loaded\i the truck ti with hay. 
f. Shelhithhim tj. 
g. He[lied]i ti. 
7.4 Arguments against V^ ^ to raising 
7.4.1 Semantic differentiation between and verbs 
What I wifl show is that, whfle there may be a good case for analysing a sentence 
such as He rolled the baR into the gutter as being blclausal, there is no case for as-
sinning verb movement in such constructions. 
Let us for the moment assimie a biclausal structure for [13]. [23a] shows the 
monoclausal representation for The baR roUed into the gutter with a single verb slot 
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v i , and [23b] shows the corresponding biclausal structure with an Agent and an 
additional verb slot. V^. 
[23] a. Monoclausal 
[Figure V^ - H L O C Ground] 
b. Biclausal 
[Agent V2 [Figure V^ -i-LOC Ground]] 
Note firstly, that support for the idea that there are indeed two verb slots in [23b] 
comes fl-om the fact that there are causative verbs that appear in v2 that require 
there to be a verb in V^. Examples are: 
[24] He {caused/made/con^Ued} XP *(to go) into YP. 
Verbs like cause, make, canpel carry the feature [+CAUSATIVE], but not [+PATH]. Other 
verbs, such as get or force, permit, but do not require, a verb in V^, and therefore 
optionally cany a [+PATH] feature. Verbs such as push, rofl, driue, when they have an 
Agent subject, are [+CAUSATIVE] and obligatorily [+PATH]. They disallow a verb in V^. 
Since Vl in [24] is occupied by the verb to go, the causative verb cannot 
originate m V^ in order subsequently to raise to V^. This strongly suggests that a 
causative verb such d& force, which allows an optional verb in Vl , also originates in 
V2, rather than m v i . 
[25] He forced XP (to go) into YP. 
Summarising so far, we have seen no compelling evidence In the data that I have 
discussed to support the Idea that there are necessarily two VPs. 
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7.4.2 Morphologrtcol differentiation between and V2 uerbs 
Tlie strongest evidence against the proposal that a verb originates in V^ emd 
subsequently raises to V^ is provided by a non-productive group of verb pairs, which 
dlQer morphologlcaUy according to whether they appear in V^ or V^. One such verb 
pair is provided by lay/He. The causative verb lay takes weak forms in the past tense 
[lay < laid); the V^ veib lie takes strong forms in the past tense (lie < lay). 
[26] a. V l fle, lay lain 
The egg {lies/lay} in the nest 
b. V2 lay, lead laid 
The hen {lays/laid} the egg in the nest 
The weak/strong distinction Indicating a transitive/intransitive distinction is more 
clearly exemplified in German than In English. In Modem English the pattern Is 
obscured by the fact that some strong verbs (e.g. sit stand, sink, hang) have usurped 
thefr weak counterparts^. In the table below I give the German verbs In two forms, 
the infinitive and the third person singular simple past tense. Tlie -te suffix, which 
marks past tense on the weak verbs, contrasts with the vowel change (Ablaut) and 
absence of suffix on the strong verbs. 
^ The weak form of hang is preserved In the meaning to execute'. There is also confusion in dialects 





V2 Iv^ V2 V} ^ 
(trans.) (intrans.) (trans.) (mtrans.) 
weak strong weak strong 
setzen, setzte sitzen, soiS set sit 
h&ngen, hdngte hangen, hing Yvang hang 
steUen, steUte stehen, stand (stand) stand 
legen, legte liegen, lag lay He 
fmen^fOUte fallen, fiel feU fall 
senken, senkte striken, sank (sink) sink 
tnOnJcen, trdtnkte \ trinken, trank drench drink 
In the next table I give, for the sake of comparison, some equivalent verbs in Russian. 
Russian verbs do not exhibit the weak/strong distinction that is the hallmark of the 
Germanic verbal system. The morphological differences between these transitive and 
intransitive Russian verbs (palatalization of /s/ to / § / , and vowel alternations) need 
not concern us. What is Important, however, is the fact that, just as in the Germanic 
languages, Russian has verbs that dlfi"er morpholc^ically according to whether they 





V2 I v i V2 Vl 
trans. tntrans. trans. in trans 
weak strong impf peri. impf 
set sit scuiat' posadtt sidet" 
hang hang ve$at' povestt' wset' 
{stand) stand stavtt' postavtt stojat' 
lay tie (Wast? polotiV leiat' 
{sink) sink tqpif potaptt' i tonut' 
These data are problematic for a VP-SheU account where it s claimed that the v2 
verb originates In the V^ position. How does a V^ verb change into the corresponding 
v2 verb? Tills would be a problem for lexical entries, if nothing else. TTie simplest 
solution is to avoid the problem altogether and take it that V^ and V^ verbs 
originate, and remain, in different head positions. 
It is worth noting that the morphological differentiation between the 
transitive (V )^ and intransitive (V )^ verbs In (27] and [28] is a reUc of the Actlve-
Stative distinction in Pre-Indo-Ein-opean. An Active-Stative language typicaUy 
'characterizes sentences by aligning active (animate) nouns with active verbs, and 
inactive (inanimate) nouns with inactive verbs' (Lehmann 1992:107). Nouns and 
verbs faU into either an active (the equivalents of rrvm, horse, run, grow) or an 
inactive class (the equivalents of chair, hou^, rest). Some concepts may be viewed as 
either active or inactive \flre, water, lie, sit) and have two distinct forms .^ 
There were, for example, two different words for 'fire' in Active-stative Pre-lndo-European, according 
to whether it was viewed as "blazing" or "quiescent". These two different words survive as (i) Greek pur. 
Hlttite pahhur, both cognate with English flre. and (11) Latin ^nis, Sanskrit dgnir, Lithuanian lyrds, 
Russian ogon' (Lehmann 1992:171). 
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Whfle it is clear that English and the other modem Indo-European languages 
are no longer AcUve-Stative languages, and therefore that the active/inactive 
distinction no longer holds, nevertheless the essential point to note is that the verb 
pairs in [27] and [28] derive from a system in which verbs were selected to match with 
arguments. This strongly supports my contention . as argued in 5.4 and following 
Chomsky (1965:ch.2), that it is the arguments that are primary and that it is the 
arguments that select, or permit, the appropriate verbs. 
7.5 Constituency structure 
The strongest evidence against the right-branching model of [14] is its failure to 
confonn to Principle n, the requirement that constituency structure be preserved. 
Czepluch (1997:65) points out that in a right-branching structure adjuncts are 
embedded under phrases that contziin complements. In such a structure the verb 
together with its direct object would not be a constituent. Hils is contrary to fact, as 
is shown in the do so substitution data in [29a]. and the coordination data in [29b]. 
[29] a. John will [mend [the car [in the garage [on Monday]]]], 
and BiU wiR do so on Thursday, 
and BUI will do so in the backyard on Thursday. 
b. John wUl [mend the car] and [paint it] in the garage on Monday. 
John will [mend the car in the garage] and (paint it there] onM. 
Czepluch (1997:65) 
The data in [29] provide strong evidence that the right-branching model conflicts 
with Principle H. 
Summarizing, we have found that the three models investigated so far fail for 
different reasons. Hie table in [30]shows whether Model 1 (flat structure). Model 2 
(left-branching), and Model 3 (right-branching) confonn to the four Principles of 
asymmetric c-command (I), constituent structure (II). blnaiy branching (ID), and 




Principle I Principle 11 Princ^le Iff Principle IV 
As-C-comm. Constituency Binary br. Economy 
Model 1 no no no yes 
Model 2 no yes yes yes 
Model 3 yes no yes no 
The facts in the table in [30] suggest that Model 2 has more in its favoiu- than the 
other two models. Perhaps some modfficatlon of Model 2 might be fruitful. RecaU that 
the problem with Model 2 is that, since it is left-branching, it does not conform to 
the empirical facts of binding by asymmetric c-command. Model 2 has the c-
commandlng node to the right of the node that it c-commands. 
We can hardly rescue Model 2 by stipulating that c-command works "the 
other way" in the case of VP-internal arguments. On the other hand, c-command as 
formulated in [5] may not be the whole of the pictine. 
7.6 Return to flat structure 
In confronting these problems Czepluch (1997) has, I think, come up with an in-
genious and simple solution. He notes that: 
It Is assumed in aU modem linguistics that ^Bmmatlcal rules and processes may 
operate on constituents only. Chomsky himself has repeatedfy Cedled this the 
P R I N C I P L E O F S T R U C T U R E D E P E N D E N C E . Without this principle. We would have no 
formal basis at all for setting up structures and formulating rules or principles. (...) 
WeU, If A S Y M M E T R I C C-COMMAND is the ri^t mechanism to describe postverbal 
asymmetries, then the coNSHruENcy P R I N C I P L E cannot hold. (...) If we want to 
preserve both principles, C O N S T I T U E N C Y and C-COMMAND, as seems wise, we have 
to constrain the use of one of them; and this has to be C-COMMAND, and its corollaiy 
that structures should be BINARY B R A N C H I N G (Kayne 1984). This would mean, of 
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course, that asymmetries between postverbcd constituents should not apdorily be 
Interpreted as top-down right-branching structures. 
Czepluch (1997:65) 
In support of the idea that binding asymmetries are not necssarily due to the op-
eration of asymmetric c-command, Czepluch notes that there is an ordering re-
striction in the coordinated structures in [31]. 
[31] a. [ N P I N P ^hn ] and [NP h i s ^ n d ] ] 
*([ his./riend ] and [ John ] ] 
b- [ N P ( N P John's [NP brother ] ] and [ N P his friend ] ] ] 
*[ [ h i s ^ n d 1 and (John's [ brother ] ] ] 
Czepluch (1997:60) 
In the coordination structures In [31] there is a symmetrical c-ccmmand relation 
between the NPs John and his friend In [31a], yet the antecedent must precede the 
coreferential pronoun, as shown by the ungrammatlcallty of the starred example. In 
[31b] there is no c-command relation obtaining between the coreferenced elements 
since they are both too deeply embedded. 
Since [31] shows that llnerar precedence can be sufficient for one constituent 
to bind another constituent, it looks as though as)mametric c-command need not 
always be Invoked to account for binding asymmetries. This is the Une that Czepluch 
takes. Taking the abstract representation in [32] as an example. Czepluch maintains 
that where there is an asymmetric c-command relation between to elements, then it 
is alwa)^ the c-commandlng element that determines the c-commcuided element. 
Thus A or D may detennlne properties of B or C, but not vice versa. But if two 
elements are sisters, i.e. in a mutual c-ccanmand relationship, then linear order 
becomes relevant and B may determine a property of C. but not vice versa^. 
^ In this summary of Czepluch's view I retain his use of may deterrrdne. I assume that neither an 





X B C 
Czepluch (1997:60) 
As a n al ternative to d i s t ingu i sh ing termlnologicalfy between c-command and l i n -
eari ty. Czepluch offers the fo l lowing amended def in i t ion of c-command: 
(331 Amended Def in i t i on of C-command (Czepluch 1997: fh . l9 ) 
A node a c-commands a node p i f f ei ther (a) or (b): 
(a) p is a dependent of a sister of a; ( = asymmetric c-command)^ 
[b) a a n d p are sisters and a precedes p. ( = l ineari ty) 
H i i s amendmen t o f the t r ad i t iona l de f in i t i on of c -command is better able to account 
fo r the facts of b i n d i n g t h a n i ts predecessor^. 
7.6.1 Constttuency structure In aflat model 
Given t h a t there is a good case fo r some f o r m of flat s t ructvu^ I n the VP, there 
remains the p rob lem o f const i tuency s t ruc ture . Recall t ha t a completely flat VP, 
where aU the VP- in terna l elements are sisters, allows b y def in i t ion only one con-
I retain Czepluch's use of the word dependent, and assume he thereby means dominated by. 
^ There is, however, a problem with this amended definition of c-command, a problem that Czepluch 
does not address. As It stands, (32| permits a node to be c-commanded fi-om two directions 
simultaneously, i.e. C is c-commanded by £> according to (33al, at the same time as being c-commanded 
by B in accordance with |33b|. Perhaps the solution would be to require one of either (a) or (b) to take 
precedence over the other, i leave the matter open. 
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s t l tuen t . namely the VP itself. Yet we k n o w from the facts of do so subs t i t u t ion and 
coordinat ion t h a t there m a y be cons t i tuen t s t ruc tu re i n the VP. 
Czepluch's answer to th i s po in t is to allow Just as m u c h s t ruc ture as is 
necessitated b y circumstances. For the sentences I n (34] he proposes the fol lowing 
possible structiuies, where [do so] is ei ther a p re fo rm for mend the car inthe garage or 
fo r mend the oar. 
134] a. 
JohnwWi mend the car inthe garage o n M o n d a y 
(and B i l l w i l l [do so) o n Thiu-sday) 
JohnwUl mend the car inthe garage onMonday 
(and B i l l w i l l [do so] i n the y a r d on H i u r s d a y ) 
Czepluch (1997:66) 
I take i t to be a corollary of Czepluch's idea that , unless other factors necessitate 
ext ra s t ruc ture , s u c h as I n [341, t hen the VP has flat structiu-e. 
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7.6.2 Flextjlat structure 
I t i s w o r t h p o i n t i n g o u t t h a t i t is do so subs t i t u t ion i n [34] tha t has the effect of 
impos ing extra s t ruc ture . I n other words, i t is the in terpreta t ion (by the speaker, or 
b y others) of a s t r ing t h a t m a y necessitate extra s t ructure . Let us cal l th is sort of flat 
structiu-e w i t h b u i l t - i n flexibility flesiflat s t ructure . 
A f u r t h e r i l l u s t r a t ion is provided b y the fol lowing NP. w h i c h shows tha t 
flexlflat s t ruc tu re m a y no t be conf ined to the VP. 
[35] a. We need a little pan wUh a lid. 
b . Here's a large one. 
c. Here's one withcHJt a lid. 
Let us suppose that , unless necessitated b y other factors, (35a] has the flat s t ruc ture 
i n [36aJ. The use of the p r o f o r m am i n [35b] and (35c| dictates the s t ructures i n [36b] 
and [36cJ respectlvety. 
[36] a. 
AP N 





(a) UtOe pan wUhalid 




(a) IttOe pan wtthaM 
I one 1 without a lid 
Whfle the tree s t ruc tures i n [36b] and [36cl confo rm to thei r respective const i tuent 
structvnes, the two trees d i f fer also w i t h respect to asymmetric c-command rela-
t ionsh ips . Note t h a t i n [36bl the AP asymmetrical ly c-commands the PP. whereas i n 
[36cl i t is the converse; the PP asymmetrically c-commands the AP. This is an 
unwelcome resul t . The trees I n [36bl and I36cl are s imply conf igura t ional versions of 
[36al t h a t are necessitated by di f ferent const i tuent s t ructure . We do not wan t to 
a l low the possibi l i ty of c -command relationships reversing: t ha t begins to look as 
t h o u g h cons t i tuen t s t ruc ture and as)mMnetric c-command are. I n cer tain domains, 
incompat ib le w i t h each other. 
Note tha t there is no semantic difference between [Utile [pan wUh a lid]], [[little 
pan] with a lid] a n d [Utile pan with a Ud]. Th i s can be seen i n the Verm diagram, 
where the shaded area represents the fuU phase. I n s imilar fashion, no mat te r how 
one per forms the add i t ion 3 + 4 + 5, as (3 + 4) + 5 or 3 + {4 + 5) the answer w i l l 





We have already decided tha t i f there is a confl ict between consti tuency 
s t ruc tu re a n d b i n a r y b ranch ing , t h e n i t is b ina ry b ranch ing t h a t m u s t be 
constra ined. PerhE^s we shou ld n o w consider const ra in ing the corollary of b ina ry 
branching , namely asymmetric c-command. We have f o u n d tha t Unear precedence is 
suflBcient i n cer ta in circumstances to guarantee the effect of one node b ind ing 
another node. Perhaps we shou ld now dispense w i t h the no t ion of asymmetric c-
c o m m a n d i n flat s t ructures , a n d aUow linear precedence alone to do the j ob . 
n i l s idea, t h a t I n flat structm-es Unear precedence is suff ic ient to guarantee 
b i n d i n g o f one node over another, is i n fac t imp l i c i t i n the mode l t h a t I have 
ou t l ined . We s ta r ted w i t h a flat s t ruc tu re w i t h o u t hierarchical asymmetries. The rule 
o f l inear precedence establishes t h a t b i n d i n g is frcm lef t to r igh t . Only then do 
interpretat ive factors, such as do so s u b s t i t u t i o n and coordinat ion impose a (partial) 
conf lgura t lona l s t ruc ture . TTiis secondary s t ruc ture cannot, however, afiect the 
b i n d i n g properties o f the or ig inal flat s t ruc ture . TTius l ineari ty, where l inear i ty 
operates. wiU always determine w h a t b inds wha t . 
7.7 Conc lus ions 
I have s h o w n i n th i s chapter t h a t the VP-sheU analysis of (Larson 1988) and others 
is suspect o n a nvunber of counts . The mot iva t ion for proposing a biclausal s t ruc ture 
fo r a sentence such as He rolled the ball into the gutter is to enable the empir ical facts 
of b i n d i n g to be expressed i n terms of asymmetric c-command, so tha t the direct 
object b inds the DP complement of the preposi t ion. The biclausal model corresponds 
to the facts of b i n d i n g , b u t at a cost: i t confl ic ts w i t h the empir ical facts of 
const i tuency structvire. I t seems t h a t on ly a f o r m o f flat s t ructure , where l inear 
precedence is taken account of, is compatible w i t h bo th const i tuency structiu-e and 
the b i n d i n g properties of c-command. TTius, Czepluch's (1997) Amended Def in i t ion of 
C-command, together w i t h m y proposal for flexi-flat structvu-e, are able to overcome 
the problems of c -command inheren t i n the t rad i t iona l monoclausal s t ructure , 
w i t h o u t conf l i c t ing w i t h the facts of cons t i tuency s t ruc ture . 
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I gave f u r t h e r arguments against the VP-shell hypothesis, the strongest of 
w h i c h is the existence of the weak ( transi t ive)/s trong (intnuisl t ive) verb pairs. There 
is no mechan i sm i n the VP-shell hypothesis t ha t enables (or requires) a strong verb 
t h a t originates a n d surfaces i n a lower VP to t u r n in to a weak verb w i i e n i t raises 
In to the higher VP. H i e a rgument tha t causative verbs originate i n the lower VP and 
t h e n raise to the higher VP is also undenn lned b y the fact tha t there are causative 
verbs i n the higher VP tha t require there to be a verb i n the lower VP. He wade XP 
*lgo) into YP is a p rob lem for those w h o argue that , as a causative verb, made 
originates i n the same place t h a t *(go) surfaces i n . 
Having made a case fo r (flexi-) flat s t ruc ture and for the idea tha t verbs 
surface i n the VP i n w h i c h they originate, I finish th i s chapter by giving the trees for 
three s t ructures tha t I have discussed, namely (1) the verbless imperative (4.4.3), (11) 
the el l ipted imperat ive, and (in) the Locative A l t m a t i o n . 
The tree tha t I propose for the verbless imperative has the s t ructure In [38]. 
[38] Verbless Imperative 
into thebath with Sue 
I hesitate to label the node to w h i c h the two PPs project; I concede tha t such a node 
poses a problem for the X-ba r syntax, b u t no more of a problem, I t h i n k , t h a n does 
the Idea of Smal l Clauses (See Chapter 6). 
Compare the s t ruc tu re i n [38] w i t h the tree s t ructure for the ellipted i m -
peratives i n [39]. 
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[39] ElliPted Imperatives 
(Go) intothebath wtthSue 
(Go) with Sue into the bath 
For the sentences of the Locative Al te rna t ion I propose the structiu-e i n [40]. 
[40] Locative Al t e rna t ion 
VP 
Spec.VP 
loaded the cart withhay 
loaded hay onto the cart 
Note t h a t w h a t [40]. for instance, shows is only tha t the verb load has two in te rna l 
a rguments I n a (flexi-) flat conf igura t ion; the tree does not differentiate between 
Figure and Ground , or between the type of preposit ion heading the PP. 
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THE FIGURE/GROUND SCHEMA 
AND T H E INDO-EUROPEAN CASE SYSTEM 
8.1 In troduc t ion 
I n t h i s chapter I in t roduce the templates for the ent-verbs, w h i c h , together w i t h the 
templates fo r the be-verbs, aUow us to formalize five locat ional features. 1 show how 
these five features are realized as P or as bare oblique cases, i n conformi ty w i t h 
Emonds ' (1994) Al ternat ive Realization a n d the Invisible Category Principle. I aiigue 
t h a t the five oblique cases of Proto-Indo-European are alternative realizations of the 
P t h a t hos t the five locat ional features. 
8.2 More templates 
1 r e t x i m now to the aigvunent templates tha t I proposed i n 7.4.4. I n order to accom-
modate the German verbs pref ixed b y ent- i n the Figiu-e and Ground schema, we need 
the templates for the ent-verbs t h a t are the counterpar t of the templates tha t I pro-
posed for the &e-verbs. Before presenting the ent- templates I remind the reader of the 
templates t h a t we have so far . 
Recall t h a t the bzisic template, given i n [ IJ . i n w h i c h there is a Figxire and a 
[+IJOC] feature associated w i t h a Ground , gives rise to the template i n [2], i n w h i c h 
the Figure is the subject of a [iSTATEj verb. I w i l l remind the reader o f w h a t the tem-
plates s tand fo r b y g iv ing the relevant s t ructures associated w i t h the sentence He 
loaded the hay onto the cart Firstly we have the template for the s t ructures w i t h the 
FIgmTe as the subject of a [±STATE] verb. 
[1] F [±LOC] G 
(Figure) [±PATH] (Ground) 
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[2] F vi [-HLOC] G 
(Figure) [±STATE] [±PATH] (Ground) 
a. The hay is on thecart 
EkisHeu is t aitf demWagen. 
b . The hay goes onto thecart 
DasHeu geht aitf den Wagen. 
If we n o w add a n Agent argument , we have two f u r t h e r templates. I give first i n [3] 
the u n m a r k e d w o r d order w i t h the Figure preceding the Ground . 
[3] NP3 V2 F (Vl ) [-fLOC] G 
(Agent) [-fCAUSATiVE] (Figure) ([±STATE]) [±PATH] (Ground) 
He loaded the hay onto the cart 
Er hid dasHeu auf den Wagen. 
The second template i l lus t ra tes the s i tua t ion w h e n the [ [+IJOC] Ground] complex is 
foregrounded b y advancing i t to a pos i t ion h igher t h a n the Figure. I n th is case the 
feature [-t-LOC] is realized i n German as be- on the verb, and the grammatical prepo-
s i t i on m i t "with" is inserted to give case to the Figure . 
14] Np3 V 
NP3 be- V 
(Agent) [-I-LOC] V 
He loaded 







the cart wUh hay. 
den Wagen mi t Heu . 
I now w i s h to present three fiirther templates. T l iey represent the inverse of the tem-
plates tha t I have presented so far . I n order to make things as clear as possible, let 
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me s imp l i fy somewhat the templates tha t I have proposed so far. b y in t roduc ing some 
s t ra ight forward symbols and reducing the i n f o r m a t i o n i n the templates to a m i n i -
mum. 
[5] a. Let •G = [+LOC, -PATH] (place where) 
b . Let -*G = [-HLOC ,+PATH,+GOAL] (place where to) 
c. Let *-G = [-^LOC ,-l-PATH, -GOAL] (place where from)^ 
Using the symbols j u s t given, the templates to [2] - [4]can be presented as follows: 
[6] a. F V -G 
The hay was onthecart 
Das Heu war auf dem Wagen, 
b . F V -*G 
The hay went onto the cart 
Das Heu ging auf den Wagen. 
[7] a. A V F ->G 
He loaded the hay onto the cart 
Er lad das Heu a u f d e n Wagen 
^ It Is possible to use [±) binary notation In conjunction with the single arrow (-»]: 
a. Let I - — G l = l+LOC, -PATH) (placewhere) 
b. Let I — G ) = l+LOC,+PATH,+GOALl (place where to) 
c. Let I — - G j = |+LOC,+PATH,-GOAL| (place where from) 
In this notation -GJ means 'to a place not the Ground', I.e. 'from the Ground'. The Idea that from is 
the negative of to comes from Gruber (1976:53). For the sake of clarity of exposition, I will use the 
notation as in the main text. There are. however, as I show in Chapter 12, some ent-verbs whose prefix 
conveys the notion 'negation' or 'reversal of action', rather than simply the notion 'away from'. 
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b . A V - * G F 
=> A -» V G P F 
He loaded thecart with hay. 
Er be-lud den Wagen m i t Heu. 
8.2.1 The ent-templates 
The ent- templates represent the inverse of the templates we have seen so far. The i n -
verse o f the - ^ G templates has the G r o u n d associated w i t h the feature * -G. w h i c h 
has the mean ing ' f rom, o u t o f the Ground". The basic template is given I n [8] . 
[8] F V «-G 
The hay fell off the cart 
Das Heu flel von dem Wagen 
ff we n o w add an Agent a rgument to [8], we derive the fol lowing two templates. 
[9] A V F «-G 
He unloaded the hay frcmihecart 
Er entliid dasHeu von dem Wagen 
Foregrounding o f the G r o u n d argtunent gives rise to the fol lowing. 
[10] A V ^ G F 
=> A ^ V G P F 
Tom unloaded thecart of hay. 
Er enthid den Wagen von Heu. 
Fur the r examples are given I n [11]. 
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[11] a. F V * -G 
£ r Jloh vonderPoUzet 
'He fled f r o m the police." 
b . A V F ^ G 
Er brachte die kinder aus der Schide. 
'He b r o u g h t the ch f ld ren o u t of the school. ' 
c. A «-V G P F 
E r entband die Fran von einemKtnd. 
'He delivered the w o m a n o f a ch f ld . ' 
I w i l l postpone present ing a complete analysis of sentences conta ining the feature 
« -G u n t i l Chapter 10. U n t i l t h e n we have to deal w i t h a n imibe r o f theoretical issues 
t h a t pe r t a in to the real izat ion o f abstract features. 
8.3 T h e five abstract features i n the F i g u r e / G r o u n d s c h e m a 
8.3.1 PrepostOons as hosts for the features 
I n [4], [10] and [1 I c ] . w h e n the G r o u n d is foregrounded and the feature -*G or «-G is 
realized as a pref ix , i t was necessary to inser t a preposi t ion, m i t "with' and uon 'of i n 
order tha t the Figure could be given case. i.e. the Figure argument m u s t somehow be 
given a role to p lay i n the sentence. I n the u n m a r k e d case the Figure receives case 
firom the verb: Nominat ive i f the Figm-e is the subject. Accusative i f the Figure is the 
direct object. I t is o i f l y i n [4], [10] and [1 i c ] t ha t the Figure is neither subject nor ob-
ject . Thus , w h e n the G r o i m d is foregrounded a n d receives Accusative case f r o m the 
verb, the Figure is l e f t s t randed, w i t h n o means to indicate the role tha t i t is to play. 
Inser t ion of a preposi t ion defines the role o f the Figure. 
Let us suppose tha t the preposit ions m i t "with" and von 'of are not j u s t empty 
grammat ica l morphemes, b u t realizations of featiu-es associated w i t h the Figure. 
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W h a t m i g h t these features be? They appear on the Figure w h e n the foregrounded 
G r o u n d carries the [-i-LOC] feature - • G or «-G. The features o n F are. then, related to 
the two G r o u n d features, b u t represent, so to speak, the other side of the coin, ff the 
feattu-es on the G r o u n d are [+LOC] (+L). le t u s cal l the corresponding featvu-es on the 
Figure [-LOG] (-L). and let us represent t h e m as [-L-»] (associated w i t h -»G) and [-L^] 
(associated w i t h «-G). 
The fo l lowing table summarizes w h a t we have so far . 
[12] Base templates 
a. F V • G 
b . F V ^ G 
c. F V <-G 
d. A V F ^ G 
e. A V F ^ G 
f. A V ^ G [ - L - ] F 
g- A V ^ G 1-L-] F 
T l i e table i n [12] shows t h a t there are five discrete abstract featvuies. I n English these 
five features are realized b y the fo l lowing prepositions: 
[13] ' G onthecart 
-*G onto the cart 
<-G o f f the cart 
[-L-^1 withhay 
[-L;*-] of hay 
A PP is not , however, the only means, wdiereby the features I n [13] may be realized. I n 
the nex t sect ion I show tha t i n morphological ly rich languages the fea t iu^s m a y be 
realized b y bare oblique cases. 
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8.3.2 Oblique cases as realizations of features 
I t is weU k n o w n t h a t I n morphological ly rich languages such as German there are 
verbs w h i c h subcategorize a non-accusative case. For Instance the German verbs fol-
gen 'to foflow", heyen 'to help ' , dienen 'to serve' require a dative object. W h y th i s 
shou ld be has always remained a mystery to t radi t ional grammarians. The answer to 
the ques t ion w h y i t is t h a t there are verbs tha t take a complement i n an oblique ('' 
Accusative) case is provided b y the Figure /Grovmd schema and the way i t interacts 
w i t h morphological cases. Note first the relat ionship between the simple and prefixed 
verbs i n [14]. 
[ 14] a. Er (F)folgte den DiebenoAT (G) 
'He foUowed the thieves'. 
Er (F) verfol^e die DiebCACC (G) 
he Der-followed the thieves 
'He pvu^ued the thieves.' 
[-HANIMATE object] 
Er (F) befolgte die RegelnACC (G) 
he be-foUowed the rules 
'He followed the rules ' . 
[-ANIMATE object] 
DerSoldat (F) diente dernKSnigoAT (G) 
T h e soldier served the k ing . ' 
Der Soidat (F) diente fOr den KiSnigACC (G) 
TTie soldier served for the k ing . ' 
Der Verteflu/er (F) bediente denKunderiACC (G) 
the salesman be-served the customer 
T l i e salesman served the customer. ' 
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Once again we see tha t the pref ixed verbs take the G r o i m d as direct object i n the ac-
cusative a n d t h a t the s imple verb cannot have the Ground as an accusative object. 
W h y . t h o u g h , i s denDieben i n [14a] not the complement of a preposit ion, since folgen 
is a CLASS n verb like lachen i n [ 15]? F r o m the discussion of CLASS n verbs i n 3.3.1 we 
expect a n a l te rna t ion o f the type shown i n [ 15]. 
[15] a. E r (F) lachte uber metn Einkonmen (G). 
'He laughed about (=at) m y income." 
b . E r (F) belachte mein Einkonmen (G). 
he be-laughed m y income 
'He laughed at m y income. ' 
I n [15] the [-HLOCAnON] feature o n the preposi t ion i iber 'about' is realized as the be-
pre f ix o n beVachte. Since folgen + DAT a n d dienen + DAT alternate w i t h the i r respective 
pref ixed counterpar ts -i- ACC. i t appears tha t a bare dative case is playing the role of a 
[-HLOCA-noNj pp . 
This is i n l ine w i t h Emonds ' (1994:617) view. Emonds argues that the mor-
phological dative case o n indi rec t object NPs and on NP complements to adjectives i n 
Classical Greek. La t i n and German m u s t be ascribed to the presence of an empty i n -
t roduc tory P and t h a t the case-mark "dative" m u s t be formal ly represented as an i n -
dex or feature P o n the NP sister of P. The mechanism wiiereby the feature hosted by 
P can be realized as dative o n the NP is the pr inciple of Alternat ive Realization; tha t 
the P m a y be zero is sanct ioned b y the Invisible Categoiy Principle. 
8.3.2.1 AltemaUve Realization and the Invisible Category Principle 
Firs t proposed by Esmonds (1994). he shows h o w the idea works w i t h reference to 
ve rba l Inf lec t ion i n Engl i sh , the PLURAL f e a t i u ^ on nouns and the comparative 
fo rms of the Engl i sh adjective. 
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The comparative (COMPAR) of Engl ish adjectives is realized i n one of two ways, ei-











A , - K : O M P A R ] 
Spec A is the host category fo r the featvu-e (F) COMPAR. The feature m a y be realized 
i n S p e c A by the morpheme more or Spec A m a y remain empty ff the fea t tu^ is real-
ized as the a f f ix -er o n the adjective itself. Emonds proposes two principles to enable 
th i s to operate. Al ternat ive Realization (AR) a n d the Invisible Category Principle (ICP). 
These are given i n [17], (the 1994 versions). 
[17] a. Al ternat ive Realizatinn 
Suppose F Is a syntact ic featiu^e o f a bar nota t ion hos t category C. A 
piu-ely syntact ic lexical en t ry (with no semantic features) may realize F 
as some E*C provided some E) consti tutes a sister to [C,F]. 
b . Invisible Catggoiy pr inciple 
ff a l l features F o f a hos t category C except perhaps C i tseff are alter-
natively realized b y overt productive morphology on the head of C's 
phrasal sister. C m a y be 0 . 
T h u s , AR allows a feature to be realized elsewhere t h a n on i ts host; ff AR takes place, 
the ICP aUows the host category to r ema in empty. 
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AR and the ICP acccaint for Dative case morphology on the complements of 
the vertos fiAgen, dienen, he]fen: a bare Dative complement is the alternative realiza-
tion of the [^G] feature that is canonlcally realized by a preposition. Since all the 
features of the preposition are altemativefy realized, the preposition itself is empty.2 
8.3.2.2 Bare GentOve and Dative complements 
I show In this section that a PP which is required, for Instance, by a ClASS I simple 
verb for the Figure may be realized by a bare genitive. Recall finm 3.3.1 that the CLASS 
I verbs have the Figure and Ground internal to the VP. In the following examples the 
genitive NP is the Figure, and is, therefore, in a zero-headed PP, while the Ground is 
the accusative object of the prefixed verb. 
[18] a. Ichi bemOchtlgte midii (G) eines ArfosQEN (F) 
I fcie-might-ed myself of-a car 
' I gained possession of a car.' 
b. Ichi bediente wichi (G) eines MesserscEN (F) 
I be-served myself of-a knife 
' I made use of a knife.' 
The idea is conveyed by the tree below, which shows the structure that 1 pro-
pose for various ways In which the verb dienen 'serve' can occur. Note firstly that 
there are two VP-internal PPs. Hie preposition heading the PP containing the 
Ground argimient may be alternatively realized as the be-preflx on the verb (in which 
case the Ground is the accusative direct object of the verb), or it may be realized as 
Dative case on the Ground NP (in which case the head P is null), or it may be realized 
by the preposition Jur 'for'. The preposition heading the PP containing the F^ure ar-
2 Emonds (p.c.) points out that the ICP, as it stands, says only that a category C may be 0; it is silent 
about when the category C must, as in this case, be empty. 
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ich be-j dlervte denKunden rrdt 
ichi be-j dierrte mictii Ck 
ich 0 dienbe dem KSn^ATj-




The same anatysls can be extended to a niimber of ent- and uer-verbs. 
[20] a. /di i enf/iiett mfc/if (G) des LachenscEN (F) 
I ent-held myself of-the laughing 
' I refrained from laughing.' 
b. Ichi versicherte mldii (G) der KorrektheltGEN (F) der Glelchung 
ich uer-sune-ed myself of-the correctness of the equation 
' I assured myself of the correctness of the equation." 
8.4 The Proto-Indo-European case system 
Hie question that now arises is whether the genitive and dative cases in the exam-
ples above are 'Just idiomatic' or part of a more comprehensive pattern. Do these two 
cases "mean' anything? Is their occurrence to any extent predictable? I think that the 
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answer to both questions is yes. Before 1 show what 1 mean, I think 1 ought to place 
my proposal in the context of what writers have so far written about the Indo-
European case system. 
8.4.1 Tradtttonod granvnarians 
There is a wealth of literature, particularly on the Classical languages, that deals 
with 'use of cases'. The traditional method of analysis has always been classification 
according to perceived semantics. Some traditional classifications of, for example, the 
Latin Genitive list more than thirty distinct uses. Tbiese uses are ^ven names such 
as: the Appositive Genitive, or Genitive of Specification; the Gemtive of Quality; the 
Genitive with Adjectives of Fulness, of Participation, and of Power, of Knowdedge and 
Ignorance, of Desfre and Disgust; the Genitive with verbs of Memory, etc. (Gildersleeve 
and Lodge1965:230ff.) 
Some writers have attempted to reduce the list of uses of the Latin Genitive, 
de Groot (1956) proposes that there are just eight distinct uses. Benveniste 
(1971:121) shows that de Groofs eight different uses can be yet fiirther reduced to 
just one. In the examples In [21] a verb such as toJerare 'tolerate' takes an accusative 
complement. The adjective tolerons 'tolerant' and the noun toleraniHa ' tolerance' are 
unable to take an accusative complement; thefr complements are given case in the 
genitive. Hie nommative subject of the vert) ridet 'laughs' becomes a genitive when it 
appears with the noun risus laugh'. The genitive case in the structure [NP N P G E N ] 
comes to signal the notion of possessor, as in liber pueri 'the boy's book". 
[21] a. tolemreJr^usACC toleransfr^riSQEJi tolerantiaftigonsQEN 
'tolerate cold" 'tolerant of cold' 'tolergmce of cold' 
b. puerNOM ridet rtsus puertcEN 
"the boy laughs' 'the boy's laugh' 
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c. liber puertcEN 
'the boys book' 
Benvenlste proposes that: 
... the function of the genitive Is defined as the result of a transposition of a verbal 
syntagm into a nominal syntagm; the genitive is the case that, between two nouns, 
assumes for itself alone the function that In an utterance with a personal verb falls 
to either the nominative or the accusative. All other uses of the genitive ... are de-
rived fix)m this, as subclasses with a specific semantic value, or as varieties of a 
stylistic nature. 
Benveniste( 1971:127) 
Benveniste's analysis of the Latin Genitive, which relates it syntactically to the 
nominative and the accusative, is a considerable advance on traditional classifica-
tions. 
TTiere have been other attempts to relate the various cases to each other hi 
some sort of 'system*. Over sixty years ago Hjelmslev, writing on Greenlandic Eskimo, 
had the intuition that cases represented features: a case signifies 'a single abstract 
notion fi-om which one can deduce the concrete uses' (1935:85). He also maintained 
that the meaning of a particular case cannot be determined in isolation, but onty 
firom a consideration of the oppositions within the case system. 
In Greenlandic Eskimo four of the cases Illustrate the opposition between 
rapprodvement "bringing nearer' and ^loignement 'taking away'. 
(22) Ablative frcm 
Allative to 
Locative neither ^ om nor to 
Prosecutive both frcm and to (meaning 'through') 
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Hjelmslev distinguishes between another opposition, 'coherence' (mvolvlng penetra-
tion or contact), and 'incoherence' (involving mere proximity). With the addition of 
[Icoherent] we have the matrix m [23], which contams an additional four cases un-
der [-coherent] 
[23] 
- coherent -f- coherent 
[-1- from. - to] Ergative Ablative 
[- from, + to] Equative AUative 
[- from, - to] Nommative Locative 
[+ from, + to] Instrumental Prosecutive 
I am imable to judge whether this matrix fits the uses of case in Greenlandic Eskimo. 
While it seems plausible. Ukety even, that the cases under [-i-coherent] are tastantia-
tions of the features to the lefthand column, I can see littie likelihood that the same 
features are borne by the cases under [-coherent]. 
Jakobson (1936,1971) observes that there are a number of syncretisms to the 
Russian declensional paradigms. On the basis of these syncretisms, he develops the 
notion of 'opposition'. TTius, because there is some syncretism between Nomtoative 
and Accusative (mascultoe toanimate singular, neuter stogular, toeuiimate plural) 
Jakobson assumes there to be an opposition between the two cases. He further di-
vides the ccises toto oppositions of unmarked/marked, and full/peripheral cases. 
Nomtoative and Accusative are VoUkasus 'full cases'. Nomtoative is unmarked, op-
posed to it is the Accusative, which is always subordtoated to it, and which signals 
dfrection or goal. The Instrumental and Dative are opposed to the Nomtoative and 
Accusative as i?ancyoasus "peripheral cases' . The Dative is aligned with the 
Accusative to that both express the goal of an event. TTie Instrumental is the un-
marked Randkasus, just as the Nomtoative is the unmarked VoUkasus. Jakobson's 
alignment of the cases is given to [24], where markedness is shown by the position to 
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the table; any case or cases to the right or below another case is marked or subordi-
nate to that case. Jakobson claims that Russian has two Genitive cases and two 
Locative cases: Genitive II is the partitive Genitive (as opposed to the Genitive of pos-
session, etc.). Locative II is found only eifter certain prepositions denoting location. 
[24] 
Jakobson's (1936) Russian case system 
VbUkasus (nom - acc) (gen I genfi) 
/ ; / ; 
Randfcasus (hist dat) Oocl ~ locfi) 
TTie first criticism that we might make of Jakobson's case system is that it mcludes 
two cases that have no real existence. Genitive n Is a partitive genitive; only a very 
few mascuUne singular nouns have a form for the partitive genitive that is distinct 
fir-cm the normal genitive case. Similarly, locative II is restricted to a small number of 
masculine singular nouns. There is scant justification for positing two genitive and 
two locative cases. 
[25] ufais soxnroGEN.l 
'the taste of sugar' 
icusok saxaruGEU.il 
'a lump of sugar' 
pisat o sadeuoc.i 
•write about the garden' 
guyat' V saduuoc.ii 
•walk in the garden' 
vkus ^ ofaofadOGEN 
'the taste of chocolate' 
fcusofc o^fcoZadOGEN 
'a piece of chocolate' 
pisat' o porodeLOc 
"write about the town' 
guyat' V gorodeioc 
•walk In the town' 
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A second criticism of Jakobson's case system is that i t depends on a series of opposi-
tions. It Is dlfiScult to envisage precisely what these oppositions signify. Are they se-
mantic? If they are semantic, then they are so at a very abstract level. If they are lexi-
cal, they seem only taxonomlc. We might also wonder whether Jakobson's analysis 
of the Russian case systan is unique to Russian, or whether it has any cross-lin-
guistic validity. It would be odd if the case system of one Indo-European language, 
Russian, bore no relation to that of another Indo-European language, say Latin. 
In 1958 Jakobson presented his system in the fonn of a cube. The comers of 
the cube represent the e l ^ t cases, and the edges of the cube between the comers 
represent the features [±direcUon], [dboiarginalj, [Iquantiflcaionj. 
[26] 




Blake's view of Jakobson's system is summed up as: "I think it would be fair to say 
that Jakobson's characterlzaton of the Russian cases in terms of features is less 
than perspicuous and there is less than adequate demonstration of how the feature 
analysis can be exploited' (1994:41). 
Neldle (1982:397) presents Jakobson's Russian case system in the form of a 
feature matrix, given in [27], Ttie featiire [±quantlfytng] is equivalent to [partial in-
























The same criticisms can be made about Neidle's feature matrix, as I made about 
Jakobson's system, on which Neidle bases her feature matrix. We do not know 
whether her matrix is based on semantic, syntactic, or other considerations. 
Knowtog that Genitive I . for tostance, is -margtoal, +quantifytog. +ascriptive does not 
predict when Genitive I will occur. Emonds (1985:237) criticizes analyses that depend 
on sets of distinctive features on the grotmds that such features are not cat^orles 
that occur elsewhere to the grammar; they are ad hoc. 
to generative linguistics morphological case has not received as much atten-
tion as other elements of language, such as word order, empty categories, etc. 
Chomsky (1981:ch3) supposes that the tondamental properties of Case-assignment 
are as to (28J. 
[28] (1) N P is nomtoative If governed by AGR 
(fl) N P is objective if governed by V with the subcategorization feature: 
_ N P (i.e. transitive) 
(ill) N P is oblique If governed by P 
(iv) N P is genitive to [ N P _ X * ] 
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(v) NP is inherenfly Case-marked as determined by properties of its 
[ N ] govemor 
Chomsky (1981:170) 
Chomsky further refers to the case assigned under (1) to (iv) as 'stmctural case' and to 
the case assigned under (v) as 'hiherent case'. 
There are a number of problems with [28] that become apparent as soon as 
we examine data in a language that has morphological case marking. FirsUy, stipu-
lation (ill), that NP is oblique if governed by P, is problematic in view of the fact that P 
can take accusative (objective) case. Secondly, the case that P requires its comple-
ment to have appears to be covered under (v), since P is a NP govemor; thus it ap-
pears that all case assigned by P is inherent case. TTien what about stmctural geni-
tive case that is assigned by cf, or German von? 
Blake (1994:34) cites Nichols (1983) writing on the Russian case system. 
Nichols takes the extraordinary view that in Russian there is no dlBFerence in syn-
tactic relations between the accusative complement of IJubit' 'to love', the uistrumen-
tal complement of interesovatsja 'to be interested in', the dative complement of udivl-
jat'sja 'to be surprised at' and the prepositional complement of serdtt'sja 'to get angry 
with', which takes a preposition na 'on(to)'. which in tum governs the accusative. 
Nichols describes all of these complements as the 'first object' (1983:171). 
Now this is. I think, extraordinary in that, in writing about syntactic rela-
tions, Nichols chooses to ignore the key to the syntactic relations provided by her ex-
amples. The three verbs interesouot's/o, udivljat'sja, and serdit'sja necessarify subcate-
gorlze an oblique case or a PP. because they are reflexive. The Russian reflexive clitic 
-sja (a reduced form of the anaphor seb/OACC) is always the accusative direct object 
of the verb. This at least explains why a second complement cannot be an accusative 
object. The answer to the question why the complements of these verbs are realized 




A precedent for Nichols' view is pehaps provided by Kuiylowicz (1964:193), 
also cited by Blake (1994:34). Kurytowlcz takes the ablative case marktog on the 
Latto gladius 'sword' to gladio ictor ' I am using a sword' to be "voided of its semantic 
contents' and to have become "an allomorph of the endtog of the accusative (of dfrect 
object), a simple sign of syntactical subordtoation. A writer who takes ablative mor-
phology to be an allomorph of accusative morphology has abandoned any attempt to 
unravel the mysteries of morphological case. 
Hiere have, however, been writers who have pototed to what I consider to be 
the right dfrection: see Emonds (1985:ch.5) for a discussion of case morphology to 
Classical Greek, Latto, German and Sanskrit; Babby (1976, 1980. 1985, 1987) for i l -
lumtoating discussions of case to Russian and othe Slavic leinguages; Zaenan, 
Maltog & TTirdtosson (1985), Van Valto (1991) on Icelandic case; Vaioikka (1993) on 
Flimish case; Czepluch (1982) on the German Dative; Holmberg & Platzack (1995) on 
case to Scandtoavian languages. 
An early view of the todo-Eiu-opean case system is provided by Whitney 
(1898): 
The accusative is the tocase, marking that toward which the action of the verb is 
Immediately directed, and hence becoming also the case of the direct object; the 
ablative is the /rom-case; the locative, the at- or in-case; the instrumental, that of 
adjacency or accompeiniment then of instmment or means - the by-case, in both 
senses of by. Then the dative is the /or-case, and the genitive the of-case, that of 
^neral relation or concernment Hie nomlnalve, flnalfy, is the case of the subject... 
(Whlbiey 1898:205-6) 
The meantog of the cases given by Whitney is very close to the meaning that I ascribe 
to them, edthough the basis for our proposals is different: Whitney's meanings are 
based on the perceived semantics of case usage; the meanings that I ascribe to the 




8.4,2 ITie cases in the Figure/Ground schema 
It is commonly assumed that Proto-Indo-European (PIE) had eight morphological 
cases (Woodcock 1959:xxi). If we remove the vocative fi-om the list, on the grounds 
that the vocative is, by its nature, outside syntax, then we are left with seven syn-
tactic cases. A significant part of my proposal is that these seven PIE cases are 
underlyingly present in the s)mthetic languages we are considering. 
I propose that the seven cases can be subdivided into two groups, ' f l : ^ " ceises 
and Figure/Ground-related cases. The fl:^e cases are closer to the 'structural' cases of 
Chomsky. I call them ' f i ^ ' , since they are not bound to, or related to, or in any way 
associated with, the distinction between Figure and Ground. The Figure-Ground-re-
lated cases are, as their name su^ests, related to, or associated with, one of either 
the Figure or the Ground. One case, the GEMITVE, may be free or F/G-related. In [29] I 
give the PIE cases and their status. (I give the names of the cases in italic small capi-
tals to indicate that they are to be understood as PIE underlying cases.) 
[29] 








That GEAB7TVE occurs both as a firee case and as a F/G-related case can be seen fi-om 
the following examples. Tlie preposition of aAer the first nominal in each phrase is 
the fl-ee of, the English equivalent of the Latin Genitive described by Benvenlste 
(1971) , mentioned earlier in this section. Hiis fi-ee QTIS required to give case to the N P 
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that would have been to the Accusative, if the NP had been the complement of a vert) 
He loaded {the bay/the cart} The cf in bold face to the last example is. I claim, a 
F/G-related Getottve that is requfred to this example because hay is the Figure. Note 
that the first P is the free cf regardless of whether its complement is a Figure or a 
Ground, whereas the second P differs to each case. 
[30] {the loading/a loader^ of hay onto carts 
{the hooding/a loader} of carts wtth hay 
{the unkxiding/an vnioadei) of hay from carts 
?{the urdoadtng/an untooderj of carts of hay^ 
Let us suppose that the five oblique cases of Proto-Indo-European are alternative 
realizations of the five features associated with the Figure and the Ground (9.3.1), 
and let us suppose fiirthermore that these five cases are underlyingty present to 
Latto, Russian and German. I list the five cases to [31] to Italic small capitals along-
side the features that they represent. 





The cases given to [31] are not all fiiUy differentiated to the various languages. Latto, 
Russian and German have all retataed distinct Getotive and Dative cases (directiy 
correspondtog to the PIE GENinvE and DAIWE). Latin has coalesced the three 
remaining cases LOGAUVE, msmuMENTAL, ABLATIVE toto one case, the Ablative. 
J . Emonds (p.c.) questions the grammatlcallty of the fourth example. I am not sure, and put a 
question mark. The point at Issue Is unaffected; of is sometimes free, sometimes F / G - related. 
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Russian has retained a distinct Instrumental (= INSIRUMENFAL], and a distinct 
Locative (=LOCA7TVE), but the function of ABLATWE has been tziken over by the 
Genitive, either eis a bare Genitive, or more usually by mccins of a preposition taking 
the Genitive. German has retained only the GENrnvE and DATIVE as bare cases; apart 
from carrying the feature DATIVE, the German Dative case is also an amalgam of 
INSTRUMENTAL, ABLATIVE, LOCATIVE (cf Schmidt 1984:46). I show the mcidence of bare 
oblique cases in the three languages m the table in [32]. (I will continue to use initial 
capital and lower case for the morphological reaiUzation of the tmderlytng PIE case, 
e.g, DATTVEis realized as Dative in Geman.) 
[32] 





GEJvrnvE Genitive 1 Genitive Genitive 
DATIVE Dative 1 Dative 
1 
Dative 
INSmUMEmAL Ablative 1 Instrumental 
LOCATIVE Ablative 1 ! 
i ABLATIVE Ablative Genitive 
8.4.2.1 Speculation on the advent of P 
Let us suppose that at some early period the PIE language realized the five features in 
[31] solely by means of the five oblique cases. At some point prepositions, derived 
from 'adverblals', came to be inserted, in the first place, perhaps as a refinement of 
the feature, i.e. to make the feature more explicit^. At a later stage the need for 
The idea that prepositions derived from adverblals is to be found in Whitney (1898): 
The oldest of them (the prepositions in Indo-European languages, RM) were originally ... adverbs, 
modifiers of verbal action, only aiding to determine the noun-case which that action should take 




prepositions became more acute when syncretism and the gradual loss of cases be-
gan to result to ambiguities. 
8.4.2.2 P + Aoc as a realization of DATIVE 
I have yet to comment on the fact that, although the feature [-* G] is imderlylngly 
represented by DATIVE, it is more usually realized by a preposition that takes 
Accusative case. A preposition taktog Accusative is the norm to Latto, Gennan and 
Russian for expresstog motion towards an object. 
[33] in urbeniACC verviL 
to town came-3.s 
Latin 
Priexal v gorodACC-
came-3.s to town 
Russian 
Er kam in die StadtACC-
he came to the town 
'He came toto the town." 
German 
Note that ACCUSATIVE does not appear to the table of oblique cases; both iVOMNATiVE 
and ACCLSSATTVE are fi^ee cases reserved for other things, i.e. subject and direct object, 
respectively. 
Let us suppose that when prepositions beg2ui to reinforce the bare cases, the 
prepositions would simply be an addition, i.e. the prepositions would not alter the 
Prepositions, in our sense of the term, are of yet more recent origin, created a separate part of 
speech by the swinging away of certain adverbs from apprehended relation to the verb, and 
their connection in idea with the noun-cases which their addition to the verb had caused to be 
construed with it. 
(Ibid.:208) 
Woodcock holds a similar view (1959:3). See the quotation from Woodcock in the next section. 
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case that they were reinforcing. Thus, ABLATIVE in Latin can be a bare Ablative or a 
preposition also taking the Ablative case; LOCATIVE in German is realized by a prepo-
sition taking the Dative case, since the Gemian Dative corresponds to LOCATIVE. 
A problem arises when prepositions are called in to reinforce the feature [-»G]. 
I claim that the bare case form for this feature is DATIVE. Hie DATIVE case, however, 
seems to resist association with a preposition. In Latin, for Instance, there are no 
prepositions that take Dative; Russian has Just two prepositions that take the 
Dative, k 'towards' and po 'along'. Of the German prepositions that take Dative, only 
two plausibly correspond to DATIVE, viz. zu 'to' and nach 'towards'. TTie others corre-
spond to one or more of the other oblique cases. This can be seen from the following 




Underlying PIE case and meaning of German P 
GEMTIVE I DATIVE \ INSIRUMENTAL LOCATIVE i ABLATIVE 






bei 1 1 "with"! 1 
wit 1 •with'2 "wlth'S I 
nach 1 'towards' | 
von 
i \ 
•of4 1 -bys 
I 
'fixim'6 
sett \ 'since" 
zu 1 'to' 1 I 
Nptes: 
1. JBr ist bci seinem Voter. 
'He is with his father. (= he is where his father is) 
2. Er wandert mit seiner FamiUe. 
•He hikes with his family.' 
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3. Er ijSt mit einem LQffel 
'He eats with a spoon.' 
4. Er enflud den Wagen von Heu. 
'He unloaded the cart of hay.' 
5. Der FUm wurde von Fa^blnder gedreht 
The film was made by FaJSbtoder.' 
6. Der Brief kam vtmsetnemFYeund. 
The letter came from his filend.' 
It seems clear that the feature DATIVE is tocompatible with prepositions other than a 
restricted number with some sort of meantog eqmvalent to 'towards". 
In fact the orlgtoal significance of the Dative is much disputed. According to 
Woodcock (1959:39), some grammarians matotato that aR Latto uses of the Dative 
can be derived flrom an origtoal sense of 'direction towards a goal'. Woodcock rejects 
this idea and potots out that: 
One would expect our eaillest texts to show a preponderence of nouns denoting 
concrete things or places in the Dative, particularly after verbs of motion. This Is 
not so. Throughout Latin the Dative is preponderently used of nouns or pronouns 
denoting persons. Tlie history of the truly local cases (Acc and Abl) su^ests that If 
all the uses of the Dative developed out of an original goal-notion, prepositions 
would have been called in. to distinguish the various senses. But the Dative in 
Latin is never used with a preposition. 
Woodcock (1959:40) 
What happens, then, when DATIVE is reinforced by prepositions? If DATIVE is. for 
some reason, not available, what about some other oblique case? Ihe other oblique 
cases all have a clearly defined meantog and are therefore, I suggest, not available to 
substitute for DATIVE. I propose that the only recourse Is to co-opt a free case, 
ACCUSATIVE. Note that P -f- Accusative is general to the Indo-European languages for 
the DATIVE feature -•G. 
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Woodcock (1959) offers a rather different view of the emergence of -*G prepo-
sitions that take Accusative. Firstfy, he repudiates the Idea put forward by some ear-
lier writers that the Latin Accusative is an amalgamation of two original PIE cases, a 
'grammatical* case and a local case. He then speculates that at some early stage in 
the lemguage all verbs were intransitive, and that i t would often be the case that ein 
Accusative adverbial, indicating some sort of direction or goal, would be added to the 
verb phrase. At a later stage this Accusative would come to be regEirded as the 
Accusative complement of a now transitive verb. Woodcock illustrates the process as 
follows: 
The intransilve vert) cedere 'retire' came to be used transitively in the sense 'yield, 
give up". Then cedit urbem would have been ambiguous between meaning 'He re-
tires to the city* or 'He surrenders the city. In such circumstances it became neces-
sary to add another word, an adverb of place, to the Accusative, in order to distin-
guish the former sense iiom the latter. Words like ad, in, ab. ex, de were originally 
such adverbs of place. When it had become necesscuy for them regularly to accom-
pany eui Accusative or Ablative, to express a certain sense. It began to be felt that a 
word in the Accusative or Ablative must alwaj^ accompany them, and they ceased to 
be used as independent adverbs. They had become prepositions. 
Woodcock (1959:3) 
Now i t is mdeed the case that He came to the city can be rendered in Latin by means 
of the Accusative, wi th or without a preposition^. 
[35] (ad) urbariACC 
to city came.3.s 
'He came to the city.' 
5 I think, however, that the use of the bare Accusative to denote direction towards a goal may weU have 
been originany reserved for inanimate objects, i.e. MPs that could plausibly be viewed as locations. If the 
Ground was not a plausible location, then OATJVE may have been the case used. 
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There are a number of verbs i n Latin. Russian and German that take Dative case. 
Hie verbs i n the following table have a Figure subject and a Ground complement in 
the Dative. 
[36] 
Verbs taking Dative complements 
meaning Latin 
1 
1 Russian German Icelandic^ 
"beUeve" credo 
i 






'command' impero 1 pnkazat' befehlen skipa 
'obey' pareo \ ShiSat'SjOREFL gehordTen hlySa 
'serve' sewio j shmt' dienen 
'advise' suadeo 1 sovetovot raten 
The complements of the verbs In [36] are likely to be [+human] Grounds. It siu-ely 
cannot be a coincidence that the four languages, one Romance, one Slavic, and two 
Germanic, interpret the relationship between someone believing, trusting, obeying, 
etc. someone else, as being i n the Figure/Ground schema. Secondly, i t is also per-
haps remarkable that DATWE has survived i n all four languages as a bare Dative case 
with these verbs, particularly since the only verbs i n the table that are cognate with 
the corresponding verb in one of the other languages are the two Geimanic leui-
guages, GermEin and Icelandic (cognates Indicated by the symbol °), i.e. there are no 
cognates across the boundaries between Genneinlc, Romance and Slavic. 
Note also that the alternation between DATTVE and P + Accusative can be 
found in all three languages. 
137] ' I believe my father" 
credo potriDAT 
'1 believe in my father* 
credo in patremACC Latin 
^ I am grateful to Ute Bohnacker (p.c) for the Icelandic data. 
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verju otsuDAT verju v otsaACC Russian 
ichfiflaubemetnem VbtferoAT ichglaube an meinen VoterACC German 
n i a t there is a division of labour between the Latin Accusative and Dative in 
representlQg the feature -*G accordmg to whether G is a location or htunem is sup-
ported by a similar division of labotu" between the Latm Ablative and Dative u i repre-
sentmg the feature «-G. With the following verbs the NP representing the person ftiom 
whom the book is taken is i n the Dative case. 
[38] {adimo, demo, eximo, eripio, catfero, detraho] tibioAT torumACC 
' I take, withdraw, snatch ... the book flx«m you." 
Woodcock (1959:44) 
According to Woodcock (1959:44) the Ablative with preposition is the normal con-
struction m Classical Latin when it is a thmg or a place, and not a person or per-
sonified thmg, fi-om which the withdrawal takes place. 
There is nothmg i n German or Russian comparable wi th the Latm selection 
of case according to the value of the featvu-e [+human] on the NP. Whatever the 
means whereby the Accusative came to be used after prepositions denotmg 'motion 
towards', i t is an observable fact that this construction is the norm in all three lan-
guages, and I wi l l conttoue to malntam that P + Accusative is a realization of DA77VE. 
When we look at German, we find numerous examples P + Accusative occur-
tog to. an alternation with a bare Dative. In the following examples the feature 
DATIVE may be realized in German as Dative case on the NP, or as a preposition tak-
ing Accusative case. 
(39] a. Er sdrrieb setnemFreundoAT. 
'He wrote (to) his friend.' 
a'. Er schrieb an setnen FreundACC-
'He wrote to his friend.' 
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b. Er Ueferte der fTomaDAT Waren 
he delivered the firm the goods 
'He delivered the goods to the firm.' 
b'. Er Ueferte die Waren an die FiimaACC-
'He delivered the goods to the firm.' 
Note further that In accordance with preposition incorporation (4.2.1), there is an al-
ternative realization of [39b']. When the PP an die Firma is foregroimded, the prepo-
sition cm is realized by its allomorph, the be- prefix. Thus we have [40] 3is an alterna-
tive to [ 39b] and (39b']. 
[40] Er betteferte die Flnna mit Wdren. 
he be-dellvered the firm with goods 
'He supplied the firm with goods.' 
Note the fact that a bare Dative, a preposition taking the Accusative, and the be-
preflx, are all realizations of the DATIVE feature -*G. The realization of the five fea-






Latin 1 Russian i German 
GEJvrnvE Genitive Genitive ! Genitive ! 
j 
1 P + Dative 
DATIVE Dative Dative 1 (P +) Dative 1 
P + Accusative P -1- Accusative 1 P + Accusative 
mSIRUMEm'AL Ablative Instrumental j P + Dative 
LOCATIVE (P +) Ablative P + Locative 1 P + Dative 
P -t- Accusative^ P + Instrumental 
AHjmVE (P +] Ablative 1 (P -H) Genitive 1 P -1- Dative 
ISQtei 
1. I show an optional P here, since German has zu 'to' that can alternate 
wi th a bare Dative: 
Er gab setnem Bruder das Buch. 
'He gave his brother a book.' 
Elr pab das Buc/i zu seinem Bruder. 
'He gave the book to his brother.'^ 
TTiere is no preposition i n Latin or Russian that corresponds with this usage 
of zu. 
2. A nvunber of Latin [+LOC] prepositions take the Accusative only, 
whether they have a [-HPATH] reading or a [-PATH] reading. Examples are: c^pud 
'near', tn/ra beneath', post 'alter'. 
^ DATIVE can also berealized in German by an and the Accusative: 
(1) Er gab das Buch an seinen Bruder. 
'He gave the book to his brother." 
00 Er schrieb den Brief an seinen Bntder, 
"He wrote the letter to his brother.' 
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8.4.2.3 Russian oblique case complements 
Retvimtng now to the Russian reflexive verbs that Nichols (1983:171) describes as 
havmg a 'first object'. Recall that Nichols considers there to be "no difference in 
syntactic relations' (my emphasis) between the accusative complement of a verb 
such as {/'ubit' 'to love', and the mstrumental complement of interesovatsja 'to be in-
terested in*, the dative complement of udivyat'sja 'to be surprised at' and the preposi-
tional complement of serdit's/a 'to get angiy with' . Let me put these verbs mto a con-
text and we can see what Nichols mtends. I place the 'first object* of each sentence in 
square brackets. 
[42] a. Onljubil {ienStHnuACCl 
'He loved the woman.* 
b. Onudivil-sja [moemupouedeni/UDATl-
he surprised self my behaviour 
*He was surprised at my behavioiu-.* 
b. Onserdil-sja [namoeflo bratOACCl-
he angered self onto my brother 
'He was angry at my brother.' 
d. Oninteresoval-sfa [tennisOTniNSTR]-
he mterested-self tenms 
'He was mterested i n tennis.' 
I must admit that I cannot see what is achieved by claiming that the NPs in square 
brackets are all first objects. I t does nothmg to explain why these first objects are in 
different cases, and is technically wrong in that the Russian reflexive clitic -sja is an 
Accusative anaphor, and therefore has prior claim to the tiUe of 'first object'. 
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Let me now give my analysis of the constructions involving these reflexive 
verbs. FlrsUy, let i t be noted that the three reflexive verbs cited by Nichols have non-
reflexive counterparts. In [43] I give the constructions with the non-reflexive verbs. 
Note that I claim that (43a] and (43b] have a Ground subject and a Figure direct ob-
ject, whereas [43c] has a F^ure subject and a Ground direct object. 
[43] a. G V F 
Afo^pouedenieNOM udivil egoACC-
'My behavloiu- surprised him.' 
b. G V F 
Moj bratNOM serdiZ egoACC-
"My brother angered him." 
F V G 
c. TenniSNOM intersoval egoACC-
Tennis Interested him. ' 
I think that I should, before proceeding, defend my attribution of Figiue and Ground 
status to the argiunents i n [43]. In other words, why do the first two sentences have 
Ground subjects, whereas the third sentence has a Figure subject? It might even be 
argued that the arguments i n (43) are not i n the Figure/Ground schema, at all, on 
the groimds that these sentences do not exemplify Takny's Figure and Groimd speci-
fication (see 3.2), i n that there is no moving or conceptually movable object that we 
can call the Figure, and no real fi-ame of reference that we can call the Ground. 
In the realm of concrete objects It is usually clear enough wiilch argiunent is 
the Figure and which the Ground. In the realm of abstractions, however, i t may not 
be so clear. I f a particular abstract notion Is perceived to belong in the 
Figure/Ground schemed then the argiunents Involved have to be assigned their sta-
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tus; the syntax imposes the requfrement that the Figure and the Ground argimients 
be identified. If i t is very unclear which argiunent is which, an arbitrary choice must 
be made^. I t is sometimes the case that the argument that is given Figure status m 
one construction is given Ground status In another version of the construction. The 
verb anger is a case i n point: Is the causer of the singer, or the person who experi-
ences the anger, the Figure? English pennits the verb anger and its derived form be 
angry to occur m [44a], where Tom is the Figure, and [44b]. where Tom is the 
Ground. 
[44] a. F G 
Tom ar^rs Sue. 
G F = msmUMENTAL 
Sue is angtry [u;ith Tcm]. 
b. G F 
Tom angers Sue. 
F G = DATWE 
Sue is angry [at Tcm]. 
In constructions with the verb scare and Its derived forai be scared the Figure can be 
only the person doing the scaring. 
^ Working in a somewhat different framework, Brekke (1988) distinguishes between 'a-Experiencer 
predicates', where the subject NP is the Experiencer (e.g like, hate, fear, loathe), and '/S-Eicperiencer 
predicates', where the E^perlencer is the complement of the verb ( please, scare, disgust, anger). As it 
stands, Brekke's distinction is ad hoc. Clearly, the advantage of the Figure/Ground schema is that (1) it 
relates the difference between the two types of verbs to a fundamental linguistic concept, (11) it virtualfy 
predicts that there will be two groups of verbs, depending on whether the Figure or the Ground argument 
is realized as subject. 
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c. F G 
Tom scores Sue. 
G F = GEM7TVE 
Sue is scared [of Tom]. 
Sue is scared {*with/*at} Tan. 
1 now return to the Russian constructions i n (43]. TTie reflexive counterpars to [43] 
are given in (45]. In the sentences with reflexive verbs both Figure and Ground are 
VP-internal. Whichever argvmient comes immediate^ after the verb gets Accusative 
case; the other argviment gets F/G-related case, DATIVE for the Ground, 
INSTRUMENTAL for the Figure. Thus in (45a] and (45b] the Ground is DATIVE , realized 
by Dative i n (45a], and P + Accusative i n 145b]. In (45c] the Figure, required to be 
INSTRUMENTAL is realized by the Instrumental case. 
(45] a. A V F G = mTlVE 
Onj udivU. -sjai moemupouedeni/UDAT-
he surprised self my behaviour 
'He was stirprised at my behaviovu-.' 
b. A V F G = DATIVE 
Oni serdU -s/aj namoegobrataACC-
he angered self onto my brother 
'He was angiy at my brother.' 
C. A V G F = INSIRUMENTAL 
Oni irtteresoval -sjai tenrtiscmifiSTR-
he interested-self tennis 




In Latm AEtt-AUVE and LOCATIVE are both realized by the Ablative. The bare Ablative (= 
AHJmvE) of early Latin came to be reinforced by the preposition a, ab '6xm', and e, 
ex 'out of. TTie bare Ablative (= LOCATIVE) came to be reinforced by prepositions such 
as i n 'in, on', sub 'under'. 
Russian has retained a discrete form for iNSTRUMEmAL (= Instrumental). Hie 
feature [-L-»] is realized in Russian by a bare Instrumental; there is no Russian 
preposition conveying the feature [-L-»] corresponding to Gennan mit and English 
with. LOCATIVE in Russian is alvrays realized by a preposition taking an oblique case: 
V 'in', na 'on' take the Locative, nod 'above', pered 'to front of, za "behmd', pod "under* 
take the Instnmaental. ABLATIVE in Russian is realized by a preposition taking the 
Gemtive case: iz 'out of, ot 'fixjm', s 'from off. 
German has retained three bare oblique cases: G E M J T V E (realized by Genitive), 
DATYVE (realized by Dative), ABLATIVE (realized by Dative). The two remalnmg features 




CLASSIFYING THE [±L1 EJVT-VERBS 
9.1 Introduction 
I n Chapter 3 we saw that there Is an alternation, repeated In (1], between a l+U be-
preflxed verb taking a Ground direct object and a [-li simplex verb taking a Flgiu-e 
direct object. I claimed that this alternation can be accounted for i f we suppose that 
the be- prefix is an allomorph of (in this case) the preposition airf 'on'. I further 
proposed that both the preposition and the be- prefix carry the location feature 
(-»G). 
[1] a. Er l-Uiiid die Steirre aufden Wagen 
'He loaded the stones onto the cart.' 
b. Er i+^betid den Wagen mit Steirven. 
'He loaded the cart wi th stones.' 
In this chapter I show that the ent- prefix is, i n a sense yet to be clarified, the Inverse 
of the be- prefix, and carries, therefore, some form of the feature (*-). In contrast to 
the be- prefix, the ent- prefix is deficient i n respect of its ability to host features, and, 
as a consequence, the ent- prefix occurs In three environments: on a [+U verb, on a (-
IJ verb, and on a [OL] verb^ In this chapter I discuss the German (±LJ ent- verbs that 
represent the inverse of the simplex/be-verb system. 1 defer discussion of the (OLJ 
system of preflixes that includes (OL] ent- unt i l the next chapter. 
1 The iOLl prefixes are treated in detail in the next two chapters. Briefly, I use the notation |0L1 for 
prefixes that. In contrast with the 1+L] and [-L] prefixes, make no specification as to the type of argument 
they can take as direct object. 
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9.2 Two (of the three) types of ent-verbs 
9.2.1 Ent-verbs may be l±U 
The sentences m [2], with entladen 'unload', show the toverse of [1], which has the 
simplex/ be-verb pattern for 'to load'. 
[2] a. Er ["^entlud die Steine mm Wagen 
'He unloaded the stones from the cart.' 
b. Er l+L-lenaud den Wqgen uon Steinea 
'He unloaded the cart of stones.' 
Note the difference in [2], where both verbs have the ent- prefix. H ie problem is how 
to account for the fact that ent-, which is mtuitively the mverse of be-, behaves 
different^ from be-, m that ent- can take either a Figure or a Ground argument as 
direct object, whereas be- may take only a Ground dfrect object. 
This is a seemingly unwelcome outcome, stoce I have shown that i t is a 
function of the be-prefix, an allomorph of the location P auf 'on', attached to a 
simplex verb, to allow the Ground to be the direct object. In other words, i n the 
context of 'movement of X to Y" German has a morphological means of encoding 
+LOCATION on the verb, whereas m the reverse context of 'movement of X avray from 
T there is no morphological difference between the +LOCATION verb and the 
-LOCATION verb. 
We can. however, resolve this problem by assuming that an ent-verb that 
takes the Ground as direct object is coverUy marked as being -HXDCATION. We can 
appeal to a general principle of German grammar that prohibits double preflxation. 
9.2.2 The ban on double preflxation in German 
TTils principle can be seen to operate m the formation of the past participle m 
German verbs. In the unmarked case the past participle of a German verb is formed 
by prefixmg the verb stem with ge- and sufiBxlng with either -en or -t, as m [3a]. ff the 
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verb is already prefixed, this prefix blocks the addition ofge- on Uie past participle, as 
i n I3b]. 
13] a. ^agen 
trinken 
'to ask' gefragt 
'to drink' getrunken 
'asked' 
'drunk' 
benutzen 'to use' 
gestehen 'to adnalt' 







We might now represent the relationship between the simplex verb, the be-verb and 
the two ent-verbs i n the following matrix: 
[4] 
- L -^L 
+PATH. -KXDAL 0 be-
-hPATH, -GOAL ent- (*be)ertf-
The matrix i n (4] shows that be-, which is always associated with i.e. taking a 
Ground direct object, is blocked fl-om appearing on a verb that is already prefixed. 
While 14] might seem plausible at first sight, there is, however, something wrong with 
i t . H i e be- prefix is an aUomorph of a location preposition; be- is. i n fact, cognate 
wi th bei "by'. This means that its essential 'ingredient' is the directional feature -> 
rather than l+U that specifies that the verb takes a Ground direct object. It makes no 
sense to try to put -» onto a verb already marked «-. 
Let us rather suppose that be- is an amalgam of (+L) and ( -»), but that ent-
hosts only the directional feature. I f ent- is not specified for [Hi, then a ent-prefixed 
verb can take either Figiu'e or C^ound direct objects. 1 show this proposal in the 
following matrix. The prefix be- equates with the composite featiu-e (-i-L, -*) , vi^ereas 
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the prefix ent- equates only wi th the featvue («-). The features (-L) and (+L), when 
associated wi th (*-) are zero morphemes. 
[5] 
F dfr. obj. G dfr. obJ. 
(-L, - ) (+L, - ) 
(0) (be-) 
(-L) ( - ) (+L) ( - ) 
(0) (ent) (0) (ent) 
The matrix m [5] has a consequence that I wiU fiilty address m Chapters 10 £uid 11. 
For the moment note that stace ent Itseff carries no value for [±L], then there is 
nothmg In principle to prevent ent- also occurring as a prefix on intransitive verbs. 
9.3 The Five Classes of [ IL] ent-verbs 
We are now m a position to emalyse the syntax of the ent-verbs that have 
Figure/Ground argviments. We find that the same CLASS system operates that I 
proposed for the be-veri5S in 3.3. It violl be mstructive to deal separatety with each 
CLASS and show how the syntax of the ent-verbs relates to that of the be-verbs. I 
precede each group of sentences with the relevant part of TABLE I from CHAPTER 3. 
TTie Ground is shown m bold, the Figure is underUned. In the righthemd column, 
under PP/oblique, I add the PIE underlying case, as proposed in 8.4.2. 
CLASS I verbs have an Agent subject; the Figure and the Ground are VP-mtemal. 
SUBJECT VERB OBJECT PP/oblique 
CLASS I a Agent +L Ground Figure = GENUWE 
b Agent -L Figure Groimd = ABLATIVE 
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H i e first example is the Locative Alternation. 
[6] a. Er enflud den WageiiACC von HeupAT-
'He unloaded the cart of hay.' 
b. E)" entiud das Heufi,rr vrni WagenoAT 
'He unloaded the hay flrom-the cart.' 
In (a] erttaden is a [+Vi verb that takes the Groimd as the direct object; the Figure is 
G E M U V E , the realization of (-L, -^). \n (b] the verb ertfZadenis (-L] and takes the Figure 
as the direct object; the Ground is ABLATIVE, the realization of (-HL. « - ) . 
While [6] is clearly an example of the Locative Alternation, other examples of 
the Locative Alternation with ent- are rare. One other such verb is enffremden 
'aUenate'. In [a] the verb is (-t-L) wi th a Ground direct object; i n [b] the verb is (-L) with 
a Figure direct object: 
[7] a. Er enffremdete seinen FreundACC seiner FraunvN 
he ent-alienated his finend of his wife 
"He alienated his Mend firom his wife.' 
b. Er enffremdete seinem FreundoAT setne Frau/\rr 
he alienated to his filend his wife 
'He alienated his firiend finom his wife.' 
It seems to be the case that, while there is nothing in principle to prevent ent-verbs 
fi-om alternating between (+LJ and (-L}. as shown in [6J and [7J. the majority of 
German ent-veits have just one value for [±y. either l+U or {-U. In 18] 1 give examples 
of both types. In each example the gloss refers to the xmstarred version, which shows 
the Ground in bold, and the Figure underlined. 
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[8] a CLASS 1 f+U cnt-verbs 
Er entbob {den MinisterAcc seines PPStenSGEN/ 
•dem MinisteroAT seinen RjsteriAcc} 
he ent-ralsed the mfriister of his post 
'He relieved the mimster of his post.' 
Er entledigte {den PfarrerACC seines AmtespKN / 
*dem PfarreruAT sein AmtACC) 
he ent-flieed the parson of his oflBce 
'He divested the parson of his office.' 
Erentband {die FrauACC maeinsniJSrd/ 
*der FrauDAT ein fOndAcc) 
he ent-bound the woman of a chfld 
'He delivered the woman of a chfld.' 
Er entbieft {sichACC dgg AJjQQfv?lsGEN^*slchDAT denAlkoholACC} 
he ent-held seff of the alcohol 
'He {kept hlmseff/refiuined} from alcohol.' 
b. CLASS I (-U ent-verbs (Dative on the Ground = ABLATIVE, glossed 
as 'from') 
Er entrang {'denFeindACC seiner WcffecEN^ 
dem FcindoAT seine WgygACC) 
he ent-'wrested [from) the enemy the weapon 
'He wrested the weapon from the enemy." 
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Er entnahm {*das BudiACC eines gutenZttntesGEN/ 
dem BuchpAT ejn gitfes ZjtcjtACc} 
he ent-took (from) the book a good quotation 
'He took a good quotation from the book." 
Er entzog {'irieinenFreundACC der ErUmbrdSGEN^ 
tneinem. 
FreundDAT otte EriaubniSArr} 
he ent-drew (from) my friend the pennlssion 
'He withdrew permission from my friend.' 
It seems that all the CLASS n ent-verbs are -L, Le. when the Figure is the subject, the 
Ground is in a PP, either with an overt preposition or as a bare Dative. This means 
that a CLASS II ent-verb has the same syntax as its simplex, bearing in mind that a 
bare Dative (= AELATWE) is semantically equivalent to a PP headed by uon 'from' or aus 
'out of. 
SUBJECT VERB OBJECT PP/obllque 
CLASS n a Figure +L Ground 
b Figure -L Ground = AELATTVE 
[9] a. E£ entstammt einer gttten FomilieoAT-
he ent-stems (from) a good family 
Er starrmt von einer guten FomilicDAT-
he stems from a good family 
'He comes from a good family.' 
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Other CLASS n - L verbs: ertteilen 'hurry away*, entstehen 'arise', erOspTtngen, 'arise*, 
entstrOmen 'pour out', ertffUehen 'Qee', entgehen 'avoid', entfallen 'drop, fall*, 
entgleiten 'slip', entsdilijlpfen "escape*, ervScatfen 'run away*, 
C L A S S f f l 
CLASS m ent-verbs are necessarily - L , since the Ground is the subject. Hie only ent-
prefixed verb that plausibly belongs here is entbehren 'to be lacking'. Hie Figure is 
realized as a bare Genitive. 
SUBJECT VERB OBJECT PP/oblique 
CLASS I a Ground -L Figure 
b Ground -L Figure = GEM7TVE 
(101 Das Auto (mthehrtE iedesKomforts r .F .N. 
the car ent-Xed of every comfort 
TTie car lacked every comfort.' ^ 
I think it unlikely that the verb enthalten 'to contain' belongs in CLASS ffl. 
[ I l l Die Flasche enOiQlt einen Liter Wein. 
the bottle ent-holds a litre wine 
The bottle contains a litre of wine.' 
^ The verb entbehren differs from the other ent-verbs so far discussed In that the prefix means not 
'out of, away from', but represents negation of the simplex verb to which it is affixed. Thus entbehren 
means 'not bear, not carry' (of. (Drosdowski 1989:432). Further examples of ent- serving as negation are 
discussed in Chapters 10 and 11. 
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While we can argue that the bottle Is clearly the Ground, the wine being the Figure, 
the verb enthalten is semantically a long way from being a 'removal' verb^. 
CLAgSJV 
SUBJECT VERB OBJECT PP 
CLASS IV Agent +L Figure Ground 
Denominal CLASS IV ent-verbs that incorporate the Figure aire well attested in 
German. 
[121 a. Der Medianiker entSJte die AfoscTune. 
the mechanic ertf-oll-ed the engine 
"The mechanic degreased the engine.' 
b. Der Wind entiz^grte die B&ume. 
the wind ent-leaves-ed the trees 
The wind blew the leaves off the trees.' 
CLASS IV denominal ent-verbs are probabfy the only productive ent-verbs in German. 
Entujonzen 'to de-bug' is a recent addition to the lexicon. 
(13] Der Tedvvker entivanzte den Cavputer. 
the technician ent-bu^ed the computer 
The technician de-bugged the computer.' 
^ In this respect it is noteworthy that nominallzations associated with the meaning of enihalten 'to 
contain' do not employ the prefix ent-: Beh&lter 'container', Inhalt 'contents'. 
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Other CLASS IV +L verbs: entxvoffhen 'disarm', errtgrOten 'fillet, bone', entkrOften 
'weaken', en^ungfem 'deflower', entehren 'dishonour*, entwaMen *deforestate', 
entivurzeln 'uproot', enbrosten 'de-rust', entbiattem 'defoliate'. 
CLASS V 
SUBJECT VERB OBJECT PP 
CLASS V Agent V-KJ Figure 
I can find no ertf-verbs which plausibly belong in CI.ASS V.'* Recall that the 
hypothesis which I outlined in Chapter 3 predicts that there should be no verbs 
which incorporate the Ground, for the following reasons: 
(I) The +L verb, but not the -L verb, may incorporate. 
(ii) The +L verb must have the Ground as direct object, 
(iii) The Ground cannot simultaneously be Incorporated on the verb and 
be the veib's direct object. 
In summary, we have seen that almost all the CLASS I ent-verbs are lexicalized as 
either +L or -L; there are extremely few that occur as +L and -L pairs, such as enHaden 
and enffl-emden. CLASS II and CLASS HI ent-veibs occur only as -L verbs. CLASS IV ent-
verbs. which incorporate the Figure, are the only productive ones. 
At this point, having shown that the Figure/Ground distinction enables us to 
establish the verb CLASSes, both for the be-veibs (Chapter 3). and now for the ent-
verbs, I would briefly like to emphasize the superiority of the Figure/Ground 
distinction over other frameworks. 
* It may well be the case for English, too, that there are no (?) Ground-Incorporating verbs of the type 
imbotOe. debottle: 
(1) ?He {imbotOed/debotOed^ the wine. 
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Note that the division of the prefixed verbs into CLASSes is just a device for 
saying where the Figure and Ground arguments occiu" in a sentence. Thus in CLASS 
I , for instance, both arguments are in the VP; CLASS IV verbs incorporate the Figure 
argument, etc. 
Putting this in a slightly different way, the verb CLASSes that the 
Figtuie/Ground distinction establishes dispenses entirely with the need for e-roles, 
such as Agent, Patient. Theme. Ejqieriencer, etc. The verb CLASSes also, of course, 
avoid the semantic dlfiSculties associated with identtfytng whether an argument is, 
for instance, an Experiencer or a Patient. The subject of a CLASS I verb (that has 
Figure and Ground VP-internal) is necessarily an Agent (or Causer), as Is the subject 
of a CLASS IV verb (with an incorporated Figure argument, and a Ground Dfrect 
object). In later chapters, purety for the sake clarity of exposition, I will continue to 
use the teims Agent and THEME. 
9.4 Productivity of [±L] ent-verbs 
9.4.1 Producttvtty of CLASS IV ent-verbs 
It seems that, in contrast to the be-system, the ent-system is much less productive, 
with the exception of CLASS IV (denominal) verbs. Why should this be? I have afready 
pointed out that many of the ent-verbs. £^art from those in CLASS n, are regarded as 
literary, archaic or formal. TTiis, however, is a reflection of thefr lack of vitality, not a 
reason for thefr lack of vitality. I now offer three reasons for the productivity of CLASS 
IV and the fossilized state of the other ent-verbs. 
The CLASS IV ent-verbs are productive in modem German. Recall that the 
CLASS IV ent-verbs incorporate the Figure argument. That Figure-incorporating ent-
verbs are productive is not surprising when we realize that they represent the only 
way that Gennan has of incorporating a noun onto a 'removal' verb. The only other 
way of expressing the meaning of [14a] is by periphrasis as In [14b,c]. 
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[141 a. Ex-entkenrte denApfel 
'He decored the apple." 
b. Er entfemie den Kem von dem ApfeL 
He removed the core frxim the apple.' 
c. Er {sc/initt/na/in^ den Kem {uon/cnis} dem ApfeL 
"He {cut/took} the core {from/out of} the apple.' 
Hie ability of ent- to incorporate the noun Figure argument seems enough to 
guarantee its productivity. 
9.4.2 Lack ofproducUvity in CLASSes I, n, and UI 
In contrast with the productive CIASSIV ent-verbs, the ent-verbs in the other CLASSes 
are less productive. It must be said at this stage that the ent-system is not as 
productive for CLASS I verbs as the be-system, if one can talk about degrees of 
productivity. It is dlflBcult to find examples where a simplex verb can take he- and 
also +L ent- and -L ent-. Even the alternations laden, beladen, '^nSaden, ^enOaden 
might be questioned by some native speakers who would prefer, instead of an ent-
verb. a separable verb, aus-laden, or ab-laden, both meaning *to unload*. It seems to 
be the case that the majority of CLASS I ent-verbs have become lexLcallzed as either +L 
or -L. Thus -^entnehmen has no +L counterpart: 
(151 a Er -Lentnohm dem BuchoAT einZttatf^or 
*He took a quotation from the book. 
b *Er -^entnahm das BUCHACC etnes ZtatesQEN 
There are a number of plausible reasons why CLASS I ent-verbs are less favoured in 
the modem language than thefr simplex/be- counterparts. 
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(i) Many ent-verbs survive only with a meaning that is a metaphor of the 
literal meaning of the simplex verb; the veib ertweifen 'to design' derives from werfen 
'to throw'. In addition, many of these verbs have a distinctly formal, literary or 
archaic aura: entrOcken 'to remove, transport, translate'. 
(ii) [+Lj and [-L] ent-verbs tend to take arguments as bare Datives and bare 
Genitives respectively, and thus may be perceived to be against the trend towards 
analytical constructions in the modern language. 
(iii) The fact that +L ent- blocks additional prefixation means that a simplex 
verb prefixed by ent- is potentially ambiguous between being [+U or [-1]. This 
ambiguity is, of course, resolved by the way the verb's arguments are realized; if a verb 
has a bare Dative argument, this is a clear indication that the verb is [-i-Lj, a bare 
Genitive is a clear indication that the verb Is [-Lj. However, once a ent-verb is assigned 
a value for L this could be sufficient to block the appearance of a ent-verb with the 
other value of L. 
(iv) It is noteworthy that in both EngUsh and German, the Locative 
Alternation seems to be more acceptable with 'supply' verbs rather than with 
'removal' verbs. There seems to be no other explanation for the asymmetry of such 
verbs in English as Inoest and diuest. Irwest is both and [-L], whereas diuest is 
only [+U. 
[ 16] The council invested the leader with jvSL powers. 
The coundZ invested fijR powers in the leader. 
The cowvM divested the leader of fijR powers. 
*The ooundt dtuestedfiUl powers from, the leader. 
(v) The verbs in CLASSes I and n have the same syntax as simplex verbs, i.e. 
the Ground is expressed as a PP, either headed by an overt preposition or by 
Alternative Realization, as a bare Dative. The sentences in [a], which have ent-verbs, 
have a less literal reading, and are more likely to be found with abstract noun 
complements, than the corresponding sentences containing the simplex verbs In [b], 
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where the complements are generalfy more mundane. Apart from permitting a bare 
Dative, the ent-preflx is virtually redundant. 
(171 a. E>-enffkdxderPoUzelDAT-
he ent-fled the police 
*He escaped the police.' 
Er entkam der Ge/ahrDAT-
he ent-came the danger 
'He {got away from/eluded} the danger'. 
b. ErfldlxvonderPoUzeL 
'He fled from the police.* 
Er kam aus der Wohnung. 
*He came out of the house.* 
The potential redundemcy of the prefix and the preference in Modem German for 
analytic forms over synthetic forms, i.e. the use of a simplex verb and overt 
preposition rather than a prefix, may be enough to reduce the productivity of the 
prefix. Note, too, that the ent- prefix is not Just syntactically redundant, but also that 
it may be lexically redundant, in the sense that its lexical content 'away from* merely 
duplicates part of the lexical content of the simplex verb fliehen *flee'. 
(vi) The ent-system is in competition with another, much more productive, 
system. This other system is that of the particle verbs (the so-called separable verbs). 
Note that an alternative to entkidenis the particle verb ab+laden 
(18] a. Er entZud den Wagen 
he ent-loaded the cart 
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b. Er iud den Wagen ab. 
he loaded the cart ofi" 
'He unloaded the cart.' 
9.5 Summsoy 
In this chapter I have shown that ent-verbs may be [+U or [-L|, the former taking a 
Ground dfrect object and corresponding to be-, the latter not taking a Ground dfrect 
object. I have shown that the same verb CLASSes can be established for the ent-verbs 
as I established for the be-verbs according to where the Figure and Ground 
arguments are realized. The Figure/Ground distinction and the verb Ci^ ASSes enable 
us to account for the way that argvunents are realized without recourse to 9-roles. 
I discussed the ent-verbs in terms of thefr productivity, and pointed out that 
ent-prefixed simplex verbs are much less productive that denominal em-verbs. One 
reason probably has to do with the fact that ent-prefixed simplex verbs fii'equently 
take bare oblique case argiunents, which may contribute to the feeling that these 
verbs have a literary, formal, and even archaic flavour. A second reason is that the 
ent-verbs are competing with a more vital system, that of the particles. 
There Is a subset of ent-pretixed verbs that I have not dealt with in this chapter. 
These are the [OLJ ent-verbs. They will be the subject of the next chapter. 
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THE (OL] PJ?EFIXES 
AND THE HIDDEN GROUND 
10.1 Introduction 
We saw in Chapter 10 that [±1] ent-verbs can take either the Figure or the Groimd as 
direct object. In other words the ent-verbs that we have so far met are marked as [-Lj 
or as l+U. There are, however, some ent-verbs that behave somewhat difierently. The 
following sentence Illustrates the use of an ent-verb that has only one argument. 
[11 PLOtzUchentbrannbe einKarrpf. 
suddenly ent-bumed a fight 
'Suddenly a fight flared up." 
Is [IJ in the Figure/Ground schema? It seems not to be, since there is only one 
argument, and the verb does not allow a second argument. Figure and Ground 
Specification (3.2.3) requires there to be both a Figure and a Ground in the 
Figure/Ground schema; if there is a Figure, there must be a Groimd, and vice versa. 
This Is the essence of the Figure/Ground system as proposed by Talmy (1978). It 
would be awkward to be obliged to say that the constmction with the ent-verb tn [1] 
is not in the Figure/Ground schema. Surprisingly, perhaps, it turns out that the 
single argument sentence in [1] is fully consistent with the Figure/Ground 
hypothesis that I am pursuing. I have shown that l+U ent-verbs take a Ground 
argument, and [-1^ ent-verbs take a Figure argument. I will now claim that there are 
ent-verbs, as well as verbs prefi?ffid by uer- and er-, that are unspecified for a value of 
(q. I wUl call them [OLl verbs. 
I will show that with these [OL] verbs there is a hidden, or implied Ground. In 
fact, the Ground is the Figure itself. This idea is not envisaged by Talmy (1978). but 
is, I think, a natural development of his original concept. In contrast to the be- and 
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[iU ent- prefixes, where the Ground is an overt argument distinct from the Figure, 
and serves as a frame of reference against vshich the motion of the Figure is viewed, 
in the case of the [OLJ prefixed verbs the frame of reference for the motion of the 
Figure Is the Figure Itself. Thus, the (OLj prefixed verbs are associated with change of 
state. I wUl show in this chapter how [OL] denominal verbs, representing change of 
state of the Figure, are formed (reserving deadjectival verbs for the next chapter). 
I also discuss a development of the features (-•) and (*-) that provides the [OL] 
prefixes with certain additional semantic associations, such as "pejorative', 
'Inchoative'. 
Ffrstly I need to explain and account for the feature [OL]. 
10.2 The [OL] feature 
Recall that, according to the feature matrix I presented in Chapter 10, here repeated 
in [2], the ent- prefix hosts only the feature («-). i.e. the [±Lj feature is a zero 
morpheme. 
(21 
F dfr. obj. G dfr. obJ. 
(-L. - ) (+L. - ) 
(0) (be-) 
(-L) ( - ) (+L) (*-) 
(0) (ent) (0) (ent) 
Thus, an ent-verb can, as we have seen, be either [+Ll or [-L]. It is logical to suppose 
that the prefix on the verb entbrannte in [1] also carries the featru'e (*-), but that it 
differs from the [-i-Lj and [-U prefixes in that its accompanying zero morpheme has a 
different value of [L]. Let us call this zero morpheme lOL]. 
Now, [-I-Lj is the feature associated with the Ground, and a verb marked l+U 
must take the Groxmd as dfrect object. Similarly, [-q is associated with the Figure, 
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and a verb marked [-1] takes a Flgvire direct object. What then, does [OL] signify? 
Logically [OL] should mean that there Is no specification as to the dfrect object, in 
other words a [OL] verb specifies nothing about its dfrect object. Now. we know from 
Figure and Ground Specification (3.2.2) that the dfrect object carmot be the Ground, 
since the Ground can be the dfrect object only of a l+U verb. This means that [OL] 
permits the verb to take a Figure dfrect object, or no direct object. Thus, a [OL] verb 
can have a single argument, as in [1]. 
The question now is: how can there be a single argument In the 
Figure/Ground schema? 
J 0.2. i The hidden Ground 
I propose that the single argument in [1] is a Figure. I will claim that, in a sense to be 
made explicit, the Figure in [1] comprises its own Ground. 
The essence of the Figure/Ground schema is that it comprises the 
relationship of an object (the Figure) to another object (the Ground) that constitutes 
a frame of reference. Now, suppose that we have an object that moves. We know that 
it moves because it has changed its position with respect to the Ground; the object 
might move closer to, or away from the Ground. This has been the core of the 
Figure/Ground hypothesis that I have outlined so far, and which is manifested by 
the be- prefix and the [±U ent-verbs. 
In the unmarked case the Figure and the Ground are realized as two distinct 
objects, and as two separate argimients. There are, however, cases when, through 
co-indexing, the Figure and the Groimd refer to the same object. 
[3] a. He retreated to a monastery. 
b. Hei retreated into himse^i. 
The potential for co-indexation of the Figure and Ground derives an 
important variation on the relationship between Figure and Ground. So far I have 
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viewed movement In terms of a Figure moving with respect to an external Ground. 
But we can also view an object that moves as having moved, not with respect to any 
external Ground, but rather as having moved fixan its original position. In this view 
the location of the Figure, before it moves, acts as the Ground or the frame of 
reference for the movement. The diagrams in [4] wUI summarize what I mean. 
Diagram [4a] shows a Figure, marked [-U, moving toward or away from a Ground, 
marked [+U. This is the familiar Figure/Ground relationship that we find with be-
verbs and their ent- antonyms. Diagram (4b] shows a Figure, marked [OL] moving from 
Its original location, shown by dotted outline, in one of two directions, shown by the 
arrows. My proposal is that [4bl is a representation of the ent-verbs and other [OL] 




We can now see why the [OL] prefixes are marked thus; they have no value for [L], 
because they do not need to distinguish between a Figure and a Groimd argument. 
Another way of looking at [4] may help to make things clearer. Suppose that 
X is giving Y directions how to reach Z. X might say something like [5a], v^ere each 
imperative refers to a Ground (main road, chemist's, park]. Or X might employ deictic 
adverbials. as In [5b]. 
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[5] a. Go to the main road, cross the road, go past the c/iemist's, go 
through the park etc. 
b. Turn left, go forward twenty yards, turn right, take the third left, etc. 
In [5bl there Is no Ground corresponding to the Grounds main rood, chemist's in (SaJ. 
Ttie Ground in [5bl is where Y is standing at the point when he interprets what X is 
telling hfrn to do. Hius. [5a] is an example of [4a]. whfle [Sb] is an example of [4bl. 
10.2.2 The lOL] features 
The diagram in [4bl shows that movement of the Figure from its original location may 
be in one of two dfrections, shown by the arrows. I show in [6] how I consider these 
two dfrectional features are to be interpreted, and the prefixes that I associate with 
them. 
(61 
i ver-, ige-). (be-) *forth. onwards' 
1 er-, ent- 'out. back'^ 
The assignment of prefixes and English glosses to the features in [6] is based on 
German and English data rather than on theoretical considerations. 
The prefixes in parentheses, ge- and be-, are no longer productive in the [OL] 
system, and the verbs that they form are remnants of the earlier system. (For ge- see 
Chapter 1. for [OL] be-verbs see 3.3.3.2.) Hius the main prefix to carry the feature (-^ ) 
is uer- in modem German. The prefix er- Is fii'equently an antonym of uer-. 
The table in [7] shows how the two [0L\ dfrectional features fit into the 
scheme of prefixes. Note that there are two composite morphemes: under the first 
column, labelled [-Lj. is a zero morpheme representing (-L. - • ) . Hiis Is the zero 
morpheme on a simplex verb. e.g. iaden 'load*, ^tihich takes a Figure dfrect object. 
1 As noted in footnote 1 in 8.2, ent- can convey the notion 'reversal of action, negation', as well as 
motion 'out, back, away' 
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Under the second column, labelled [+Ui is the prefix be- that represents the composite 
feature (-v-L, -*). Elsewhere In the table there are no composite morphemes; the 




(-L, - ) \(+U^) 
0 1 be- {uer-, ge-, be-} 
ent- 1 ent- {ent-, er-} 
I give an example of each of the five [CH^) prefixes. 
[8] a. Der Baum besteht sett hundert Jahren 
the tree be-stands since hxmdred years 
The tree has stood for a hundred years.' 
(= stands on, continues to stand) 
b. Er gelettete die Gnxppe durch den Wald. 
he ge-led the group through the forest 
'He escorted the group through the forest.' 
(= led the group onwards) 
c. Er uerreiste ouf ein poor Wodien 
he uer-travelled on a few weeks 
'He went away/abroad for a few weeks.' 
(= Journeyed forth) 
d. Er entftthrte ein MQddrert 
he ent-led a gfrl 
'He seduced/kidnapped/eloped with a gfrl.' 




the data er-gave good results 
"Hie data produced good results.* 
(= gave out, gave forth) 
Summarizing so far, I have shown that the [OL] prefixes ent-, er-, uer- are associated 
with a "hidden* Ground that is the location or state of the Figure, with respect to 
which this Figure alters its location or state. I also introduced the features (-») for ge, 
ver-, be-, and («-) for ent- and er-. 
The realization of these features by means of the prefixes gives rise to some 
subtle semantic differentiation. In the next section I discuss a number of the main 
[OL] verb types. 
10.3 Ver-, er-, and ent-verbs 
10.3.1 Ver- and er- as antonyms 
The prefixes uer- and er- are frequently antonyms. The modem German verb kaitfen 
means *to buy*, as in Er toau/le einen Ring 'he bought a ring*. Originally it had the 
meaning 'trade, deal, do business*. This meaning can still be seen in KaufiTiann 
'trader, dealer, merchant', not, however, 'buyer'.^ Hie prefixed verbs in [9] show 
clearly that on some verbs uer- and er- are eintonyms with the features {-* ] and {*- ). 
Thus, selling is an activity in which something is traded forth, whereas buying is 
equivalent to trading In the opposite direction. 
[9] a. Erverkaitfie einen Ring. 
he uer-traded a ring 
*He sold a ring.* 




b. Er erkmfie setne FreiheiL 
he er-traded his freedcon 
'He bought his freedom.' 
[101 a. Er heiratete einepnge Fran 
'He married a young woman.' 
b. Er verhetratete setne Tochter wit etnemjungen Mann. 
he uer-married his daughter with a young man 
"He gave his daughter in marriage to a young man.' 
c. Er erhetratete eine bedeutende Mttglft. 
he er-married a significant dowry 
'His marriage brought him a significant dowry.'^ 
10.3.2 [OLj prefixes denote 'change of state' 
So far I have said that the prefixes in the [OL] system denote movement of the Figure 
troax its original position. I want to propose that there is a development of this idea, 
a more abstract notion of movement from an original position, where position is not 
so much spatial location, but rather a 'state'. In this view 'movement' of the Figure 
from its original 'state' equates with 'change of state', 'alteration'. 
^ Ute Bohnacker (p.c.) Informs me that modem usage allows verheiraten 'oer-marry', '^ve in marriage' 
to be used in the sense of the simplex verb hetmten 'marry', 
(i) Er veitielratete sie. 
he uer-married her 
'He married her.V'He gave her In marriage." 
Similarly, the verb verloben 'get engaged' has acquired a second syntactic usage or meaning: 
&) Erverhbtesfe. 
he uer-Xed her 
"He got engaged to her/betrothed her (to someone else).' 
Er verlobte stch rrdt thr. 
he oer-Xed himself with her 
"He got engaged to her.' 
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In the case of a number of verbs the (OL) ent- prefix conveys through its ( *- ) 
feature the idea not of 'out', 'away from a location', but rather "return to the previous 
state' or 'reversal, undoing of an action'. Thus, ent- fi-equently encodes the idea of 
'negation of an action"*. This is Illustrated schematically in [11), where [ l la ] shows 
advancement of the Figure (F^) flxim a previous state p i (Ground), and [ l i b ] shows 
return of the Figure to its previous state. 
[11] 
a. 
F i F2 
F2 F l 
This use of ert- corresponds to the English prefix un-. Compare the [a] sentences with 
the [b] sentences ui [12] and [13]. 
[12] Er entfcdtete die Flagge. 
he entfolded the flag 
'He unfolded the flag.'^ 
Erfaltete die Flagge (zusammen). 
he folded the flag (together) 
•He folded the flag (up). 
^ Recall that in 8.2 I said that the feature («-G) could well be Interpreted as (-»-G), meaning 'to a place 
that is not the Ground' (= 'out of the Ground). Similarly, the (0L| feature {—] can be interpreted as "(back) 
to a state that the Figure is not in at present'. 
^ The verb entfaUen is a good example of the ambiguity of the feature {— ]. Entfalten seems to contan 
both the notion of folding, opening out' and negation, or cancellation of the simplex verb. 1 return to this 
idea in Chapter 11. 
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[13] a. Er entwUte den Teppich. 
he ertf-rolled the carpet 
'He unrolled the carpet.' 
b. Er route den Teppidi zusammen. 
he rolled the carpet together 
'He rolled the carpet up.'6 
The ent-verbs in the [a] sentences denote a return to the previous state, or the 
undotQg of the action that led to the present state. 
2 0.3.3 [OLJ verbs with an Agent or Causer argument 
I showed in the templates in (7.4.4) that when the Figiu-e and Ground are VP-
Intemal the third argument (the subject) is necessarily an Agent or Causer; given 
that the Figure and the Ground argtunents are already present in the sentence, there 
is no other function for the third argimient than that of Agent or Causer. Tbls, I 
think, sharpens Chomsky's original formulation of Agent Specification, as it 
accounts for when an argiunent must be the Agent: 
[141 Agent Specification 
Thus one rule (probably universal) will stipulate that for verbs of action, the 
animate subject may be interpreted as the agent.' 
(Chomsky 1972:75)7 
What happens when the verb carries a [0L| prefix? Recall that I claim that, in 
® Some of the difHculties presented by German prefixes and particles can perhaps be appreciated 
when one considers that ai^toUen, that should mean only 'roll up, wind up', can also mean its opposite, 
(i). Er mUte das Kabel axjf. 
he rolled the cable on 
'He wound the cable up." 
'He unwound the cable.' 
7 As pointed out by Emonds (1991:400), Chomsky's Agent Specification does not rule out a Figure 
subject beng the Agent. 
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accordance with Figure and Ground SpectBcation, there is a Figure and a hidden 
Ground (representing a previous state) associated with [OL] verbs. TTius, since the 
Ground is liidden' the subject of a single aigument [OL] verb must be the Figure. The 
corollary of this is that i f a [OLJ verb has two overt arguments, one must be the 
Figure, and the other must be an Agent (or Causer). Thus, once again we see that the 
notion Agent (or Causer) falls out naturally finom the constraints of the hypothesis. 
In the following sentences an ent-verb takes two arguments. In each case the 
ertf-verb is zero-marked as being (OL) and takes the Figure as the direct object. The 
subject argument brings about the change of state implied by the verb. 
[15] Br entfaltete die Flagge. 
he ertt-folded the flag 
'He unfolded the flag.' 
Die Rede entfdchte etnen Strelt 
the speech ent-fanned an argument 
The speech stirred up an argument." 
Mein Trotz enfflammte seinen Zom. 
my obstinacy entflamed his anger 
'My obstinacy Inflamed his anger.' 
Der Krieg entzQndete viel Ha3. 
the war ent-ktndled much hatred 
The war incited much hatred' 
Die Wunde entsteUte sein GesidxL 
the wound ent-placed his face 
"The wound disfigured his face.' 
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Note that the subjects of these sentences represent the Agent or Causer. This is a 
consequence of the fact that the subjects are 'third arguments' in sentences that 
have an overt Figure argument and a "hidden' Ground. In each case the 'hidden' 
Ground is the prior state of the Figtu-e obtaining before the event brought about by 
the Agent or Causer. 
10.4 Denominal uer-verbs 
In the last section I showed that 'change of state' can be viewed la terms of the 
Figure moving away fi"om a previous location, and that this previous location acts to 
all Intents and purposes as the Ground (the fi-ame of reference against which we 
know that an object has moved). I discussed some examples of verbs that are formed 
by preflxation of a [OLj prefix to a simplex verb. The efiect of preflxation is to add a 
directional notion to the resulting prefixed verb. So, from JVihren 'lead' we get 
en^Uhren 'lead away, lead astray, abduct, hijack". FQhren can also take the ver- prefix: 
verfOhren lead on, tempt seduce'. 
In this section I want to show that the conception of 'change of state' applies 
not Just to prefixed simplex verbs, but to denominal {OLJ verbs as well. The first point 
to consider is how the abstract representation in [4b]. repeated here as [16). is to be 
Interpreted in the case of denomlnal verbs. 
[16] 
a. 
F l F2 
b. 
F2 F l 
It would be fully in conformity with what I have so far proposed, if we were to take 
[16] to be the representation of what happens when an object (dotted outline) tvuns 
into another object. [16bl would then represent the case if an object turns back into 
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what it had been originally. 
The verb in [17] is vereisen 'ver-ice. ice up', formed by prefixaUon of ver- and 
the noun JEis 'ice'. The sense of the sentence is that the streams and the windows 
have turned to Ice. 
[ 17] EHe {BOdie/Pensterscheiberi^ slnd vereisL 
the streams/windows are uer-iced 
The streams/windows have iced up.' 
TTie abstract template for such a sentence is given in [18]. 
[18] F l -» F2 
(state 1) (state2) 
In [19] I show how this template is to be interpreted. The Ground is represented by 
the state of the streams before they are iced up. The Figure is the state of the streams 
when they are iced up. 
[19] BOche^ Bflche2 
(-Eis) (+ Ets) 
TTie addition to the template in [18] of a change of state verb such as werden 
'becfflne' derives the following sentence. 
[20] Die BQche wurden zu £is. 
the streams became to ice 
The streams turned to Ice.' 
In order to derive the sentence with the denomlnal verb vereisen, the preposition zu 
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(representing the feature ( ) is realized by its allomorph, ver-, adjoined to a null 
verb, n i e noun Eis is then substituted Into the nuU verb. 
[21] 
Die BQdie wurden zu 
DieBOche ver^- Eisj-tea ei 
Eis 
Hie same process gives rise to denomhial uer-verbs which have Agent subjects. Note 
once again that the 'third aigimient' must be an Agent (or Causer), since it can be 
neither the Figure nor the Ground. 
[22] Er verfUmte {den neuen Roman/Anna Karenina}. 
he i«r-fllmed the new novel/Anna. K. 
"He filmed the new novel/Anna K.' 
The Ground hi [22] Is the novel, the Figure is the incorporated noun FUm. The 
paraphrase of [22] is 'He turned the new novel/Anna Karenina into a fihn'. Hie 
template for [22] is: 








The template In [23] gives rise to the construction where [-*] is realized as a P with 
the Ground eis its complement. 
[24] & machte den neuenRcman zu einemPUm. 
he made the new novel to a film 
'He turned the new novel into a film.' 
If the constituent zueinemFfZm is foregrounded, adjunction of the feature -* as the 
prefix ver- and substitution of the Figvue^ argument Into the null verb slot gives the 
denomlnal uer-verb construction. 
[25] Agent V [-^ F^] F l 
Er [veri'Fibnj-te] ei ej den neuenRcman. 
he oer-filmed the new novel 
"He filmed the new novel.' 
Let me at this point emphasize the difference between the ver- denominal 
vert>s that I have Just discussed, and the be-verbs that I dealt with in Chapter 3 and 
Chapter 4. 
We saw that in the case of the be-verbs the Figure aigument moves towards 
the Ground argument (the [±LJ ent-verbs describe movement of the Figure away fitm 
the Ground). In other words the [HJ prefixes are involved with the Uteral motion of 
one concrete object with respect to another concrete object. 
I have shown that the [OL] prefixes are Involved with the motion (literal or 
figurative) of an object with respect, not to an outside frame of reference, but to its 
own origin. 
The distinction between these two sets of verbs can be summed up as follows: 
[iH is involved with 'transfer' of the Figvue with respect to the Ground; [OL] is 
involved with 'change of state' with respect to the Figure. 
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In some cases German denominal verbs relate to the Figure/Ground schema 
in a number of dlfierent ways. Hie verb verzuckem 'uer-sugar' is an example. [26] 
shows that this verb has three distinct meanings 'turn to sugar", "add sugar, put 
sugar in", and 'sprinkle, cover, decorate with sugar". These three meanings arise from 
three difierent structures. 
[26] a. ((OL]yer- Zixker^] vl = 'go flrom not-N to N 
Der Hordg ist verzuckert 
the honey is uer-sugared 
"Hie honey has crystallized." (= turned to sugar) 
b. [[-*l-]i)er- ZudoerN) y] = "transfer N to NP' [ver- equivalent to be-) 
Er verzuckerte den Pudding ntt Honig 
he uer-sugared the pudding with honey 
'He sweetened the pudding with honey,' 
c. l^'^^ver-ZuckerN] v) = "cover NP with N' 
Er verzuckerte denPuddtry rrit Hortig 
he uer-sugared the pudding with honey 
'He poured honey over the pudding.' 
The use of verzjuckem in [26a] is a good example of an inchoative change of state. On 
the other hand verziickem in [26b] Is behaving Uke a CLASS IV be-verb, and has the 
meaning 'supply sweetening', in [26cl It is a uer-verb meaning 'cover with sweetener". 
Hils third ^rpe of uer-verb is dealt with In the next section. 
10.4.1 Verbs denotlrxg 'cover" 
There is a set of verbs such as verdvanen 'chrcane', vergolden "gild, paint gold, gold 
plate", verzinnen 'tin', where the sense is 'apply a covering layer of some substance". 
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[27] Er {verdvcmbe/vergMete/veTztnnte} die Stange. 
he uer-chromed/uer-gllded/uer-tinned the pole 
'He chromed/gilded, tinned the pole." 
At first sight these uer-verbs look as though they are behaving like CLASS IV 
(denomlnal) be-'verbs, which have the basic meaning 'transfer N to NP, supply NP 
with N'. However, a comparison with bewcffiien 'be-weapon, arm' will show that the 
verbs in [27] do not share the syntax of be-verbs. 
[28] Er bewcffiiete seinen Freund. 
he be-weaponed his friend 
'He anned his filend.' 
The verb bewcffiysn is clearly a 'transfer* or 'suppfy' verb; the weapon is being 
transferred to the filend, or the friend is being supplied with a weapon. There is no 
sense of suppljdng with chrcane In verchwmen. Instead. I claim that, although both 
bewqffhen and verdvcmen are denomlnal verbs, into which the head nouns have 
incorporated by substitution, they have substituted for different types of verb. I show 
this in schematic form In [29]. 
[29] a. be- (supply)v Wcffe "weapon' 
b. oer- (cover)v CTirom'chrome' 
Let me illustrate what I mean by showing how the verb decken 'cover' has given rise 
to a quite complex series of derived fomis. Ffrstiy note how the simplex verb dedcenis 
used. 
[30] a. Er deckte den Tlsch 
he covered the table 
'He laid the table.' 
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b. Der Dachdecker deckte das Dadi rrdt SdUefer. 
the roofcoverer covered the roof with slate 
Tlie roofer roofed the roof with slate." 
c. Etn Krieger wei3 sich zu decken. 
a warrior knows self to cover 
"A warrior knows how to protect himself." 
I regard the instances of decken in [30] to be outside the Figure/Ground schema, and 
to have a Theme direct object. The activities described by the verb decken in [30] are 
all of a type: they are. plausibty, either common, dally activities, or activities 
associated with a person who characteristically performs them. The essential point 
to note is that there is no sense of motion towards table, roof, or self, nor is there 
any sense of change of state. 
Compare [30] with the pair of sentences in [31] that are clearly in the 
Figure/Ground schema. 
[31] a. Er deckte etnTuchuberdenTlsch. 
he covered a cloth over the table 
"He put a cloth over the table." 
b. Er bedeckte den Tisch mtt elnem Tuch. 
he fae-covered the table with a cloth 
'He covered the table with a cloth.' 
The pair of sentences in [31] follow the pattern of the Locative Alternation of CLASS I 
verbs. Thus be-decken in [ 31b] is a prefixed form of the simplex verb decken Both 
verbs convey the idea of 'supply", or "transfer". Both sentences have the meaning "He 
placed a cloth over the table". 
Hiere is, however, another possible analysis of [3lb). The verb bedecken could 
equally well be a denominal verb, formed by incorporation of the Figure aigiunent 
Decke 'cloth, covering' into a null verb. In this case, wit elnem Tuch would have the 
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status, not of (Figure) argument, but of adjunct. 
[32] a. ti-W?fgrQfpIoth t9 table 
Er [ be- [ deck: ] -te ] denTisch wtteinmiTuch. 
Ground Figure 
b. ta-ansfer of protective covering to table 
Er [ be- [ Deckei J-te ] den TEsdi Cj (mit etnem Tuch). 
Figure Ground (Figure) (adjunct) 
In the case of the next example only one structure is possible, that In [32a]. with a 
prefixed simplex verb. 
[33] £>• hatte den Tlsch mit oUeriei Papieren bedeckt 
he had the table with all-sorts papers becovered 
'He had covered the table with all sorts of papers.' 
The sense of [33] is not that the desk was being supplied with a covering, but that he 
had put so many papers on the desk that the papers covered the desk. 
Now compare [32b] with [34], which contains a uer-verb. 
[34] Er verdeckte den Tisdx mtt einem Tuch. 
he yer-covered the table with a cloth 
'He concealed the table with a cloth.' 
ff be- always implies transfer of the Figure to the Ground, as I am suggesting, what 
does uer- imply? In [34] I think the idea is concealment of the table by means of the 
cloth. The prefix uer- here has the feature (-^). which can be read as "before", i.e. the 
cloth is placed between the viewer and the table, thus concealing the table. 
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I will suggest two structures for [34]. [35aJ shows the structvire with a prefixed 
simplex verb; [35b] gives the structure with a denomlnal verb formed by incorporation 
of the noun Decfee 'cover'. Both structures are permitted under the hjrpothesis. 
[35j a. verdecken = 'cover, conceal' 
Er [ uer- [ deckte ] den Tisch mft einem Tuch. 
Ground Figure 
b. verdecken = 'conceal bv putthig a cover over' 
Er ( uer- [ Decfcei j-te ] den Tisdx Cj (mtt efnem Tuch). 
Figure Ground (Figure) (adjunct) 
Returning now to verbs such as vergolden "gild", I think it is clear that the structure 
In [35bJ is the one we require. Hie sense of vergolden, then, is "apply a covering of 
gold and conceal the original surface of the table". 
[36] Er (uer-[ GoZdi 1-ete 1 denTlsch ei {mttBlattgold). 
he uer-golded the table (with goldleaf) 
'He gflded the table (with goldleaf)." 
In order to clarify how [36] is derived and comes to mean what it does. 1 show the 
derivational steps below. 
[37] 1. Structan-e wlQi lexical verb decken "cover" 
?Er dedcte GoM p(^) denTlsch 
he covered gold P the table 
2. Foregrounding of PP 
*Er dedcte pf'*^ denlTsch GoM. 
he covered P the table gold 
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3. Adjunction of (-*) to verb in tiie form of »er-
*Er veri-deckte ei denTisch Gold 
he ver- covered the table gold 
There are now two ways in which 3 can be made grammatical: 
4. Either: (i) m^grtion of grammatical P tg give gase tQ Figure 
£>• veri-deckte ei denTlsdi *(mtt) Gold 
he uer- covered the table with gold 
'He covered/concealed the table with gold." 
Or: (fi) Sub^titutiPh of ttig Figure N for the vgrb deckm 
*Er uerj-GoWj -ete ei den Tlsch ej 
he uer- gold- ed the table 
"He gQded tiie table.' 
Svimmarlzing, we have seen that the lOL] prefixes are able to describe a change of 
state, whereby a Figure becomes, or is caused to become a different version of the 
Figure. In the case of Die BOdie sind uereist The streams iced up", the state of being 
without ice (the old Flgiu-e = Ground) becomes the state of being with ice (the new 
Figxune). A number of uer-verbs, both from simplex verbs as well as denominal uer-
verbs, convey the idea of concealment. This is what differentiates bedecken 'be-cover, 
put on a (protective) cover' and uerdedcen 'uer-cover, conceal by covering, hide from 
view*. Tills group of 'concealment' uer-verbs also comprises nxmierous verbs formed by 
iacorporation of a substance such as a metal. Thus, verbs like vergolden "uer-gold. 
gild' and verchromen "uer-chrome, chrome-plate' encode the idea of changing the 
Figure from being in a state without gold etc. to a state of being with gold, this layer 
of gold having the effect of concealing the original object. 
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10.5 Secondary features 
So far the only directional features that I have introduced have been( ) and ( *- ). 
As we have seen, these two features occur in the context of [±L] verbs as well as [GL] 
verbs. In this section I want to introduce two variants of ( -» ) and ( *- ). I will call the 
variants secondary features. I give the new secondary features in [38]. 
[38] 
Primary OL Secondary OL 
uer-, (ge-), (be-) 'forth, onwards" 
ent-, er- 'out, back' 
; j uer- "down" 
t 1 er- "up" 
I think that it most likely that the secondary features developed as an extension of 
the primary features. 
Let me illustrate why I consider there to be secondary features at all. Hiat 
there is an "up" and a "down" ui addition to 'forth' and 'out of can best be seen in 
examples of English particle verbs. 
10.5.1 English partide verbs and the four [OL] features 
Before looking further at the German prefixed verbs, I give some examples of particle 
verbs in English that support the idea that the particles encode up to four 
directional features. Consider the following: 
[39] -» goon 'continue', setforth, talk away, call on 
•r- come out (as gay), rub out, run away, ooze out, catch out 
i faU down, tick o f f , run o f f , calm down, cool down 
t flare up, run up (a dress), ring up, own up, look up (a word), 
swell up, cough up, warm up, dry up 
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The verb run is particularly rich in the number of directional particles it can be used 
with: 
[40] The ceremony ran on beyond its allotted time. 
t Mother ran up a new dress in no time, 
i Father always iMiSnryfrterKls^Ma. 
l The secretary ran oft more cities. 
<- ThemUkhasnmMi' 
*- The cat ran may. 
There is no reason that a particular simplex verb will be compounded with all the 
directional possibilities. TTiere are gaps for various semantic, lexical and pragmatic 
reeisons. The simplex verb catdi is limited to the following; 
[41] -* 7?Us fashion will not catch oa 
f The bus caught us t©. 
i *catch down 
j *cabai off 
«- The teacher caught me out. 
«- *catdi away 
I am not claiming that such dfrectional specifications as on, out, down, up are 
necessarily to be interpreted llteralty; but rather that the leinguage makes available a 
nmnber of similar, but subtly different options. In the following example there is 
precious lltfle sense of literal directionality, i.e. the literal sense of the particle is 
submerged in the composite meaning of the verb/particle compound: 
[42] It turns rne off when it turns that sorriething turns i^th^ 
In the following example the prepositions, despite thefr very different literal 
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meanings, convey the same meaning In the context. All that they essentially mean is 
( ^ ) . 
[43] Come {over, down, up} and see us sometime. 
At this point I think It Important to stress that we are dealing with a structure 
(whether a prefixed verb or a particle verb) in which the feature borne by the prefix or 
particle does not so much impose a mejinlng on the verb, but rather permits, within 
limitations, a range of possible meanings. TTius the meaning 'reject, decline* that tum 
doujn has, and the meaning 'occur, appear' that tum up has, are mceinings (fi-om a 
possibly wide range of meanings ) that have become attached to these particle verbs. 
Returning now to the Gennan prefixed verbs, I give examples of an 
Intransitive and a transitive verb for each prefix. 
[44] -* Intr. gedeihen 'thrive', 'get on' 
trans. gebOren 'give birth to", "bring forth' 
«- intr. /trans, enfflanmen 'flare up. Inflame' 
trans, entfalten 'unfold' 
i intr. veiUOhen "wither' 
trans. verhuUen "cover up' 
t intr. erblQhen "bloom' 
trans, erflnden 'invent', 'come up with' 
There is. I think, some way in vsiilch the meeinings of some of these verbs correspond, 
however loosely, with the direction given. So. gedeihen means 'to go on", 'get on", 
gebOren means "bring forth", erblQhen means "bloom', which can be thought of as an 
upwards event, while its opposite, verblOhen "wither", is a downweirds event. 
Note in [451 that uer- and er- may also be antonyms with respect to the 




[451 a. Die lyicxnze verbinhte. 
the plant uer-blcximed 
The plant withered.' 
b. Die Pflame erblDhte. 
the plant er-bloomed 
Hie plant bloomed.' 
TTiese two verbs dlflFer only in the choice of prefix. It seems clear that ver- conveys the 
idea of a downwards (bad) change of state to ruin, while er- conveys the notion of an 
upwards (good) change of state to flrultion.S 
10.5.2 i^soctated Meardr^ of the Four [OL] Prefixes 
In the previous section 1 showed how the foiu" [OL] prefixes imder discussion are 
associated with one of four notlonally directional features. It is also the case, I think, 
that each of the fovu- prefixes have acquired, by dint of the literal meaning of their 
PATH reading, and the more abstract notion of 'change of state', seme degree of 
associated semantic content. 
^ Since we can find many Instances where ver- and er- arc antonyms, we might expect the distinction 
between them to be fairly robust, and we would not expect ver- and er- to alternate as ^Tionyms. It 
comes as a surprise, then, that In Middle High German a common alternative to varges^en 'forget' was 
ergessen. The reason may well be that neither prefix was felt to contribute any meaning to these verbs, 
and as a result the verbs have become lexicallzed. Modem German dialects also show variations in choice 
of prefix. Compare the Standard German in (i) with the Swabian dialect in (ii): 
(i) Ich glaube, Ich eriebe es nicht mehr. 
I think I experience it not more 
•I don't think IH see that again.' 
(ii) / glaub, I {vjerleb's nemme. 
Similarly, Swabian accepts verschrecken alongside Standard German erschrecken. For variations between 
German and Dutch see Chapter 11. 
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10.5.2.1 Inchoative verbs 
Ihe prefixes ent-, er-, uer- are found on many verbs that traditional grammars describe 
as Inchoative, and describe not just a change of state, but rather more a coming into 
being, or what we might call "nalssance". We also talk of something arising Qui of 
sometlilng. It is as though the notion "inchoative" has developed fixim the literal 
sense of direction, and has become attached to the prefix by association. 
The Inchoative association Is particularly strong with denomtnal and, as 1 
show in Chapter 12. deadjectlval [OL] prefixed verbs. RecaU fl-om 11.4 that I anatyse a 
denomlnal verb such as verelsen 'uer-ice, ice up" as meaning "go from being not-N to 
N". This change of state firom not-N to N is, I think, at the heart of what we think of 
as inchoative. Thus, uer- is not primarily an inchoative feature; rather uer- comes to 
have Inchoative connotations through Its ability to derive change of state verbs. In 
[461 the directional feature carried by er- su^ests that the plant is growing upwards, 
or out of Itself. 
[461 Die Pflanze edMhte zu voUer ScMnheit 
the plant er-bloomed to full beauty 
"The plant bloomed forth to its fuU beauty." 
In [47], on the other hand, there is hardly any hint of a directional feature that 
might be borne by the er- prefixes on the first two verbs^. On the other hand, it is 
very clear that these three er-verbs are inchoative. 
[471 Als er das Gespenst erbUckte, ersdirak und erblasste er. 
when he the ghost er-saw, er-filghtened and er-paled he 
"When he caught sight of the ghost, he took flight and turned pale." 
Q I show In Chapter 11 that a deadjectival verb like erblassen 'turn pale' is a change of state verb 
derived by means of the feature (-•) on the er- prefix. 
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In [47] the er-preflxed verbs have the inchoative sense of "bring something into being'. 
Thus erdichten means "write and bring forth astory"; erOffnen means "perform the act 
of opening and bring into being an exhibition" 10. 
[48] a. Erdiditet 
he composes 
"He writes poetry." 
a'. Er erdichtete etne Geschichte fiber seine Herfcun/t 
he er-composed a story about his origins 
"He made up a stoiy about his origins." 
b. Er Offnete die Wr. 
"He opened the door." 
b". Er erOffnete die Ausstellung. 
he er-opened the exhibition 
"He opened the exhibition." 
If there is a directional feature on er- in these verbs, then it is ( «- ) or ( t )• We can 
see the same sort of thing happening in English. 
[49] He thought for a whUe. 
He thought up an excuse. 
10 Similarly, there is a group of er-verbs with the general sense of 'perform V and so acquire NP': 
(i) Er erbettelte viel Geld. 
he er-be^ed much money 
'He got a lot of money by begging.' 
(ii) Er erkca^ seinen Eifolg rrtit seiner GesundheiL 
he er-bou^t his success with his health 
'He sacrificed his health for success.' 
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The particle up in [49] conveys the idea of "bringing into being" and, therefore, gives 
the verb inchoatve force. 
10.5.2.2 The pejorative feature on ver-
It is plausible that, by association of ideas, the literal notions of "upwards" and 
"downwards" have acquired respectively the notions "good" and "bad"; in rise and faR 
"rise" is "good", 'fall' is "bad'. This may be at the heart of what traditional grammars of 
Geiman point out as being the so-called 'pejorative' connotations of the prefix uer-
(Duden 1959:384, Hammer 1979:381), also mentioned by lieber and Baayen 
(1993:57) and for Dutch uer- (de Haas and Tnommelen 1993:72.76). Some typical 
examples are given in [50]. 
[50] a. uerorsdien "mess (someone) about', verpjuschen, vermurksen, 
vermasseln "make a mess of, verderben 'spoil', verbauen 'jerry-build', 
verhauen "botch (an exam)' 
b. sidi veifahren "get lost", sidx verfranzen lose one's way, get in a 
muddle", sich vergrelfen "play a wrong note", sich verhaspein 'get in a 
muddle', sic/i verhauen "hit the wrong key, play a wrong note' 
It seems reasonable to propose that the verbs in [50] have a pejorative reading 
because the feature ( i ), carried by uer-. has acquired the connotation "bad'. This is 
the only plausible explemation for the lexical differentiation between the German 
verbs meaning 'drink' and 'eat' according to whether their subjects are human or 
animal. 
[51] a. trinken essen [+human] 
'drink' "eat" 









In the unmarked case trtnken and essen are used with human subjects; saitfen and 
fiessen (a reduced form of uer-fessen) are used with animal subjects. Saitfen and 
fressen, probably because of their association with animal subjects, have acquired 
pejorative connotations when used with human subjects. Note how the addition of 
uer- to a neutral verb, essen, conveys the idea "wolf down". 
It must also be said that the majority of uer-verbs have no perceivable 
pejorative associations. Some of them, such as verschOnem even suggest the opposite 






uer-beautlful 'improve the appearance of 
uer-visual 'visualise' 
uer-flrm 'solidify' 
uer-answer "be responsible for' 
uer-sixfold 'multlpty by six' 
Simmiarizlng what I have said about the secondary [OL] features, I have shown that 
It is plausible to propose that firom (-*) and (*-) there developed the secondary 
features (t) and H) that convey the notions 'up' (associated with er-) and 'down" 
(associated with uer-) respectivefy. I showed how the system of English particle verbs 
exploits the wide range of P A T H particles to convey lexical and subtle semantic 
dlflerences. By association, some of the prefixes have acquired additional 
connotations; because of its association with 'down', uer- is able to convey a 
pejorative sense, while its antonym er- can fi-equently convey the idea of 
11 It is noteworthy that those writers (Hammer 1971, Neeleman and Schlpper 1992, Ueber and Baayen 




improvement through its association with the sense of 'up'. Because the [OL] prefixes 
fi-equently denote a change of state, they are naturaUy sissociated with inchoative 
force. 
10.6 Semantic overlap 
What I have said so far about the [OL] prefixes might weU have given the impression 
that the directional features and the prefixes that carry them are precisefy 
distinguishable. I have just shown, for instance, that uer- and er- are fi'equentty 
antonyms, and one can hardly be more precise than that. In fact, however, the [OL] 
system is not nearty as precise eis I may have suggested. Let me show what I mean by 
comparing the forms of verbs that convey the idea of 'growth' in some way. A 
burgeoning plant might be thought to be growing upwards, and that's that. But it 
might also be thought to be growing 'out of itself, or growing 'forth', 'forwairds on its 
way to maturity*. So we should be able to expect that any of the three features (t), 
(«-) and ( - • ) might be appropriate. TWs is borne out to some extent. 
[53] Die PfUmze gedeihL -* 
The plant thrives.' 
Die Fyianzebesteht sett etnerWodie. 
the plant be-stands since a week 
'The plant Is still growing afl^ er a week." 
DiePflaixzeerblUhL t ^ 
the plant er-blooms 
"The plant blooms." 
Dadurdi erwuchs MWtrauen. t 
there-through er-grew mistrust 
TTiat caused mistrust' 
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EUne neue Stadt entstand aus den Trummem. *-
a new town ertf-stood out of the ruins 
'A new town arose from the ruins." 
Das FQndwudis in Berlin auf. T 
the child grew in Berlin up 
TTie child grew up In Beriin." 
TTie semantic similarities between the prefixes be-, ge-, er-, ent- and the particle auf in 
these sentences exemplify both the difficulty of pinning down these morphemes to 
one clear meaning, as well as illustrating the ability of a language to exploit a simple 
feature to create a wealth of subtly different shades of meaning. 
10.7 Some parallels and differences between German and Russian prefixes 
The Locative Alternation In Russian is usually associated with a change of prefix. 
The verb rtsovat' 'draw* is Imperfectlve; its Perfective counterpart is foraied by means of 
preflxatlon of na-. Wswat' and narisovat have the same argument structure, as can 
be seen In [54]. 
[54] a. Orirtsouol JoartinyACC ^stenu-ACC-
he iMPERF.drew pictxires on waU 
"He used to draw/was drawing pictures on the wall." 
b. On nartsoval /cortini/ACC ^ sfcenu.ACC • 
he PERF.drew pictures on wall 
"He drew pictures on the wail." 
A change of prefix usually brings about a change of semantics or ai^imient 
structure. Thus, the verb rasrisouat' in [55] takes the Ground argument as direct 
object, and the direct object of [54] is now In the Instrumental case, the equivalent of 
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a PP headed by mit "with' in German. [55a] is, then, the familiar Locative Alternation 
of [54bl, eind is the equivalent of the German be- construction in (55bl. 
[55] a. On razrisoixd stenu-ACC kartinamijjisrR • 
he PERF.drew wall pictures 
'He drew pictures afl over the wall.' 
b. Er bemaite die Wand mit BUdem 
he be-painted the waU with pictures 
"He painted pictures all over the wall." 12 
It might appear that [55al is an exact parallel with the German be- construction. 
However, there are two important differences between Russian and German 
prefixatlon that are worth pointing out for the record. Tliese diflerences as I see 
them, are: (1) Tlie Russian prefixes perfectlvise; the German prefixes do not, (11) the 
Russian prefixes do not relate in a systematic and predictable way with the location 
prepositions that take Ground complements; the German prefixes are aUomorphs of 
location prepositions. Tlie generalization is: 
[56] Foregrfflin(tog Qf the QrQung argument 
a. hi Russian: the Ground argument is foregrounded by making it the 
complement of the verb, wiilch has been perfectivized by the idiomatic 
addition of a prefix. 
b. In German: the Ground argument is foregrounded by incorporation of the 
location feature hosted by the head of the PP containing the Ground into the 
verb. 




The Russian examples marked (S&Z) in the next part of this section are taken 
from (Spencer and Zaretskaya 1998:18-20). The remaining examples and the German 
equivalents are mine. In the first two sets of examples the Russian prefixes u- 'away' 
and za- 'behind' parallel with German be-. The direct objects of the prefixed verb are 
the Ground. 
[57] a. Ona u-vokda use sfcern/ACC toorflnamiiNSTO- (S&Z) 
she U-hung all walls pictures 
'She covered all the walls with pictures.' 
b. SiebehansfeaRdieWandemitBMem. 
she be-hung all the walls mit pictures 
'She covered all the walls with pictures." 
[58] a. (>iaza-sadiiasadACC f^cissomiiNSTR- (S&Z) 
she ZA-planted garden daffodils 
'She planted the whole garden with daffodils.' 
b. Sie bepflanzte den Garten mit Osterglocken. 
she be-planted the garden wih daffodils 
"She planted the whole garden with daffodils." 
Apart fl'om u- and za-, ob- also correlates with German be-. German has no lexical 
equivalent for Russian obstirat' "wash for' (*beujaschen). but bekochen 'cook for' is 
structurally equivalent. 
[59] a. Onanasusexrob-stirata. (S&Z) 
she us all OB-laundered 




she has us aU be-cooked 
'She cooked for us aU.' 
Note that the prefixes u 'away' and za "behind' and ob- 'round' have no semantic 
connection with the location prepositions in [60]: 
[60] a. Ona po-vesOa kartiny na stenu. 
she PERF.hung pictures on wall 
"She hung the plctxires on the waU." 
b. Onapo-sadUa nondssy v sad. 
she PERF.planted dafibdils in the garden 
'She planted dafibdils in the garden.' 
c. Ona stirata dlja nos vsex. 
'She laundered for us afl.' 
That the purpose of the Russian prefixes in these examples is to perfectivise. rather 
than to convey directly the location feature of the preposition, can clearty be seen in 
the next example. 
[61] Vorony ob-seli ber^ zuACC- (S&Z) 
crows OB-sat birch-tree 
Tlie crows covered the birch-tree (sitting on it). 
It is clear that the crows were sitting in or on the tree, although Russian ob- conveys 
no sense of 'in" or "on". Compare the GermEin alternation in [62], where the 
preposition in is regularly altemativefy realized by be-. 
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[62] a. DieKrOhensaeentnderBtrke. 
the crows sat in the birch-tree 
The crows were sitting in the birch-tree.' 
b. ?DieKrahenbesQ3endieBirke. 
the crows be-sat the birch-tree 
The crows occupied the birch-tree.'^ 3 
The sense of [61] is that the crows were sitting on all parts of the birch-tree, i.e. they 
had occupied the tree and taken it over. The sense that the crows had taken over the 
tree comes about through the P E R F E C T I V E aspect of the verb obsesf, conveyed by the 
prefix ob-, rather than through the alternative realization of a location preposition 
as a related prefix. 
In the next examples the Russian prefixes ob- 'round', iz- 'out*, and pro- "past, 
through' occur in contexts where German frequently has uer-. Spencer and 
Zaretskaya observe that there are groups of verbs In Russian that take 'unselected 
objects' (Spencer and Zaretskaya 1998:18) and convey the Idea of "damage" [63], or 
"exhaustion" [64-66] l ^ . Similarly In German, uer- may have pejorative cormotatlons, 
and may also convey the notion 'ejdiaust, use up'. 
[63] a. Kototo-gadaves'kover. (S&Z) 
cat OB-solled all carpet 
TTie cat has crapped all over the carpet.' 
1^  This German example may be a bit forced. Besttzen ('be-sit') means 'own, possess"; related to it is 
besetzen Cbe-sef) meaning 'occupy'. The idea is that sitting In a chair is equivalent to occupying, 
possessing the chair. 
14 By 'unselected object' Spencer and Zaretskaya mean that gorfucee fuel' In |63], for Instance, is not 
an argument of the verb letat' fly', but becomes the direct object of izletat' by virtue of the prefix. 
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b. Die Katze hat den Teppidx verschmutzL 
the cat has the carpet uer-dlrtied the carpet 
The cat has crapped afl over the carpet." 
[64] a. Myiz-letallvsegorjudee. (S&Z) 
we iz-flew afl fiiel 
"We ran out of fiiel (in a plane)." 
b. Wlr haben zehn Liter Benztn veifahren. 
we have ten litres petrol uer-driven 
"We have used up ten litres of petrol." 
[65] a. Mypro-ezdiH$1000. (S&Z) 
we PRO-travefled $1000 
"We got through $1000 (travefllng)." 
b. Wir haben $1000 verfahren 
we have $1000 uer-driven 
"We got through $1000 (traveUtng)." 
[66] a. Onpro-pUvsyusvoJuzarplatLL (S&Z) 
he PRO-drank aU his wages 
"He drank his way through afl his wages." 
b. JSr hat sein games Einkommen vertnmken. 
he has his whole income uer-drunk 
"He dreink his way through his income." 
Prefixatlon and aspectlval usage in Russian is a complex Issue that is outside the 
scope of this study. Tlie examples I have given wlU serve to fllustrate some of the 
slmflaritles and differences between Russian and German preflxation, and highlight 
a possibly fruitful area for future research. 
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10.8 Inconsistency in the use of the prefixes 
It wotild be wrong to give the impression that in German there is always an exact 
and precise correlation between features, prefixes, and meaning. That is not the case; 
it wHl become clear that these prefixes do not always behave in a consistent marmer. 
The most likely reason is probably that the features (the arrows in the matrix) that 
the prefixes are supposed to represent are no more than subtle variations on the 
notion [PATH]. 
Note that rauben "rob' behaves like a [-U ent-verb such as entringen "wrest". In 
that It takes an Accusative direct object and the Ground Is in the Dative (=ABLA7TVE). 
[67] a. Er raubte miroAT efnen i^ irigACC-
he robbed to-me a ring 
'He robbed me of a ring 
b. Er entrang miroAT metne PistoleACC-
he en£-wrestled to-me my pistol 
'He wrested my pistol off me.' 
When the Ground is the direct object, rauben takes the be- prefix, but behaves 
syntactically like a [-Hj ent-verb such as enOdeiden "divest" or entfieben 'relieve'. 
[68] a. Er beraiibte nuch^cc ^i^s RingesQEN-
he be-robbed me of a ring 
'He robbed me of a ring." 
b. Er entMeidete michACC metnes AmtesQEN-
he ertf-clothed me of my office 
"He divested me of my office." 
Br enthob widiACC melner PflidxteriGEN-
he ertf-raised me of my duties 
'He relieved me of my duties." 
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Compare the syntax in [68al with that of a 'normal' be-verb such as bedienen. which 
requires the Figure to be in the PP mit -i- Dative (= iF^imjMENTAL). 
169] Er bediente mic/iACC dem HauptgerichtDPc^. 
he be-served me with the main course 
"He served me with the main course.' 
It seems that the features in the Figure/Ground schema are not sufficiently strongly 
differentiated to prevent a verb such as berauben "berob' and its companion bestehlen 
'be-steal' having the clausal syntax, and the meaning of 'deprivation', of a (-LJ ent-
verb. 
At the end of this section I am aware that I have discussed only a smafl 
number of the [OL] verb types in German. It is likely that many verbs have subtfy 
changed their meaning in the course of time, and their original meeining having been 
lost, we can onfy guess at the processes that brought the verb into being in the first 
Instance. One such verb might be uerspredien "promise". We might suppose that the 
prefix conveys the sense of one of the features ( -») ( t ) ( *-), i.e. the meaning of 
versprechen might be "speak forth, speak up, speak out". In the context of people 
being asked to volunteer their services, people who "speak out" are thereby pledging 
themselves. Tlius, verspredven becomes interpreted as a performative verb with the 
meaning "promise". 
10.9 Summary 
This chapter introduced a crucial development of the Figure/Ground concept, 
namely the "hidden" Ground. In contrast to the situation in which a Ground 
argument provides the framework of reference for a Figure argument, the "hidden" 
Ground Is the location or state of the Figure argument itself prior to some change of 
location or state. 
The concept of the hidden Ground enables us to account for a range of verbs 
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prefixed by er- and uer-, both formed by prefixation to a simplex verb and prefixed 
denomlnal verbs. I showed how the features realized by the prefixes are able to 
convey concepts such as 'concealment', pejorative connotations, inchoativity. We 
can now see that the Figure/Ground schema and the mechanism of featiu-e 
realization unify what hithertofore have been regarded as disparate phenomena- the 
behaviour of denomlnal verbs and prefixed simplex verbs foraied by [iLj be- and ent-
prefixatlon, and [OL] ent-, uer-, er-, ge-, be- prefixation. 
There is a group of uer- and er-verbs that I have yet to discuss. They are the 
deadjectival [ O L ] verbs. Verbs that derive fl-om adjectives, such as English harden, 
embolden, and their German equivalents verh&rten, ermutigen have been thought by a 
niraiber of writers to be problematic with respect to such matters as headedness, 
transitivify uersus tntransitivity, whether there is an Agent subject, etc. 
I would consider it a serious defect of the Figure/Ground schema, the 
templates, and directional features, ff the uer- and er- deadjectival verbs could not be 
accounted for within the system, and by the same means that have been employed to 
account for the other uses of the [OL] prefixes. It will be seen, however, that the 
system that I have so far presented Is fully capable of generating deadjectival verbs. 
Moreover, it does so in a rather siuprising way. The key to the deadjectival verbs that 
has eluded so many other writers that have tackled these verbs is implicit in the 
system that I have outlined. When a phenomenon Is viewed fl:'om the correct 
perspective, the problems that were thought to exist simply disappe£ir. Hie uer- and 
er- deadjectival verbs are the subject of the next chapter. 
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DEADJECnVAL PREFIXED VERBS 
11.1 Introduction 
A number of writers have observed that ver- and er- are frequently found prefixed to 
deadjectival verbs. I want i n the first part of this chapter to outline my proposal con-
cerning the mechanics of deriving prefixed verbs from adjectives. It win be seen that 
the derivation of such verbs falls out naturally from what I have so far said with re-
spect to (OL) verbs. I n the second part of the chapter I wil l discuss the approach to 
deadjectival verbs of a nvunber of other recent works, notably Neeleman and Schlpper 
(1992). Ueber and Baayen (1993). 
Let me start by recapitulating what we have seen so far i n the system of (Lj 
features i n the Figure/Ground schema. 
(i) We have seen that a head noun, the Figure, can incorporate by substitu-
tion into the verb. 
(ii) We have seen that the dfrectional features that I have represented by ar-
rows can appear (a) as a prefix on the verb, as a preposition, as a particle, and (b) as 
oblique case morphology on a noun argument. 
11.2 Adjectives in the Figure/Ground schema 
Firstly. I need to show that adjectives property belong i n the Figure/Ground schema. 
Consider the following sentences that contain an adjective. 
[1] a. Ton t s to f l . 
b. Tan is taller today. 
c. TtmistdOerlivmSue. 
I f we can say that Tom is tall, then there must be a frame of reference against w*dch 
Tom's height can be Judged. In this case Tarn's height is deemed to be great with re-
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spect to the average height for boys of his age. Similarly i n the comparative d ^ e e 
one state (Tom's height) is being judged agamst another state (Tom's height before 
today, and Tom's height i n comparison with that of Sue). What we have here is an-
other manifestation of the Figure/Groimd schema, this time with adjectives. Hie 
Figure wil l be the state that is being judged against some frame of reference (the 
Ground). 
There may be multiple Figure/Ground relations, whereby the state of the re-
lationship between a Figure and Ground Is compared to the state of the relationship 
between the same Flgvu^ and Ground at a different time, or to a different Figure and 
Ground. In other words the state of the relationship between a Figure and a Ground 
may itself be a Figure or a Ground. The paraphrases to the sentences below wil l clar-
ify the matter. The subscripts refer to Figure and Ground. 
(2J a. Tomisfam^toSue. 
[ [Tom's faithfulness F1 to ISuecl 1 is complete 
b. Tcmismore/oitfi/uItoSuet/ianheusedtobe. 
[ [Tom's faithfulness nowF] to [ S U C Q I F 1 is greater than 
[ [Tbm's faithfulness beforepl to [ S U C G I G 1 
While i n [2a] there is a simple Figre/Grovmd relationship, [2b] shows that a 
Figure/Ground relationship that obtains at one potat i n time can be compared with 
the same Figure/Ground relationship obtaining at another time. In this case the 
foraier Is itself the Figure and the latter the Ground. 
In the next two examples one Figure/Ground relationship (acting as Figure) 
is compared with a different Figure/Ground relationship (acting as Ground). 
c. Tom.isrnorefaia^toSue,fhantoPanx. 
[ [Tom's falthfiilness F1 to [SueGlp I Is greater than 
[ [Tom's falthfulnessF ] to [PamclG 1 
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d. Tom is more faUhfid to Sue, than Sue is to Ben. 
[ [Tom's faithfulness F ) to ( S U C G I F I Is greater than 
((Sue's faithfulness pi to [BenclG 1 
11.3 The P in change of state predicates 
I wi l l claim that there is i n change of state predicates an overt or nul l P that takes an 
NP or AP complement. Emonds (1985: ch 6) proposes that since the categories V and 
P parallel each other i n that both categories contain transitive and Intransitive ele-
ments, and since there are copular Vs , we should expect to find copular P's. For 
English he identifies as as the P associated with the copular V be, and into as the P 
associated wi th become. The examples i n {3j wil l illustrate the idea. 
[3] a. He came to the party as a monkey. 
b. He turned into an ogre. 
Emonds (1985: 264) 
'As a monkey' conveys the notion that 'he u^as a monkey' (in a certain sense), while 
'into an ogre' clearly conveys the idea of 'becoming an ogre'. Emonds argues at length 
and compellingly that 'non-comparative as" (his tenn) is to be unified with the cate-
gory P. The reader is referred to Chapter 6. 
I showed i n Chapter 11 that an NP i n Gemian change of state predicates can 
be In a PP heaided by zu 'to*. 
[4] DieBOche wurden (zu) Els. 
the streams became to ice 
Tlie streams turned to ice.' 
In German, but not English, change of state constructions involving NPs an optional 
P is found with werden iDecome'. and machen "make'. 
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[5] a. AUes wird wieder (zu) Staub. 
aU becomes again to dust 
'Everything becomes (*to) dust again. (= Everything returns to dust.) 
b. Er machte setnen Kottegen {zu seinem/seineii^ SteUvertreter. 
he made his colleague to his representative 
'He made his colleague (*to) his representative.' 
TTie tree structure that I propose for [4] Is as follows: 
(61 
Die BQdie wurden {zu/0} 
the streams became (to) 
Els. 
ice 
With verbs other than become and wake English, too, has an overt P. 
[7] Er verarbettet Leder zu Handtaschen. 
he uer-works leather to handbags 
'He works leather Into handbags.' 
Er zermahite den Tabak zu Puber. 
'He ground the tobacco to powder.' 
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Er beprderte setnen KoUegen zum Mq/or. 
he promoted his colleague to-the major 
J1.3.J Char^ of state P as acasemorphenxe onNPs 
Further evidence that a language may have a P in change of state predicates is pro-
vided by languages i n which the complement of copular verbs is i n a bare oblique 
case. In Russian the Instrumental case is associated with copular constructions. 1 
take the Instrumental case ending on nouns and adjectives i n Russian to be an 
Alternative realization of the change of state P^ 
[8] a. Onroza^narastaTiiNSTR-
he b o m artist 
He was b o m to be an artist/he is a bom artist.' 
b. On stal fSniNSTO-to. 
he became something 
'He became something.' (= He amounted to something.) 
c. Narod vybral ego fcorofemiNSTR-
people chose h im king 
The people chose h im as king.' 
Note that the examples wi th an Instumental NP in [8] parallel the German constmc-
tion wi th zu. 
^ Recall that in 8.3.2 I claimed that bare Dative and bare Genitive case marking on NPs is the 
Alternative Realization of a locaOon feature that may otherwise be hosted by a preposition (or by a prefix 
on the verb). 
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[91 a. Er ist zum KOnstier geboren. 
he is to-the artist b o m 
"He was b o m to be an artist/he Is a bora artist.' 
b. E>- wurde {zu) etwas. 
he became (to) somethmg 
'He became something.' (= He amounted to something.) 
c. Das Volk [er)wQhUE Um zum KOnig. 
the people chose h im to-the king 
The people chose h im as king.' 
11.3.2 Change of state P with ad/ecflues 
I showed at the beginning of this chapter that not only nouns but adjectives, too. 
can feature i n the Figure/Ground schema. Since the Ground NP is canonlcaUy in a 
PP headed by a location preposition, we would expect this to be the case for adjec-
tives too. The two examples given below are stmcturaUy identical except for the fact 
that the Ps In [a] have noun complements, wiiereas the Ps i n [b] have adjective 
complements. 
110] a. He went from pauper to wMonaire. 
b. The situation wentfitan bad to worse. 
I now give further evidence that adjectives i n change of state predicates are typically 
ccmplements of P. 
Russian predicative adjectives differ from German predicative adjectives i n a 
significant respect; the former but not the latter exhibit case morphology (and 41-fea-
tures). I Interpret this fact as evidence that Russian has a change of state P for ad-
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Jectival constmctions that must be realized (as Instrumental on the sister of P), 
whereas German does not. 
[ I l l a. OnstaIbQgatymiNSTR.masc.Sg.-
b. Er wurde reich. 
'He became rich.' 
Ona stala bofifato/iNSTR.fem.Sg.-
Sie unirde reich. 
'She became rich.' 
In the Russian construction ( l l a j the adjective agrees with the pronoun subject i n 
gender and number, as well as exhibiting Instrumental case. In the German example 
(1 lb] the adjective reich shows no case, number, or gender morphology. 
Now, the use of the Instrumental in [ l l a j parallels the use of the 
Instrumental i n change of state constmctions with NPs. TTiis suggests that Russian 
change of state constmctions mvolve a P In both noun and adjective envfroimients. 

















Having established that tiiere is a nu l l P In change of state constmctions involving 
APs i n German. I want now to consider (1) what this P represents, and (ii) how this P 
can be realized. 
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11.3.3 Tneanir^ of choT^ of state P 
I showed in 10.4 that zu i n change of state predicates involving NPs is a realization of 
the [OL] feature (-^). I t is natural to assume that the P h i [ lb] , realized in Russian by 
Instrumental, and i n German by a nul l P, is the same feature, (^ ) . Tlie meaning of 
(-*) is '(from one state) to (another state)'. 
Since adjectives describe states, and deadjectival verbs describe changes of 
state, let us see how we can envisage such changes of state. TTie diagram illustrates 
what I have i n mind. A change of state can be viewed as a change from negaOve to 
positive, or from a particular state to a higher degree of that state, h i other words 
something can become pale, or i f peile to start with, i t can become more pale. 
[13] 
not pale pale paler 
(negative) (positive) (comparative) 
The example i n [14al is an example of a change of state finm 'not-A to A', and [14b] is 
an example of a change of state 'frDm A to more-A'. 
[ 14] a. Ais er das Gespenst erbUckte, wurde er bla^. 
when he the ghost er-saw, became he pale 
'When he saw the ghost he became pale.' 
b. Der Teppich wurde im Laitfe der Jahre blasser. 
the carpet became in the course of the years paler 
"The carpet faded h i the course of the years.' 
The example i n [14a] suggests a sudden change of state, fixim being not pale to be-
coming pale. The sense of [14b]. on the other hand, is that the carpet gradually over 
the years lost Its colour. i.e. It became more colourless as time passed. 
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11.4 Realization of change of state P as a prefix 
11.4.1 Change of state P and positive degree adjecttves 
Just as I showed i n Chapter 10 that the feature (-*) on a P with a NP complement 
may be reedlzed by a [OL] prefix, 1 wlU now show that P with an AP complement may 
also be realized by a [OLJ prefix, i.e. in German deadjectival verbs prefixed by uer- or er, 
the prefix is a realization of the feature (-*). The copular sentences in [14] are syn-
onymous wi th thefr respective sentences containing deadjectival verbs i n [15]. 
[15] a. AlserdasGespeT\sterbtickte,erbla^teer. 
when he the ghost er-saw, er-paled he 
"When he saw the ghost, he blanched.' 
b. Der Teppich vefbia&e im Laufe der Jahre. 
the carpet uer-paled in the course off" the years 
Ttie carpet faded in the course of the years.' 















What [16] claims Is firstly that er- Is an allomorph of the feature (-*). which is hosted 
by a P sister to the AP. but w^iich Is not realized overtly i n Its canonical position. 
Secondly. [16] claims that the adjective bia3 has Incorporated into the verb by sub-
stituting for the verb Itself. The structure In [16] is that of a er- deadjectival verb with 
the meaning "go Sram not-A to A'. 
TTie stmcture In (161 also allows another type of derivation. [17b] gives an ex-
ample wi th (er-)tSben 'k i l l ' , i n which the adjective tat 'dead' is substituted into the verb. 
Suppose that the adjective Is prevented from substituting Into the verb because the 
verb slot contains lexical material that may not be deleted. In that case the adjective 
remains tnsitu. In [17cl the verb sdtte^en "shoot* prevents tocorporation of tot 
[ 17] a. ?Er machte denFelnd tot 
he made the enemy dead 
b. Er (er-)ta- ete denFeind. 
he (er-) dead-ed the enemy 
"He killed the enemy.' 
c. Er {*er-)schofi denFetnd tot 
'He shot the enemy dead.' 
In [17dl we have the verb erschie&en "shoot dead". 
d. Er •(er-)sc/iQjS denFetnd (*tot). 
he er-shot the enemy 
'He shot the enemy dead." 
Let me make It clear what I think er- stands for In [d]. It Is not an allranorph of tot. 
even though they appear to altemate; 1 consider er- here to be a realization of the 
feature (-•) that Is covert with adjectival predicates. Note that In [17c] er- Is ungram-
matical because tot occurs in the predicate, and Is therefore the complement of the 
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covert change of state P. Only when the adjective is incorporated into the verb is the 
change of state P altematively realized as the prefix ier-. 
The curious situation in [17b]. where er- is optional, is readily explicable. Er-
is grammatical because tot has Incorporated into the verb. However, because er- has 
acqufred the coimotations of ' to death", the presence of er- on a verb meaning 'kUl' is 
semantically superfluous. 
That the er- prefix adds to the simplex verb the notion 'to death' or 'from not-
dead to dead' can be seen in the following pairs of verbs: 
[18] schlagen 'hit, beat' erschtagen "beat to death' 
drosseln 'throttie' endrossein 'strangle to death' 
stechen 'stab, pierce' erstechen 'stab to death' 
trinken 'drink' ertrinken 'drown'(intrans.) 
trdnken "water (animals) ertrOnken 'drown' (trans.) 
I J .4.2 Change of state P wtth comparative degree adjectives 
The example i n [14b] contains the adjective bicuS "pale" in the comparative degree, 
blasser 'paler'. The corresponding deadjectival verb In [15b] is uerbiossen 'uer-pale, 
fade". I think there is good reason to associate uer- wi th the change of state predi-
cates that have the meaning "go from A to more-A". The proposal is that uer-, as a [OL] 
prefix, carries the feature (-*), but (in contrast to the prefix er-, that is an allomorph 
of change of state P) this featvu-e is an allomorph of the adjectival feature 
[COMPARATIVE]. 
It is a standard assvunption that [C0MPAI?ATIVE] is a feature in the Specifier 
position of AP and that this feature cam (m German must) be realized by a suffix on 
the adjective^. There is a clear parallel here between the realization of (-») features in-
volvmg nouns and (-») features tavolving adjectives. Thus, (-») can appear (1) as a 
2 Emonds proposes that the English -ersuCHx on adjectives is an Alternative Realization of the feature 
ICOMPARATIVEl, that may instead be realized by the morpheme wore in Its canonical position, SpecAP. 
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prefix on denomlnal verbs. (U) as P with a NP complement, (HI) as a case suflBx on the 
NP. Sfcnllarty. (-») can appear (1) on deadjectival verbs, (ii) as [COMPARATIVE] ta 
SpecAP, (ill) as a [COMPARATTVE] sufiHx on the adjective. 
J1.4.3 The meaning of [COMPARATIVE] 
Having claimed that [COMPARATTVE] Is simply the realization of [ -» ] on adjectives. 1 
can now say what [ -* ] means In the context of the comparative degree. Toller means 
•beyond tall, forth from tall'. TTie comparative constmctlon taller than X means 'forth 
from Xs state of tallness". The feature [ ] appears as the comparative suflBx on the 
adjective, while the morpheme than encodes the Idea "from". Recall from Chapter 8 
that the PIE case that encodes the notion 'from' Is ABLATIVE, and that Latin ex-
presses this by Ablative, and Russian expresses It by Genitive. Ablative on the 
Ground NP i n Latin, and Genitive on the Ground NP in Russian are possible ways of 
expressing than. 
[19] a. nihil est amabUiusvtrtute. 
nothing Is lovablecoMPAR virtueABL 
'Nothing is more lovable than virtue.' 
Lathi (Woodcock 1959:61) 
b. Ivan umnee brata. 
Ivan clevercoMPAR brotherGEN(= ABLATIVE) 
'Ivan Is cleverer than his brother." 
Russian 
TTie Russian superlative constmction is instructive. The superlative degree in 
Russian is most commonly formed by means ofsamyf, which I gloss as a determiner, 
and the positive form of the adjective. The point I want to draw attention to Is the 
form In which the Ground Is realized, I.e. by means of the preposition tz(o) 'out'. The 
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combination of iz(o) + Genitive is, of course, the realization ofAKATWE by means of a 
PP. 
[20] Ivansamyjumnyf izo vsex. 
Ivan DET cleverpos out allcEN 
"Ivan is the cleverest." 
On the assimiption that [COMPARATIVE] is a realization of ( -» ), let us now see what 
the structure of a sentence containing a predicative adjective i n the comparative de-
gree looks Hke. In the stmcture below I include the zero change of state P that 1 ar-
gued for wi th respect to 'from not-A to A' constmctions. 
[21] 
0 wurde 0 
became 









I am claiming that m [21] the feature [ - • ] is adjoined to the left of V, and the adjec-
tive is substituted into the verb slot. Both these operations are i n accordance with 
the Head Adjacency Principle (see 4.3). 
Hie semantic dlflference between uer- and er- is now accounted for: i t lies not 
in the feature itself, but where the feature is generated. Hius , oer- reaUzes (-^ ) when 
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this feature is generated in SpecAP; er- realizes ( —• ) when this feature is generated 
m a PP. 
11.5 Deadjectival ver- and er-verbs 
Most deadjectival verbs tn German are i n the er- or oer- groups. There are seme adjec-
tives that give rise to verbs in both groups. I will deal firstiy with the mtransitive 
deadjectival verbs, then the transitive. The fltst table in [22] gives examples of to-
transitive er- deadjectival verbs, the second table examples of intransitive deadjectival 
uer-verbs. 
Intransitive change of state er- and uer-verbs have a Figure subject. The 
'hidden' Ground represents the origmal state. Er-verbs are paraphrased as 'go from 
not-A to A'; oer-verbs are paraphrased as "go from A to more-A*. 


















"become i l l ' 
"become greyhaired" 
"become stiff" 





















In comparing the two groups of verbs, i t is apparent that the er-verbs encode the idea 
"go from not-A to A" (w^ere A is the adjective base), while the uer-verbs are best para-
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phrased as "become more A". TTiere Is a sense In which a verb such as erkranken 
"become ill" describes a complete change, i.e. going from health to iUness, whereas 
verbs such as veratten "become obsolete' and ueramTen "become poor' denote a scalar 
change. TTie same difference can be seen In erbleichen and verbleichenwhich are both 
formed from bleich "pale". The first is a change from 'not-pale to pale', "become, t u m 
pale"; the second is scalar, lose some colour, become less colourful, fade". 
Transitive er- and uer-verbs have a third ai^ument (hi addition to an overt Figure and 
a "hidden" Ground). The third argument is, then, necessarity an Agent or Causer. The 
er- deadjectival verbs have the sense of 'cause to go from not-A to A". The transitive 
uer-verbs have the sense of'cause become more A'. 





















VE3^ - deadjectival verbs: transitive 
anders "different" verOndem 
deutUdi "clear" verdeutMien 
sdhDner 'more beautifiil ' verschSnem 
mehr "more" vermehren 






It Is significant that ergOrvzen "complete" is h i the er- group, and that verOrvlem 'alter' 
is h i the oer- group. Mtuitively It makes sense to think that to make something pos-
sible Is to make somethlr^ completely possible, rather than to make i t merety mare 
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possible. With the uer-verbs uerdeufZichen and uerdidcen i t is possibly more difficult to 
claim that they embody a scalar change rather than a "not-A to A" change; elucidat-
ing or clarifying is, after aU, making completely clear, rather than Just clearer, and 
coagulating seems to embody the sense of completeness. However, language is not 
always logical, and, given two prefixes for converting adjectives to verbs, the language 
may opt for one rather than the other for reasons that have Uttie to do with the idea 
of scalar change uersus complete change. 
That uer- conveys the idea of a scalar change is borne out by the existence of 
a nimiber of transitive uer-verbs that are conversions of the comparative form of the 
adjective, wi th the clear meaning "make/become more A" (verschOnem 'uer-more-
beautifiil, beautify, improve the appearance of. formed from the comparative scbCner 
•more beautiful' of the adjective sdiOn "beautilul". Other examples of uer-verbs formed 
from the comparative of adjectives are given in the followmg table. 
[24] 
positive 1 English 1 comparative j verb \ EngHsh 
lang I'long" 1 langer 1 veriSngem \ lengthen 




\ vermmdem 1 "lessen' 
! 
i 1 I mehr 
i 
\ vermehren \ "mcrease" 






gro^ 1 large' \ grcifter 
3 
1 vergrQ0em \ 'enlarge' 
Now, according to the analysis that I am propostag for uer-verbs, the prefix uer- is an 
allomorph of the feature [ ], which is also the feature [COMPARATIVE] in SpecAP. 
Since the comparative morpheme -er on adjectives is the Alternative Realization of 
[COMPARATIVE], we should not, strictiy speaking, find the feature [ -» ] realized in the 
verb both by the prefix uer-, and by the comparative morpheme -er. 
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There is, however, nothing in the formulation of Alternative Realization that 
specifically prevents reduplication of a feature. I will take it that ver- and -er ui the 




Das uerq-(sc/iiimrrqi-erjli-te ejq [ C k ej h dieSache 
11.5.1 A axrypaiison of German, Dutch, and Swedish deadjedival verbs 
I will finish this section with a comparison between deadjecttval verbs in German 
Dutch and Swedish. The Dutch data is taken from Mulder (1992a), the Swedish data 
is provided by Ute Bohnacker (p.c). In the tables below the sign + indicates that the 
comparative degree of the adjective forms the basis of the derived verb. 
German has both ver- and er- prefixes. It seems to be the case that ver- is the 
preferred prefix for deadjectival verbs. Anomalies are: beschweren 'make more difficult' 
(the he- prefix is not typically used for deadjectival verbs); emeuem "renew* (the adjec-
3 In Russian the feature ( - 1 is regularly realized as a prefix on the verb as weU as by a location 
preposition. 
On v+beicd v fcomnatuACC-
he In+ran in room 
'He ran into the room.' 
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Uval base is a comparative neuer 'newer', yet tbe er- prefix is associated with the 
change of state 'from not-A to A', rather than with "more A'. 
126] 
German 
'difficult' schwer {be- / "ver- / er- / *ent-}schweren4 
'hard' hart {*be- / ver- /er- /ent-}harten 
'short' kurz {•be- / ver- / *er- / •ent-}kflrzen 
'cool' kflhl {*be- / ver- / *er- / ent-}k<lhlen 
•long' laoger"^  {*be- / ver- / *er- / *ent-}iangem 
'thin' diinn {•be- / ver- / •er- / •ent-}dtlnnen 
•thick' dick {•be- / ver- / •er- / •ent-}dicken 
•warm' warm {•be- / •ver- / er- / ?ent-}warmen 
'skinny* mager {•be- / •ver- / •er- / •ent-}magem 
"worse' schlechter^ {•be- / ver- / •er- / •ent-}schlechtem 
less' minder {•be- /ver- /•er- / •ent-}mlndem 
•better' besser^  {•be- / ver- / •er- / •ent-}bessem 
"more' mehr''' {•be- / ver- / •er- / •ent-^ehren 
'old' alt {•be- / ver- / •er- / •ent-}alten 
'new' neuer'^  {•be- / •ver- / er- / •ent-}neuem 
•young' jung {•be- / ver- / •er- / •ent-}jangen 
•poor' arm {•be- / ver- / •er- / •ent-}armen 
Neither Dutch nor Swedish have retained a productive equivalent to German er-. In 
Dutch there are only three extant verbs prefixed by er-: zlcfi erbarmen "have mercy 
on', erkmnen 'er-know. recognize', ervaren 'experienced' (the adjectival use of the past 
participle of a lost verb). None of these three er-verbs is deadjectival. 
In the table below note that the preferred prefix for deadjectival verbs is uer- in 
Dutch, in Swedish. Both morphemes are cognate with German oer-. 
Ute Bohnacker Informs me that verschweren 'make more difficult' is acceptable in Swabian dialect. 




'difficult' moeUjk {be- / *ver- / •ont-}moelijken svSr i {*be- / for- / *av-}svara 
•harxi' hard {*be- / ver- / ont-}harden hard 1 {*be- / fSr- / *av-}hardna 
hard |{*be-/fOr-/av-}hania 
'short' kort {be- / ver- / *ont-}korten kort |{*be-/fer-/av-}korta 
'cool' koel {be- / ver- / *ont-}koelen kali j {be-/R)r-/av-}kyla 
sval 1 {*be-/fQr-/av-}svalna 
long' lang {*be- / ver- / *ont-}lengen ling |{*be-/iar-/*av-}ianga 
•thin' dun {*be- /ver- / *ont-}dunnen tunn 1 {*be- / for- / *av-}tunna 
'thick' dlk {*be- / ver- / *ont-}dikken tjock {*be-/fBr-/ »av-}tJockna 
"warm' warm {*be- / ver- /*ont-}warmen varm 1 {?be- / for- / »av-}vanna 
'skltmy* mager {*be- / ver- / *ont-}mageren mager 1 {*be- / fi3r- / av-}magra 
"worse' slechter''' {*be- / ver- / *ont-}slechteren samre"*^  1 {*be-/fOr-/*av-}samra 
varre^ |{*be-/far-/*av-}varra 
less' minder'^  {*be- / ver- /*ont-^ninderen mlndre^ 1 {*be-/f5r-/*av-}mlnska 
•better" beter''' {*be- / ver- / *ont-}beteren battre^ !{*be-/fBr-/*av-}battra 
•mOTe' meer'^  {*be- / ver- / *ont-^erderen mera''' 1 {*be- / ?fBr- / *av-}mera 
{*be-/fbr-/*av-}Oka 
•old' ouder''' {*be- / ver- / *ont-}ouderen aidre'^  |{*be-/lbr-/*av-}aidra 
'new' nieuw {*be- / ver- / •ont-}nieuwen ny {*be- /far- / •av-lnya 
•young' Jong {*be- / ver- / *ont-yongen 3mgre'^  I {•be-/15r-/*av-^gra 
•poor" arm {•be- / ver- / *ont-}annen arm \ {*be- /for- /*av-}arma 
A second point to note is that most examples where the comparative form of the ad-
jective serves as the base for the deadjectival verb, the adjective is either (i) a common 
adjective, or (ti) the comparative form is suppletive. i.e. the ccanparative form is not 
cognate with the form of the positive degree (e.g. gut •good', besser 'better^ ). TTils sug-
gests that in the unmarked case the ver- prefix alone carries the comparative featiu-e. 
A third point to note is that, while we can make a ntmiber of robust general-
izations on the basis of the data in the tables, the tables also illustrate clearly that 
there are slight inconsistencies in the paradigm. Why do German and Swedish use 
the comparative base for 'become younger', while Dutch uses the positive form? Why 
do Dutch and German, but not Swedish, allow a be-verb for '•make more difficulf? 
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Why does Dutch use a comparative base for verouderen 'grow older' but not for Its 
antonym mrjongen 'grow younger', while German has the positive, and Swedish has 
the comparative form as the base for both verbs? I venture to suggest that there are 
unlikely to be answers to such questions. 
11.6 Summary 
We have seen that adjectives can be incorporated Into (OL) prefixed verbs. Since ad-
jectives archetypal^ describe a state, the verbs formed by incorporation of an adjec-
tive lypicalty describe a change of state, either 'from not-A to A' (typlcalfy the er- pre-
fix), or 'from A to more-A' (typically the uer- prefix). In the latter case the uer- prefix is 
the realization of the feature (->), which can appear on adjectives as the feature 
[COMPARATIVEI, or in English as the comparative morpheme more . I showed that the 
phrase taller than [X\ means 'forth from [X's state of tallness]'. 1 gave evidence from 
Latin and Russian that a bare Ablative and a bare Genitive respectively, both cases 
being the realization of PIE AmATWE, translate the equivalent of the morpheme than, 
and that this morpheme means, therefore, 'from'. The feature (-*) has yet another 
realization in change of state predicates: it can be realized in German as zu, as In Er 
wurde zu etwas 'He became (to) something', and in Russian this feature is typically 
realized by a bare Instrumental, as in On stal c"&niNSTR-to 'He became something." 
We have now seen that adjective heads behave in two respects like thefr 
cousins noun heads: they can both be incorporated by substitution into null verbs, 
and they can both take some form of the feattu-e (-*) as inflection. 
11.7 Hie structure of deadjectival and denominal prefixed verbs 
I have shown that prefixed denominal and deadjectival verbs in German are formed 
by adjunction of a dfrectional feature and Incoiporation by substitution of a noun or 
adjective head into an empty verb slot. 
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The mechanism whereby these verbs are formed Implies that prefixed verbs are 
rightheaded. In the structure given below, I take the feature (v] to be a null mor-
pheme that marks the verb slot. 
[271 a. [ Mjbe- [Ret/enN) v) 
be- tyre 
"put tyres on" 
b. [f+L] Ment-( WcmzeN 1 v l 
ent- bug 
"de-bug" 
c. {loy Mver-lblaJSA] v) 
uer-pale 
'turn pale' 
Note that the features carried by the prefixes contain no categoiy-specific informa-
tion. Recall that the [+U [-^] features on be- can be realized as DATTVE on the noun 
(Ground), and that the (OL) (^] on uer- can appear as well on adjectives in the com-
parative degree. What this means Is that the prefixes themselves, being devoid of cat-
egorial features, cannot bring about a change of category, noun to verb, or adjective 
to verb. In other words, the prefixes, being category-nonspecific, cannot be the head 
of a derived verb. 
Scane previous writers, working in different frameworks, have viewed the 
question of headedness in derived verbs as being problematic. 
11.7.1 The Nature of the Problem 
English denomlnal verbs such as dekuse and deadjectival verbs such as enric/i pose 
a number of problems associated with thefr internal structure. One problem that has 
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been widely ciddressed in the literature is the question of headedness. It appears that 
the de- and en- prefixes bring about a category change, fonning a verb fi-om a noun or 
an adjective, in the same way that the noun-forming affix -ness changes an adjective 
into a noun: firom rich we get the noun richness. It is commonly accepted that an af-
fix such as -ness is category changing and is, therefore, the head of the resultant 
noun. These compound nouns are, as a consequence, right-headed and conform to 
the Right Hand Head Rule (Williams 1981): 
[281 The Right Hand Head Rule (RHRl 
In morphology we define the head of a morphologically complex word to be 
the nghthand member of that word. 
(Williams 1981:248) 
If we conclude that the English de- and en- prefixes are category changing, they 
would be lefthand heads. Hiis would be an embarrassment for the RHR. In English, 
which is assumed to be right-headed at the word level, it is unexpected that there 
should be a small niunber of apparent exceptions. 
My proposal wfll be that English denomlnal and deadjectival veitts do not 
constitute exceptions to the RHR if we regard them as being formed In the same way 
as their German and Dutch counterparts. Before I give my analysis, let me sketch the 
background to the problem and show what previous writers have proposed. 
1J. 7.2 The Background 
Writers who have addressed the problem of headedness in deadjectival verbs such as 
German verdQnnen 'dilute' and Dutch vefbleken Taleach' have taken a number of dif-
ferent stands. Generally speaking they can be divided into two main camps according 
to whether they adopt a basically symmetrical approach to headedness (heads can be 
leftwards or rightwards), or a basically asymmetrical approach (heads are on the 
right). Among those who have adopted a basically symmetrical approach are Ueber 
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(1980), Trommelen and Zonneveld (1986), Van Bem-den (1990). Ueber and Baayen 
(1993). Trommelen and Zonneveld (1986) consider Dutch prefixes to be verb-forming. 
and they propose a redundancy rule in order to override the RHR. Van Beiu-den 
(1990) proposes that headedness in complex words is parametrized, which allows 
some affixes to be lefthand heads. 
Wfiliams (1981), Selkfrk (1982), Wallriska de Hackbeil (1984), Kastovsky 
(1987), Bauer (1988), ScaUse (1988), Neeleman and Schlpper (1992) are representative 
of those writers who have opted for a basically asymmetrical analysis. The essence of 
Williams' (1981) view can be summarized as follows: 
a. Derivational suffixes are heads. 
b. Prefixes are not by and large heads, although there are some excep-
tions to this generalization. 
c. Some inflectional morphemes can be heads. Williams allows the pos-
sibility that, for Instance tense morphemes may be the head of a verb. 
d. In compounds the head is the rightmost element. 
It is [b] above that is the problem. WUllams was forced to allow some exceptions to 
the rule that prefixes are not heads in order to handle such prefixes as English en-
which creates a verb {enrich) from an adjective (rich), lieber (1980), Selkfrk (1984), 
and Lieber and Baayen (1993) aU follow Williams in taking en- to be category chang-
ing, and therefore problematic in some respect. 
I take it that it would be no bad thing if it coidd be shown that Williams' 
problematic prefixes are only apparentfy problematic, and that the RHR is not vio-
lated by verbal prefixes. 
11.7.3 Eng^h and German Derived Verbs 
Consider the following data: 
[291 a. dirty 'to make Adj.' 
wet 'to make Adj.' 
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sfcfn 'to remove N' 
sugar 'to add N' 
tight-^en 'to make N' 
hard+en "to make Adj.' 
sanct+Ify 'to make Adj.' 
de-ftouse 'to remove N" 
erncourage 'to give N' 
en+rable 'to make Adj." 
em+boki+en 'to make Adj." 
de+suyijr-Hjte "to remove N' 
de+gas-Kfy 'to remove N' 
(Scalise 1988: 238) 
Hie verbs in [29a] are examples of zero-conversion, whereby a word of one category is 
converted into a word of another category by the addition of a zero morpheme. Hie 
verbs in [29b] and [29c] contain a suffix and a prefix respective^; the verbs in [29d] 
contain both a prefix and a sufBx. 
Tliere are three observations about (29j that I think are pertinent: 
(1) Observe firstiy that [29a] proves that English has zero conversion. I think 
that for N to V conversion it is likely that afflxless zero conversion is the unmarked 
case, and 1 would surmise that examples of affixless zero conversion outnumber con-
version involving affixes In EngUsh. Consider N to V conversion: 
[30] dust the fitrrtiture 
grass the lawn 
water the plants 
foot the biVL 
Given the fact that English has abundant afflxless zero conversion, we are not 
obliged to consider the affixes in [29b, c, d] as category-changing. 
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(11) The verbs in [29c] are of the problematic en+rich type, i.e. according to 
Williams they are leftheaded. Observe, however, that there is no semantic dlflerence 
between the deadjectival verbs ermoble, embolden, and harden, i.e. they all mean 
•make Adj.'; in other words the -en suffix does not appear to Impart any feature or 
quality to the verb /uirden which is lacking in ermoble. 
(Hi) If the prefix is the lefthand head of ennoble, and the suffix is the right-
hand head of harden which affix is the head in the case of embolden? The verbs in 
[29d] seem to contain two category-changing affixes. Let us assume that by the nor-
mal rules of percolation {Lieber 1980) it is the rightmost head bearing a category fea-
ture that percolates this feature to the topmost node. This would mean that -en per-
colates its V feature, and that em- is prevented from doing so. But since em- has no 
semantic featvues and it caimot percolate its V feature, it is quite redundant. 
(iv) That en- and de- are. as claimed by some writers, category-changing and 
convert an adjective or a noun Into a verb. Implies that these affixes are verbal in 
some way. They are not in themselves verbs or even renmants of verbs, so it is diffi-
cult to say what verbal element they represent. Note that this is only a problem for 
those writers who consider these affixes to be category-changing, and therefore, 
hosts of a verbal feature that percolates from them. In my view the prefixes en- and 
de- are French prefixes that derive fl-om Latin prepositions .^ 
11.7.4 The structure of denominal and deac^ectival verbs 
The question now is how to represent the tree structure for these verbs. There are 
three options: two binary branching structures or a ternary bremching (flat) struc-
tm-e: 
















prf A/N V 
en rich 0 
m battle 0 
The ternary branching structure, shown In [fii], captures the fact that prefix and zero 
suffix are in tandem, but ternary structures would be highly marked^. Another 
problem Is that the zero suffix is the head only by stipulation of the RHR. In the bi-
nary branching structure of (i) the zero suffix is clearly the most deeply embedded 
'mountain range'; 'mountain' 
'silly laughing"; laugh' 
^ Bauer (1988) proposes ternary structure for some circumflxes in German and Dutch: the past 
participle, which has the form prf+V+t/en, and derived nouns of the form gei-H+e. 
(1) ge+such+t 'sought* 
ver+such+t tried' 
ge+bimd+en "bound* 
(ii) G&+btrff+e Berg 
Ge+fach+e lachen 
Bauer calls these forms "synafflxes" (1988:20). Compare them with what Scallse calls the parasynthetic 
verbs in Romance languages, which consist of three constituents: 
(0 in-glall-ire "to become yellow" (Italian) 
(Scallse 1988:238) 
Scallse gives the following rule for paraaynthetlc verbs: 




constituent whose V-feature percolates to the highest node, and is, therefore, the 
head of the word by virtue of this fact alone. 
The problem with the binary structure [1] Is that it suggests that the prefix is 
attached to a constituent that is a non-existent verb: *rtch-0. There seems to be a 
general consensus in the literature, however, that such derivations are theoretically 
acceptable. Allen (1978) proposes an overgenerating morpholc®^ in which rules of 
word-formation can have non-existing words as their input. Scallse (1988) proposes 
a binary branching structure for the parasynthetic verbs in Romance languages such 
as in^aU+ire laecome yellow", in which the non-existent verb *glall+tre is prefixed by 
in. The point here is that *glalUre is, by the rules of word formation in Italian, a pos-
sible word. The Italian word-formation rules allow verbs formed torn adjectives to be 
preflxiess. The verb ingiattire is also semantically no dlfierent to existing prefixless 
derivations such as atttvare 'activate' from attLvo 'active' (Scallse 1988:239). 
The third possibility, shown in (lij where the first two elements form a con-
stituent. Is problematic in that the node immediately dominating prefix and adjective 
is not readily identffiable; it is not A, the prefix has no category, and it cannot be V, 
otherwise there would be no point in the empty V suffix.'^  Furthermore, since the A 
node does not percolate (en+rtch is not an adjective), this is counter to the Right 
Hand Head rule*. 
^ 1 am not aware that any writer has identified this node. The writers that I have cited have 
considered only whether the prefix Is category-changing or not, not what the prefix is. 
® Tills is not to say that the first two elements of a derived form can never be a constituent. WaUriska 
de Hackbeil (1984:325) proposes this structure for the deverbal noun repossession, which Is formed by 
sufflxation on the verb repossess, giving a noun meaning "the act of repossessing", a theta nominal in her 
framework. Prefixatlon of the noun possess&m would not derive a meaningful word, let alone a theta 
nominal. Although she does not label the nodes In her trees, we assume that In (1) the V node of possess 
percolates to the node immediately dominating re. 
(I) (il) 
possess im re possess ion 
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11.7.5 Thepreflxas a bundle of features 
If we take the prefix to be a bundle of features, as I proposed above, there is no prob-
lem with the internal structm^ of deadjectival and denominal verbs. RecaU that I 
have afready established that the prefix, as an aUomorph of a preposition, is ad-
joined to a nuU verb, and that the adjective or the Figure noun is substituted into 
the null verb slot. 
In Chapter 4 I introduced Roberts' (1993:44) proposals for head adjunction 
and substitution in the s)Titax. I remind the reader of the mechanics of these two 
rules of head movanent. Adjunction is the movement of one head into another head 
position. In [a] the head Y adjoins to the left of X. In [b] the head Y substitutes into 
an empty X. 





b. Substitution of Y^ into X^, triggered by X '^s feature. X"! denotes the 
element in XO which triggers incorporation. 
XP 
Xo YP 
Y O X-1 t 
[ Y O - H _ ] 
In the special cases we are considering it is a head A or N that substitutes into an 
empty V. I take it that it is the categorlal feature on V" 1 that triggers incorporation. 
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i.e. V-1 is simply a categorial feature, perhaps [-N, +V], that labels a node. This V" l 
node must be flJled with lexical material. It may of course be flUed by a verb, or, after 
substitution, by an adjective or a noun head. 
Translating [a] and [b] into the terms we need for deadjectival and denominal 










Observe that this structure is in fiiU conformity with Van Riemsdijk"s HAP (4.3), 
Lieber's percolation hypothesis, and William's Right Hand Head Rule. 
11.7.6 Cbnoerston uersus iruxrporaOon 
In Chapters 4 and 51 showed that the be- prefix in German and Dutch ennable the 
incorporation of the Figure noun, thus forming a prefixed denominal verb. In this 
chapter 1 have shown that the uer- and er- prefixes can in like manner incorporate 
nouns and adjectives. Incorporation is not. however, the onfy means whereby a 
deadjectival or denominal verb can be derived. I distinguish between two processes, 
incorporation on the one hand, and conversion on the other. 
Having shown that German prefixed deadjectival and denominal verbs are the 
result of adjunction of the prefix and incorporation of the head noun or adjective, let 
me now show what I consider conversion to be. Below I give some examples of con-





[ StOrkej^] y/\ = stOrken 'starch'/'starch' 
[gtattAi^A = gl£itten 'smooth' / 'smooth* 
[ebenAiv\ = ebnen level'/level' 
[heii6Alvl = heizen •hot'/lieat' 
[HiteeNlvI = heizen "heat'/'heat' 
[ wndA\ vl = runden 'round'/'round' 
[ schu^ achAl vl = sdtwGchen "weak"/'weaken' 
b. English 
[ ( soqpN ] vl oneseir 
[ [starch N1 vl itnen 
I [roundA ] vl ^ edges 
I [dirty/i ] vl one's shoes 
[ [roundp} vj the comer 
([upp 1 vl the stakes 
I claim that conversion is simply the resvdt of a re-naming process. The head of the 
resulting verb is a null morpheme at the leveP. I give the structiue of the conver-
sions In [35] below. 
^ It Is possible to consider conversion, i.e. the renaming of a word of one category as a word of another 
category, as substitution of a word of one category Into that of another category. This would have the 
advantage of economy; adjunction and substitution would then be the sole means of word formation. 






StSurkeji 0 German 
rundA 0 
starchji 0 English 
rounds 0 
Compare the structure for conversion with the very different structure for incorpora-
tion that I gave in 12.2.2-12.3.2. The differences between these two structures imply 
that there wlU be differences in meaning, and/or differences in usage between verbs 
derived by conversion and those derived by incorporation. 
11.7.7 The meaning of verbs derived by Conuerston 
The fact that non-prefixed verbs derived by conversion have a very different structure 
to that of prefixed verbs derived by adjunction and substitution suggests that they 
will have a different meaning. Before considering the difference of meaning, let me 
summarise the structural differences. 
[36] Incorporation 
verstQrken 'reinforce' {starkA 'strong') 
verbletchen 'fade' (bleichA "pale') 
(I) The prefix uer- carries the feature [OL, -^l 
(II) The feature [OL. -*] means that the verb's arguments are in the 
Figure/Ground schema. 
(Ui) The head of the verb is at the V i level. 




stOrfcen 'starch' [StQikej^ "strength, starch') 
bleichen 'bleach' {bleichA "pale") 
(i) Tliere is no prefix, consequentiy no location feature. 
(ii) Since there is no location featm-e. the verb's arguments are not in the 
Figure/Ground schema. 
(fil) Hie head of the verb is at the level. 
(iv) does not select a head for Incorporation. 
1 have shown in the early part of this chapter that a [OL] prefix causes a 
change of state. A prefixed deadjectival vert) such as verstOrken 'uer-strong, reinforce' 
can be parc^hrased as 'make stronger', and a prefixed denomlnal vert) such as 
vereisen 'uer-ice. ice up' can be par^hrased as 'go fi-om a state of being not ice to a 
state of being ice'. Such paraphrases are possible due to the concept of Figure and 
Ground and the feature [OL, -» ]. 
In contrast, verbs formed by conversion lack the feature [OL.-*] and are con-
sequenUy outside the Flgvuie/Ground schema. They cannot, therefore, encode a 
change of state. I propose that conversion verbs denote an activity, the precise na-
ture of which Is determined by the A or N that forms the base of the verb. This activ-
ity will be tn the unmarked case a common dafly activity, typically performed perhaps 
by a partictdar individual. I give some examples below. 
[37] a. Decfce •cover' =^  dedoen'cavef 
Kurt deckt den Tlsch 
'Kurt lays tiie table.' 
a'. EXn Dachdecker deckt DQcher. 
a roofcoverer covers roofs 
'A roofer roofs roofs.' 
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b. heiiS'hof heizenlieaf 
WirheizennttHolz. 
we heat with wood 
We use wood for heating.' 
c. Safe "salt* => scdzen 'salt* 
Me salzt er die Kartqffeln. 
never salts he the potatoes 
'He never salts the potatoes.' 
d. Forbe'colour' =* fOrben'dye' 
ErfOirbte seln Hoar gelb. 
'He dyed his hair yellow.' 
e. Fisch'ash' => ^ischen'fish' 
Fischer flsdxL 
"A fisherman fishes." 
Note the difference in meaning between the conversions In [37] and the incorpora-
tions In [38]. 
[38] a. & bedeckte denHsdiTmPapieren. 
he be-covered the table with papers 
'He littered the table with p^ers.' 
a'. &• verdeckte den Tlsch rrtit etnem Tuch. 
he uer-covered the table with a cloth 
'He concealed the table with a cloth.' 
b. DerStrelterimztedieCemQter 
the argvunent er-heated the passions 
The argument vdiipped up a lot of feeling.' 
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c. Er verscdzte die Suppe. 
he yer-salted the soup 
'He put too much salt in the soup.' 
d. Der Herbst verfQrbte die Blotter rot und braurt 
the autumn uer-coloured the leaves red and brown 
'Autvunn turned the leaves red and brown." 
In these examples of prefixed verbs there is a clear Idea of either (i) motion of the 
Figure to the Ground, as in I38al, or (li) a change of state (38b,c,d]. TTius. the verbs in 
[38!, being in the Figure/Ground schema, have some value for (LJ. I will annotate the 
verbs in (37], which are outside the Figure/Ground schema, as [*L]. 
Hie semantic difference between [*y verbs derived by conversion and lU verbs 
derived by incorporation is parallel to the difference between non-derived verbs that 
are outside the Figure/Groimd schema and non-derived verbs that are in the 
Figure/Ground schema. Let me take the verb kxlen load' as an example. 
[391 a. Ermdt{Heu/Wagerii. laden is [*U 
"He loads {hay/ carts}, 
b. Er ladt Heu auf den Wagen. laden is [-U 
'He loads hay onto the cart, 
b". E>- beiadt den Wagen mtt Heit laden is [+Li 
he be-loads the cart with hay 
'He loads the cart with hay.* 
The sentence In [39al with a [*U verb describes an activity. None of the arguments are 
viewed as being Figure or Ground. The verb can take either Heu or Wagen for its di-
rect object. The sentences in [39b,b'] constitute the familiar Locative Alternation, in 
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which there are Figure and Ground arguments, the verb belog either [+U or (-LJ. I give 
further examples in [40) and [41]. 
[40] a. Er gofi die Blumen. 5ie/5enis[*q 
he poured the flowers 
'He watered the flowers." 
b. Er gojS Wasser ou/" die BkaneTt giefien is [-U 
"He poursed water on the flowers." 
b". Er begofi die Blumen mtt Wasser. begiejSen is l+U 
he be-poured the flowers with water 
"He watered the flowers with water." 
[41] a. ErgriWe seinenFreuTvt grQ^nis 1*1] 
"He greeted his filend/said hallo to his friend." 
b. Ek-begrufite das neue Personal begnQ/Smis (+Lj 
he be-greeted the new staff 
'He welcomed the new staff." 
11.7.8 The implications for English 
1 have so far discussed incorporation (in the Figure/Ground schema) and conversion 
(outside the Figure/Ground schema) as it applies to German. I have shown that in 
German Incorporation of N or A into a null verb is accompanied by a prefix that has 
a value for [L]; 1 have also shown that conversion in German does not involve a loca-
tion feature, and is therefore not accompanied by a prefix. I now consider the conse-
quences of this for English verbs. 
The fact that English has retained the Locative Alternation, despite losing the 
prefixes that accompany the Locative Alternation in German, suggests that English 
verbs can cany a zero morpheme with some value for [U. Assuming that this is so. 
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and assuming the analysis that I have presented for German is applicable to English, 
my analysis predicts two things. 
(I) English has conversion and incorporation. 
(II) A verb derived by incorporation wUl, in the unmarked case, have the same fomi in 
English as a verb derived by conversion. 
What (11) means is that we cannot tell from the form of the verb alone 
whether a verb such as heat is derived by incorporation of the noun heat or conver-
sion of the noun heat. However, what (i) predicts is that there will be a difference of 
meaning between two veibs derived by different means. We expect the verb derived by 
incorporation to embody the idea of 'trsmsfer of Figure to Ground', or change of state; 
we expect a verb derived by conversion to denote an activity not involving transfer or 
change of state. The difference may be subtle. 
It seems to be the case that verbs derived by conversion resist the addition of 
a location particle, whereas verbs derived by incorporation, and therefore having the 
meaning 'transfer N to NP', readily combine with location particles. Consider the ex-
amples. 
[42] a. Cpfivgrgipn 
Gas heats (mvallflats) more cheaply than electricity. 
That stove heats (*i^) well 
This duster dusts {*up/*qff) weVL 
He never dusts {^qff) the Jumtture. 
He dusted (*up/*off) the mirror for fingerprints. 
He cant colour (*Lp) his drawtr^s properly. 
He rrever waters {*up/*down/*qff) his plants. 
He enjoys drying {*ip/*down/*off\ tiie dishes. 
b. hicorporatlpn 
The sun's rays heated {up) the greenhouse. 
Heat (up) the flying pan before you start. 
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Be carefid to dust *(o^ aU. the powder. 
He coloured {ip) when he realised his impropnety. 
He always waters {down) his gin 
The sun has dried *(up) the stream. 
You can dry yourself (of[) in the sun 
1 suggest that the reason that the verbs in [42bJ can (in some cases must) take a lo-
cation particle is that these verbs, through the process of Incorporation, already con-
tain the location feature (-•), albeit as a zero morpheme in English. In contrast, the 
verbs derived by conversion in [42a] do not contain the feature (-»), and do not, 
therefcre, convey a sense of motion. Tills is enough to block the addition of a loca-
tion particle to conversion verbs. 
Having given my analysis of deadjectival and denominal verbs, both derived by 
Incorporation and by conversion, I discuss in the remainder of this chapter the views 
of some other writers. 1 will firstly outline the proposal of Neeleman and Schipper 
(1992), and then discuss Ueber and Baayen"s (1993) critique of their analysis. 
11.8 Neeleman and Schipper's (1992) Conversion Analjrsis 
11.8.1 The THEME Argument 
Ihe essence of Neeleman and Schipper"s (N&S) proposal is that the Dutch prefix ver-
provides a "IHEME argument. They illustrate this by means of the following examples: 
[43] a. dobbelenv "to gamble' [AGENTI 
b. vloeherty/ 'to swear' [AGENT] 
[44] a. verdobbeleny "to gamble away" [AGENT, THEME] 
b. vervloekeny "to curse" [AGENT, THEME] 
Dutch, N&S (1992:60) 
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According to N&S, the AGEOT originates in the intransitive verbs and the THEME in 
the prefix uer-. Hie following percolation mechanism operates. I show percolation to 
the next highest node by means of the aiTow f: 
[45] 
V[AGENT. THEME] 
uer riHEME]t V(AGENT]t 
doWelen/vloeken 
N&S (1992:60) 
N&S claim that when ver- attaches to an ergatlve verb, such as vaUen 'fall', 
the result is also ergative. In this case the rightmost THEME e-role percolates and 
















When ver- attaches to a transitive verb, again it is the rightmost THEME ar-
gument of the transitive verb that percolates. 
[48] a. scheurenv 'to tear' [AGEOT, THEME] 
b. verscheuren 'to tear up' [AGENT. THEME] 
ibid.:61 
N&S appeal to the operation of the Relativised Righthand Head Rule (RHR) of Di 
Sciullo and Williams (1987), whereby the head for a certain property Is the rightmost 
element specified for that property. In the case of uer-verbs derived from intransitive 
verbs. N&S claim that the THEME argument of ver- percolates because it is the onfy 
THEME argument; in the case of oer-verbs derived from ergative and transitive verbs, 
the THEME arigument of i;er- is blocked by percolation of the rightmost THEME argu-
ment, that of the simplex verb. 
11.8.2 The Unexpected ACmr 
In the previous section 1 showed how N&S claim to derive a THEME argument fixam 
the prefix ver- (even though this THEME argument may be blocked). N&S propose 
that prefixed deadjectlval verbs are derived by conversion, and that, due to the con-
version process, an AGENT argument can appear. Hiey argue that this AGENT role 
cannot come from the prefix, and that it must therefore come frcm the conversion 
affix. Consider the data below: 
[49] a. meuwp, 'new" [THEME] 
duideliJkA 'clear' [EXPERIENCER.THEME]^° 
We presume that an adjective such as nleuw has a THEME argument because the quality of 
newness has to be attributed to some object. Duk^l^k has two arguments, since some object will be 'clear' 
to some person. I make no further comment on NfitS's O-role approach, other than that I see neither 
necessity nor advantage in invoking ft-roles, which I consider to be no more than useful labels for 
semantic concepts, when deadjectival verbs can be accounted for In a much simpler and more 





"to renew' [AGENT.THEME] 
'to clarify' [AGENT,EXPERIE3MCER,THEME] 
ibid.:63 
The examples ui [49b] have an AGElvrr in addition to the e-roles that they inherit 
fi-om the adjective. N&S conclude that this extra 9-role must percolate ft'om the con-
version afiix. 
Not all uer- verbs derived from adjectives, however, have an AGENT 6-role. The 
eigative adjective bleek "pale" has only one 6-role, namefy a T H E M E . The ergatlve verb 
derived fliom it, verbleken 'to pale" also has only one argimient, a T H E M E . On the 
other hand rdeuw 'new* has one G-role, an AGENT, while the resultant verb has two 
e-roles, AGENT and T H E M E . 
N&S explain this by proposing that Dutch grammar allows oer-verbs to have 
an optional A G E N T e-role and that various factors will detennlne whether only one 
or both variants enter the lexicon. N&S claim that. In fact, the majority of Dutch ver-
verbs have both readings: ueruuiien 'to make/become dirty', from vuil 'dirty*. 
11.8.3 DervomlrKd Verbs 
The conversion process that N&S propose for verbs derived from nouns is somewhat 
more complicated than that for deadjectival derivations, although the same ideas 
hold good. The following examples show noun to verb conversion without verbal 
prefixaUon. 
[50] a. werkfi "work' [R] 
deelfi 'part' [R] 
schimmelfq 'mould' [R] 
b. werkeny 'to work' [AGENT] 
deleny 'to divide' [AGENT,THEME] 




Hie resultant verbs fitjm the nouns in [50a] are intransitive, transitive, and ergative, 
respectively. N&S account for this in the following way. The two A G E N T G-roles are 
provided by the conversion a£Bx. Recall that for deadjectival verbs N&S claim that the 
conversion affix allows an optional A G E N T e-role to percolate to the highest node of 
the verb. There is no T H E M E e-role on the nouns in [48a]. therefore the T H E M E e-role 
must come firam somewhere else. N&S propose that the T H E M E e-role may be a re-
analysls of the [R] (for R E F E R E N C E on the noun (see Williams 1981b)). Hiis R-role 
optionally reanalyses Itseff as T H E M E and percolates to the highest V node. 
N&S claim that they are able to account for a number of Interesting problems 
in denomlnal verbs. Firstfy. because both T H E M E (firom[R]) and A G E N T (firom the 0-
head) are optional, there should exist denomlnal verbs that have an empty e-grid. 
Tills is, indeed, the case with weather verbs such as sneeuwen 'to snow* from the 
noun sneeuu) "snow*. Such a verb can only assign a "pseudo e-role' (Chomsky 1986). 
Secondly, N&S claim to be able to differentiate structurally between denomi-
nal verbs such as verkruimelen 'to crumble' fliom kruimel 'crumb' and oeraoien 'to re-
sole' from the noun zooi 'sole*. At first sight verkruimelen and verzoien look to be the 
same sort of noun to verb conversion. Semantically. however, they are different. 
VerkruUnelen means 'to turn something into crumbs'; the end result is a pile of 
crumbs. Verzoien, on the other hand means 'to supply soles to a shoe"; the end result 
is not a sole, flliese two verb types are also widety referred to as having an 'affected' 
versus an 'effected' object.) 
[51] a. 
V [AGENT. THEME] 
ver PTHEME] t V [AGENT] f 





ver [THEME] V [AGENT] t [THEME] t 
N[R]> [THEME] t V [AGENT] t 
krutmel 0 
lbid.:70 
N&S argue that in the case of verzden the T H E M E 8-role is provided by the prefix uer-. 
whereas in verkruimelen the T H E M E e-role is provided by the R-role of the converted 
noun. N&S point out that in the case of verkruimelen the T H E M E is clearty related to 
the novm; the D-structure object of the verb timis into crumbs. 
11.8.4 Neeleman and Schipper's F-feature 
So far N&S's analysis of uer-veri3s has said that the prefix uer- can contribute a 
T H E M E e-role to the verb to which It is prefixed, but has said nothing about how this 
T H E M E e-role can be syntacHcalty realized. It seems to be the case, however, that in 
addition to contributing a T H E M E e-role. uer- also stipulates that this e-role must be 
realized as an NP. Compare the following. 
[52] a. Janzwijgt{*7^nverleden/over^nverledehi 
'J . keeps-silent ^is past/about his past}.' 
b. Jan verzwygt {zyn verleden/*over zi/n uerieden} 
'J. uer-keeps-silent {his past/about his past}.' 
lbid.:81 
In [52a] the verb zwijgen takes a PP, whereas in [52b] the prefixed form verzwijgen 
obligatorily takes an NP direct object. Both sentences are semantically the same. N&S 
suggest that the prefix carries a featiu^ F in addition to contributing a T H E M E e-role. 
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This F-feature percolates from the prefix to the highest V-node and requires the 
THEME e-role to be realized as the direct object of the verb. 
11.9 Lieber and Baayen's (1993) LCS critique of N&S 
Ueber and Baayen (L&B) in thefr paper on Dutch verbal prefixes (1993) have raised 
objections to N&S's analysis of oer-verbs. 1 have already outUned L&B's Lexical 
Conceptual Structures (LCS) approach hi 2.4.3, but before I deal with thefr objec-
tions to N&S*s approach. It wlU be as well to indicate briefly the most significant re-
spects in which L&B differ from N&S. 
11.9.1 The ver-prefbctnLCS tenns 
L&B claim that all verbs in ver- are either literal or metaphorical motion verbs and 
that all of the various categories are instantiations of a single LCS. given in [53]. 
[53] Basic LCS for ver-
[EyejaLCAUSE([ Thing ].[ EventGO ([Thing l.[Path FROM ([-ming. 
Place. Event 1) TO ([ TTiing. Property. Place 1)1)1)1 
This L C S claims that ver- characteristically forms verbs of motion (indicated by the 
semantic primitive GO) Involving both a source (the argument of FROM) and a goal 
(the argiunent of TO). Optionally ver- adds a causative function (the semantic primi-
tive CAUSE). Optional arguments are underlined. 
In [54] I give some examples in a simplified LCS format, fllie diamond in [54d]. 
representing "waste, ruin, wrong place*, is Jackendoffs (1990) way of hidicating the 
sometimes pejorati've or negative cormotations of ver-.) 
[54] a. verhuizen 'move (house)* 
CAUSE/GO/FROM hidsTOhuis 
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b. verpakken "wrap up (in a package)' 
CAUSE/GO/FROM/TO pak 
c. verharen 'shed hair* 
GO hoar FROM/TO 
d. verwormen "be eaten by worms' 
CAUSE UJO /mGO/FROM/TO • 
TTiese examples show clearty what L&B are trying to achieve. The four verbs derive 
fix)m nouns. For each verb the base noun appears in a different slot la the basic LCS: 
in [54al and [54b] the noun is in the PP slot(s), in [54cJ it is in the subject slot of the 
vert) GO, and in [54d] it is in the subject slot of CAUSE. 
We might, however, pcrint out that what L&B have achieved is essentially a 
set of lexical entries for prefixed verbs. There is nothing in thefr LCSs that has ex-
planatory force. Thus, for instance, the oer- prefix has in its LCS an optional 
[-HCAUSATIVE] feature. We might ask what uer- is doing on a verb when the causative 
reading Is not realized, as In the verij verharen 'shed hair' in [54cJ. L&B make no at-
tempt to establish any precedent for taking a prefix to add a (+CAUSAT1VE] feature to 
avert), in other words: What is it that the prefix oer-, which derives fium a preposi-
tion, and [-HCAUSATTVE] are supposed to have in common? Another reason why the 
L C S framework lacks explanatory force is that it is, by Itself, unable to account for 
certain aspects of the prefijffid verbs without resorting to stipulation. Here 1 am refer-
ring to the insertion of • In [54d] to indicate a pejorative reading, and to the Inser-
tion of the subscripts a (attachment), c (contact) in [55]. 
[55] attach (EventCAUSE ([ nung ).[EventINCH [stateBE c.a 
(I Thing l.lPlace 1)11)1 
Ueber and Baayen (1993:53) 
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A more important problem, perhaps, is presented by vertDS such as German 
weifen 'throw* and senken "sink (trans.), lower". These verbs can also be decomposed 
into something like 'Cause something to go to a place' and we would expect them to 
have an L C S that is in all respects the same as the L C S for the uer-vert)s, i.e. some-
thing along the lines of the following. 
[56] a. weifen "throw* 
senfcen "sink, lower' 
CAUSE/GO/FROM /TO ([ Thing. Property. Place 1) 
b. verweifen 'reject* 
uersenten 'sink, lower' 
?CAUSE/CAUSE/GO/FROM /TO ([ Thing. Property, Place 1) 
ff, then, weifen and senken can have the LCS of a uer-vert). what happens when 
these two verbs are prefixed by uer-? I show the result in [56b]. By now I think it 
should be apparent that L&B's interpretation of uer- as 'adding an optional causative 
fiinction" to a simplex verb causes more problems than it is able to answer. Bear in 
mind that in my proposal oer- carries the feature (-»), which may be interpreted as (i). 
In the case of [56] this feature means nothing more than 'down'. The main difference 
between L&B's interpretation of uer- and mine is that thefr analysis depends on the 
ad hoc stipulation that a prefix can host a causative feature, while in my analysis 
this prefix (aUomorph of a preposition) hosts a dfrectional feature, which in the un-
marked case is hosted by a preposition. 
11.9.2 L&B's arguments against N&S 
lAeher and Baayen (1993) reject N&S's analysis of Dutch uer- verbs on three grounds. 
FIrsfly, L&B point out that there are exceptions to N&S's claim that when oer- att-
taches to an eigative verb it does not alter the verb's ergativity. Secondly. L&B claim 
that N&S are wrong in proposing that deadjectival ver-vetbs are formed by zero-af-
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fixation, because conversion by zero-aflSxation would generate tmgrammatical forms. 
Thlrdty, L&B criticize N&S*s zero-afflxation on the grounds that there is no single 
unfform semantic contribution that a single zero conversion affix could make. 
I will now deal with each of the three criticisms made by L&B. It will turn out 
that none of them have any substance. 
11.9.2.1 E^rgattve simplex verbs and transitive ver-verbs 
N&S claim that when ver- attaches to an ergative verb, the resultant verb is also 
ergative; ixiUen 'to fall' has only a THEME e-role, as does the prefixed verb vervallen 'to 
go to ruin'. L&B claim that there are a number of examples in which an ergative base 
gives rise to a nonergative ver- derivation. Hiey give the example of ver^nken 'to sink 
(away)', which Is derived from ztnken 'to sink*. Verzinken, as L&B point out, can be 
used ergativefy, as in Het sdiip verzonk in de diepte 'the ship sank away In the 
depths*. But it can also be used transitively, as in .a/ verzonk de spifkers in het hout 
'she sank the nails into the wood*. L&B claim that this last example undermines 
N&S's analysis because (1) verzinken is a transitive verb, vrtiereas the base verb is 
ergative, (11) verzinken has an AGENT e-role. Recall that N&S claim that tiie 
'imexpected agent* comes from the 0 conversion affix that converts adjectives and 
nouns Into verbs. Verzinken, however, is derived from a base verb and does not, 
therefore, have a conversion affix. 
L&B's rejection of N&S*s analysis Is based on the false premise that the tran-
sitive verb verzinken is derived by ver- prefixation from the ergative verb zinken. 
Consider the following German data. I give N&S's e-roles to clarify the discussion. 
[57] a. DasSdtffisank/versank^. [THEME] 
the ship sank/ uer-semk 
The ship sank.* 
Er {sank/versank^ in tlefen Schktf. [THEME] 
he sank/uer-sank in deep sleep 
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'He sank into a deep sleep. 
b. Er {senJctie/*oersenlcte} {das Lot ins Meer/seine Preise}. 
[AGENT.THEME] 
he sank/oer-sank the plumbline into the sea/his prices 
'He lowered {the pliunbUne into the sea/his prices}.' 
Er{*senkte/versenkle}dieNQgellnsHolz. [AGENT, THEME] 
he sank/uer-sank the nails in-the wood 
'He sank the naUs into the wood.' 
There are two distinct (though lexically related) base verbs In Gennan. the strong 
verb sinken 'go down, sink', and the weak, causative verb senfaen 'to lower, cause to 
sink'. The addition of the uer-prefix on these two verbs does not alter the e-grids: the 
ergative verb remains eigative, and the transitive verb remains transitive. This result 
for the German vertjs conforms to N&S's predictions. Apparently, Dutch has only the 
strong verbs zinken and verztnken and lacks the weak (causative) verbs that axe 
equivalent to the Gennan serrken and versevken. 
This strong/weak alternation can be found hi a number of German and 
English verb pairs, such as; 
[58] erschrecken (st)/erschrecken(wk) 
Das Kind erschrak Das Gespenst ersdveckte das Kind. 
The child took flight.' The ghost fil^tened Uie child'. 
fallen [st)/fSUen (wk); 
faU (st)//ea (wk) 
DerBaumfleL 
The tree feU.' 
ErfailtedenBaum 
•He felled the tree.' 
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liegen {st)/legen (wk) 
Ue (St)/lay (wk) 
Die Eier lagen auf Tellem. LHe HQhner legten die Eier. 
The eggs were (lytug) on plates.* The hens laid the eggs." 
Apparently L&B are not aware of this verbal pattern, since they also cite the Dutch 
verschrtkken from the base verb schrikken 'to be fiightened' to undermine N&S*s anal-
ysis. Verschrikken may have the transitive reading *frighten* as well as the ergative 
reading Ijecome frightened*. Again we have to say that the Dutch verbal pattern is 
defective. Compare the German forms: 
[59] a. strpng (erg t^ive) 
Er {schrak/sctu-eckte} aus dem SdHqf. 1 ^ 
*He startled out of his sleep.' 
E r erschrak. 
'He became frightened." 
b. weak (transitive) 
Etwas {*sdvak/schreckte} Vm aus dem Schlctf. 
"Something startled him out of his sleep.* 
Etu;as erschredkte thrt 
•Somethuig flightened him.* 
Again, the Dutch pattern is defective; the simple verb schriWoenis only ergative, while 
the prefixed verschrikken can he creative and transitive, corresponding to the German 
erschrecken. Dutch has apparentiy lost the transitive reading of schrikken. 
^ ^ The past tense in schrak Is archaic, having been replaced by the weak schreckte. 
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11.9.2.2 Deadjecttval ver-verbs 
The second reason for L&B's rejection of N&S's analysis has to do with the fonnatlon 
of deadjectlval verbs. Recall that N&S claim that i n vemrmen 'to become poor" finom 
the adjective arm 'poor* It is not the prefix ver- that enables the conversion to take 
place, but the zero aflBx. N&S further claim that this zero aBQx also allows an op-
tional AGENT e-role to appear. L&B's argument is centred on verbs such as vewman-
genamen 'to make unpleasant' from the compound adjective omangemm. 
'unpleasant'. L&B reason that It must be the prefix that causes the conversion firom 
adjective to verb. If the zero affix caused the conversion, i t would give rise to an im-
possible verb form *onaangenamen to which the prefix was then added. 
I th ink that this sort of objection has already been adequately dealt with by 
N&S. Take their example of the deadjectlval verb vergryzen 'to become grey* fium grijs 
'grey' (1992:58). N&S are quite aware that their structure [oertfifri/SA 0vil€n contains 
the non-existent verb *gnjsen. N&S take the side of M e n (1978), who proposes an 
over-generating moiphology i n which word fonnatlon rules can have such words as 
their input. Such prefixless deadjectival verbs do exist i n Dutch. Take the verb wtOen 
'to whiten' Seem wit *whlte'. In this case we are obliged to assume conversion by zero 
affixation. This supports N&S*s analysis. I t is also embarrassing for L&B*s analysis. 
L&B have to assume two qtiite different structures for deadjectlval verbs: one with 
ver- as the category changing element, and one with zero conversion. 
11.9.2.3 Conversion by zero c f f l x 
The third reason for L&B's rejection of N&S's zero conversion is rather more abstract. 
L&B claim that i n their own LCS approach It is impossible to analyse conversion as 
aflOxation of a single uniform zero aflBx, because 'it is impossible to identify a unique 
semantic contribution for a putative zero affix' (1993:67). They give examples of pre-
fixless deadjectival and dencmlnal verbs that have markedly difierent LCSs. On the 
other hand, L&B claim that the Dutch prefixes be-, ver-, ont- have a uniform effect on 
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the LCSs of the base. ff. hcwever, prefixed verbs are derived by zero conversion, then 
we should not expect there to be uniformity across all oer-preflxed verbs. 
There are a niunber of things that seem wrong here. Firstly, I see no reason 
why a zero afHx should make any semantic contribution to the semantics of the 
base, let alone a uniform semantic contribution. In my view, and I suppose, also i n 
the view of N&S, the function of the zero conversion afiQx is to create a verb from a 
word of some other category. 
Secondly. L&B claim that each of the Dutch prefixes ver-, be-, ont- makes a 
'distinct and unitary' contribution to the semantics of the base, and that this se-
mantic contribution consists of the addition of primitive semantic functions like 
CAUSE. GO. INCHOAHVE. (1993:65). flTiey claim that this supports their proposal that 
these prefixes are category-changing, since the resulting derived form is always a 
verb, regardless of the category of the base.) L&B suggest that all uer-veibs are either 
literal or metaphorical motion verbs (1993:55). More specifically they claim this: 
The preflx ver- constitutes a single moiphological category in that all fomis In ver-. 
whether deverbal, denomlnal or deadjectlval. contain the basic motional component 
of meaning as well as the F R O M and no functions, and at least optionally a C A U S E 
function. Polyseniy arises largely from the varied ways in which the LCSs of the 
bases can amalgamate with the IXJSs of the preflx. 
(Ueber and Baayen 1993:60) 
L&B sometimes go to extreme lengths to accommodate some verbs into their analy-
sis. They give the following exan^)les (1993:65): 
[60] a. Meden "dress, clothe' 
beMeden 'cover' 
ont-Meden "undress' 
verkdeden 'change one's clothes' 
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b. raden "guess, advise' 
beraden 'consider, think over" 
ont-roden 'dissuade flxim. advise against' 
verroden "betray' 
I t is clear that the prefixed verbs i n a behave according to a pattern. L&B interpret 
bekleden to mean 'to cause the act of clothing to be completely at something', i.e. 'to 
cover'. Orrt-Meden contains the notion 'away from' and means, therefore, 'to undress'. 
Verkleden adds the motion component and means 'to cause something to go from 
clothes to clothes', that is "to change clothes'. It is vdien L&B turn thefr attention to 
less literal derivations that they have to force thefr verbs into the mould. For the 
verbs i n [b] I give L&B"s anafysis verbatim: 
Hie cases in (my (61b]) are somewhat more metaphorical in nature, yet still follow 
nicely from our analysis. If the base verb raden means 'to guess, advise", beroden is 
'to cause the act of guessing/advising to be completely at something, that is "to 
consider". Ont-raden is "to cause the act of advising to be completely away from 
something". And verraden incorirarates the pejorative argument in this case; we In-
terpret It as "to cause something to go from the act of advising to ruin", hence 'to be-
tray'. 
(Ueber and Baayen 1993:65) 
I confess that I am unable to see how betray means 'to cause something to go fitnn 
the act of advising to ruin' . You can betray a filend. or you can betray a secret. i.e. 
the core meaning of betray, and also of German verraten, is 'to reveal, to tell, to tell 
on', and has nothing to do wi th 'advising' or 'guessing' or 'going to ruin". L&B are 
forced into thefr analysis of verkleden by thefr assumption that the prefixes make a 
"distinct and unitary contribution' to the semantics of the base. I t is one thing to say 
that, for instance, ver- has some disttoct and unitary content, but quite another 
thing to say that this contribution must appear on every verb prefixed by ver-. 
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Let us leave Dutch aside for the moment. A problem arises when we try to 
apply the same reasoning to German verbs. The prefixes i n German which corre-
spond to the Dutch ver-, be-, ont- prefixes are ver, be-, ent-, and an extra one er-i2. 












•consider, think over' 
'dissuade from, advise against' 
'betray' 
Note that the base verbs and the yer-verbs have the same form and meaning In 
Dutch and German, whereas the German verb meaning 'to consider, think over" is a 
be-prefixed form of denken 'to think', not raten. TTie German verb meaning 'to advise 
against' is a separable verb with the particle ab-. The German bedenken and abraten 
are much more transparent than their Dutch equivalents. If denken means 'to think' 
and be- provides a T H E M E e-role, then the prefixed verb must mean 'to think about 
an object, to consider'. H i e most literal meaning one could think of for abraten is 'to 
advise off" since the basic meaning of ab is ' o f f . (Dutch also has the identical form in 
qfraden 'to advise against'.) 
Where Dutch and German prefixed cognates dlffier radically i n meaning, i t is 
frequently the case that at least one of the verbs has a pvuely idiosyncratic meaning. 
So, beraten i n German means "to advise' (also "to consult, discuss') from the base 
raten 'to advise'. The essential difference between the verbs is that the base verb takes 
a dative object, whfie the be-verb takes an accusative object. H ie change of case is 
the direct effect of the be- prefix^^. i n this case the Dutch verb, beraden 'to consider, 
^ ^  As noted in 12.4.1, Dutch has very few verbs composed of the prefix er-. 
Thus, raten/bemten are parallel with folgen/befolgen 'follow', and dienen/bedienen 'serve'. In all 
three cases the be- prefix is the realization of the feature (-»G), which may be realized as Dative on the 
NP complement of the simplex verb. 
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think about' is Idiosyncratic and opaque to analysis. In the case of Dutch ontroden 
'to advise against (away from)' and the German entraten (archaic) "to dispense with" i t 
is the German verb that is clearly idiosyncratic. The ent/ort- prefix clearly does con-
tribute some notion of 'away from' to ontraden and to many other verbs u i German 
and Dutch. Dutch orrtiwofden and the German evihaupten have exactly the same 
structure and both mean 'to behead'. (It is curious that English behead has the 
wrong preflx. but this Just goes to show that prefixes can behave most perversefy^^.) 
11.9 Conclusion 
I have shown that there is little of substance in L&B's objections to N&S's conver-
sion analysis. I have shown that L&B's first objection, i.e. that ergative ziriken and 
schriWcea should not be able, accordmg to N&S. to give rise to the transitive 
verztnken and versdxdkken fonns. fails when the fu l l paradigm of weak and strong 
derivations fri German is considered. Dutch has a gap u i the paradigm. 
I have shown that L&B's second objection, i.e. that zero conversion creates 
inadmissible veit)s from compound adjectives, has already been adequately addressed 
by N&S by appealing to a well established principle of oveigeneration. 
Thirdly. I showed that L&B's objection on the grounds that the prefixes under 
discussion make a distinct and unitary contribution to the semantics of the derived 
verb, whereas a zero aflOx does not. is fraught with difficulties when we examine 
German data. Yet this Is one of the prime assmrptlons In L&B's framework. L&B 
might. I suppose, argue that thefr analysis works only for Dutch, but this would be a 
serious diminution of the value of thefr work. Siwely. work on structures that two 
closely related languages have in common should be able to accommodate the data 
in both languages. Even i f one were to confine one's study to Dutch verbs, one would 
find plenty of evidence that the choice of preflx can be much less predictable than 
L&B would like It to be. 
The CLASS IV (denomlnal) verb behead should mean 'supply with a head, transfer a head to' by 
analogy with befog, befriend etc. 
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11.10 Arguments against N&S 
11.10.1 N&S's THEME and AGE3Vr 
In my view N&S's analysis is suspect on two grounds: (i) N&S assume that intransi-
tive verbs such as dobbelen 'gamble', and vtoeken 'curse* have Agent subjects. I f the 
subjects of these verbs are Agents, then they are not the same sort of Agent as the 
Agent (= Causer) subject of He loaded the hay onto the cart, -where the subject causes 
the hay to be on the cart; (li) N&S do not equate the oer- prefix with a meaning as 
such; the prefix Is merely associated with a type of argument. TTils means N&S have 
no way of accounting for the semantic difference between vaUen 'fall' and vervaUen 'go 
to ruin ' . 
1 have no argument against N&S's percolation mechanism. What I find un-
persuaslve about N&S's analysis is (1) that uer- has a T H E M E argument, (11) that this 
T H E M E argument can percolate, imless blocked by the T H E M E argument of the sim-
plex verb, (fil) If percolation of the oer- T H E M E argiunent is blocked, how can uer- in-
duce any change In the semantics of the simplex verb (which i t clearly does in the 
case of vervaUen 'go to ruin ' , and uersdieuren 'tear up')? 
N&S are obliged to appeal to the Idea that the nouns in the structures i n (50] 
have a (Rl REFERE3^CE e-role, and this R-role may, optionally, reanatyse itself as 
T H E M E . I consider the idea of [R) S-roles on nouns to be a dubious concept. N&S 
adopt i t without argumentation. Furthermore they offer no rationale for the (self-) 
realization of the [Rj as THEME; there is no precedence for such a metamorphosis, no 
paraUel i n the rest of the grammar. It seems that the structural difference that N&S 
propose for the verbs verzolen and verknamelen is simply that, a structural difference. 
I t gives the appearance of a structural difference that has been contrived in order to 
show that these two verbs are semantical^ different. 
N&S's F-feature, which they do not attempt to identify further, is essentially 
the composite feature [+1^ - • ] that i n my proposal Is most usually carried by the be-
prefix i n both German amd Dutch, h i my view oer- i n [52b] Is an allomorph of the 
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preposition ouer 'about' i n (52a|. I t is unfortunate that N&S stop short of investigat-
ing thefr F-feature. As i t stands thefr F feature is merely a stipulation, an ad hoc ex-
tra, which they feel is required in order to accommodate the alternation between PP 
arguments and NP arguments. The F featiu-e cannot be more than a stipulation in 
N&S's system. Hiefr system is based on the idea that the ver- preflx, the conversion 
affix, the noun [R] feature (which can reanalyse itself as THEME) may all host e-roles. 
I n other words, thefr system is based on the idea that word-internal structure is se-
mantically driven, rather than syntactically driven. Thefr system, then, has no place 
in i t for prepositions, and cannot cope with the purely s)Titactic difference between 
the PP complement of zwtjgen and the NP complement of verzwygen N&S are 
therefore obliged to introduce thefr F-feature as a stipulation to handle a (for them) 
aw4cward fact of Dutch syntax. 
11.11 Conclusion 
This chapter has demonstrated that the concept of the hidden Ground enables us to 
account for the prefixed deadjectlval verbs in a unified manner according to the 
principles of the Figure/Ground distinction and the principles of head movement 
that I presented in this and earlier chapters. I showed that the 'change of state P' 
that is usually covert i n German adjective predicates may be alternatively realized by 
the prefix er- (from not-A to A), and that the feature COMPAi?ATlVE may be 
alternatively realized by the prefix ver- (from A to beyond-A). 
I made a distmction between deadjectival verbs derived by conversion and 
those derived by incorporation of prefix and adjective, and showed that the semantic 
diflerences between the two types of word formation were predictable. 
Finalfy, I discussed two competing analyses of ver- preflbcation, and. showed 
that Lleber and Baayen's (1993) criticisms of (Neeleman and Schlpper 1992) were 
unconvlncmg. On the other hand I demonstrated that N&S's proposal that ver-
causes the verb to which i t is prefixed to acquire an optional T H E M E role is no more 
tenable than L&B's proposal that ver- equates with a CAUSATIVE feature. 
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DEVELOPMENTS OF THE PREFIXAL SYSTEM: 
THE SECONDARY PREFIXES 
12.1 Introduction 
The prefixes that I have discussed so far i n this study, l.e. ge-, be-, er-, ver-, ent-, I have 
called the Primary prefixes. In this chapter I introduce the Secondary Prefixes. In con-
trast to the Primary prefixes, the Secondary prefixes are those prefixes that have the 
same phonetic form as the prepositions and the particles that they alternatively real-
ize: Qber 'over', unter 'under, hinter "behind', durch 'through', um 'roimd'. I t will be seen 
that these prefixes conform Inprinciple to the model that 1 have established for the 
( ^ ) Primary [-aj and (OLJ prefixes. In other words the verbs formed with Secondary 
Prefixes may be [-i-Lj and take a Ground direct object, like be-, or be (OLj, like oer- and 
er-, and indicate a change of location or change of state without reference to an ex-
ternal Ground. In this sense, then, they represent a development of the prefixal sys-
tem. That thefr form is identical to the form of their prepositional counterparts, and 
that thefr meaning Is transparent, indicates that they developed after the Primary 
prefixes were established. 
12.2 TTie [+L] Secondary Prefixes 
The [-I-L] Secondary Prefixes foUow the pattern of the be- prefix and the [+1] ent- prefix 
In that the dfrect object of the verb is the Ground argument. The example i n [1], with 
the Primary Prefixes be- and ent- wil l remind the reader of the constructions involving 
[-I-L1 prefixed verbs. The Ground argument is shown in bold; the Figure agument is 
underlined. 
[1] Er bebid den Wagen mtt Hen. 
he be-loaded the cart with hay 
'He loaded the cart wi th hay." 
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And now. slmflarly wi th the Secondary Prefixes: 
(2] a. durchbohrte sebven Gegner mtt setnemSduven. 
he through-bored his opponent with his sword 
"He ran his sword through his opponent." 
b. R r iimhniitp rfen fiartttn rrrit einpr Matier 
he round-built the garden with a wall 
'He enclosed the garden with a wall.' 
c. Er lanwickette das Geschenk mtt Papier, 
he round-wrapped the present with paper 
'He wrapped the present in p^ier. ' 
It is clear that i n [2] the sword (Figure) went throu^ the opponent (Ground), 
the wall (Figvire) was buil t around the garden (Ground), and the paper (Figure) was 
wrapped round the present. 
Just as the Primary Prefixes can Incorporate a noun (Figure) argument, so 
can the Secondary Prefixes. In the next examples KieUer 'cellar', Joch "yoke', and Arm 
'arm' are incorporated by substitution into a nuU verb, ia accordance with the tem-
plates I provided i u Chapter 5. 
[3] a. Er unterkeUerte das nexie Haus 
he under-cellared the new house 
'He buil t a ceUar i n the new house.' 
b. & unter/oc/ife den Feind. 
he imder-yoked the enemy 
"He subjugated the enemy.' 
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c. Er tan-arm-te seinen Freund. 
he round-armed his fliend 
'He embraced his fiiend.' 
The examples so far have had the Figure and Ground arguments i n the VP, with the 
Grotmd argmnent as dfrect object of the verb and the Figure i n a PP, or with the 
Figure Incorporated into the verb. I now show that. Just as with the Primary prefixed 
verbs, the Figure may be the subject. 
[4] a. EL htntergir^ seine Frau. 
he behind-went his wife 
'He was unfai thful to his wife.' 
b. Er hirterzog die neuen Steuem. 
he behind-moved the new taxes 
'He evaded the new taxes.' 
c. gofdoten durchbradten die Front. 
soldiers through-broke the front 
'soldiers broke through the front.' 
Thus, we see the (-tL) Secondary Prefixes following the patterns of the Primary Prefixes 
be- andertt-. 
12.3 H i e [OL] Secondary Prefixes 
The [OLJ Secondary Prefixes follow the patterns established for the Primary [OL] 
Prefixes ver- and er- In that the Ground is a 'hidden' Ground. Again I show the Flgvu-e 
argument underlined. The bare Dative NPs shown in parentheses have the status of 
adjuncts. Note that I claim that they are not Ground arguments. Even though the 
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sense of j la) is that the director is the recipient of the letter, and the letter is clearly 
the Figure argmnent. the recipient of the letter is not the Ground. The preflx Ober in 
this example is not an alternative realization of the head of a PP containing the di-
rector, i.e. the sense is not Qber den Direktor "over the director" but hirrOber {zum 
Direktor) 'aver (to the director)'. Thus, in this case uber is the alternative realization of 
the feature (-») denoting change of location of the Figure argument (the letter), with 
respect to its former location. The former location is. of course, the 'hidden' Ground. 
Thus, the bare Dative NPs i n parentheses in the following examples are adunct 
"Datives of Interest'^ 
[5] a. Er Qberbrachte fdanlWrefctorpAT) etnen Brieff\nn. 
he over-brought (to) the dfrector a letter 
'He delivered a letter to the dfrector.' 
Er QberfiejS (miroAT) seinAutoftrr . 
he over-let (to) me his car 
'He let me have his car.' 
b. EL unterlqg (demFteindoAT)-
he under-lay (to) the enemy 
'He submitted to the enemy." 
1 I think it is also possible to argue that Datives of Interest (the NPs in parentheses) are secondary 
Grounds, so that |1) In the main text would be analysed as (1). 
(i) Erbrachteeinen Brief.... hmuber ('over'from a prior location) 
zum Direktor (to' a new Ground) 
We find the same sort of secondary Ground in examples such as: 
(a) To getta the theatre, go .... straight ahead (from where you are now) 
to the comer (to a new Ground) 
SufQce it to say that the dfrector, although being the recipient of the letter, Is not the primary Ground: the 
primary Ground Is the prior location of the letter. 
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DerArztuntersagte (demPatientenDAT) dasRauchen. 
the doctor under-said (to) the patient the smoking 
The doctor forbade the patient to smoke.' 
c. Er htnterUe^ {selnem SohnoAT) vielGeld. 
he behind-left (to) his son much money 
'He left a lot of money to his son.' 
Er htnterlegte 10 Mark als Ffand, 
he behind-laid 10 marks as deposit 
'He left 10 Maries deposft.' 
1 can find no examples where um 'round' and c&xrc i^ 'through' occur as [OLj prefixes. 
These two prepositions seem restricted to appearing as [+1] prefixes (with a Ground 
direct object of the verb), or as particles. 
12.3.1 The special case of u m and durch 
1 turn now to the question why, i f the Secondary Prefixes Qber, binter, unter may be 
[+U AND [ca.,1, durcb and um are only [+U and cannot, therefore, appear with a 
l i ldden ' Ground. 
[6] a. *Er durchflel in der PrOfisng. 
he through-feU in the exam 
'He fafled the exam." 
b. *Er vrnkam bet etnem VerkehrsurtfalL 
he round-came by a traffic accident 
"He was killed in a traffic accident." 
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TTiese sentences become grammatical when durcb and um are realized as particles, 
rather than prefixes. 
[7] a. Erflelitn der PrCfiir^) durch. 
he fell i n the exam through 
"He failed the exam. 
b. Er kam (bei etnem VerkehrsurtfaU.) um. 
he came by a traffic accident round 
"He was kiUed in a traffic accident." 
There are two possible approaches to finding a reason for the restriction on 
durcb and um: (1) a semantic approach, (11) a syntactic approach. 
We might say that semanticalfy durch and um differ fi-om the other PATH 
prepositions i n that their PATH feature Is i n some way more "complex" than that of 
the other PATH prepositions. In other words, durcb "through" and um "round" denote a 
PATH feature that is not as simple as that of in, auf, unter etc. Recall that WunderUch 
(1987) takes this line i n an attempt to account for why some prepositions are not 
prefixes, and why some prefixes are not prepositions. Apart from saying that um and 
durch are "more complex', there does not seem much else we can say about the se-
mantic difference. 
Hiere is, however, a sjmtacUc difference between the two groups of Secondary 
prepositions; unter, fiber, hinter behave syntactically like the Primary prepositions in, 
an, auf i n that they take both Accusative and Dative case, whereas durch and um 
take Accusative case only. Is this fact just a historical accident? Or is i t significant? 
Note that a two-case preposition denotes (-HPATH| when i t takes the 




jSr Uef hinter den BaumACC-
"He ran behind the tree." 
Er safi hinter dem BaumoAT-




The two prepositions durdi and um take the accusative only. 
19] Er Uef van den BaumACC- l+PATH] 
"He ran round the tree." 
Die fflnder safien lan {denACC / *demDAT} Bourn. [?-PATH] 
"The children were-sittlng round the tree." 
Given the German system of two-case prepositions where Accusative denotes [+PATH] 
and Dative denotes [-PATH], we would expect that the notion of 'stationary location 
with respect to the tree' would requfre the Dative case. Hi i s gives the wrong result 
wi th um and durch. which are ungrammatical wi th a Dative case. Perhaps i t is the 
case that, although the children are stationary with respect to the tree, the cfrcle 
that they form is viewed as being [+PATH]. In similar fashion we say that a fence runs 
round the garden, and a cable runs through a wall, using run, which is clearfy a verb 
of motion, even though fence and cable are stationary with respect to garden and 
wall. Let us assume that this analj^is is correct, l.e. the case-assigning properties of 
um and durch are not defective, and that the expectation that um and durch. should 
behave Uke the other [-^ PATH] prepositions is based on a false appficatlon of the no-
tion of 'betag stationary". 
If we are right to assume this, we should then consider whether the facts of 
case assignment by prepositions in general i n German are part of the overall picture 
of the prefix/prepositional system. I t turns out tibiat there is indeed a relationship be-
tween the case(s) that prepositions can assign and the role of the prefixes that are 
reflexes of the prepositions. Before examining the case-assigning properties of the 
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prepositions, we need to consider why there are gaps i n the prefixal/prepositional 
system. 
12.4 Hie gaps in the paradigm 
Wunderllch (1987) observes that la German there are prepositions that cannot be 
prefixes (aii^ bei, an, in, aus, von, ab and possibly vor). and that there are prefixes 
that cannot be prepositions (be, ent, er, oer, zer)^. Moreover, i t is this group of prefixes 
that substitutes for the prepositions. The prefixes, according to Wunderllch, are the 
vowel-reduced forms of fonnerly deaccented prepositions (be- < bi; ent- < int; er- < or, 
Ir, w; ver- < far, fir; zer- < za,zi, zu). He assumes that Proto-Gemanlc must have had 
what he caUs a P-prefix rule that allowed an affix to substitute for a preposition, in 
the same way that the preposition durch 'through' can prefix to the verb. 
Wunderllch proposes that the prepositions that carmot occur as affixes (au^ 
bei, an, in, etc.) "express srane contact with (or topological proximity to) a local goal" 
and that prepositions that can occur as prefixes express dimensional relations (flber 
"ooer", hinter "behiad" etc.) or even path relations (durch "through', um 'roimd')' 
(1987:309). I think that Wunderlich's attempt to distinguish the two groups by 
means of concepts such as 'contact', 'topological proximity' and 'dimensional" rela-
tions provides part of the answer. I give the Primary Prefixes and the prefixes that re-
late to them in the foUowlng table. 
2 Kuhn (1924) states that in the old languages, in Old Norse In particular, these prefixes were 
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TTie next table shows the Primary Prefixes with a form of the feature (-»). abstracting 
away flnom er- and ver- heing also (t) and ( j ) respectively. The Secondary Prefixes are 
added^. Note that In the table the two prefixes ge- and be-, marked # are [OL] prefixes 
wi th the feature (-*). These two prefixes, which were apparently virtually identical In 
meaning and to some extent interchangeable, began to diverge at some time in the 
OHG period. I propose that the be- preflx becomes so strongly associated with the 
role of takmg a location dfrect object that i t loses the capacity to be intransitive; as a 
productive preflx i t now takes an obligatory location complement. In other words be-
has gone from (OL] to The ge- preflx is now redundant and no longer available to 
create new verbs (it is given a new role as the morpheme that identifies the past par-
ticiple). The be- and ge- verbs that were already in the language before these two pre-
flxes assumed new roles either becane disfavoured and die out. or they beccane lexi-
caUsed. Examples of be* ge^ prefixed verbs are gedelhen "thrive", bestehen "contmue to 
exist", discussed u i 3.3.3.2. 
3 For the sake of the discussion I also add the preposition zwtschen 'between' that cannot occur as a 






Primary ^Gbe 1 -* be* ge^ er ver anaitfin •at. on. In* 
1 wider wider gegen 'against* 
*-Gent 1 *- ent abausvon 'out, from' 
Secondary fiber j fiber Qber 'over* 
unter 1 unter xmter 'under' 
*vor *vor vor "before* 
hinter hinter hinter "behind' 
durch j *durch durch "through* 
um 1 *um um "round* 
*zu *zu zu "to" 
*zwischen i *zwischen zwischen "between" 
There are three observations that I woidd like to make about the above table: 
(I) The table clearly show the difference between the Primary and the 
Secondary prefixes. What I think sets the Primary P ofTfrom the Secondary is the na-
ture of the P A T H featvu-e in the two groups. The PATH feature of the Primaiy P is 
somehow conceptually simpler, or more basic than the PATH featvu'e of the 
Secondary group. The Primary prepositions and prefixes are the ones that 
Wunderlich (1987) assigns a meaning of "topological proximity" or "contact". The 
Secondary prefixes and prepositions are those that he labels "dimensional" P. 
(II) Note that three prepositions do not occur as prefixes: oor, zu, and zu^ <s-
chen .^ 
^ There seems no clear reason why uor should not have become a prefix, other than the likelihood that 
ver- usurped its place. I suggest that the reason that zwischen has not developed Into a prefix is that it 
was not originally a preposition (but a word meaning 'two-fold' OHG zwisc, zwiski (Skeat 1897)). In 
Chapter 13 1 give my reasons for taking zu to be a type of defective P. It is not surprising, then, that it 
does not occur as a prefix. 
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(iU) Durch and um are only partial^ represented amongst the prefixes; they are 
restricted to being [-riL], i.e. the verbs they prefix take a Ground direct object; they do 
not occur as [OL] prefixes with a "hidden' Ground. 
hi order to see how the points (1-iil) relate to the prepositional system, we 
need to see the prepositions in the context of the cases that they take. There are 
three groups of prepositions in German: (i) those that take the Accusative (motion 
towards the object) or the Dative (stationary location with respect to the object), (11) 
those that take the Accusative only, and (ill) those that take the Dative only .^ In (12] 
I show the prepositions in three colimins. accordtog to their ceise requirements. The 
Primary prepositions are alternatively realized by the Primary prefixes; this is indi-
cated In the table by the features (-*) and (*-). The Secondary prepositions that can 
occur as (+L] and [OL] prefixes (in the same phonetic form) are marked ( / ) . The two 
Secondary prepositions that occm- only as [+L1 prefixes are marked( /° ).What I will 
here call Tertiary prepositions that caimot occur as prefixes, and have no prefixal 
allomorph are marked (*). 
^ I am Ignoring a number of prepositions that require a complement in the Genitive, such as statt 
'instead of, wahrend 'during'. These are for the most part 'derived' prepositions, and do not occur as 




TTie German Prepositions and the cases they take 
P + Acc or Dat P + Acc P + Dat 
Prim. an I to, at' 
on 
gegen 
= 4 ^ 
Sec. 
in^£elri)_^ 
hirtter / j "behind' 





durch I / ° 
f 
um 







ab j 'flxjm' 
ciiis ^ I "out" 
uori 'from' 
ZU i * 1 'to' i 1 
bet* 1 * 
i 
mit 1 * 1 'with' 
mdi \ * 1 'after, to" 
i 
sett 1 * 
i 
j 'since' 
auger\ * 1 'apart fixm' 




Note: ( * ) urtder and bei took Accusative or Dative In OHG. 
GeneralMng flrom (12], we can say: 
(i) The Primary Acc/Dat prepositions are alternatively realized by (-») pre-
fixes. 
(11) The Primary Dat prepositions are alternatively realized by (<-) prefixes, 
(ill) The Secondary Acc / Dat prepositions are l+U and (OL]. 
(iv) TTie Secondary Acc prepositions are defectively (+U only. 
(v) TerUaiy prepositions do not occur as prefixes. 




Realization of prepositions as prefixes 
P + Acc or Dat P -»• Acc P + Dat 
Prim. — » none L 
Sec. [+L]. [OL] [+LJ, [*0L] none 
Tert. * as prefix * as prefix j * as prefix 
It seems from this evidence that we can say that the determining factors that permit 
the realization of a preposition (or the realization of the feature hosted by a preposi-
tion) as a prefix are twofold: 
Either (1) They must be location prepositions that differentiate between 
[-HPATH] and [-PATH] by means of case morphology (Accusative oersus Dative), 
Q[ (11) They must be [-t-SOURCE] prepositions. 
In summary. TABLE I shows the relationship between the Primary, Secondary, and 
Tertiary prefixes, the prepositions that correspond with them, together with the case 
















































TWs chapter showed that the Secondary prefixes hinter-, Ober-, unter- follow the pat-
terns of the [+1] and (OL] Primary prefixes, in that they may take a Ground direct ob-
ject like the Primary prefix be-, and also be associated with a hidden Ground like uer-
and er-. The two prefixes um- and durch- are (-rtj only. I showed that this is likely to 
be due to the fact that the prepositions um and durch take the Accusative case only, 
in contrast to the other prepositions that host the feature ( -» ), which distinguish 




THE DATIVE AND LOCATIVE ALTERNATIONS 
13.1 Introduction 
It is tempting to think that English dative constructions such as BUI gave Sue a 
book/BUI gave a book to Sue are similar to or perhaps variations of the Locative 
Alternation that we see in Bill loaded the cart wtth hay/BiR loaded hay on tfie cart. 
This section is an examination of the Dative Alternation and the Locative 
Alternation. 
I start with a review of Pesetskys (1995) analysis of the Dative Alternation. In 
order to account for the appearance of to in one of the Dative structures, and the ab-
sence of to in the other Dative structure. Pesetsky postulates the presence of a null 
morpheme, which he calls G. I will flrstshow that Pesetsky"s accoimt is flawed In a 
number of respects. 
Pesetsky attempts to unify the Dative Alternation with the Locative 
Alternation by postulating two variants of his G morpheme, Gof and Gwith. that sub-
categorize for the prepositions cf and wtth respectively. vMch are the prepositions 
that surface in clauses in the Locative Alternation. I will show that Pesetsk3r"s anal-
ysis Is once more flawed. I then offer my own analysis of the Locative Alternation. 
Pesetsk/s view and my view differ crucially in what I call the identity of overt P and 
zero P; Pesetsky's zero morphemes do not observe this identity, the morphemes in my 
analysis do observe identity. 
I further show that the German Dative constructions Er gab seinem FYeund 
eInBurii/er gab etn Buch zu seinem FYeund "he gave his fliendDAT a book/he gave a 
book to his filendoAT* are not the same as the English Dative Alternation. 
I propose that the relationship between the Locative Alternation and the 
German Dative structures is best accounted for by proposing that German zu and 
English to are associated with a Goal argument that represents a destination or end-
point, rather than a Ground. 
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13.2 The Dative Alternation and Pesetsky's Zero G 
The English Dative Alternation is associated with verbs such as give, send, assign, 
which allow two surface structures, one with the preposition to and one 'without to. 
Using Pesetsk/s terminolc®^, the first structure is the to-object construction, the 
second the double object construction. 
(Ij a. Bill gave a book to Sue. (to-object construction] 
b. Bill gave Sue a book, (double object construction] 
Pesetsky (1995:ch.5) posits the presence of a null morpheme G, which is a null aflQxal 
preposition. Tlie D-structure for (Ibj. the double object construction, has G taking 
the Theme as complement: 
(2] Dniihle Oblect D-structure (Pesetsky 1995:126) 
V 
V Goal PP 
give P Theme 
Tlie two DPS are case-marked in the familiar way: Goal is case-marked by virtue of It 
being a sister of V, and the Theme receives case from G. Since G is, however, marked 
as being (+aflax], it cannot remain in the position for overt prepositions. G is forced to 




(3] Double Obiect S-structure (Pesetsky 1995:127) 
V 
(Gi(V]] Goal PP 
give P Theme 
In the case of the toobject construction the D-structure and the S-structure are 
identical. P is realized overUy in the canonical position for prepositions by to, which 
is marked ( afiBx]. 




Pesetsky adduces three phenomena in support of his claim that the double object 
construction involves afiOxation of a null morpheme: case-assignment to the second 
object, binding asymmetries, and restrictions on nomlnalizations. 
Firstly. Pesetslqr claims that the question of case-assignment to the second 
object is resolved by the fact that, as is the case with any preposition, G assigns case 
to its complement. Were the second object DP not a sister to a preposition, how 
would this DP get case? We can presume that it Is the first object that gets case fixjm 
the verb. Positing a zero-headed PP provides the essential mechanism whereby the 
second object can receive case. 
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Secondly, Pesetslg^ claims that the presence of G in the double object con-
struction predicts that there will be binding asymmetries between the two objects. 
Binding asymmetries of the sort that Barss and Lasnik (1986) observe would be un-
ejqjected If the only difference between the two objects were one of linear order. If, on 
the other hand, the first object asymmetriceiUy c-commands the second object then 
we expect the first object to bind the second object, but not vice-versa. 
[5 J a. / showed John hinvself in the mirror. 
b. */ shouted himseyjohn tn the mirror. 
c. / showed John to himseiT in the mirror. 
d. */ shouted himself to John tn the mirror. 
Tlilrdty. Pesetsky observes that some restrictions on nominalizatlons can be ac-
counted for by gissumlng that the verb in the double object construction Is prefixed 
by a null morphane. 
Pesetsky cites evidence from Kayne (1984) that nominalizatlons from verbs 
related to the to construction are possible, whereas nominalizatlons related to the 
verb in the double object construction are not possible. 
[6] a. Sue gave a book to Mary. 
Sue's gifiofa book to Mary 
h. Sue gave Mary a book 
*Sue's gyt of Mary (of) a book 
[7] a. John assigned a hard sonata to Mary. 
John's assignment of a hard sonata to Mary 
b. John assigned Mary a hard sonata 
* John's assignment of Mary (of) a hard sonata 
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The relevance of the examples in (6] and (7j has to do with Pesetsky"s null G mor-
pheme. He claims that G is not present in the (a] examples, where the head of the PP 
is realized as to. G is. however, present in the (b] examples, as a null prefix on gave 
and assigned, and (prestmiably) on gift and assignment. Here Pesetsky appeals to a 
prohibition known as Myers" Generalization that prohibits iiirther derivational aflBx-
atlon on zero-derived words. Pesetsky clailms that, while assign can be ±G, the nomi-
nal that is derived from it, assignment, can only be -G, i.e. without the afOx G. Tills 
means that deverbal nouns such as assignment cannot be related to the double ob-
ject construction, only to the construction with to. 
Pesetsky claims that his analysis of the double object construction as con-
taining the null morpheme G accounts for the facts of case-assignment, the binding 
effects of c-command, and the restrictions observed In nommallzatlons. There are, 
however. slgntQcant problems with PesetslQ '^s analysis that I have to address. 
13.2.1 Problems with Pesetsky's analysis of the double object construction 
13.2.1.1 Myers'GeneralizaOon 
In order to support his proposal that the double object construction involves alBxa-
tlon of a zero morpheme, Pesetsky notes that the presence of a zero morpheme is 
supported by the facts of nomlnalizations. Pesetsky cites Myers" Generalization. 
(81 Mvers" Generalization (Myers 1984) 
Zero-derived words do not permit the aflBxation of further derivational mor-
phemes. 
The essence of Myers" Generalization is that whenever a word such as support 
can be assigned to two syntactic categories, In this case V and N. only one of its cat-
egorizations allows affixation of a further derivational morpheme. Tlius, supfwrtv 
yields the adjective sufporUve, but the noun, which is zero-derived from the verb, 
cannot 3aeld *si4>portUil or *sup!poraous. Myers Interprets this fact as evidence that 
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ing morpheme is due to the presence of the zero morpheme that derives the noun 
fixan the verb, i.e. the N in [[stgjportviNl-
Pesetsky appeals to Myers' Generalization to support the idea that verbs in 
the double object construction are prefixed by the nuD morpheme G. The idea is that 
affixation of G on the verb has the effect of blocking nominallzation of the verb. The 
corollary Is that the noun assignment carmot contain G, and can only occur in the 
to-object construction. 
The problem here is that Myers' Generalization is not formulated in such a 
way Eis to permit Pesetslq '^s Interpretation and application of it to account for the 
as3mmetry of deverbal nominallzatlons. 
Affixation of G to a verb patently does not change the lexical category of the 
verb; ass^ is a verb whether or not it bears the afBx G. 
Actually. Pesetsky's argumentation is more than a bit suspect. Having first in-
troduced Myers' Generalization to support an analysis of constructions with a puta-
tive CAUS ( for causation) zero morpheme. Pesetsky then, tn support of his G mor-
pheme, says: 
(T)he unacceptabillty (of nomlnallzations related to the double object construction) 
strongly recalls Myers* Generalization. If a double object configuration necessjuHy 
involves an afiOxal preposition G, we expect affixation of G to inlilbit further deriva-
tion. Furthermore, if the configurations with to do not involve zero aflOxatlon to V, we 
expect no problems with derivational morphology. 
Pesetsky (1995:128) 
To compound the matter. Pesetsky then says that the data that illustrate the asym-
metry of nominallzatlons 'provide finther evidence of the empirical scope of Myers" 
Generalization and ... further evidence for the existence of zero-derived verbs' 
(1995:128). Tills seems to be a circular argument, i It looks as though we would have 
^ To make matters worse. Pesetzky has already decided that Myers' Generalization is 'flawed' 
(1995:76). One reason is that the afiSxes -able and -erare systematic exceptions to Myers' Generalization. 
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to look elsewhere to account for the inability of nominalizations to occm* in the 
double object construction. Before leaving the topic, however. I would like to make 
the point that German nominalizatlons of aflBxed verbs are well attested: 
(9J a. EMArztverschreibtRezepte 
"A doctor uer-writes prescriptions." 
das Verschreiben von Rezepten 
"the uer-writtag of prescriptions" 
b. DasBuchbeschreibtdieLandschcfi 
The book be-writes (= describes) the countryside." 
eine Bescbretbungr der Landsdicfi 
"a be-writlng (= description) of the countryside" 
13.2.1.2 Problems at deep structure 
A second problem with Pesetsky"s analysis of the Dative Alternation is one that he 
has not addressed. As pomted out by Emonds (1993), the double object construction 
and the to-obJect construction are cognltively synonymous, in that they share truth 
values. The examples are from Emonds (1993:227). 
(10] Aa/iougfi Mary sent Herb candy, he never got it. 
Although Mary sent candy to Herb, he never got It 
Compare these examples of Dative Alternation with examples of the Locative 
Alternation, tn which the truth values difler . 




Felicitous: AUhough Mary loaded the books into the truck, it was stUl 
almost empty. 
The point is that the Locative Alternation is a clear case of argument switching: the 
location direct object in the first sentence becomes the complement of the P in the 
second sentence. Differing truth values, then. Indicate differing D-structures 
(Anderson 1971). 
Since the sentences in [10] share the same truth values, we expect them to 
have the same D-structure. In Pesetsky's analysis this is not the case. I will shortly 
review Emonds" analysis of Dative Alternation, In which the double object construc-
tion and the to-obJect construction derive from the same D-structure, and therefore 
conform to the idea that structures that have the same truth values have the same 
D-structure. 
J3.2.1.3 The Gmo/pheme 
A third problem with Pesetsl^s analysis of the Dative Alternation has to do with af-
fixation of his G morpheme. Since the G morpheme must be null (it carmot surface 
as an overt P: Mary sent Herb (*P) candy) Pesetsky is forced to eissmne that G becomes 
a prefix on the verb. While there is nothing in principle that prohibits affixation of a 
P on a verb (the be- prefix in German is one such instance). I am unpersuaded that 
the Dative Alternation involves aflSxation of a P. 
13.2.1.4 The reoKtonsh^ betweenZero G and to' 
A fourth problem with Pesetsky's analysis has to do with the identity of the head of 
the PP. Recall that in the double object construction P is realized as G [-fafflx]. 
whereas tn the to-obJect construction P is realized overtfy by to [-afiHx]. Putting it an-
other way. when the ccanplement of P Is Goal, P is realized as to; when the comple-
ment of P is Theme. P is realized as G. This sort of mechanism depends rather heavily 
on stipulation. More importantly, I think Pesetsky has missed the point. He hasn"t 
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established any sort of Identity between G and to; in fact, his analysis Implies the op-
posite, that there is no identity between null G and the overt P to. Compare this with 
German structures where overt morphology on the verb is a reflex of a preposition. 
(12] a. Ertrat catfden Rasen. 
"He stepped on the grass. 
Er sdxwamm durch den Tunnel 
"He swam through the turmel." 
b. Er betrat den Rasen 
"He be-stepped the grass." 
Er durchschwamm den Tunnel 
'He through-swam the tunnel." 
In the (12a] examples PATH is realized by the prepositions catf and durch; in the [12b] 
examples PATH is realized by the verbal prefixes be- and durdi-. These prefixes have a 
systematic relation to the prepositions that they syntactically replace. Tlie aflBx is an 
alternative reeilization of the preposition and as such carries all the semjmtic fea-
tvu-es that the preposition carries. Tlie sole respect in which the affix differs from the 
prefix is that the former is marked (-t-aflBx], whereas the latter is marked l-afBx]. 
This is clearty not the case with Pesetsky's G and to. When we look at 
Pesetsksr's analysis of the Locative Alternation, we will find a simflar problem with 
the variants of Pesetsky's G, that is Gof and Gwith For the moment I will leave 
Pesetsky's analysis of the Dative Alternation and look at a different anals^ sis, that of 
Emonds (1993). 
13.2.2 Emonds'Analysis of the Dattve AUematlon 
I have pro'vided evidence that Pesetsky's analysis of the English Dative Alternation is 
flawed. RecaU that Pesetsky proposes that the double object construction and the to-
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object construction have differing D-structures, viiiich is diflBcult to accommodate 
with the fact that thefr truth values are identical. Secondly. If English verbs can take 
a null morpheme, why do we not see an overt morpheme on the corresponding 
German verbs, when German verbs do realize P as an overt aflBx? Thirdly, overt mor-
phology in German shows that there is an identity between the preposition and the 
aflBx that is missing in Pesetsky's analysis. Fourthly, PesetslQ '^s appeal to Myers' 
Generalizaton is unconvmclng. These diflSculties suggest that another analysis is 
called for. I now turn to Emonds' (1993) analysis of the Dative Alternation. 
Emonds notes the fact that the truth values of both dative structures are the 
same, and proposes, therefore, that the two structures share the same D-structure. I 
give in (131 Emonds' D-structure tn simplified form, substituting Goal and Theme for 
I(ndfrect) 0(bject) and D(lrect) 0(bject) respectively. 
[13] D-struqturg fpr dpubig Qbjegt and to-objgct cor^strugtigns 
P Goal 
(Emonds 1993:247) 
Tills structure is the same as Pesetslq^ 's structure for the to-obJect construction in 
which P is realized as the preposition to. Tills is also precisely what happens in the 
to-object construction in Emonds" analysis. The difference between Pesetsky and 
Emonds lies in the double object construction. In the double object construction 
Emonds also posits a zero P, but his zero P remains in situ. In order for the empty P 
to be property governed, the Goal DP and the Theme DP change places, resulting in 
the S-structure in [14]. 
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[ 14] S-structure of tjie dpuble pbject construction (Emonds' version) 
Hiemej 
In D-structure the empty P is co-indexed with the following Goal DP, but remains 
antecedentless unless Goal and TTieme permute. Thus, i t is the empty P that forces 
structure-preserving movement that results i n the double object construction. Case 
is assigned before movement; the Theme receives case fixm the verb, the Goal receives 
case finom being sister to a preposition. 
TTie simple fact that there is no aflOxation on the verb in Emonds' proposal 
Immediately makes i t preferable to Pesetsky's. We do not need to posit a doubtful nuU 
afOx and there is no conflict of identity between afBx and preposition. Emonds' pro-
posal also has a further advantage. Emonds' structures provide an account for the 
nominalizatlon restrictions that Pesetsky attempts to account for by a dubious ap-
peal to Myers' Generalization. 
n i e well known inability of the double object construction to appear with a 
deverbal noun is expected i n Emonds' analysis of the Dative Alternation, although 
he does not point this out. The tree In [15] gives the admissible to-object construc-
tion. Here the Theme boofcs receives case from the preposition cf. which is required in 
order that i t can mediate between the noun 0ft., which cannot assign case directly, 










According to Emonds. grammatical P are co-indexed with their deep objects. Suppose 
now that TTieme £ind Goal permute, as In [16]. When the Theme and Ground 
permute In a VP, the Ground asymmeticalfy c-commands the empty Pj. but i n a 
nomlnallzatton construction, c-command fails. Thus, [16] is ungranamatical.^ 
[16] 
gift Pi 
Maiyj ej bookSi 
Here the Pj, which is co-indexed with the Goal, is nuU. h i order for the nuU P to be 
antecedenfly Ucensed the Goal and Theme permute. The result is: 
[17] *the gifl: of Mary books 
The version that reads the to Mary of books I take to be an instance of the to-ob-
ject construction m which the two PPs have permuted to foreground the Goal. 




1 wUl postpone discussion of the German Dative Alternation unt i l 1 have dealt 
wi th Pesetsky's analysis of the Locative Alternation, in which he mtroduces further 
variants of his nul l G morpheme, namely Gof and Gwith-
13.3 The Locative Alternation 
13.3.1 Pesetsky's analysts of the Locxtttve AltemaOon 
Pesetsky notes that there are some similarities between the Dative Alternation and 
the Locative Alternation. H ie verb present allows the Locative Alternation, i n which 
Goal appears as direct object or as complement of to, £uid Theme appears as direct 
object or as complement of wtth. 
[18] a. Sue presented a medal to Mary. [Locative Alternation] 
b. Sue presented Mary wtlh a medal [Locative Alternation] 
c. »Sue presented Mary a medal [Dative double object] 
Here the first sentence looks to have the same structure as the to-object construc-
tion, but the starred example shows that present does not behave syntacticalty like a 
Dative Alternation verb. 
When we compare the nommabzed forms of true Dative Alternation verbs and 
a verb like present, we find, as noted by Pesetsky, that the nominalized forms of 
Locative Alternation verbs behave very much like the nominalizatons from Dative 
Alternation verbs. 
[19] a. Sue's gyt of a medal to Mary 
b. Sue's presentation of a medal to Mary 
c. *Sue's gift Mary a medal 
d. *Sue's presentation of Mary wUh a medal 
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The pattern observable i n [19] leads Pesetsky to conclude that the restriction on the 
nominalized forms is due to the presence of a nuU morpheme aflHxed to the nouns 
gift and presentation, and that aCHxation of a nu l l morpheme to a derived word is 
prohibited by Myers' Generalization. 
In order to handle the awkward fact that i n Sue presented Mary with a medal 
there is a preposition with that isn't there tn the double object construction, 
Pesetsky decides that there is a variant of G. which he calls G\vith. that subcat^o-
rlzes for the overt P with. Gwith aflSxes i n the usual way to the verb. Note that i t is 
not the verb itself that selects overt with the verb selects Gvrtth. and Gvvith selects 
with. 
[20] Sue presented Mary [pp [p Gwithl withamedal] 
(Pesetsky 1995:146) 
Pesetsky is now obliged to account for the difference between verbs that apparently 
require Gwith (present, provide, sipply, entrust) and Dative Alternation verbs [give, 
send, sell, lend) that apparently require G alone, l.e. the nul l morpheme that does not 
subcategorlze for an overt P. Pesetsky resorts to an explanation based purefy on the 
putative lexico-semantlc differences between tbe two groups of verbs. 
He follows Pinker (1989) who proposes that some verbs, like give, denote 
'causation of change of possession' as an aspect of their lexical meaning. Other 
verbs, according to Pinker, do not denote causation of change of possession as part 
of their lexical meaning, but may undergo a semantic rule that acts directly on ar-
gument structure and adds the notion 'change of possession' to their semantics. 
Tills has the result that verbs that have this added semantic component allow the 
double object construction. Such verbs are throw, fling, kick. Pinker further diflferen-
tlates these vertjs firom verbs such as pull, push, drag. These latter verbs, which 
Pinker describes as denoting 'continuous causation of accompanied motion' disallow 
the double object construction; verbs like throw, ftlryg denote 'instantaneous causa-
tion of ballistic motion' and allow the double object construction. 
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The problem, as 1 see It, in Pinker's approach is that he offers no rationale to 
explam how his "semantic components' can relate to a particular syntactic phe-
nomenon. How and why does 'mstantaneous causation of ballistic motion' allow the 
double object construction? 
Nevertheless Pesetsky adopts Pinker's idea that verbs with differing semantic 
components may have, as a result, differing sjrntax. So, according to Pesetsky. the 
difference between ptue, ass^ send, which allow the Dative Alternation with nul l G. 
and present, provide, which allow the Locative Alternation with nuU Gwith lies i n the 
different semantics of the two groups of verbs. He proposes that Gwith relates to a 
class of verbs that have the semantic component 'X gives something to Y that Y de-
serves, needs, or is worthy of (1995:146). If the lexical content of the verb necessarily 
contains the notion of reward or satisfaction of need, then the verb selects Gwith: i f 
these notions are absent or not necessarily present, then the verb selects G. I accept 
that in He presented the soldier wtOi a medal there Is an implied notion of reward, 
and the recipient is presumably deemed worthy of the medal. On the other hand, 
there is no such semantic ctmponent in He loaded the cart wUh tiay or He smeared 
the wall wtthpalrrt. 
Pesetsky hasn't fimshed with G yet. He extends his theory of nul l morphemes 
to cover what he calls "verbs of deprivation'. 
[211 a. John cleared the distiesflvm ttxe table. 
b. John deared the table of dishes. 
c. John's clearance of ttie dishes from the table. 
d. Vohn's dearance of the table of dishes. 
The first two examples illustrate the Locative Alternation, this time with a verb of de-
privation. Once agam we see that nomlnallzation of the verb is possible only i n the 
case where the Th&ne is the complement of the preposition of. This restriction recalls 
the similar restriction on nommallzations of verbs i n the Dative Alternation, such as 
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gi/t, assignment, and nominalizations of verbs i n the Locative Alternation, such as 
pnoufston, preservtatiort Pesetsty concludes that structures involving verbs of depriva-
tion also require a nu l l morpheme. When the Goal is the Direct Object of a verb of 
deprivation, the Tlieme argument is always realized in a PP headed by of. PesetslQ^ 
concludes that there must be a nuU morpheme: Gof. 
1 wi l l not detail possible arguments against the postulation that there is a Gof 
morpheme. 1 showed thsit there are serious arguments against the morpheme G in 
the Dative Alternation. In some respects my proposals are similar to those of 
Pesetsky; we both recognize that the key to an analysis of both types of structure lies 
in the prepositions. Prepositions can be overt or null, can appear elsewhere than as 
head of a PP. and can cany abstract features that Interact with other elements in the 
clause. H ia t much we have in common. 
(22) The Locative Alternation (Pesetsky) 
[He smeared] [point] [onthewaR] 
[He ^smeared] [ tfie waU] [Gwithl [with paint] 
T T t T 
What has happened to the location preposition on? 
I th ink that by now i t is apparent that my model allows the parallels to be more eas-
ily expressed. 
13.3.2 My Analysts of the German Dative Double Object construction 
In this section 1 give my analysis of what 1 will call the Dative Double Object PDO) 
construction i n German. 
[23] Dative Double Object construction 
a. Er gab seinem BrudernAT ein BUC^ACC-
'He gave his brother a book.' 
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b. Ergdb t i efnBuchACC [ (zu) seirKmBrude^DATi]• 
"He gave a book to his brother.' 
I take [23a] to be the unmarked word order, in which the bare Dative noun argument 
precedes the Accusative direct object. 1 take [23b], with the optional preposition 2x1 
"to", to be the marked construction, whereby the Dative argument has right-
dislocated to a position after the direct object^. 
1 think i t is clear that the DDO is in the Figure/Ground schema. I would have 
a diflHcult task i f I had to argue that u i [23] the book is not a Figure and the brother 
is not a Ground. Yet the DDO is different in a number of respects. Note that [23b] is 
not an alternation of [23a] in the sense of the Locative Alternation. Hie Locative 
Alternation would have the Ground argument (brother) as direct object of a be-
preflxed verb, wi th the Figure argument (book) i n a PP headed by mit 'with'. Such a 
construction Is ungrammatical, as shown in [24a]. In [24b] 1 give again the 
archetypal Locative Alternation for the sake of comparison. 
[24] a. *Er {begab/^ib} setnen BruderACC einem Buch. DAT-
he he-gave his brother wi th a book 
b. £!r iud das Heu auf den Wagen 
'He loaded the hay on the cart.' 
Er behid den Wagen mit Heu. 
he be-loaded the cart with hay 
^ Lat in and R u s s i a n have no preposition correspondng toEnglish to in dative constructions. The Goal in 
the D D O construction In Lat in a n d R u s s i a n i s always a bare Dative. 
(i) a . fmtri^pcr:^'^Vbuanpif^Q dedit Lat in 
brother book gave.SSG 
b. bratu-Qfi^ knigupj^c dal Russ ian 
brother book gave.SSG 
'He gave his brother a book." 
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'He loaded the cart with hay.' 
1 propose that the essential difference between the Locative Alternation, with verbs 
such as laden 'load' and schmferen 'smear', and the German DDO construction, with 
verbs such as geben 'give' and schicken 'send', has to do with the prepositions in-
volved. I propose that the bare dative i n the DDO is the alternative realization of a 
feature that may also be carried by zu 'to'. The preposition to in English does not be-
have like the location prepositions i n [25]. 
[25] a. Hegavethebook{to/*in/*on/*behtnd/*uridet)afi1erKL 
b. He placedthebook^tolinlonlbehiivil under) abox. 
In the German version of [25] there is a further difference between zu and the 
location prepositions; zu ahvays requires Dative on its NP complement, whereas the 
location prepositions require Accusative for a [-t-PATH] reading. 
[26] a. ErgabdasBuch {zu einemoAT/ 
*tn/*aitf/*htnter/*unter etnenACC) Freund. 
b. Er legte das Budi {*zu einemoAx/ 
in/oLtf/htnter/unter etnenACC) Karton 
I propose that to merely identifies the Groimd as being the end point of an action. 
This can be seen in the next examples. In [a] the Ground is conceived as the end 
point of the motion of the Figure. The Figm^ may or may not get there. In [b] the lo-
cation preposition i n conveys more than that the house is the end point; the house 
is actually entered. 
[27] a. He went to the house but didnt get there. 
b. *He went into the house but didnt get there. 
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Let us call the Ground when I t Is the end potot of the action the Goal. In [28a] the 
wall Is the Goal. I n (28aJ to the wcdl conveys the sense that the wall is merely the end 
pomt of the action, the action wil l stop when, or if. the person reaches the wall. Hie 
preposition to states that the Ground Is the destination or Goal. In the other exam-
ples In (28) contact wi th the Ground, or motion over, under. Into, etc. the Ground is 





He ran to the wall (Intended) Goal 
He ran {at/intoIover/*to} the wall [Ground] 
He threw stones {at/onto I oyer/*to} the wcdl [Ground] 
He scribbled {on/over/*to} the wall [Ground] 
The table h i [29] shows that languages do not always agree with each other wheUier 
the Ground is a Goal or not. The Latin dative/P-i-accusative distinction is mirrored in 
tiie other four languages. The shaded cells show Uie P-t-accusative construction. 
[29] 
Latin French German English Russian 
give something [ ] a person D (zu) D to D 
place something [ _ ]" a box In A ^ ' dans in A In ' v A 
go [ ] a person a d A k zu D to k D 
[ ] a town ad A k zu D to ;VA:;; 
[ ] Rome (ad) A k nach D to V'A^ • ••• 
All five languages differentiate between Goal and Ground in the conexts of giving and 
placing. Latin and to a certain extent Russian extend the P-i-accusative+Ground DP 
construction to the PP complement of motion verbs, whereas French, German and 
English regard the PP complement of motion verbs as Goal, not Ground. 
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I anatyse the prepositions into and onto as being composite prepositions in 
which to has adjoined to the right of i n and on. Tlie preposition into, then is a com-
posite of (to in]. Translating (to in) into the features of the Figure/Ground schema we 
get [ - > , + L j . I am claiming, then, that into is a compositite of a purely directional fea-
ture [ -> ] and a locational feature [+1]. The corollary of this is that the preposition to 
embodies only the feature [ -* ). Having said that, we also need to associate [ ] 
wi th the right argument, i.e. wi th the Ground (= Goal) and not with the Figure. I 
suggest that. In the case of to, the feature [ ] is by default associated with the 
Ground. The difference between into and to is shown in (30). 
[30] a. into = [^,+Ui 
h. to = [ ^ ] (+L by default) 
Tlie antonym of ( -» ) (to) is naturally enough [ *- ), which is conveyed by the preposi-
tion ^ o n . 
[31] a. ftomoutof,ftomqff = l^][+U 
firm = [ *- ] (-hL by default) 
Compare the [32a] examples containing composite location prepositions with the 
[32b) examples containing purely directional features. 
[32] a. He loaded tfie hay from off the cart into the sacks. 
He dragged the sack from under the hedge onto the lawn. 
b. He sent the message from (*qff) Tom (*oit) to Ben. 
Here is a letter from (*out of) Tom (*in) to Ben. 
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The fact that to is [ -* ] + L (by default) predicts that there can be no feature of the 
form [ -* ] - L . Tills i n tu rn means that there can be no preposition with such a fea-
ture. In other words there Is no preposition associated with the Figure in DDO con-
structions, in the way that, i n locative constructions, into [ +U has a correspond-
ing preposition u'fth [ -», -LJ, This seems to be borne out. 
[33] a. They presented a medal to John 
They presented John *(wtth] a medal 
b. They gave a medal to John 
They gave John (*P) a medal 
In the construction that 1 call the the verbless imperative (5.5.3) both the Groimd 
and the Figure are i n PPs, in which the head preposition in each case carries a com-
posite feature. Compare the grammatical verbless imperative in [34a] with an attempt 
at creattag its DDO counterpart i n [34b]. 
[34] a. Into the sacks with the hay! 
[ -HJ [ -L) 
b. *To Tom ?(PJ themessc^l 
[ -1 -HL ?[ - ] - L 
1 have Just claimed that the Flgvu^e In a DDO construction can never have [ ] - L 
associated with It i n the form of a preposition. Recall from 8.3.2 that I claim that fea-
tures hosted by prepositions can be alternatively realized on the NP sister of the 
preposition in the form of bare oblique cases. My clabn that [ - * ] - L is not a possible 
configuration and therefore cannot be alternatively realized as an oblique case pre-
dicts that the Figure In a DDO C£ui never be In an oblique case in German. Since the 
Figure i n a DDO cannot appear m a PP and ceuinot be realized by an oblique case, 
there Is only one way that i t can be realized; the Figure i n a DDO always takes struc-
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tural case. I n [35) the Goal is realized by the bare Dative, and the Figure by structural 
Accusative. 
[35] JedemoAT etas Seine ACQ! 
To each his own.' 
One further prediction derives from the unique nature of [ -» ] being -L by default. In 
the DDO construction the Figure is always realized by structural cast, since there is 
no direct means (i.e. by means of a value of [±U ) to differentiate i t from the Goal. Hi i s 
entails that the Goal always be discretely identified. Hie only way that i t can be dis-
cretely identified is by means of the feature[ -^ ] +U i.e the Goal is stuck Avith the fea-
ture [-*]+L. H i u s the Goal i n a DDO can be in a PP headed by zu, or i t can be a bare 
oblique case NP (= DATIVE), which is the alternative realization of [ ->) +L. The Goal 
NP cannot, however, take structural case. This means that the Goal NP can never be 
the dfrect object of the verb; i f i t were the direct object, how would the Figure be case-
marked and distinguished from the Goal? Tills predicts: (i) that the Goal cannot, at 
least i n German, be the NcmlnaUve subject of a passive verb, (ii) that the Goal 
cannot be given structural case by means of a grammatical preposition in 
constructions wi th deverbal nominalizations. 
Firstiy, the reqtiirement that the Goal NP be identified other than by 
structural case, means that the Goal cannot be the subject of a passive sentence 
[36]. In Gennan passive sentences the Goal argument remains tn the Dative case. 
[36] {iWeinemDAT/*f"^ACc} Bruder wurde einNOM ^ " c f i pepebea 
to-my brother became a book given 
'My brother was given a book." 
Compare this wi th the facts on passivization of arguments in locative constructions. 
I n [37a] the Ground is i n structural Accusative ceise, the feature [ ->, +U having been 
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realized on the verb in the form of the be- prefix. TTiIs allows the Ground to be in 
Nominative case in the passive construction [37 b]. 
[37] a, £ r bekid den WagenACC "^it Heu 
he be-loaded the cart with hay 
'He loaded the cart wi th hay.' 
b. Der WagenNOM u'urde mtt Heu beladen. 
the cart became with hay be-loaded 
Tlie cart was loaded with hay.' 
Secondly, the Goal cannot be case-marked by grammatical cf after devert)al 
nomlnallzations. In the examples in [38] I show grammatical ^ i n bold. 
[38] a. theloadtry of fiay onto the cart 
the loading of the cart wtth hay 
b. the glvtr^ of a book to John 
the giving {*cf/ to} John {qf /*ujt th} a book 
13.4 Conclusion 
This chapter presented an examination of the English Dative Alternation in 
comparison with the Locative Alternation. 
I showed that Pesetsky's (1995) analysis of the Dative Alternation in which he 
postulates the presence of a nul l G. morpheme is flawed i n a number of respects. 
Ftirthemore, his attempts to unify the Dative Alternation with the Locative 
Alternation by postulating two variants of his G morpheme that subcat^orize for 
the prepositions cf and wtth fai l to account for the fact that sentences in the Dative 
Alternation share t ru th values, whereas sentences in the Locative Alternation do 
not. Pesetsky's view of the Dative Alternation and the Locative Alternation and my 
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view differ crucially i n what I call the identity of overt P and zero P; Pesetsky's zero 
morphemes do not observe this identity, the morphemes in my analysis do observe 
Identity. 
I further showed that the German Dative constructions, which preserve 
Dative case morphology, differ crucial^ finm the English Dative Alternation. 1 
concluded by proposing that Gennan zu and English to differ bam the locational 
prepositions wi th Ground complements, i n that the former are associated with a 
Goal argument that represents a destination or end-point, but not a Ground. 
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THE LOSS OF THE PREFIXES IN ENGLISH 
14.1 Introduction 
The many changes that the English language has undergone from the late Old 
English (OE) period unt i l the end of the Middle English (ME) period and the begin-
nings of the present-day language (NE) have usually been attributed to the gradual 
loss of declensional and conjugational affixes, which i n turn led to a fundamental 
change in the element order of the sentence. Sapfr (1921) and Vennemann (1975) are 
amongst those writers who have postulated a cyclic development la languages from 
'morphology with grammatically functioned word order' to "word order with few mor-
phological rules' and back again. Vennemann (1975:25) attributes the erosion of 
morphology to changes i n the phonology of the language. The Germanic languages 
underwent a change from pitch stress to accent stress; furthermore this accent stress 
became fixed on root syllables (Lord 1966). Tlie strong accent stress on root syllables 
caused suffixes to be less salient and therefore liable to erosion. The loss of case 
endings i n the nominal or determiner systems eventualty led to ambiguities tn the 
distinction between subject and object. In a language without fixed word order 
subject and object may occur i n either order. In order to prevent ambiguity the verb 
came to be placed after the subject and before the object, resulting in the familiar 
SVO order. Tliere seems to be widespread acknowledgement that this is the correct 
view of the development of English from OE through ME to NE, that phonological 
change brought about changes i n the morphological system, which i n turn brought 
about changes in the syntax (Vennemaim 1975, Hiltunen 1983:ch.8). For the view 
that morphological decline came first see Strang (1970:28Ifl). 
14.2 Transition and ambiguity in O E 
There are, however, two respects i n which the picture that 1 have just given is 
inaccvu-ate. Firstiy. i t is, following Pintzuk (1993), inaccurate to maintain that OE 
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was strlctiy SOV. Secondly, as Hiltunen (1983) shows, there was not a simple 
alternation between prefixes and postverbal particles. I t seems that there were 
considerable elements of structural ambiguity in the grammar of OE in precisely 
these two areas, i.e. the position of the fimte verb, and the relationship between 
elements which could be construed as prefixes or as particles. 
Pmtzuk (1993:11) adopts the 'double base hypothesis' which Santorim (1992) 
proposes for Yiddish. The double base hypothesis claims that IPs are variably heeid-
init ial or head-final, and that the highest verb moves to Infl to receive tense. For 
main clauses there are, then, two structures: one for Infl-medlal, and one for h i f l - f l -
nal. 'Vf mdlcates the fimte verb. 
(IJ a. Infl-medial phrase structure 
[ IP topicj [ I Vfi ] [ VP... t j ... ti ] ] 1 
b. Infl-final phrase structure 
[ IP ... ti [ I Vfi 1J 
I n the two examples that follow, the flmte verb preceded by two heavy constituents is 
unambiguously i n clause-final position: 
[2] a. Infl-final embedded clause 
swa pa offre ham comon 
as the others home came 
'as the others came home' 
(Pintzuk 1993:13) 
b. Infl-flnal main clause 
him per se gionga cyning pas oferfareldes forwieman mehte 
him there the young king the crosstag prevent could 




TTie next two examples show the finite verb i n Infl-medlal position followed by two 
heavy constituents: 
c. hifl-medial embedded clause 
pat he wearp pet sweord onweg 
so-that he threw the sword away 
(Ibid. 16) 
d. Mil-medial main clause 
eow sceolon deor ahitan 
youACC shall beasts devour 
"... beasts shall devour you.* 
(Ibid. 23) 
Not unexpectedly, i n clauses with fewer constituents the phrase structure Is am-
biguous: 
[3] p£t se eoT^lica man sceolde gepeon 
so-that the earthly man should prosper 
(ibid. 14) 
In this case the finite verb follows the subject and precedes the non-flnite verb. 
Plntzuk shows that the surface word order has two possible derivations: (1) the non-
finite verb could have raised rightwards over the Infl-final finite verb, or (11) the finite 
verb could have moved leftwards from the Infl-flnal to the Infl-medial position. 
Plntzuk gives examples i n support of (li) which show that the finite verb can move 
leftward over V, VP, MP, PP. 
The picture is further complicated by a third structure In which the finite verb 
moves first to clause-medial Inf l and then to Comp. Pintzuk proposes that verb 
movement to Camp is triggered by an operator i n SpecCP, which is lexically realized 
by a wh-phrase, a clause-tnitiEil adverb or a topic with negated verbs. 1 give her ex-
ample of a clause wi th a negated verb (Pintztik 1993:25): 
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[4] nefUrdon an ban mtfde he mid odrum 
not even one bone not-had he with others 
'He didn't even have one bone Joined to the others.' 
Tliis is the V2 structure (in this case comprising topicalized negated object/finite 
verb/nominal subject), with verb fronting to Comp, which has sinvived la NE In the 
limited circtunstances of questions and preposed, usually negative constituents. 
The picture that emerges is one of ambiguity; OE had two landing sites for the 
finite verb i n both main and subordinate clauses, Infl-final and Infl-medlal. In a 
restricted set of circumstances the verb IBronts to Comp. Furthermore, in Infl-flnal 
clauses the finite verb could raise leftwards over another constituent, leaving the 
finite verb not i n final position In the clause. 
I t is clear fixjm my outline of Pintzuk's findings that OE was undergoing a 
process of change. She shows that OE had two available landing sites for the finite 
verb even i n the oldest period, i.e. before written records b ^ a n . H ius we cannot 
attribute the presence of the Infl-medlal landing site to the loss of verbal or nomtaal 
paradigms, since these paradigms continued to exist for hundreds of years after the 
Infl-medial landing site became available. What is more likely to have been the case Is 
that attrition of the verbal and nominal affixes brought about by phonological 
change was not felt to be a loss because the availability of the Infl-medial position 
meant that the finite verb could be between its subject and complement, so as to 
make overt case and agreement marking unnecessary i . 
' We have onfy been considering the landing site for the finite verb. Pintzuk's double base hyjxjthesis 
assumes that V is final in VP. It may well be the case that the change of position of the non-finite verb 
from being final in VP to its modern VP-Initial position would have more repercussions in the rest of the 
grammar than any changes In the surface position of the finite verb. Van Kemenade observes that the 
change from SOV to SVC was complete by 1200 (Traugott 1972; Canale 1978; Hiltunen 1983). but that it 
tookanother two hundred years before the final loss of V2 (Van Kemenade 1987:175). Curme (1914:34) 
notes that compound tenses developed earUer In English than in German; the English participles came to 
be regarded as more verbal than adjectival and assumed a position closer to the auxiliary. 
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14.3 The rise of particle verbs in English 
A significant problem i n any treatment of the prefixed and partical verbs is deciding 
when a particular occurrence is a prefixed verb or a phrasal verb. In the case of the 
bound morphemes such as a-, be-, ge-, there is no problem; these are the old 
Germanic prefixes. In the case of morphemes which are Independent prepositions i t 
is often not clear whether the preposition is really a prefix, a preposition with a 
complement, a postposition with a complement, or a prepositional adverb. Hlltunen 
(1983:169) gives the following three attested variants for '...came to him...'. The dots 
( . . . ) indicate that there may be intervening material. 
[5] A him ... to ... com 
B com ... to ... him 
C him ... com ... to 
In the absence of intervening material i t is not clear in A whether to is a postposition 
governing htm, a prefix on the verb com, or an independent adverbial. In B i t is not 
clear whether to is a preposition governing him or a phrasal adverb. It is hardly sur-
prising that there should be such ambiguities, when we remember that i t is also not 
always clear where the finite verb is. 
Is A an example of a verb-final clause? I t could equEiUy be an example of a 
prefixed finite verb i n Infl-medial position. Is B an example of a finite verb in Infl-me-
dlal position, or a verb-fliial clause in w^ich the PP to htm has raised rightwards? 
TTiere are also many instances where one scribe uses an adverbial in postver-
bal position, whQe another scribe, tremslating the same passage, uses a preverbal ad-
verbial. I give some examples from Hlltunen (1983:143)2. 
2 Hfltunen gives only the O E data, with an occasional Latin phrase. The NE fosses and translations 
are by RM. 
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[6] a. pa stab he uppjfori locode 
then rose he up and yonder looked 
J he up astah pyder locode^ 
and he up arose and yonder looked 
H i e n he rose up and looked yonder.* 
b. 7 aflymde ut twegen cyningas 
and put-to-fllght out two kings 
y ut aflymde twegen cyneborene man 
and out put-to-flight two royaibom men 
'and (he) put to flight two kings." 
c. Her ./i!dmne eorl y Morkere eorl ut hlupon 
here /E. earl and M. earl out leapt 
Her... hlupon ut 
here ... leapt out 
'Here Earl A. and Earl M. leapt out." 
Hiltunen's analysis of phrasal verb types i n the OE texts can be summarized 
by means of the following table, i n which 'a* stands for 'adverbial'. When the adver-
bial is before the verb, there are three possibilities: 
[7] aV There is no intervening material between adverbial and verb. 
but there may be a space, i.e. adverbial and verb may be writ-
ten as one or two words. 
^ The verb In this example, astab is a prefixed form [+PAlHj of the simple verb smh in the previous 
example. Such cases where one scribe uses a simple verb and another scribe a (+PATH| prefixed verb are 
common in the O E period (see my Piece No. 4). There is no correlation between the position of the 
adverbial up/upp and whether the verb Is prefixed or simple. The verb aflymde is prefixed in both [b] 
examples, whereas hlupon is a simple verb in both |cl examples. 
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a-i-V Adverbial and verb are written as one word. 
a ... V Adverbial and verb are separated by intervening material. 
When the adverbial follows the verb there are two possibilities: 
Va Hiere is no intervening material between adverbial and verb. 
V ... a Verb and adverbial are separated by intervening material. 
For most of the OE period the order as given in [7| is the order of greatest oc-
currence, i.e. aV is the most common, followed by a.+V, with V ... a being the least 
common. There was. then, i n the OE period a preference for a preverbal position for 
adverbials, rather than a postverbal position. By the beginning of the ME period, 
however, Va and V ... a, which we can write as V(...)a. had beccme standard 
(Hiltunen 1983:114). 
Tliis change from pre- to postverbal position for adverbials correlates weU 
with the loss i n OE of the verb-final position and the establishment of SVO as the 
basic word order. 
14.3 From OE to NE 
It may be helpful at this point to give an Inventory of the changes that English has 
undergone since the OE period. TTie following are some of the most sigrfificant. The 
order i n which 1 give them is not meant to be significant: 
[8] a. loss of grammatical gender 
b. loss of case morphology on determiners, attributive adjectives, nouns 
c. loss of V2 (except i n limited contexts), and V-flnal (Van Kemenade 
1987:ch.6) 
d. loss of main verb raising (Van Kemenade 1987:ch.2; Roberts 
1993:ch.3) 
e. almost complete loss of person and number morphology on the verb 
f . loss of the productive use of the +PATH verbal prefixes 
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g. loss of a distinctive infinitive suffix 
h . loss of subjunctive H. and loss of a paradigm for subjunctive 1 
i . loss of the FP {faire....par) construction (Roberts 1993:ch.3) 
J. loss of accusative case marking on pronouns 
k. loss of modals that could take a noun complement (Roberts 
1993:ch.3) 
1. loss of modals i n non-finite forms (Denison 1993:ch. 10) 
m loss of the nominal properties of the infinitive 
On the other hand NE has acquired the following: 
n . do-support for negatives and interrogatives (Roberts 1993:ch.3) 
o. a closed class of AUX/modal elements generated in I 
p. fD as an infinitive marker (Denison 1993:ch.8) 
q. the forNPtoVconstruction (Roberts 1993:ch.3) 
r. phrasal and prepositional verbs 
s. a fixed S...V...O order i n both root and embedded clauses 
t. periphrastic tenses beyond the simple perfect 
u . an infinitive wi th sentential properties 
The plethora of surface changes that English has undergone since the OE 
period suggest that they are the result of a single fundamental change or a series of 
connected fundamental changes which has or have had wide repercussions. Many of 
the changes I list above have to do with the verb and the way the verb interacts with 
the inflectional category I . H i l s has led Roberts (1993) to prcpose that English 
underwent a parametric change which resulted in major changes to the way the verb 
functions i n modem English (NE). In the next section 1 give an outline of Roberts' 
hypothesis and his reasons for proposing i t . 
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14.4 Parametric change 
Roberts (1993:2382) traces the history of inversion and interrogative constructions 
and the development of the NE auxiliary and modal system. In particular he 
discusses three related developments: 
[9] a. TTie emergence of the distinction in NE between main verbs on 
the one hand, and auxiliaries on the other hand, with respect to 
raising to Agr. 
b. The history of do-insertion. 
c. TTie development of a class of syntactically disdnct and 
morphologically defective modals. 
Roberts proposes that the loss of main-verb raising correlates with the (near ) 
loss of agreement morphemes, and that this loss of morphology ultimately led to a 
parametric change i n the grammar (1993:244). 
He distinguishes three notions i n his theory of language change: the notions 
of'step'. Diachronlc Reanalysls (DR), and parametric change (1993:158). An example 
of a 'step' would be the appearzmce i n the language of a new construction, or a sig-
nificant change i n the frequency of a construction. In terms of Chomsky's (1986) dis-
tinction between I-language and E-language, the notion of Step is the diachronic 
relation between E-languages. 
Tlie second notion is that of Diachronic Reanalysis. DR occxu"s when a con-
struction 'has structure S at period P and structure S'^ S at period P' (1993:158). DRs 
may be thought of as the relations between the E-language of one generation and 
the I-language of a subsequent generation. 
While a Step is an observationaUy adequate notion of linguistic change, the 
formulation of a DR is a descriptively adequate account of change in the sense of 
Chomsky (1964). Tlie th f rd notion is that of parametric change. A shift i n the value 
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of a single parameter may bring about a range of changes in the language. Parametric 
changes are diachronlc relations among 1-languages. 
h i order to account for the developments in [9], i.e. the distinction between 
NE main verbs and auxiliaries, the appearance of do-insertion, and the rise of a class 
of idiosynctratic modals, Roberts proposes that at some time i n the ME period 
English underwent a p£irametric change. H ie attrition of inflectional endings 
associated with category X resulted in such weakening of inflectional paradigms of 
category X that the acquirer of the language was no longer able to postulate the 
existence of bound morphemes of category X. Accordingly Roberts proposes the 
foUowing parameter (Roberts 1993:244): 
[10] For xo, is there X - l ? Yes/no 
Roberts' idea is that, i n the case of X = 1, the reduction in verbal morphology 
brought about the loss of verbal paradigms. Acquirers of the language had no means 
of posttdatlng the existence of X ' l . and consequent^ set a negative value for (10]. 
For the special case of X = 1, a negative value of the parameter dlsaUows Agr-1 and T" 
1. Roberts assumes that Engfish lost Agr" 1 and subsequently T ^ and that this loss 
had three results. Firstly, O-assigntng verbs could not raise to Agr or T. Secondly, 
lexical insertion of free morphemes into Agr° and T^ became possible. Thirdly, the 
loss of Agr' ^ could lead to a second specifier position for Agr (or Agr/T), although 
Roberts concedes that i t is problematic to demonstrate this. 
Roberts' concern is with the functional categories In I and how the loss of 
[X' ^ i n 1 produced the changes in the verbal system which 1 have mentioned. The 
subject of the present paper is not the Agr /T complex and 1 wiU have little more to 
say about i t . My purpose wil l be to demonstrate that Roberts' insight, the X ' l param-
eter, can account for other diachronic changes that involve functional categories. 
Roberts' analysis of the loss of Agr- ^ and and the changes that they gave rise to 
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s u r e s t that the loss of what we have been calling X ' ^  may have had repercussions 
in other parts of the grammar of English. 
14.4. J The Nature ofX'^ 
Before we investigate the possible loss of X ' ^ outside of I , i t wfl l be as well to clarify 
what we mean by the notation X ' l . Roberts uses this notation in the first instance 
to distinguish between two types of elements i n I ; thus he distinguishes between 
AgrO and Agr' 1. He then relates this distinction to the presence or absence of verbal 
paradigms in the language: an inflectional verbal paradigm is the trigger that an ac-
quirer needs to postulate A g r ^ . In a sense, then, the elements of the verbal 
paradigm, i.e. the affixes, are a reflex of the feature i n Agr" i . I t is now natural to as-
sume that these affixes, the bound morphemes of a verbal paradigm, are X ' i ele-
ments too. Tins causes a problem for Roberts' theory. While i t is certainly true that 
the English finite verb has lost its affixes to the extent that we can hardly say that 
NE has a verbal paradigm, i t is not true that all the verb endings have been lost. The 
NE verb has retained the -s and -ed endings from the present and weak past Indica-
tive paradigms. How are we to account for this? Are these endings not at the X" 1 
level? 
Roberts has some difficulty i n accommodating the -s and the -ed into his 
theory. I f English has lost both Agr' 1 and T" 1, as the theory claims, how can the two 
Inflectional morphemes -s and -ed, which are exponents of agreement and tense, be 
Inserted? Roberts offers two answers to this question, neither of which is very satis-
factory. 
His first answer (1993:244) is to say that -s and -ed, although bound mor-
phemes, are not at the X ' i level, but at the X^ level. His idea is that all fonnatives at 
the X" 1 level are bound morphemes, but not aU bound morphemes are at the X" i 
level. He claims that -s and -ed dlfiier from bovmd morphemes at the X ' ^  level because 
they are inflections without a paradigm. His second answer to the question is not to 
consider them as affixes at all. but as clitics 'perhaps' (1993:275). 
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Both answers lead to an equivalent result: Roberts r ^ a i d s -s and -ed as 
functional elements at the X " level. This raises a ftuther problem: we typically think 
of elements at the X ^ level as being words, the heads of maximal projections. Thus i t 
is highty problematic to regard these morphemes as heads of a phrase. 
1 now wish to propose a difierent solution to the problem of what to do with 
-s and -ed. It is, however, fufly i n keeping with the spirit of Roberts' theory, and sup-
ports the general thrust of his idea. 
The essence of the idea that I propose Is that what English lost h i the early 
ME period was the syllabic bound morpheme. It is noteworthy that the archetypal 
verbal and nominal paradigms of Indo-European languages are formed by aflSxation 
of a syllable or syUables to a root. NE has lost this type of paradigm. Hie sole 
remnants of the earlier paradigms are the -s, which makes plural nouns, the genitive 
's, the 3Sg present tense s, and the past tense -ed. It is remarkable that the sole 
remnants of the multiplicity of OE verbal and nominal syUabic afiBxes should be non-
syllabic Izl and /d / ' * . Let us assimie that Roberts is correct In reasoning that Izl 
and / d / survive and are productive because they belong to a difierent level to the 
syllabic affixes of OE. We want, however, not to have to allot Izl and 16.1 to the 
category 'word'. If, as Roberts su^ests. the syllabic afiBxes are at the level X - w h a t 
level is avaflable for the the morphemes Izl and /d/? The fact that they are 
segments, i.e. they are less than syllables, su^ests that they are at a lower level than 
syllables, and could therefore be assigned to the level X'^. Their survival would then 
be explained by the fact that they are Immune to the change of parameter, whereby 
X - l became lost. I f nothing else, this has the advemtage over Roberts' proposal that 
Izl and / d / are at the X " level. However. I wcuit to propose that there is another 
level between word level and aflBx level. I.e between Xo and X ' i , which I will call X'O. 
Elements at the X*" level. I wi l l claim, have a sort of hybrid nature; they are clearly 
4 I regard those cases where Izl becomes lul as, for Instance, /dij/becomes / d i j E / as a phonological 
variant due to disamllatlon. It Is clear that the underlying morpheme is non-syllablic. 
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less than independent words OiP), and yet they are both'smaller' and 'larger' than af-
fixes (X ' l ) . 
When English lost its X ' i affixes, functional elements had to appear at an-
other level. As Roberts shows in his analysis of do-support, this level could be xo. My 
proposal is that, i n addition to X^. another level, X'O was also available. 
Signfficantly, the loss of verbal and nominal affixation i n English has been 
accompanied by the appearance of clitics, particularly those associated with INFL. I 
am referring to such elements as nt and the reduction of auxiliaries to a 
consonantal ending: rve, he's, lYn, we'd, they're. It is clear that these auxiliary 
elements belong to the class of'simple* clitics, i n the sense of ZWICIQ'^ (1977) , i.e. they 
are reduced elements of a word class, which appear i n a position relative to the rest 
of the structure i n which the normal rules of the syntax would put them. Hiese 
elements clearly differ from X° elements: they are non-syllabic, hence unstressed, 
elements which are adjoined to an X° element. Tliey also clearly differ from elements 
at the X ' 1 level, which are syUabic and which may take word-stress. 
Rather than posit two distinct classes of cluster elements, /z/and / d / on 
the one hand and the auxiliary clitics on the other, i t would simplify the matter to 
subsiune them under the one level X'O. We assvune a level hierarchy as i n [1 I j : 





X - 1 1 affix 
X-2 1 con. cluster 
When EngUsh loses the X - l a f f i x level, the two levels X-2 and X'O are contiguous. 
This allows the X - 2 level to be reanalysed as X-o. 
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(12] xo 1 word xo word 
X-o j clitic 
X-o. X-2 clit./con. cl. 
X - l 
x-2 1 con. cluster 
We have seen so far that i n modem English the distinction between main verbs and 
auxiliary verbs with respect to raising to Agr, the appearance of do insertion, and the 
development of a closed class of morphologically defective modal verbs can be 
attributed to the loss of X" 1.1 weuit now to show how the loss of X ' 1 afiected other 
areas of English grammar, namely the prefixes, case morphology, and the 
prepositional system. We shall see that these three areas of grammar are closely 
linked. 
J4.4.2 The loss inEngfflsh of overt [L -*] 
Having discussed i n general terms the nature of X" i , the syllabic bound morpheme, 
and its loss i n modem English, I want now to show how this loss affected the 
realization of the location features that represent some value of [L -»]. 
OE had a range of verbal prefixes, such as a-, ge-, orv, to-, be-, /or-, of-, which 
correspond to the prefixes of German. These prefixes, as productive elements, were 
gradually lost i n the late OE period. Prefixed verbs which have survived into NE, for 
instance believe, forgive, became lexicalized in the OE period, when, presumably, the 
combination of prefix and simplex verb was no longer felt to be transparent, and the 
prefixed verb no longer had the literal meaning of its subparts. The OE prefixed verb 
lost out to a new development, the particle verb. 
Right from the first pages of... (The Ancrene Rlwle) one cannot avoid the impression 




Thus the system of productive verbal prefixes was lost i n English by the first few 
years of the thirteenth centmy. 
Tlie general consensus amongst writers is that English lost its grammatical 
verbal prefixes because the shift of word stress to the stem caused the prefixes to be 
gradually eroded. The problem with such a view is that i t fails to account for 
German. German. Uke English, has a strong stem stress, but, unlike English, 
German has retained Its grammatical verbal prefixes. I am not aware of any writer 
who has offered an explanation for this. Hfltunen, for instance,: 
... the decline of the prefixes (in English. RM) can be attributed to an interaction 
between their multiple meanings and the avallabilify of alternative expressions. 
(Hiltunen 1983:92) 
This ignores the fact that the German prefixes also have multiple meanings and the 
fact that German also has alternative expressions, i.e. the particle verbs. 
Whfle i t is undoubtedly true that the |-I-PATH] feature on grammatical prefixes 
was semanticaUy vague, and true that the prefixes were supplanted in English by 
lexically more specific elements, the particles, Hfltunen's argument of cause and 
effect is too simpfistic. Why. given the same cfrcumstances. did i t not occur in 
German? The e^qjlanation that I offer is simply that German has retained its X" i level 
for functional categories. More speciflcalty, German has retained its X-1 level where X 
= [-HPATH]. 
1 have so far shown i n various parts of this study that the (L features can 
be realized overtly i n German i n five possible ways: 
(1) as a preposition: an, catf, in, aus, 
(U) as a particle: an, catf, ein, aus 
(Ui) as a prefix on a verb: ge-, be-, ver-, er-, ent-
(iv) as case morphology on a DP: bare Dative and Genitive case 
(v) as the comparative suffix on adjectives: -er 
TTie first two of these, prepositions and particles, are words at the X^ level; 
the last three are bound morphemes at the X ' 1 level. It is now time to be more precise 
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about die word level elements, prepositions and particles, and show how they 
interact wi th the location features [L -»]. 
Let me firstly summarise what I have so far said eibout the German prefixes and 
prepositions: 
(1) H ie German be- prefix is an aUomorph of a location preposition: be- altemates 
with the prepositions an, corf, in, uber. 
(U) The German prefixes and the prepositions that they are edlomorphs of have 
dJfierent phonetic forms, i.e the prefixes do not occur as prepositions, and the 
prepositions do not occur as prefixes. 
Hiese two facts strongly suggest that there is a fundamental dlBerence 
between prefixes and prepositions beyond the fact that prefixes are bound 
morphemes at the X - 1 level, and prepositions are fl^^ee morphemes at the XO level. I 
propose that prefixes and prepositions cany a [±L ±-»| feature, but that prepositions 
contain an extra element that is missing i n the prefixes. This extra element is lexical 
content. Note that i n (1) above the be- prefix C8ui altemate with a number of 
prepositions that have dlfiering meanings, i.e. that have difierent lexical content. 
This also accounts for the essential difference between Primary and Secondary 
prefixes. The Primary prefixes are devoid of lexical content; the Secondary prefixes, 
i.e. the prefixes that have the same phonetic form as their prepositional 
counterparts, are transparent m meaning because they convey lexical content in 
addition to Uie [PATH] featiu-e [±L±->1. 
H ie difference i n meantog between the two PPs in [13] is not conveyed by a 
difference of preposition, but my a difference i n case morpholc®'' on the DP. 
[13] a. Er trot [pp tnmeinenACC Wageri]. Acc = {+L+ -^] 
he stepped in my car 
'He got into my ceu".' 
b. Er sa3 [pp in meinemDAT Wagen]. Dat = [+L - -»j 
'He was-sitting i n my car.' 
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The structure that I propose for the German PPs in [13] is given in [14]. 
[14] 
[lexical] 











The tree in [14] makes the foUowlng claims: 
(I) The preposition in Is a morpheme at the X^ level, and has lexical content meaning 
roughly Inside of, 
(II) H i e po i n is adjoined to a feature at the P-1 level. 
(fii) This feature may be either [-i-L -f -* ] signifying motion towards the complement of 
the preposition, or [-HL - ] signifying stationary location. 
(Iv) The feature i n (iii) is alternatively realized as a case morpheme on the determiner. 
(v) TTie determiner mein is a morpheme at the X ^ level, and has lexical content. 
(vi) The determiner is adjoined to a feature at the D° level. 
(vil) The feature [+L. -t- ^  1 is realized by Accusative case marking on the determiner; 
the feature [-HL - -» ] is realized as Dative case marking on the determiner. 
14.6 Case and Case Morphology 
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14.6.1 The German Determiner and Pronarnnal System 
The Modem German (NHG) paradigms for determiners, quantifiers and attributive 
adjectives exhibit the distinction between strong and weak affixes which is a pecu-
liarity of the Germanic languages, and which OE had. The strong ending is a bound 
morpheme which, i n contrast to our conception that bound morphemes are 
associated with a single word class, is mobfle and appears on determiners, attributive 
adjectives and pronouns. The foUowlng examples show the occurrence of the 
masculine nominative singular strong ending -er, firsUy on the definite article, 
secondly on the attributive adjective, thirdly on the 3Sg masculine pronoun. 
[15] a. derarmeJunge 
'the poor boy' 
b. armerjunge 
'poor boy" 
c. Er istein aimer Jimge. 
'He is a poor boy.' 
I take the strong and weak endings to be archetypalty syllabic aflHxes at the X-1 level. 
Hiey are adjoined to a host which is a root and therefore also at the X-1 level. This 




[16] a. Substitution of Yo into xo, triggered by XO's feature. X"! denotes the 








In this instance incorporation is triggered by an element at the X ' l level which 
selects an element of category Y. In the German determiner system the D' ^  element, 
which Is the locus of agreement and case features, selects an element Y from the 
mixed class of determiners, adjectives and pronouns which require to show 
agreement and case features. These Y elements are left-adjoined to X" i . 
It is a moot point whether the class of German words that shows case and 
features (determiners, adjectives and pronouns) are Y^ or Y' i , or whether both levels 
can be selected by a host at the X' ^ level. It is true that attributive adjectives have 
the form [Y+X], where X is an affix and Y heis. in all but a very few cases, the same 
form as the afiOxless predicative adjective: 
[17] a. Er ist ein armer Junge. 
'He is a poor boy.' 
b. DerJunge istarm/*armer. 
The boy Is poor.' 
I think, however, that there are good grounds for assuming that case and agreement 
features are at the Y' 1 level. A number of the elements in the determiner/quantifier 
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class do not have afiBxless fonns: beid- "both', einig- 'some', etUch- 'quite a few', Jed-, 
jeglich- 'evay. mehrer- 'several'. Other elements in this class occur without aflBx only 
In limited circumstances: sOmOich "all, complete', aU 'all', mandx "many', soldi 'such', 
welch "which, what'. 
The structvire in [16] allows us to decompose the German determiners and 
quantifiers and capture the relationship between them and the third person pro-
nouns. I consider the determiner/quantifier/pronoun/attributive adjective class to 
be composed of two elements at the X"i level, an aflHx which realizes <I>- and case 
features, and an element which realizes some other feature. This feature may be a 
functional element, such as +DEFiNnE or +WH, or may be lexical. 
Consider first the paradigm of the German definite article in its surface form: 
[18] singular plural 
masc fem neut all genders 
NOM der die das die 
ACC den die das die 
GEN des der des der 
DAT dem der dem den 
I analyse the definite article as being comprised of the deictic syflabic element da- and 
a syUabic affix, both of which are elements at the X' i level: 
(19] singular plural 
masc fem neut all genders 
NOM da+er da+ie da+es da-i^ e 
ACC da+en da+ie dates da+ie 
GEN dates da-fer da+es da+er 
DAT da+em dawr datem da+en 
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In [19] above, the vowel of da disappears everywhere in the paradigm except in the 
neuter singular Nomhiatlve and Accusative, where the vowel of da is retained and 
the vowel of the affix is lost. 
Compare the paradigm in [19] with the forms of the third person personal 
pronouns: 
[20] singular plural 
masc fem neut all genders 
NOM er sfe es sie 
ACC ihn sle es ste 
GEN (seiner) (iAirer) (seiner) (i/irer) 
DAT ihm ihr Vvn ihnea 
In the table above I have bracketed the genitive forms, since they do not properly 
belong to the pronominal system. If we compare the forms in [20] with those of the 
da+strong ending in [19] we can see that the pronouns are simply the strong endings 
by themselves, i.e. if the masculine nominative singular definite article is da+er, then 
the pronoun is simply 0+er. By this I mean that the X' ^ strong ending can select a 





















der 'the' masc nom sing 
dieser 'this' masc nom sing 
jener 'that' masc nom sing 
'he' masc nom sing 
14.6.2 The Loss of Case Morphology in English 
So far I have equated the loss in English of X' i with the loss of paradigms consisting 
of syllabic morphemes. The clearest case in the history of English where paradigm 
morphology has been lost is in the NP/DP. I give the OE paradigm for a masculine 
noun preceded by a determiner and adjective, 'the/this old king": 
[22] singvdar plural 
NOM se ealda cyning Pa ealdan cyningas 
ACC pone ealdan cyning pa ealdan cyningas 
GEN p<es ealdan cyninges para ealdra cyninga 
DAT ptem ealdan cyninge pern ealdum cyningum 
The surface forms of the deteiminer in [22] can be decomposed into the two X"! 





NOM sa+e pa+a 
ACC pa+one pa+a 
GEN pa+es pa+ara 
DAT pa+em pa+em 
This parallels the Modem Gennan determiner in [18] and [19]. In Modem English the 
various forms of the determiner se, pone etc. have been reduced to the single word the 
or tMs. The attributive adjective eald has lost all inflection. Only the noun Itself 
retains something of the original paradigm, namely the genitive's and the plural -s 
morphemes. In other words NE has lost syllabic inflection, i.e. it has lost the X' i level 
which is necessary for tme paradigms. All that has remained, as I have argued above, 
are the consonantal elements -s and's, which I claim are elements at the X'2 level 
reanalysed as elements at the X'° level. 
The NE pronominal system has undergone a slmflar change. Here are the 
forms of the OE third person pronouns: 
[24] singular pliu-al 
masc fem neut pliu-al 
NOM he heo hit hie 
ACC hine hi hit hie 
GEN his hire his hira 
DAT him hire him him 
A comparison between this paradigm of third person pronouns and the paradigm of 
the definite article/demonstrative 'this', the masculine forms of which are given in 
[22], shows that the basis of the two paradigms consists in a ftision of two elements. 
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The third person pronouns comprise an element, which I wiU represent as hi- fused 
with a syllabic case and agreement morpheme -e. -ene, -es, -em, etc. ^ 
[25] 
meisc fem neut plvual 
NOM hi+e hi+o hi+et hi+e 
ACC hi+ene hi+0 hi+et hi+e 
GEN hi+es hi+ere hi+es hi+era 
DAT hi+em hi+ere hi+em hi+em 
The forms of the determiner paradigm similarly consist of the fusion of two elements, 
a deictic element pa- (or so- for the masculine nominative) and a similar case and 
agreement morpheme: sa+e, pa+one, pa+as, pa+am. This is a case of the adjunction of 
two elements tri^ered by an X' 1 level element providing a slot for another X' i level 
element. The resultant forms are heads at the X° level. 
When English lost the X' ^  level, it lost the case and agreement morphemes. 
The X' 1 deictic element that remained became reanalysed as a head at the X° level It 
might be argued, however, that English has retained case and agreement morphemes 
in its pronominal system, and that this presents a problem for the hypothesis. It is, 
of course, true that NE has retained something of the OE pronominal system, namely 
the //me, t^/him, we/us. theglthem opposition. In addition there are the respective 
possessive forms my/mine, his, hers, its, our/ours, their/theirs. However, the existence 
of such forms in no way undennines the present hypothesis, but rather serves to 
support it. 
My claim is that, while the OE pronominal system is a paradigm of fused X' 1 
elements, the corresponding NE pronominal forms that I have just quoted are not 
fusions of two X' 1 elements but simple, undecomposable, monosyllabic X^ heads. In 
5 Evidence that the pronouns are underlyingly bisyUabic is provided by attested forms for the 
masculine Accusative in hiene and Genitive plural in hiena and hiom. 
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other words the modem forais are not analysable as composed of two elements. Note 
the following points: 
[26] 1. There is significant suppletion://me, s/xe//ier, u)e/us/our. 
2. niere is significant syncretism: her (oblique), her (possessive); you 
(subject), (oblique). 
3. Such patterns that there are are limited in scope: the -s on his, hers, 
its, ours, yours, theirs is not found on mine. The possessive adjective 
has this -s only on his and its. 
In the transition from OE to NE the pronominal system has undergone three impor-
tant changes. 
[27] 1. The OE accusative forms were lost and the dative forms took over the 
function of the accusative. 
2. TTie genitive forms his, hire, his, hira lost the ability to fimctlon in (i) 
partitive constmctions and (ii) as the complement of verbs. Instead 
they became reanalysed as possessive adjectives. 
3. There came about a change in markedness. The OE case system had 
the nominative as the unmarked case; NE has the oblique forms as 
the uimiarked case. 
Points (2) and (3) need a little elaboration. The OE third person pronouns 
had the genitive forms his, hire, his, hira 'of him', 'of her', 'of if , 'of them'. TTiese 
genitive forms could occur in any context where a genitive NP was required. They 
could be in a partitive constmcUon (a), or the complement of a verb governing the 
genitive case (b): 
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[28] a. eal pat hiscEN dSer oi@6e ettan 69&e erian mag 
aU that of-it one either or graze or plough may 
'... all of it that can be either grazed or ploughed.' 
b. God iireQEN helpe. 
God us help 
"God help us.' 
(Brook 1955:88) 
These genitive forms of the third person pronouns could also be used as possessive 
adjectives: 
[29] his feeder 
•his father' 
Frequently, however, the definite article is inserted as well: 
[30] Sette hisQEN p^ sw^ran hand him on pet heafod 
set of-him the right hand to-him on the head 
'Hei set hiSj right hand on hisj head.' 
(Brook 1955:88) 
TTiis last example clearly shows that his was regarded as a genitive-marked pronoun 
in the pronoun paradigm. When the construction consisting of genitive pronoun 
and definite article gave way to the construction containing his without the article, 
i.e. the NE form, his came to be reanalysed as an indeclinable possessive adjective 
outside of the pronominal paradigm. 
I said above that there was a change in markedness in the pronominal 
system. The OE case system for pronouns, determiners and nouns had the 
Nominative as the unmarked case, and the oblique cases as the marked cases. This 
contrasts with NE where the oblique forms are the unmarked case. In fact I follow 
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Emonds (1986) in saying that NE does not have morphological case as such, even in 
the pronominal system, 'me pronoun system in NE consists of two forms, e.g. I/me. 
The first of these two forms, what was once the nominative case, is now the marked 
form which is used only in contexts where it is the single subject of a verb or 
auxUlary/model. In afl other contexts, i.e. the elsewhere or default condition, me is 
used. The distinction between, say he and him in OE was a distinction between the 
elements of a paradigm, part of whose function was to show morphological case. 
Case was shown by the fusion of X' ^  level elements. The distinction in NE between 
he and him is the distinction between two words of different classes at X" level. 
14.7 Monosyllabic Heads in English 
A striking feature of the development of English is the fact that the loss of paradigms 
has led to the establishment of closed classes of monosyllabic heads. Thus the 
members of the class of pronouns, the class of possessives, the class of iNFVrelated 
words, and the class of locational adverbials are all monosyUables: 
[31] Pronouns: I you he, she, it we ihey me 
me you him, her, it us them me 
Possessives: my your his, her, its our their one's 
mine yours his, hers, its ours theirs 0 
iNFL-related: do, does, did 
houe, has, had 
am, is, are, was, were, 
will, would, shall should, can, could, may, might, must, ought, 
dare 
Loc. adverbials: ujhere, here, ihere (cf. whither, hither, thither] 
The class of determiner/quantifiers contains some polysyUabic members, but even so 
there is a significant niunber of monosyUables: 
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Det/quants: (he, tfiis, these, that, those, such, both, all, save, each, few, 
whidi, what, much, most 
(Polysyllables: euery, several, many) 
It seems to be the case that English has developed a constraint on the 
membership of INFI, and D such that items which may be inserted under these nodes 
must be monosyllabic. If this is. indeed, the case it would explain why main verbs 
cannot raise to INFT^ . There are no constraints on the number of syllables a member 
of the category of main verbs can have. Although there are monosyllabic main verbs, 
they do not belong to a category which consists solely of monosyllabic members. 
14.8 The X-o Level 
I have already, albeit briefly, mentioned the consonantal elements vMch are the 
remnants of the OE verbal and noun paradigms: noun plural -s, 3S present tense -s, 
possessive's and past tense -ed. I suggested that these remnants of full inflection at 
the X- i level be assigned to the level X-°. In a sense, then, these consonantal 
elements rise in status to the X'° level. I now want to suggest that there are elements 
which can drop a level. TTiese are the clitic elements such as the reduced forms of 
axixUiaries. such as've, 'd, 're, '11. TTiese reduced auxiliaries derive fi-om the fiiD forms, 
which are at the X^ level. They drop frran level XO to level X'O. Note that all the 
reduced auxiliary forms are consonantal. Just as the reduced inflections are 
consonantal. The hybrid level X'° contains, then, two types of consonantal 
elements: reduced inflections which rise ftxan the X ' l level, and reduced auxiliaries 
which drop fi-om the X^ level. 
14.9 Conclusion 
I have shown that Old English (OE) was in a state of change. OE had two landing 
sites for the finite verb in both main and subordinate clauses, the finite verb could 
also raise to Comp, and in Infl-flnal clauses could raise leftwards over another con-
stituent. The prefixal sysem was in competition with the particle system. Ambiguities 
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in the position of the finite verb meant that a P was often ambiguous between being 
a prefix, a postposition, or a particle. When eventually the word order, apart form 
residual V2, settied down to SVO, the particles won out over the prefixes. 
I have suggested that the loss of the prefixes and the rise of the particles was 
just one effect of a parametric change (Roberts 1993), whereby English lost in large 
measure the X" ^ level, i.e. the bound syllabic morpheme as the realization of abstract 
features. In addition to the loss of the prefixes, English has lost virtually all of its DP 
morphology. OE determiners and pronouns were bisyUabic heads comprising two X' ^  
morphemes, as are the Modem Gennan determiners and quantifiers. The modem 
EngUsh deteminers and pronouns are unanalysed monosyllabic words at the X ' l 
level. I further suggested that the consonemtal morphemes, such as plural -s, genitive 





This study of the German (inseparable) prefixes has shown that the [±LOC] 
relationship obtaining between the Figure and the Ground, which I have argued is 
imposed on language, provides the means to establish the basic underlying templates 
that give rise to the multifarious prefixed verbs in German. We have seen that it is a 
form of this locative feature that surfaces as prefix, as preposition, as particle, as 
case morphology on DPs. and as [COMPARATIVE] on adjectives. Thus, it tums out 
that a large nimiber of hithertofore E^parentiy dissociated phenomena in the 
grammar of German are in fact manifestations of a variation on one and the same 
underlying feature, i.e. the feature (-*) in [l], according to how F and G In [1] are 
realized. 
[1] ( ) F - (G) 
The difference between Gennan and English with respect to [1] is accounted for by 
the parameter in [2]. 
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